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Elder care is becoming an important issue across Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries. This dissertation examines how, in the postwar period many OECD countries began to develop elder care policies, but did so in different ways. In the postwar period, Sweden came closer to what would be considered the 'gold standard' for elder care, investing a substantial share of its Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in a comprehensive, publicly financed elder care system while jurisdictions like Alberta have left it largely to private - household and market - solutions. However, in an era of neo-liberal globalization, fiscal pressures associated with population aging may be leading not only 'liberal' jurisdictions like Alberta, but also 'social democratic' ones like Sweden to rely increasingly on markets and households. This research is important because elder care is an issue of growing concern in OECD countries given the growing gap between available public resources and the needs of the growing elderly population.

The core argument of this thesis is that there is a common trajectory in Albertan and Swedish elder care policies in a neo-liberal direction. Nevertheless, differences in their original policy base continue to be reflected in their current policies. This calls for a more nuanced version of the path-dependency thesis.

While it is appropriate to examine national policy in the Swedish case since the majority of the policy decisions and innovation occurring in the elder care field are national, in Canada elder care is a provincial responsibility, although some policies affecting the elderly are pan-Canadian such as pensions, and the Canada Health Act. Canadian provinces have considerable latitude in designing health and social care provision whereas the national framework clearly sets limits to the extent to which the Swedish municipalities can introduce local variations. I chose Alberta because it is arguably Canada’s most conservative province; thus, it offers an interesting contrast (most unlike case) to Sweden, which has been the paradigm exemplar for social democratic social policies.

Elder care is a highly gendered issue since the empirical reality is that the eldest elder care recipients are often women as women typically outlive men, and women provide the bulk of both formal and informal elder care as wives, daughters or paid caregivers. As such, this thesis uses the feminist political economy and the ethics of care to provide a gender-sensitive critical analysis of elder care in Alberta and Sweden from the post-World War Two period until the end of 2011.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADL – Activities of Daily Living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHS – Alberta Health Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHW – Alberta Health and Wellness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AISH – Assured Income for the Severely Handicapped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASB – Alberta Seniors Benefit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCS – Alberta Seniors and Community Supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHST – Canada Health and Social Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIHI – Canadian Institute for Health Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPP – Canada Pension Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CST – Canadian Social Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMS – Emergency Medical Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPF – Established Program Financing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAL – Designated Assisted Living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAL-D – Designated Assisted Living for people with Dementia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP – Gross Domestic Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOA – Government of Alberta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCA – Health Care Aide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIDS – Hospital Insurance and Diagnostic Service (Act)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAS – Home Support Aides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IADL – Instrumental Activities of Daily Living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPN – Licensed Practical Nurse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTC – Long-term Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSI – Medical Services Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEP – National Energy Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPM – New Public Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAS – Old Age Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD – Organization for Economic Cooperation Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSW – Personal Support Workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBHW – National Board of Health and Welfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHA – Regional Health Authorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN – Registered Nurse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO – World Health Organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GLOSSARY

Activities of daily living (ADL): include bathing, dressing, eating, getting in and out of bed or chair, moving around, and using the bathroom. Often they are referred to as “personal care”.

Care setting: means the place where users of care services live, such as nursing homes, assisted living facilities/sheltered housing, and/or private homes.

Cash (or cash-for-care) benefits: include cash transfers to the care recipient, the household, or the family caregiver, to pay for, purchase, or obtain care services. Cash benefits can also include payments directed to carers.

Elder*: see definition provided for ‘senior citizen’.

Elder care institutions: refer to nursing and residential care facilities (other than hospitals) which provide accommodation and long-term care as a package to people requiring ongoing health and nursing care due to chronic impairments and a reduced degree of independence in activities of daily living (ADL). These establishments provide residential care combined with either nursing, supervision or other types of personal care as required by the residents. Elder care institutions include specially designed institutions where the predominant service component is long-term care and the services are provided for people with moderate to severe functional restrictions.

Elder care recipients: people receiving long-term care in institutions or at home, including recipients of cash benefits.

Formal (elder) care: includes all care services that are provided in the context of formal employment regulations, such as through contracted services, by contracted paid care workers, declared to social security systems. Formal elder care workers include the following occupations and categories: 1) nurses; 2) personal care workers (caregivers), including formal workers providing elder care services at home or in institutions (other than hospitals) and who are not qualified or certified as nurses, personal care workers at home or in institutions are defined as people providing routine personal care, such as bathing, dressing, or grooming, to elderly, convalescent, or disabled persons in their own homes or in institutions (other than hospitals).

Family carers: include individuals providing elder care services on a regular basis, often on an unpaid basis and without contract, for example spouses/partners, family members, as well as neighbors, and/or friends.

Home care: is provided to people with functional restrictions who mainly reside in their own home. It also applies to the use of institutions on a temporary basis to support continued living at home – such as in the case of community care and day-care centers, and in the case of respite care. Home care also includes specially designed, ‘assisted or adapted living arrangements’ for persons who require help on a regular basis while guaranteeing a high degree of autonomy and self-control.
Informal (elder) care: refers to the services rendered by family members, friends, and relatives. These are informal in the sense that the individuals providing the care do not do it for a living and are not paid. Indeed, they are often providing the elder care service, while at the same time engaged in gainful employment elsewhere. Informal care is reported in the literature as including emotional help (keeping company or keeping an eye on), economic assistance, as well as more hands-on help (personal services, practical assistance, paperwork, cleaning).

Informal (elder) carer: an informal carer is generally defined as someone who looks after another person—a relative, neighbor or friend, but predominantly a relative—who has an impairment, mental health problem, or (chronic and life-limiting) illness.

Instrumental activities of daily living (IADL): include help with housework, meals, shopping and transportation. They can also be referred to as ‘domestic care’ or ‘home help’.

Long-term care (LTC): is defined as a range of services required by persons with a reduced degree of functional capacity, physical or cognitive, and who are consequently dependent for an extended period of time on help with basic activities of daily living (ADL). This ‘personal care’ component is frequently provided in combination with help with basic medical services such as ‘nursing care’ (help with wound dressing, pain management, medication, health monitoring), as well as prevention, rehabilitation or services of palliative care. Long-term care services can also be combined with lower-level care related to “domestic help” or help with instrumental activities of daily living (IADL).

Non-profit sector: many rely on paid employers, but also volunteers whose work can be described as the unpaid time people give to help an organization or an individual to whom they are not related (Karp et al. 2010, 25).

Senior Citizen: a common designation for an elderly person. It is often used instead of traditional terms such as ‘old person,’ ‘old age pensioner,’ or ‘elderly’ as a courtesy and to signify continuing relevance of and respect for the population group as ‘citizens’ of society, or ‘senior’ rank. The age which qualifies for senior citizen status varies widely. In governmental contexts it is usually associated with an age at which pensions and medical benefits for the elderly become available.
Elder care is an issue of growing concern in Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries but it is not simply a question of demographic pressures encountering fiscal constraints. Elder care policies are embedded in wider socio-economic and political relations of power, especially gendered understandings of care.\(^1\) The survey of existing social science literature indicates that the issues facing many elderly people and their caregivers need to be examined from a perspective that takes gender seriously.\(^2\) The empirical reality is that the eldest elder care recipients are often women as women typically outlive men, and women provide the bulk of elder care as wives, daughters or paid caregivers.\(^3\) In an era of neo-liberal globalization fiscal pressures associated with population aging have increased the disconnect between increasing elder care needs and decreasing availability of both formal and informal elder care as the adult earner family replaces the male breadwinner-female caregiver family norm. In other words, it is not easy to privatize elder care by devolving responsibilities onto families. The growing size of the elderly population therefore serves to enhance concerns about families’ - and in particular women’s- ability to provide the care needed to maintain the elderly population.

This thesis uses the feminist political economy and the ethics of care\(^4\) to provide a gender-sensitive critical analysis of elder care in Alberta and Sweden from the post-World War Two (WWII) period until the end of 2011. Sweden was chosen to represent the ideal-typical social democratic regime, with a strong state, large public sector, and a limited role for market solutions in welfare provision while the Albertan welfare state would be considered a liberal regime. Although comparative studies typically compare two national systems, I chose to

---

\(^1\) Neo-liberalism and gender inequality should therefore be considered co-constitutive.

\(^2\) See, for example, the work of Armstrong, P., A. Banerjee, M. Szebehely, H. Armstrong, T. Daly, and S. Lafrance in *They Deserve Better: The Long-term Care Experience in Canada and Scandinavia* (2009).

\(^3\) Almost two-thirds of the people receiving elder care in Canada are women, with women amassing more than three-quarters of those aged 85+ (Armstrong et al. 2009, 32). Meanwhile, in Sweden, women also represent a majority of the elder care recipients, in home-based as well as institution-based care (Daly and Szebehely 2011, 8).

\(^4\) Throughout the thesis I use 'ethic(s) of care' and 'feminist ethics of care' interchangeably. As Kershaw notes, "it remains a uniquely feminist endeavor to treat care as a lens of analysis for citizenship and social policy" (2005, 9). For Daly and Lewis too the two are closely intertwined: "care is one of the truly original concepts to have emerged from feminist scholarship, and it has served as a central hinge in thinking about welfare states are or can be gendered" (1998, 4).
compare Sweden’s elder care system to that of one Canadian province (Alberta). While it is appropriate to examine national policy in the Swedish case since the majority of the policy decisions and innovation occurring in the elder care field are national, in Canada elder care is a provincial responsibility, although some policies affecting the elderly are pan-Canadian such as pensions and the Canada Health Act. Canadian provinces have considerable latitude in designing health and social care provision whereas the national framework clearly sets limits to the extent to which the Swedish municipalities can introduce local variations. I chose Alberta because it is arguably Canada’s most conservative province; thus, it offers an interesting contrast (most unlike) to Sweden which is the paradigm exemplar for social democratic social policies.

One would thus expect their elder care policies to have evolved quite differently at least in the postwar era. Sweden has in the past come closer to what would be considered the 'gold standard' investing a significant portion of its Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in the development of a relatively comprehensive, publicly financed elder care system while other jurisdictions like Alberta have placed greater reliance on private - household and market - solutions. However, in an era of neo-liberal globalization, fiscal pressures combined with population aging may be leading not only liberal jurisdictions like Alberta, but also 'social democratic' ones like Sweden to rely increasingly on markets and households.

This thesis centers around the following central research question: how can we explain the evolution of elder care policies of Alberta and Sweden from the post-WWII period until the end of 2011? In order to answer this question, I begin by answering the following three sub-research questions: first, which elder care policies do the province of Alberta - often classified as a liberal welfare regime - and Sweden - the paradigm exemplar of a social democratic welfare regime - have in place to meet challenges presented by the aging population and why? Second, is Swedish elder care policy moving along the same neo-liberal trajectory as Alberta in terms of elder care policies, and if so, how can this be explained? Third, what are the gendered consequences of contemporary elder care policies in Alberta and Sweden for the elderly and their elder caregivers?

---

5 The province has been governed by right wing parties (first Social Credit then Conservative) without interruption since 1935.

6 As a proportion of GDP, Sweden's allocation is almost five times the European Union average. See, for example, http://sweden.se/society/elderly-care-in-sweden/.
In answering the central and sub-research questions of this thesis, I argue that while elder care policies in both Alberta and Sweden have followed a neo-liberal trajectory (marketization), which has obscured both the importance of care and the relations of power that govern the giving and receiving of it, it is still possible to see significant policy differences due to both legacies of the past and differences in contemporary political alignments. In other words, while both places began to develop elder care policies in the postwar period, they did so in different ways. Since the 1980s, however, there has been increasing political appetite for neo-liberal ideas of competition and choice. The neo-liberal turn has created a growing gap between available public resources on the one hand, and the needs on the part of the growing elderly population on the other hand. This does not mean that the ‘path dependency’ thesis needs to be rejected outright as the effect of policy legacies is still visible. As Colin Hay (2004) would argue, there is a continued divergence despite a common trajectory.

The main contribution of this thesis is the rich empirical analysis of the evolution of elder care policies in Alberta and Sweden. This activity involves an account of the changing field of elder care in Alberta and Sweden to reveal the political drivers, and the corresponding effects on elder caregivers and the elderly they care for. This approach, which utilizes an integrated lens of care ethics and feminist political economy, allows us to see the often hidden effects of elder care policies and practices on women. Although this dissertation does not formally take an intersectional approach, I do recognize that women’s experiences of elder care are affected by class, age, and ethnicities.

**Problem pressures - demographic trends in Alberta and Sweden**

Demographic trends present major political economic challenges and opportunities that will have lasting impacts for Alberta and Sweden in terms of elder care policy development. This section outlines some of the key demographic shifts and offers insight into why both governments are making efforts to adjust their elder care policies to find solutions that are both economically viable and politically acceptable.

**Population aging**

---

7 See Appendix E for information about current elder care in Alberta, and Appendix F for details on contemporary elder care in Sweden.
Alberta and Sweden’s populations are both aging, albeit at different rates and proportions. The province of Alberta had an estimated population of 3,645,257 in 2011 (Statistics Canada 2011). The first baby boomer\textsuperscript{8} turned 65 in 2011, and each month thereafter over 2000 Albertans reached 65 (GoA 2010, 1). It is estimated that the percentage of Albertans 65+ will increase to 15% of the total population over the next decade, with the number of elderly expected to rise from 413,000 to 642,000 (GoA 2010, 1). Moreover, by 2031, when the last baby boomer reaches 65, it is projected that approximately 20% of Albertans will be 65+ (Ferguson 2011). At the end of 2011, Sweden’s total population was estimated to be 9,514,406 (Statistics Sweden 2012), with more than 18% of the residents 65+ by the end of 2011 (Home Instead 2012). Moreover, analysts predict that by 2050, Sweden will have 2.3 million people in that age group (Home Instead 2013). Table 1 below outlines projections for the number of people 65+ in Alberta and Sweden.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
Year & Alberta & Sweden \\
\hline
2010 & 300 & 2000 \\
2011 & 350 & 2500 \\
2012 & 400 & 3000 \\
2013 & 450 & 3500 \\
2014 & 500 & 4000 \\
2015 & 550 & 4500 \\
2020 & 600 & 5000 \\
2030 & 650 & 5500 \\
2040 & 700 & 6000 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Projections of the Number of People 65+ in Alberta and Sweden}
\end{table}

\textit{Source: Statistics Canada 2010; Statistics Sweden 2008a.}

\textsuperscript{8} A baby boomer is typically considered to be a person who was born during the demographic post-World War II baby boom between the years 1946 and 1964.
Population aging can be attributed to a variety of factors including healthier lifestyles, improved standards of living, and medical advances which are helping people to manage chronic illness and live longer. Population aging thus reflects real advances, but at the same time, it is important to take into consideration the challenges it represents, as well as costs that may result from it.

The politics and policies of aging are an important aspect of social and health policy agendas as societies like Alberta and Sweden debate the future of welfare states in which the distribution of rights and obligations among the state, the market, the non-profit sector, and the family must be reassessed. Given population aging, one of the central pressures with regard to the future of health and social care systems is the financial sustainability of these systems. Some warn that the boomers’ giant demographic shift towards retirement constitutes the biggest challenge for governments. Ragan speaks to this:

This government machine built over the past half-century was constructed during a time when demographic forces were very advantageous: a young and fast-growing population. The implications were rapidly advancing living standards and the ability to easily fund many government programs. But as the oldest baby boomers reach 65 this year and these demographic forces move into reverse for the next three decades, there will be a need to adjust this machine of government (2011, 31).

Accordingly, this has given rise to references to the coming ‘gray wave,’ and ‘the gray tsunami’. As Gee and Gutman note:

A number of terms have surfaced – apocalyptic demography, voodoo demography, and alarmist demography – to refer to an increasingly held view that demographic factors determine human affairs. While demography does influence the social environment, it does not determine it – this is what the ‘holy writ’ of apocalyptic demography fails to understand. We use the term ‘holy writ’ advisedly because apocalyptic demography has an ideological hue. For many, it is accepted fact that population aging has negative consequences for society and for intergenerational relations, i.e. that increasing numbers and proportions of elderly translate into the need for major cuts in social policies and programs, and that generational tensions are bound to escalate (2000, 1).

Neo-liberalism permeates all aspects of our lives through a wide range of techniques of governance. The media, for example, has been known to sell the idea that the aging population will spell trouble for health and social care systems, creating a sense of crisis. As a result, some believe that publicly funded elder care is unsustainable. Moreover, the ‘aging’ of both societies is
occurring at a time when governments are trying to limit rising elder care costs, therefore increasing pressure on governments to find low cost but politically palatable elder care solutions.

As a result, in discourse on publicly provided elder care, apocalyptic demographic predictions have been used as a means to justify retrenchment of public support for elder care to counteract the ‘burden’ of population aging. Commenting on this, Gee states that apocalyptic demography contains two key elements - beliefs and courses of action that stem from those beliefs, and moreover, that these political implications need to be taken into consideration (2000, 5). However, according to Rosenthal "this same ideology would place care of the elderly firmly in the private/personal sphere, on the shoulders of families, in reality on the shoulders of wives, daughters, and daughters-in-law" (2000, 60). Thus, apocalyptic demography should be seen as an ideology, an ideology that does not, however, line up with demographic data.

It is also important to take a look at the overall health of the elderly in each context. One hypothesis is the postponement of morbidity. This theory proposes that the active-life expectancy will rise at the same time as the total life expectancy, and that the number of years of ill-health will remain unchanged. Many of today’s elderly are relatively healthy and may not need the kind of care that was required by their parents, with many people living out much of the remainder of their lives in reasonable health, with limited disability. As Armstrong and Armstrong explain, "this means that we should not/cannot base predictions about costs of the current elderly population on past trends to predict the future as it may well be that this aging generation will be in much better health than the previous one was, and age alone does not determine health and social care costs" (2008, 89-90).

This position questions the argument that one of the main characteristics of the elderly population is the prevalence of chronic physical or cognitive diseases, especially multiple disabling conditions, which tend to increase as one ages. Although they can be relieved, improved, and/or slowed down; chronic illnesses are not curable. The Director of the Canadian Association for Retired Persons (CARP) discussed this view:

There weren’t many people living into their 80s in my parents’ generation, but today many people live into their 80s and beyond. This means that more illnesses come along...After all people do need to die of something. People used to pass away earlier, but now medicine keeps you alive - whether you like it or not! The medical profession always knows what’s best for you - even if it is not what’s best for you. People are living much longer, and causing a number of unforeseen consequences (Interview, Perry 2011).
This perspective assumes that people living longer often translates into extended periods of frailty for increasing numbers of elderly people. Thus, regardless of health, the sheer volume of seniors represents a significant challenge for governments.

This thesis does not share these alarmist views, but rather appreciates that we need to think about the challenges that will be presented as a result of population aging in the determination and creation of elder care policies. This work therefore aligns with that of Evans (2010), who reminds us that we are all aging, but only one year at a time, a pace more consistent with a ‘silver glacier’ than a tsunami. Another problem with the tsunami thesis is that it assumes that all elderly people are alike, and that they will all present a roughly similar and equal burden on society. As Evans explains, while older people as a rule consume more healthcare than younger people, “on an annual basis the increase in health costs due to aging is actually very small, with population aging comprising but a small factor in increasing healthcare costs, much less than other factors such as population growth…Panic-mongering about a ‘grey tsunami’ is simply a distraction” (2010, 1).

Moreover, demographic shifts may ultimately lead funds to be freed up in other areas. The fact that we have a much smaller younger population means that, for example, resources going into schools/education are not as demanding, therefore freeing up funds that can be applied towards elder care. We must also remember that the elderly pay taxes like everyone else based on their income, pensions, annuities, and other revenue sources. As a result, the longer that the elderly live, the longer they pay taxes. It is important that we recognize this contribution, as well as more generally, the lifetime of taxes and contributions that the elderly have made.

Population aging is, however, not the only demographic trend of impacting the ability of welfare states to provide elder care. As mentioned earlier, public support for elder care has come in different ways, reflecting decisions about different allocations among the state, the market, the non-profit sector, and the family. This thesis focuses on the implications of different arrangements for women since they provide the bulk of informal elder care in Alberta and Sweden alike. Today, many women take on elder care work because there is a lack of available or acceptable publicly funded elder care. In fact, women typically find themselves taking on caring roles throughout their life span, with many starting to care for an elderly relative soon after rearing children, while others, often called the ‘sandwich generation’ provide elder care
while also caring for their children. We must, however, take into consideration the extent that adult-earner families have replaced the male breadwinner-female caregiver family norm. These changes have meant that it is not easy to devolve elder care responsibilities onto adult worker families through privatization, and more specifically marketization, and refamilialization tendencies.

The growing size of the elderly population therefore serves to enhance concerns about families’ - and in particular women’s - abilities to provide the care needed to maintain the elderly population. That being said, adult-earner families do tend to be more likely to be able to purchase elder care. The limits of this ability are however worthy of debate since the price of care typically tends to be high, and especially for women caught in the sandwich generation with the costs of purchasing care compounded. Despite these challenges, many elder care policies have been created and sustained based on the gendered roles that are found in traditional families, which increasingly clash with today’s social realities.

In order to illuminate the causes of this clash, six additional demographic trends are considered. First, new family types\(^9\) are increasingly common. Across the OECD there are rapidly changing trends in marriage, such as for example, increasing rates of cohabitation and divorce, and decreasing marriage, as it is less an act of economic necessity. This can have an effect on the support available from i.e. a spouse and/or alter the support exchanged between generations. Second, families are more disconnected by geographic distance. Many miles may separate potential informal caregivers from elderly family and friends in need of care. Third, to varying degrees across the OECD there is a decline in fertility. This means that there is not only a larger pool of elderly people requiring care, but that the burden is concentrated on a diminished pool of potential caregivers. Fourth, and related to the first point, there has been an increase in reconstituted or recombinant families, and lone-parent families. This represents a shift toward living in looser, multigenerational families, with may cause some to become emotionally distant from kin, resulting in a loss of potential informal elder caregivers. Fifth, ‘delayed transitions,’ which can include an increase in the age at first marriage, at remarriage, at leaving the parental home, and at first childbirth have become increasingly common. This shifts the historical balance between the young and the elderly, along with accompanying roles and responsibilities. This can

\(^9\) These changes should not be seen as the ‘family’ deteriorating, but rather than modern forms of family have been altered, and furthermore, that social policies should accommodate them accordingly (Olson 2003, 55).
mean that caregivers find themselves caught between the needs of their children and their elderly parents in what has been described earlier as the sandwich generation. Finally, and particularly significant for this thesis, one of the greatest changes affecting families - and the provision of informal elder care in the private sphere - has been the steady influx of women into the labor force, with many women today working outside of the home.\(^\text{10}\) Lewis (2001) was one of the first scholars who identified this trend as part of the new norm in social policy being an "adult worker model," (referred to as the adult-earner model\(^\text{11}\) in this thesis) involving a set of assumptions about individuals, their work, and their family lives.

Demographic changes identified in this section are important as they alter the balance – and, moreover the possibilities – for elder care work provided informally by families. Moreover, these trends present major political economic challenges which will create both opportunities and challenges for elder care policy development in Alberta and Sweden. Both governments are making efforts to adjust their elder care policies in response to demographic shifts as they struggle to find solutions that are both economically viable and politically acceptable. Of particular interest are changes in social reproduction, which represent an important challenge facing advanced capitalist states. According to Mahon, “where once the unpaid care of the mother-housewife could be assumed, this is no longer the case in most OECD countries…As a result, states are now being called upon to help resolve the resulting 'crisis of care'” (2012, 355). Although women’s labor force participation has not resulted in women ‘abandoning their parents,’ it has altered the fashion in which elder care is provided, and has amplified the occurrence of burnout of these informal elder caregivers, signaling the need for greater support from governments.

Thus, the aging of the population and the increase in women’s labor force participation have made elder care a subject of even greater policy importance. As such, much feminist research has been devoted to the potential conflicts women face between paid work and care

\(^{10}\) The decline of the ‘male-breadwinner/female caregiver’ model began as early as the 1960s in Canada and Sweden. Today Sweden exhibits one of the highest female labor force participation rates in the world with 70.3% of women of working age in employment, while Canada remains higher than the OECD average of 56.7% with 68.8% of women of working age in employment (OECD 2011b).

\(^{11}\) The adult earner family model predominates among lesbian and gay couples as well as heterosexual families. In this thesis, however, I have not attempted to find out whether and to what extent sexuality affects elder care needs or elder care provision.
Moreover, the pursuit of gender equality depends on the extent to which policies address the issue of elder caregiving as well as on the position of women in the labor market. Choice is socially ‘embedded’ and ‘genuine choice’ or ‘real freedom to choose’ in respect of the balance of paid and unpaid work (informal elder caregiving) at the level of the household will involve not only a rebalancing of paid work between men and women, but a complicated rebalancing of unpaid work such as informal elder caregiving between the market, the state, and men and women. The feminist political economy perspective offers a particularly useful lens for examining these interactions, and as such, will be the focus on the next section.

**Feminist political economy**

Using a feminist political economy perspective, this thesis will reveal the gendered understandings of elder care by emphasizing the ways that elder care policies are embedded in the broader socio-economic and political relations of power. Despite the importance of these gendered complexities involved in elder care, political science and political economy work over the last two decades has tended to focus greater attention on the dynamics of neo-liberalism, especially at the macro political-economic level. Dyck defined neo-liberalism as "an ideology that advocates an economic arena free of government regulation or restriction and free of government participation in the marketplace via public ownership; it usually overlaps with neo-conservatism in economic terms" (2012, 465). The term neo-liberal is typically associated with laissez-faire economic policies, and is used by those who are critical of market reform. According to Boas and Gans-Morse, today the most common use of the term neo-liberalism refers to economic reform policies such as “eliminating price controls, deregulating capital markets and lowering trade barriers”, and reducing state influence on the economy especially by privatization and fiscal austerity (2009, 144).

---

12 See, for example, Liu et al. 2010; Olson 2003; Lister et al. 2007; Esping-Andersen 2002a; Knijn and Komter 2004; and Dixon and Margo 2006.

13 The term was introduced in the late thirties by European liberal intellectuals to promote a new form of liberalism after interest in classical liberalism had declined in Europe. In the decades that followed, neo-liberal theory tended to be at variance with the more laissez-faire doctrine of classical liberalism and promoted instead a market economy under the guidance and rules of a strong state, a model which came to be known as the social market economy. In the sixties, usage of the term “neo-liberal” heavily declined. When the term was reintroduced in the following decades, the meaning had shifted.
These accounts of neo-liberalism have been important in deciphering reconfigurations of power and production, but have been less helpful in illuminating corresponding gendered transformations in the mechanisms and institutions of the public/private division of labor, social reproduction, and more specifically elder care. This is problematic since, according to LeBaron, "through labor market and welfare restructuring, and the promotion of private and individual rather than public and collective strategies of social reproduction, the neo-liberal state’s aggressive reordering of people’s daily lives extends into the household and the private sphere of reproduction" (2012, 890). This can be seen when one considers how neo-liberalism ‘governs’ by constructing citizens as ‘entrepreneurial subjects’ who are fully-autonomous and self-creating. As Larner notes:

The conception of a national community of citizens, made up of male breadwinners and female domestic workers, has been usurped by a new understanding in which not only are firms to be entrepreneurial, enterprising and innovative, but so too are political subjects. Neo-liberal strategies of rule, found in diverse realms including workplaces, educational institutional and health and welfare agencies, encourage people to see themselves as individualized and active subjects responsible for enhancing their own well being (2000, 13).

There is not room for relational ideas like ‘care’ - and especially the idea that we may be ‘dependent’ on care - in this picture. Thus, in order to achieve a more complete understanding of the full impact, intensity, scope and scales of neo-liberalism, more attention needs to be paid to the household, reproductive labor, the private sphere of the home and family where informal elder care typically takes place, and moreover the gendered dynamics inherent in the elder care sector. Feminist political economy does so by taking into consideration the economic, social, ideological, and political processes that guide elder care, examined from the standpoints of gender, class, and age. Although this thesis does not follow an intersectional approach, I recognize that women are of a plethora of classes, ages, and ethnicities, and moreover, that these differences are not without significance. In particular, the thesis explores how elder care policies determine, perpetuate, and reinforce gendered hierarchies.

Elder care, like ‘care’ in general, is a multi-dimensional concept that includes the activities and relations involved in meeting the physical and emotional requirements of dependent elderly, and the normative, economic, and social frameworks within which these are
assigned and carried out. This definition takes into consideration the fact that caring labor has an important personal dimension which includes the relationship between the carer and the cared-for, and the emotion that is involved in that relationship. As the European Commission notes, elder care involves a variety of supports and services: "the relevant points include not only the perennial protection systems, such as pensions, health insurance, and traditional services, but also additional income support, housing benefits, and tax spending" (1999, 135). Although pensions have been the main preoccupation of much research and the debate on population aging, this thesis does not deal with this aspect. Since the majority of services included in the Albertan and Swedish elder care models fall under the rubric of health and social care, these two categories are the central focus of this thesis. Thus, the term ‘elder care’ encapsulates both elder healthcare and elder social care, and moreover, the fulfillment of the care needs and requirements of people who are typically over the age of 65, and thus considered to be senior citizens.

According to Williams et al. (2009), it is, however, difficult to say what exactly social care is without explaining what social care is not. One source of difficulty is that it is hard to define even formal social care through occupations or through specialized institutions; as the terms and functions differ considerably from one context to another. Another difficulty is that the boundaries between formal and informal social care are becoming increasingly opaque with the growth of public support for informal care. A third factor is that within the informal sphere it is very difficult to distinguish between healthcare and social care since informal family caregivers are far less bound by strictures concerning who should carry out ‘medical’ procedures or make ‘clinical’ judgments than are formal caregivers. Nonetheless, what can be said is that the primary concern in social care is with the ‘whole person,’ and therefore includes a diverse range of services that may take the form of community support such as homemaking, meal preparation and nutrition, day programs, or home maintenance services. In addition, social care services may target caregivers (care for caregivers) and include programs such as support groups and/or respite.

In contrast, healthcare has traditionally included those services that are deemed ‘medically necessary’ for the attainment of improved health related outcomes. As Williams et al. argue, “in general, health-care services are largely clinical - including physician, nursing, and rehabilitation support - and are delivered by trained health-care professionals and/or less trained personnel while under their supervision” (2009, 19). This bodily focus has historically
determined the specializations and limits of healthcare, but these too are under attack from those advocating consideration of the 'whole person' in healthcare.

The way in which the aging population’s needs for elder care constitute a ‘burden’ to families and/or public budgets depends on a number of factors: a welfare regime’s perspective on societal responsibilities for the elderly; the way in which individuals and families/women are assigned responsibility for care and the personal resources available to them; the amount and type of communal services distributed to those in need; the nature and structural features of the medical and long-term care (LTC) systems for the elderly (including their ownership and control); and the government policies that determine them.

Feminist theory has acknowledged the important differences among women. For example, Stone (2000) distinguishes between 'lumpers' who focus on commonalities between women, and 'splitters' whose attention is drawn to the differences among women. In a similar vein, Armstrong and Armstrong talk about "lumping' and 'slicing'" as they explore similarities both among women over time and in different places, while also exploring different slices of the same questions. In the same vein, Glucksmann analyzes British women's work in a way that talks about "slicing" data, theory, and concepts to paint pictures of unique peoples in particular places (2000, 16). Her work is meant to examine the multiple ways in which work is divided up with what she terms "the total social organization of labor" (2000, 16).

Feminists have worked hard to expose the complete range of women’s work so that it is visible and valued, and lumping is a tool that helps us undertake this work. Another benefit of lumping is that is allows us to look at the social, economic, and institutional arrangements, as well as the policies and practices that contribute to, and reinforce these repeating patterns in women’s lives. Slicing helps us to see that there is no consistent division of labor over time and in different locations (Armstrong and Armstrong 2004, 7). In addition, slicing reveals that among women, there are important differences related to age, marital status, class, culture, spatial location, sexual orientation, and race. Thus, slicing allows for an awareness of difference and the possibility of developing different views on the same issues, circumstances, and evidence, etc. Accordingly, this thesis is based on the assumption that both lumping and slicing are important: when talking about elder care as it is necessary to understand not only what women have in common, but also how they differ in important ways.
The following section provides the theoretical background for my choice to compare Alberta and Sweden. It begins with a brief overview of Esping-Andersen’s welfare regime typology, and goes on to discuss the important contributions of his feminist critics.

**Elder care within the welfare regimes of Alberta and Sweden**

Elder care policies do not exist in a vacuum, but rather are influenced by the character of the larger welfare regimes of which they form a part. Population aging has become an issue posing challenges to existing welfare regimes in Alberta and Sweden. The comparative literature has shown that welfare regimes are not all created equal. The classic typology is that of Esping-Andersen as he constructed a welfare regime typology acknowledging the ideational importance and power of the three dominant political movements of the 20th century in Western Europe and North America: Social Democracy, Christian Democracy (Conservatism), and Liberalism. As such, his welfare regime typology - and the comparative regime literature more generally - provides a starting hypothesis for distinguishing elder care provision in Sweden and Alberta. Since they developed different welfare state regimes, they provide important points of comparison in the policies and services they provide the elderly. This raises the question of whether these different policy legacies have affected the way they are trying to meet the challenges presented by the aging population.

The ideal social democratic welfare state is based on the principle of universalism, granting access to benefits and services based on citizenship. Such a welfare state is said to provide a relatively high degree of autonomy, limiting reliance on the family, and the market. In this context, social policies are perceived as 'politics against the market' (Esping-Andersen 1985). In contrast, the liberal regime is based on the notion of market dominance and private provision; ideal-typically the state only interferes in order to ameliorate poverty and provide for basic needs, largely on a means-tested basis. In other words, liberal welfare regimes mainly offer those with care needs a ‘safety net’ of welfare services. Hence, the de-commodification potential of state benefits is assumed to be low and social stratification high. Finally, the conservative regime is one where the preservation of status differentials predominates, and the principle of subsidiary means that the state will only intervene when the family’s resources are exhausted.

The classic examples of the three types of welfare states are the United States (liberal), Germany (corporatist-statist), and Sweden (social democratic). Canada is considered to have a
liberal welfare state, with social democratic inflections such as the Canadian healthcare system. That being said, variations exist within Canada, with some provinces like Quebec being more social democratic than others like Alberta, which comes closer to the United States-based model of a liberal welfare state system. In fact, Alberta is the Canadian province that has come the closest to the American liberal welfare state regime in its reliance on the private sector for provision, and this is very evident in its elder care policies. According to Anttonen et al. (2003) "through the comparative analysis of social care it is possible to illuminate developments and trends in social and health policy systems as well as differences between welfare state ideologies" (3). This thesis reveals how relations between caregivers and the elderly are shaped by broader state-market-community responsibilities. Moreover, the way that each society ‘cares’ is symbolic of how the ethic of care, more generally, is valued by each society.

One would expect that Albertan and Swedish elder care policies would vary considerably since they are located within very different welfare regimes, and the latter affects not only the available human and financial resources, but also societal values concerning the roles and responsibilities of the public and private spheres in caring for the elderly. These in turn have significant impacts on gender relations. Differences do exist in political alignments and, more specifically in elder care policy reforms. These differences were visible in the elder care systems established in the past, however, while differences are still visible, both have been moving in a neo-liberal direction since the 1980s.14

**Choice of cases**

In comparative politics, it is important to balance difference and similarity in the cases under study. The ideal is one where the societies selected are fundamentally more or less similar, but differ primarily in relation to the phenomenon under study, which in this case is elder care. Furthermore, the choice of countries should allow for political variety which is reflected in terms of welfare state regime categorization, but allows for minimal differences in economic organization, demography, morbidity and mortality, etc.

---

14 Neo-liberalism attained its widest currency after the end of the post-war boom and sustained expansion of the welfare state, and has had its greatest resurgence after 1980.
Taking this into consideration, my thesis compares elder care in Alberta to that of Sweden for a number of reasons. To start, they are both post-industrial\textsuperscript{15} political economies, and more broadly both can be considered affluent urban market economies. Although the focus of this thesis is on the contemporary period, the analysis needs to be set against the relevant historical background, notably the social policy legacy established between the conclusion of WWII and the end of 2011 when I completed the research. WWII was a significant turning point in the welfare state development of Alberta and Sweden - because of the political economic lessons that had been learned from the Depression - involving an expanded role of the state in economic and social life, which was reflected in postwar elder care policy developments. The two are also similar to the extent that they face challenges arising from the same demographic trends that were outlined earlier in this chapter.

The postwar development of elder care programs in these industrialized nations resulted in a certain de-commodification of elder care services, albeit to different degrees and in different forms. As the share of public financing of elder care services grew, there was a corresponding reduction in reliance on private market provision for elder care. Moreover, universality became an important principle embedded in the policies and practices of many postwar welfare states. As in Sweden, the principle of universality is embedded in certain Canada-wide programs, albeit at lower rates of remuneration. Yet, while some policies are pan-Canadian – or nearly so – such as pensions, the former family allowance, the Canada Health Act, etc., Canadian provinces are left with considerable latitude in designing health and social care provision. Thus it makes better sense to choose a province, rather than the country, for the comparison.

\textbf{Divergence/convergence theories}

According to Streeck and Thelen (2005), differences between countries are of importance, but they must not be allowed to obscure the secular process of liberalization that constitutes the common denominator of many of the changes presently occurring in advanced political economies like Alberta and Sweden. Liberalization may be described as an economic adjustment in organized political economies to growing internal and external market pressures, and as a

\textsuperscript{15}Post-industrial society is a concept in sociology describing a certain stage of society's development when the service sector generates more wealth than the manufacturing sector of the economy.
political strategy of governments overwhelmed by political demands, or of business extricating itself through internationalization from the profit squeeze imposed on it.

Streeck and Thelen suggest that the institutional changes in the political economies of today’s advanced capitalist societies are associated with an important renegotiation of the politically regulated social market economy of the postwar period (2004, 4). Today’s transformation of modern capitalism is making it more market-driven and market-accommodating as it releases increasing economic transactions from public-political control and turns them over to private contracts. Therefore, they would challenge historical institutionalism’s thesis of path dependent change by arguing that seemingly incremental changes - or failures to adjust existing programs to meet new challenges - can mount up to path shifting changes, and in the contemporary period these are in the direction of liberalization. The transnational spread of neo-liberal ideas raises the possibility of convergence of different regimes like Alberta's liberal and Sweden's social democratic welfare state regimes around a liberal norm. Hay (2004) however offers a more nuanced approach to path dependency. He suggests that the identification of common reform trajectories is invariably conflated with convergence. Institutionalists should thus expect common trajectories (such as those associated with neo-liberalism) implemented more or less enthusiastically and at variable paces, to result in divergent not convergent outcomes as policy legacies reproduce differences despite the common trajectories. Accordingly, there is a need for a more careful examination of the concept of convergence.

Hay explores: first, the contingency of any process of convergence or divergence observed; second, the often political as opposed to economic nature of any convergent tendencies; third, the counter-tendencies which can be mobilized to such tendencies; and fourth, the greater importance, in terms of pressures for convergence, of regional rather than genuinely global processes of integration (2004, 243). The resulting approach thus offers a distinctive theoretical perspective:

First, it seeks to specify rather more precisely than is often the case the meaning and referents of the terms convergence and divergence. Second, its approach, in keeping with the historical and ideational institutionalism on which it draws, seeks to interrogate and reflect the complexity and simplicity of the processes of institutional mediation and policy-making in response to external opportunities, constraints and imperatives. Finally, it adopts a rather more skeptical attitude both towards the supposed globalization (with respect to trade, foreign direct investment, and finance) of the EU – European economy
and to attendant claims as to the non-negotiable character of the constraints and imperatives invariably associated with globalization (2004, 244).

Accordingly, in unpacking the concept of convergence, Hay offers the following four options:
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**Figure 4** Convergence, divergence and common trajectories

*Source: Hay 2004, 245.*

The adoption of neo-liberal economic and social policies is frequently presented as evidence of convergence (scenarios 1 and 3). However, these tendencies are typically strongest in cases where existing social models are already the weakest (as in scenario 2). This suggests divergence rather than convergence.

Hay's convergence theory is useful for this thesis to explore the extent to which both cases - directly or indirectly - are responding to common pressures to reduce expenditures on elder care and may even be seeking solutions in common directions such as marketization. At the same time, while common trajectories in terms of marketization are clear, particularly in goals and outcomes, as we shall see, the processes by which they are implemented and the resulting structures of provisions continue to vary because they are rooted in different histories, cultures, politics, and practices in elder care and markets; the intersections of these policies, cultures,
practices, and politics thus produce further diversity signaling divergence. Accordingly, this thesis will discuss why Hay’s Scenario #2 – divergence with a common trajectory - best demonstrates the changes that are ongoing in Alberta and Sweden.

Theory and Methodology

From the beginning of the current wave of feminism, questions about what should be studied, how it should be studied, and how theory should be related to empirical research have been central (Armstrong and Armstrong 1990, 128).

In this thesis, theory is used as a guide in answering the central research question and sub-research questions of this thesis. Armstrong and Armstrong define theory as "an attempt to organize explanations in a system way, to develop a connected and logical understanding of how people and social systems work (1990, 11)." In other words, a theoretical framework is what informs the choice of the research topic, identification of salient facts, and analysis of the data. At the same time, 'theory shapes research, but must also be guided by such research" (Armstrong and Armstrong 1990, 11).

This thesis explores elder care using a theoretical lens that integrates the ethic of care and the feminist political economy. The advantage of marrying the ethic of care and a feminist political economy is that it moves the ethics of care away from the realm of normative feminist theory towards the realm of critical theory by grounding it in the real world. More specifically, in combining care ethics and feminist political economy we are not simply prescribing care as 'good' in a normative sense, but we are also questioning our assumptions about how elder care is provided, who does the elder caregiving and who receives it, why we provide elder care and why we need it, and under what conditions elder care takes place. This means that we can start to look at issues from a critical ethic of care perspective based on the experiences of the person providing and/or receiving elder care. Discussing the merits of using this integrated lens, Robinson explains:

While there is no essential picture of what good caring relations should look like, a critical ethics of care emphasizes the benefits of all people of an image of care that recognizes responsibility and responsiveness to particular others as positive expressions of both masculinity and femininity. A critical feminist ethics must reclaim the role of
caring values as a positive, valuable aspect of all societies and of caring labor as an important practice of contemporary citizenship (2011, 136).

In other words, what is needed is an approach to care ethics that focuses attention on the wider context in which concrete activities take place. In this thesis, used complementarily, the feminist political economy and feminist ethic of care can be seen as conceptual tools that reveal how care as a private activity has been constructed, allowing for imagining of a different way of organizing society where all people could be, for example, seen as working and caring citizens.

As Armstrong and Armstrong note "feminists have argued that the first steps in theory construction are the recognition of the link between theory and methods, and a re-examination of these methods. Sex-conscious methods are required; methods that make sex difference a central feature of explanation, and which question, rather than assume, the sexual division of labor" (1990, 16). Methodology is the determination of how the central research question and sub-research questions will be looked at throughout the thesis. The chosen methodology for my thesis is qualitative, and uses a ‘double case study’ design to carry out a comparative analysis to explore elder care policies and their repercussions. The case study design facilitates a comparative analysis of elder care vis-à-vis the structures within each location.

In carrying out the research for this thesis, I spent from April 2010 until December 2011 doing fieldwork in Alberta and Sweden. I moved to Edmonton in April 2010 to begin working on the Alberta portion of my field work. To undertake my research on Sweden I spent one month in Stockholm in May 2011. Dr. Marta Szebehely, one of the leading experts on elder care arrangements in Sweden, proved to be a helpful primary contact in planning my trip, carrying out the research in Sweden, and throughout the thesis writing as questions arose.

As my primary and main source of information, I drew on a variety of different types of written sources:

- Academic work on the subject area, such as conference papers, books, journal articles, as well as traditional and web-based news media;
- Government reports/documents;
- Publications/documents produced by ‘formal caregiver’ advocacy groups/unions;
- Publications/documents produced by ‘informal caregiver’ advocacy groups; and
- Publications/documents produced by elderly advocacy groups.
Such documents helped me to locate elder care health and social policies within international, national, regional, and local developments. It also allowed me to compare my findings with those conducted by other researchers and organizations, and illuminated gaps in the existing literature.

I also conducted interviews during the research period of my thesis work. Unlike studies that examine in detail the experience of the elderly and/or their caregivers, where interviews play a central part, however, the main focus in the research done for this thesis is on the public policies that shape the way that care is provided. I was therefore able to rely substantially on the documentary sources described above. The interviews were conducted primarily to provide an effective complement to these written sources, as a method of checking the 'accuracy' – to the extent that is possible - of what was learned, and of suggesting alternative areas for research. As the focus of the thesis was not on the ‘every day lives’ of the elderly and their caregivers, but rather on the politics and resulting policies that frame the aging and caregiving experience, the interviews do not constitute the principal source of information for the research and writing of this thesis.

I made every effort to meet with comparable organizations/people in each context. I interviewed 20 key stakeholders in Alberta and 21 in Sweden. The interviewees were selected from each of the five groups listed below, equally divided between the groups:

1) Leading/expert academics;
2) Government workers/policy and/or decision-makers;
3) Formal caregiver advocacy groups;
4) Informal caregiver advocacy groups; and
5) Elderly advocacy groups.

This allowed me to interview people who were involved in different aspects of elder care, and who could offer a variety of perspectives on politics and elder care. The interviews thus offered insight into elder care provision as viewed from different perspectives. Further information about the interview methodology used is included in Appendix A, the list of stakeholders interviewed is available in Appendix B, the ethics application which includes the letter of

---

17 Please note that this research did not include interviews with individual elderly people (unless they represented an organization). In order to overcome what could have been a gap in knowledge due to this caution, I interviewed seniors’ advocacy groups which proved to be solid source of information on the concerns of the elderly in each context.
invitation to participate as an interviewee in my thesis project is outlined in Appendix C, and the master list of questions used in the interviews is available in Appendix D. The interviews offered more than a collection of anecdotes, but rather, helped to highlight consistent patterns, which are captured in Chapter Six of the thesis.

All written sources used in the research for this thesis were in English, and the supplementary interviews were also conducted in English. The majority of Swedes, especially those born after World War II, are able to understand, speak, and write in English. For the most part in Sweden English is currently a compulsory subject from third until ninth grade, and all students continuing in secondary school study English for at least another year. In fact, there is an ongoing debate among linguists whether English should be considered a foreign or second language in Sweden due to its widespread use in society.

Conclusion

While the position taken in this thesis is that there is little reason to panic about massive increases in the demand for elder care, there are reasons to address the aging population given that the need for elder care will rise in the future. Moreover, it is important that individuals and policy makers understand the realities of these demographic issues in order to plan and develop societal frameworks and policies appropriate for the challenges and opportunities ahead. Indeed, a greater understanding of elder care in both contexts is necessary to increase awareness about the behavior of modern welfare states and the consequences for welfare systems of broader economic and social changes driven by neo-liberal trends.

The thesis is structured as follows: Chapter Two elaborates on the contemporary framing of debates and struggles with respect to elder care, as well as elaborating on important feminist political economy concepts. Chapter Three provides an overview of welfare regimes and state structures pertinent to ‘existing’ arrangements for elder care in Alberta and Sweden. Chapter Four explores the political context in Alberta and Sweden. Chapter Five provides an analysis of recent developments in elder care, and in particular how care for the elderly is being renegotiated and reweighed in the face of the spread of neo-liberalism. This renegotiation results in governments seeking new formulas and tending to weigh economic over social goals like elder care. Finally, Chapter Six concludes this thesis, outlining final thoughts as well as opportunities for future research.
Chapter 2 – Macro-theoretical Framework

Introduction
This chapter outlines the macro-theoretical framework used in this thesis. The analysis of elder care policy in this thesis can be situated within the wider theoretical framework provided by feminist scholarship. In line with the work of Mahon and Robinson (2011), this chapter will explore the feminist political economy and ethics of care. As argued by Mahon and Robinson “the term ‘care’ has two related meanings. The first refers to a set of activities and form of labor focused on social reproduction, including child care, elder care, care for the sick and those with disabilities as well as other forms of household and domestic labor. The second involves the understanding of care as the basis for a system of ethics” (2011, 1). As this quotation suggests, the feminist political economy and the ethics of care are mutually-constitutive, working together to provide a gender-sensitive critical analysis of elder care labor under neo-liberalism.

The first part of this chapter highlights/focuses on two important concepts which stem from feminist political economy; social reproduction and the public-private dichotomy. Social reproduction includes the processes involved in maintaining and reproducing people, specifically the laboring population, and their labor power on a daily and generational basis (Laslett and Brenner 1989; Clarke 2000). Feminists have explained how understanding the tension between work and family leads to a recognition that women and men have different relations to production and reproduction because of the gendered division of labor and gender ideology. Feminists have also challenged the public-private dichotomy by questioning why the caring required to sustain our lives is commonly situated in the private sphere and not generally recognized as an important part of citizenship. The effects of this ‘gender-logic’ extend not only to the social arrangements of care, the question of who cares for whom, but also to the institutionalized, symbolic meanings of care. In this way, government policies have reinforced women’s caring obligations for the elderly.

The second section outlines the feminist ethics of care. The care orientation is grounded on the assumption that relations of interdependence and care are central to all human lives since we rely on the caring provided by others to carry out the reproduction of society, making life possible. Accordingly, the moral reasoning associated with an ethic of care is contextual and
particular in that it emphasizes the responsibilities that stem from specific relationships in concrete circumstances, and it addresses specific needs through the ‘activity of care’. This chapter therefore presents the argument that a feminist ethics of care offers broader normative criteria with potential to enable the critical development, evaluation, and transformation of elder care policies in Alberta and Sweden as it offers an alternative starting point for rethinking the nature and location of care, and its role in our societies.

**Feminist political economy**

This section will highlight the way elder care policies are woven into the fabric of socio-economic and political relations of power. In doing so, it unveils the gendered understandings of elder care through a discussion of social reproduction and the public/private dichotomy.

**Social reproduction**

‘Social reproduction’ is a defining concept in feminist political economy, with its literature built from long-standing debates in liberalism, Marxism, and especially Marxist/socialist feminism about domestic labour and women’s economic roles in capitalist economies.\(^{18}\) The central focus in this thesis is on social reproduction defined as the processes involved in maintaining and reproducing people, specifically the laboring population, and their labour power on a daily and generational basis (Laslett and Brenner 1989; Clarke 2000).\(^{19}\) It involves the provision of food, clothing, shelter, basic safety, and healthcare, along with the development and transmission of knowledge, social values, cultural practices, and the construction of individual and collective identities (Elson 1998; Picchio 1992).

Social reproduction has both descriptive and analytical functions in this thesis. In its descriptive function, it builds on critiques of divisions of labor within the family/household and highlights the extent, content and distribution of the work involved in caring for elderly people. In turn, as an analytic tool, it refers to the processes involved in creating and re-creating people and their ability to work. According to Bezanson and Carter, “this process is not distinct from

\(^{18}\) See, for example, the work of Luxton 1998; Cossman and Fudge 2002.

\(^{19}\) Most definitions of social reproduction relate to all three of the following aspects: first, the biological reproduction of the species, and the conditions and social constructions of motherhood; second, the reproduction of the labour force which involves subsistence, education and training; and third, the reproduction and provisioning of caring needs that may be wholly privatized within families and kinship networks, or socialized to some degree through state supports (Bakker 2007, 541).
capitalist production but rather works in concert, and in conflict, with capital accumulation" (2006, 11).

The concept of social reproduction offers a way of understanding and critiquing the making and implementation of elder care policy in Alberta and Sweden. Social reproduction facilitates this as it provides important insights about women and elder care policies, familial and gendered aspects of welfare states, and the repercussions of elder care policy choices in different welfare states on the elderly and their caregivers. More specifically, it helps us to think about the economic implications of activities like elder care and housework.

Due to insufficient public funding allocation and services elder care is often re-produced and maintained predominantly in private households, mainly by women, and managed by the state through social and health policies. In fact, as we shall see in the empirical chapters of this thesis, families are providing between 80 to 90% of all care for the elderly in Alberta and Sweden.20 According to an article produced for Statistics Canada on informal caregiving in Canada, in 2008/2009, women made up well over half (57%) of people aged 45 or older who were providing care to the elderly (Turner and Findlay 2012, 1). In the Swedish context, it has been calculated that 68% of all informal care (measured as hours of help) for older or disabled people was carried out by women, while on 32% was undertaken by men (SOU 2005, 66; 169).

This gendering of elder care work has a long history, is located in norms, cultural traditions, etc., and is perpetuated through media, social policy, and moreover ideas about what is/should be considered ‘work’. As Stoller argues “perhaps the most striking empirical finding in almost three decades of research on family care of the frail elderly is the preponderance of women as caregivers" (1993, 153). Although other family members, neighbors, and friends may help out occasionally, women - the wife, daughter, sister, etc. - usually carry out the bulk of the care without much assistance. As such, in most cases ‘family caregiver’ is a euphemism for ‘primary caregiver,’ which is by extension most often a woman.

Among elderly couples, the caregiver is most likely the wife, which according to Olson (2003) is because, on average, men typically marry women younger than themselves, in addition to having higher remarriage rates at older ages, while experiencing lower longevity than women.

---

20 Statement based on my PhD thesis field research that was generated through interviews carried out in 2011 in Alberta and Sweden with informal elder caregiver advocacy groups, formal elder caregiver advocacy groups, executive level government workers, and academics specializing in the field. Further details about these interviews are included in the Appendix A, B, C, and D.
By extension, this means that men are more likely to have an available partner to care for them, with wives comprising a large proportion of informal spousal elder caregivers. Moreover, often the care given by wives to their elderly or sick husbands is 'hidden,' since they don't see it as care, and don't report it as such.

When a wife is unavailable to provide informal elder care, or when her level of support is insufficient, adult daughters usually assume the role of primary caregiver, with daughters providing a fuller range of assistance when compared to other helpers.21 In fact, as Campbell (2010) argues, various studies illuminate that in families with mixed-gender siblings, sisters provide more hours of help to their elderly parents, providing help with whatever is required, and especially with hands-on personal care, housekeeping, and kitchen duties/chores.

Sons may help out occasionally, but their help typically consists of things like transportation services, financial guidance and support, and home repairs. It should nonetheless be noted that, as argued by Campbell (2010), sons do tend to take on substantial responsibilities for all aspects of elder care when there is no daughter available. When they do so, they nonetheless tend to rely on their spouse both to provide the hands-on assistance as well as emotional support, which has the effect of relieving some of their stress, with daughters-in-law having been shown to be a significant source of informal assistance (Olson 2003). As a result, it is often reported that when men do provide informal elder care, they tend to experience less burden and depression than women due to the fact that they receive more help from other family members, neighbors, and friends (Campbell 2010). Another gender difference is that men/sons are more likely to afford - and hire – formal/paid elder care from the public sphere for their elderly kin.

Childless adults who lack adequate support from public services or their spouse appear to compensate for their lack of offspring by developing close relationships with other kin, as well as with friends or neighbors, the majority of whom also often happen to be women.22 Thus, although other family members, neighbors, and friends may help out occasionally, women typically carry out the bulk of elder care; a history that continues to repeat itself.

The informal caregiving responsibilities of women are mediated by the state through social, and moreover elder care, policies. Although women have increasingly entered into the
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paid labor force, and many women now work, their caring obligations have not lessened commensurably. It is increasingly becoming the responsibility of families to look after their own, and it is in the interests of the state to make sure that they do (Interview, Szebehely 2011; Interview, Keating 2011). Consequently, Brodie argues that “these shifts reinforce an unequal gender order, and place greater stress on the unpaid work of women” (1997, 236). Thus, this model places ever-increasing demands on women, who are often wives, daughters, and daughters-in-law. In fact, in both Alberta and Sweden, most seniors have been, and are still, cared for invisibly by female family members (Interview, Keating 2011; Interview, Szebehely 2011). This is indicative that, currently in Alberta and Sweden, we are witnessing a new series of contradictions generated between an economy that is increasingly reliant on women’s paid labor, and a state that continues to rely on women’s informal elder care. Social reproduction contributes to our understanding of the way that political economies function by revealing this important issue which is a function of neo-liberalism, among other contradictions that flavor both Alberta and Sweden’s welfare state regimes.

One of the starting points for feminist analysis of the labor market – and moreover the public sphere - is to demonstrate how the position of women and men within it is related to and even constituted by their responsibilities within the ostensibly separate private sphere of the family. By focusing on the relationship between what are commonly referred to as the public and private spheres, feminists have illuminated the dialectic between production and reproduction.\(^\text{23}\) Moreover, women’s access to the labor market is shaped in part by the extent and nature of their family (social reproduction) responsibilities including elder care. According to Lister (2010): “the more time that women spend on caring for the elderly, children, and on doing housework, the less time they have available for paid work. By the same token, men who have women to undertake their domestic work for them are freed up to spend longer hours on paid work” (2010, 70). This understanding of the tension between work and family leads to a recognition that women and men have different relations to production and reproduction because of the gendered division of labor and gender ideology.

Bezanson (2006) explores the reasons why social reproduction and capital accumulation are in tension, and often in contradiction with one another. Using a gender lens, she explains that

\(^{23}\) See, for example, the work of Lister 2012; Calasanti and Zajicek 1993, 123; Bezanson and Carter 2006.
the relationship must be mediated and stabilized by the social institutions of the state, the market, families/households, and, to a lesser extent, the third, or voluntary sector (Bezanson 2006, 23). In particular, she argues that the emerging gender order in Canada reflects the contradiction that while women are now fully integrated into the labor market, they retain responsibility for much of the private work of social reproduction (2006, 23). In turn, both the division of labor and ideology differentially structure and are structured by women’s and men’s labor force participation.

Paid work in the public sphere offers the potential of economic rewards, independence, and power, in a way that unpaid work in the private sphere does not. Moreover, a gendered pay gap exists and operates to a greater or lesser extent world-wide, and is one example of how the public sphere/labor market operates as a gendered institution. The gendered pay gap reflects, in part, continued occupational segregation, which means that women and men are often doing different kinds of work. In fact, the work that women tend to do in the labor market often mirrors the unpaid work they do in the home, which helps to explain why when examining the field of formal/paid elder caregiving one can see that it is typically low paid. Beresford (2008) argues that caring ‘tasks’ have increasingly been hived off to workers operating in lower status ancillary roles, and much of this workforce is composed of women. This has gendered repercussions; for example, since men often earn higher wages than women, it makes economic sense for couples to pursue a traditional gendered division of labour. This sets up a vicious cycle where women continue to perform informal elder caregiving in the private sphere, while men pursue paid employment in the public sphere.

Judging by their poor levels of pay, precarious conditions of work, and levels of training, it is evident that a low value is placed on elder care workers in general. This, in turn, leads to high turnover rates, and problems with recruitment and retention. Therefore, existing conditions do not offer a basis for ensuring a reliable, good-quality workforce. When looked at this way, it is difficult to overlook the connections between the treatment of the workforce and poor elder care practices. This important encounter that occurs between the elder care workers and the elderly care recipients is, however, rarely linked to the broader social, political, and economic context.
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In fact, in most mainstream comparative welfare-state research, the paid care workers who actually undertake the care services are hardly visible, with little attention paid to the working conditions of care workers. This is also partly a function of the location of much of this work - in the 'home,' which is generally not seen to be a 'workplace,' and thus 'beyond regulation'. According to Daly and Szebehely, very little is known about whether there are national (or welfare regime-specific) differences in the employment conditions, and the work day of elder caregivers (2011, 8). This knowledge gap is problematic because it tends to render invisible a large, female-dominated sector of the workforce. It also means that comparative work in the area of formal elder care is relatively unmapped terrain.

In sum, social reproduction offers insights about women and elder care policies, and gives a context for understanding the familial and gendered aspects of welfare states with respect to elder care responsibilities. In particular, social reproduction unveils how contradictions are woven into both Alberta and Sweden’s welfare state regimes, since while women are now fully integrated into the labor market, they retain responsibility for much of the private work of social reproduction including elder care. As outlined above, social reproduction occurs in what is commonly termed the public and private realms, which will be described in more detail in the following section.

**The public-private dichotomy**

*The public sphere, the sphere of justice, moves in historicity, whereas the private sphere, the sphere of care and intimacy, is unchanging...It pulls us toward the earth even when we, as Hobbesian mushrooms, strive to pull away from it. The dehistoricization of the private realm signifies that, as the male ego celebrates his passage from nature to culture, from conflict to consensus, women remain in a timeless universe, condemned to repeat the cycles of life (Kittay and Meyers 1987, 162-163).*

Our current understanding of citizenship and elder care has its origins in the history of Western political thought. It was Aristotle who first laid the foundation for this way of looking at citizenship and politics in his demarcation of the ‘polis’ and the household. It was, moreover, the early liberal theorists who sought to reconfigure feudal society, which rested on claims about
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natural hierarchies, interdependencies, and the organic whole. As Brodie explains, developing alongside capitalism, liberalism envisioned a divided society.

The church was separated from the state so that it could be governed by the principles of responsible government and, later, liberal democracy. In turn, the state was mapped out as a separate terrain from the market which was to be regulated by the 'invisible hand' of laissez-faire capitalism. And, finally, a line was drawn between the public and the domestic—the private space where the state, constrained by a social contract, dare not tread and where market relations did not apply (1997, 228).

In this way, classic liberal discourse invented the reorganization of metaphorical, economic and political space, recasting what Brodie has termed a ‘world of walls’ (1997, 228). They sought to replace natural hierarchy with the equality of all men. But in order to exclude women from this equality, they argued that equality only existed in the public sphere, and in the private sphere of the home and family, patriarchal rule, or the rule of men over women, still held. This governing philosophy told the story of a natural and, therefore, politically uncontestable, complementarity among social spaces, social relations and political actors, as well as between social institutions and social functions. The creation of this new liberal order was therefore dependent on keeping the public and private spheres separated, at least at the level of perceived reality, with each regulated by different rules, hierarchies and discursive practices (Brodie, 1995, 29).

Most of the political economy literature – feminist and non alike – assumes that society is composed of two separate spheres. The public and private spheres were seen as separate and distinct realms of activity described by Sevenhuijsen “as a result, the Western tradition has since been left with a mode of theorizing politics in which care is associated with immanence, necessity, and the private sphere, while politics is contrasted as a social activity that enhances the freedom of the human subject, by freeing him from the burdens of necessity and the fear of mortality and death” (1998, 130-131). Thus, the household was characterized by care and dependence, altruism, and interconnectedness, and seen as the place where life-sustaining activities such as social reproduction take place in the form of labor carried out by wives and slaves. Moreover, images of care and caregiving – and more specifically elder care - have solid connotations of femininity, privacy, and dependency.

Meanwhile, the polis tends to be characterized by universalism, justice, independence, self-interest, labor, competition, and autonomy, and was seen as the place where free men come
together to engage in socially important affairs, and to deliberate on and live ‘the good life’. According to Aristotle, it was this gathering in the polis which was the constitutive act of human freedom. Political participation and freedom are thus closely connected, and their connection is dependent on the distinction between freedom and necessity. As explained by Sevenhuijsen, “the public sphere is thus considered as the domain where free men can transcend not only their embodiedness, but also the finite and mortal aspects of the human condition” (1998, 130). Accordingly, some people - namely women and slaves - in accordance with the ‘natural’ or ‘functional’ order, had to make sacrifices to enable the independence of others (the free citizens).

Classic liberal discourse therefore outlined and then developed in the recognition of metaphorical, economic, and political space. It presented a new governing philosophy that outlined what was ‘natural’ and ‘universal,’ what was included/excluded from the political agenda. As Brodie comments, “it told the story of a natural, and, therefore, politically uncontestable, complementarity among social spaces, social relations, and political actors, as well as between social institutions and social functions” (1997, 228). Therefore, this new liberal order depended on keeping these spheres separated.

It is for these reasons that welfare states were originally understood, and have been repeatedly remodeled through what Walzer (1984) termed ‘the art of separation’. Beginning in the nineteenth century, with the development of large-scale markets and industrialization in the West, with social, political, and economic life increasingly separated into public and private spheres, and the roles of white men and women increasingly demarcated in a mutually constitutive and supportive relationship with capitalism. Thus, there was a line between the public sphere and the private sphere where the state, bounded by a social contract, did not ‘interfere,’ and where market relations had no influence in the home (Walzer 1984, 315). Moreover, as Armstrong and Armstrong note: “the separation of spheres means, it seems, that the household economy is essentially irrelevant to the functioning of capitalism and to an understanding of how the system works” (1985, 167). As LeBaron argues, “as a broad generalization needing many clarifications, men no longer organized family labor, but were instead the providers of income on which the household survived, while women took increasing responsibility for the education and training of children but rarely contributed to family enterprise" (2010, 894). Therefore, government, work, and markets, which are all included in the
public sphere, were reserved for men, while the responsibilities of women which included elder care remained in the ‘private’ sphere.

Feminist theorists have focused on the household for an explanation of inequality between the sexes. Thus, they argue that analysis should revolve around patriarchy and production in the domestic sphere. According to Armstrong and Armstrong: “although some of these theorists, notably socialist feminists, have maintained that domestic labor reproduces the labor force and is thus crucial to capitalist production, they have usually been content with a dualist approach, taking as given the Marxist analysis of class inequality while developing theories of patriarchy to account for sex inequality” (1985, 168). In this view, the separation of the public and private spheres meant that women became solely responsible for reproductive labor in families, and it was assumed that female nurturing within individual households would enable men to compete, and achieve economically in the public sphere of commerce and politics. Thus, women’s duties were socially constructed to carry out the production and maintenance of labor power, especially the bearing and raising of children, care for the sick, disabled, and elderly, in addition to other reproductive work and services outside of the formal market economy.

Feminists have, moreover, shown that the distinction between the public and private has a number of important effects on social organization. These include, most importantly, the separation of state and market sectors with regard to the economy and the provision of welfare services on the one hand, and the ‘patriarchal separation,’ which divides off the domestic or intimate sphere on the other. Until quite recently, feminists have not, however, been concerned with the gender issues surrounding aging, ageism, and elder care. Instead, when addressing the private sphere, focus has been mainly on household work and child care, overshadowing problems and consequences of unpaid/informal elder care work.

Starting in the 1970s, however, some women’s old age groups were formed, mostly made up of middle-to-older women who used a feminist framework to guide their social and political activism. They were not, however, fully immersed in the mainstream feminist movement at the time, and had little impact on its thinking, concerns, and/or meaning. The subject of aging women garnered more attention in the mid-1980s when some women scholars, such as Carroll
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Estes, Meredith Minkler, Nancy Hooyman, Beth Hess, and recently Colette Browne, and Linda Gannon began looking at how gender informs the experience of aging (Olson 2003, 6). Furthermore, as second-wave radical feminists were/are dealing with their own aging in addition to that of their parents’ generation, we have seen some literature bloom on the topic, such as works by Alix Kates Shulman, and Kate Millett. In addition, other feminist literature on aging is starting to analyze the impact of other locations of oppression on older women’s lives as well, such as the work of Toni Calasanti, Deborah Stone, Jill Quadagno, and Evelyn Nakano Glenn.

Elder caregiving is commonly seen as the natural responsibility of women, but has not been prioritized as part of normal social participation despite its permeation of our lives. Therefore, society relies on the logic of a ‘natural’ provision of elder care within the family and kinship networks, where it seems just as self-evident that women care spontaneously for others whenever the need arises. As Sevenhuijsen argues, “the effects of this ‘gender-logic’ extend not only to the social arrangements of care, the question of who cares for whom, but also to the institutionalized, symbolic meanings of care” (1998, 131). In this way, government policies have reinforced women’s caring obligations for the elderly.

This dichotomy has served to exclude women from full citizenship for they were deemed to lack the male qualities and capacities necessary for citizenship in the public sphere. According to Robinson:

Feminists have focused on the implications of the liberal-capitalist order for women’s exclusion from equal and full citizenship and from paid reproductive labor. Central to these arguments is the claim that in spite of the institutionalization of equal rights in most areas, many women - especially poor women of color - remain excluded and marginalized because of the structural forces and institutional effects of the pervasive public-private dichotomy (2011a, 34).

According to Sevenhuijsen “one could indeed speculate that care is constantly ‘banished’ from the public sphere and thus from full political consideration because it is marked by hidden meanings of femininity” (1998, 132). Moreover, the public-private dichotomy can easily adopt the viewpoint of men/the privileged, who can speak from a position where receiving care is taken for granted without having to realize fully what providing care actually entails.

Men and women (and different groups of each) have varied and complicated relationships with the public and private spheres, and to the paths between the two, to the advantage of men’s
citizenship claims and the disadvantage of women’s. The continued power of this deeply gendered dichotomy has meant that women’s formal admission to citizenship has been on different terms than those enjoyed by men (Clement 1996). Formal elder care work is a good example because it mirrors work done in the private sphere and can be viewed as “gendered social reproduction commodified” (Olson 2003, 8). Olson comments that, “the people employed to do these types of caregiving jobs are considered frontline workers, are mainly female healthcare aides (HCAs) in nursing homes and private residences, are underpaid and overworked, and the majority of them do not have other benefits for themselves, or their families” (2003, 8). Thus, the formal and often female, elder care worker is an example of how women are often in a disadvantaged position in the dual labor market due to the elder care workplace having clear delineated gender-based structural, relational, economic, and power differentials (Olson 2003, 8).

By disregarding the power at work in formulating a gendered division of labor and naturalizing care as inherently feminine, governments evade prioritizing care on the public agenda. Moreover, this illuminates how government agendas save public money at the expense of female caregivers (Olson 2003, 8). Moreover, increasingly women’s unpaid elder care work comes into public view only when it breaks down, or threatens to do so. According to Tronto “in our private lives, the need for care is generally expected and understood. Political theory and social policy, however, have traditionally located care both ‘beyond’ (or beneath) politics and the public sphere” (1993, 96). Thus, while citizens are invited to participate in public discussions about necessary elder care, it is at the same time situated outside of the realm of the public sphere. This placement of elder care outside of the public sphere, consigns it to what Sevenhuijsen terms the ‘black box’ of the private sphere, where so-called informal arrangements guarantee that care is provided spontaneously (1998, 131). As a result, questions about how elder care should be provided are addressed, but there are a number of assumptions that are already in place before any discussion goes on, and this means that there are limitations on what is seen to be ‘possible’ where elder care provision is concerned.

By treating as irrelevant for citizenship whatever occurs in the private sphere, the dominant public-private discourse erects what Tronto (1993) describes as a ‘moral boundary’ between the family and the ‘political’. Lister explains that:
This is then used to justify non-intervention to address injustice or oppression within the family and to deny the significance of the care and domestic service upon which the public exercise of citizenship has always depended. The ideological construction of the public-private divide thereby contributes to the oppression of justice and care and to the camouflaging of men’s’ dependence upon women for care and servicing (2003, 120).

Although our societies are dependent on care work, we tend not to adequately appreciate it, while in the name of family values, current political discourse depicts informal elder care as preferable to paid, outside help. As a result, according to Olson “while celebrating spousal/filial domesticity and commitment, such rhetoric translates into a social disregard for the substantial financial, physical, social, and psychological costs experienced by those providing elder care” (2003, 7-8). This is what Robinson calls the ‘paradox of value,’ which she uses to explain why care workers and their activities are simultaneously ‘honored’ and despised, and how this paradox of value, moreover, has deepened in the new global care economy (2012, 2). This clashing unveils government agendas to save public money at the expense of the informal, predominantly female, informal caregiving labor force.

Moreover, the notion of public and private spheres is itself divided into descriptive and normative claims. The descriptive claim of the private realm of the family ‘unsullied’ by state regulation to which women tend to be confined while men inhabit the public realm is a distortion. The reality is more complex: first, using these terms may lead to their reinforcement and reification; second, there is direct and indirect state regulation of the family; and third, male passage between public and private spheres is easy while the entry of growing numbers of women into the public is more challenging. According to Lister "this has not, however, been an obstacle to the normative claims made on behalf of a private, unregulated family as the basin of individual freedom nor to the sexualized values that support these claims, to the benefit of men" (2003, 120).

This thesis highlights the complexity of elder care work as it is undertaken in practice, and why it should be prioritized on public agendas. For instance, migrant women working as caregivers in foreign countries blurs the conceptual dichotomy between ‘public’ and ‘private’. It serves to show how real practices should cause us to rethink our ‘theoretical’ frameworks. Glenn (1991; 1992) has made this point with regard to both working-class white women and ‘racial ethnic women’ suggesting that the difference between the two is that racial ethnic women expect to subordinate their own domestic role to the servicing and care of their white employer’s family.
In fact, often access to the public sphere for better off women in adult-earner families is facilitated by the employment of poorer, ethnic minority, migrant women. Thus, both historically and today, the situation of white middle-class women has benefited from that of poorer, increasingly migrant women, in a way that disrupts the public-private divide for the latter groups.

There is thus a need to challenge this conceptual dichotomy in order to break the vicious circle, which continues to reinforce gender, racial/ethnic, and class inequalities discussed in this section across the public-private dichotomy. Understanding the social organization of elder care facilitates thinking across the assumed public-private dichotomy between economy and family, public and private, paid and unpaid work, emotion and commodity, culture and state social policy, and the direct state provision of services and indirect public support for caring in households to take care of their members.

Moreover, questioning and recognizing connections between individuals’ public and private lives challenges the public private dichotomy. Lister argues that this questioning of the traditional public-private divide has had three main implications for social policy: first, it has translated a number of issues deemed ‘private’ into legitimate concerns of public policy; second, it has highlighted the impact of public policies and practices on relations within the family; and, third, it has demonstrated the ways in which gender relations in the private sphere differently affect the access of men and women to the public sphere of the labor market and politics (2010, 65-66). This demonstrates the power or questioning the public/private divide, since it has real potential for fundamental policy shifts within elder care by addressing the economic and political marginalization of women more generally.

Feminists have also challenged the public-private dichotomy in two other important ways. The first way has been for its privileging of public relations over private relations in questioning why public relations between relative strangers are generally considered paradigmatic moral relations, while personal relations between family and friends are considered of lesser moral importance. Feminists have challenged this devaluation of the private sphere by showing that its distinctive activities, such as informal elder caregiving and child-rearing, are
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essential for the continuation of a just society, and should therefore be recognized as central rather than peripheral in moral theory. Feminists have also shown that the public and private spheres of activity are not as different from one another as is commonly assumed. For example, power relations, which are usually considered the distinguishing feature of the political, are present in personal/private relationships as well. In fact, as Clement argues, “precisely because families are considered to be private, they provide distinctive opportunities for abuses of power” (1996, 72).

Out of these critiques has developed a re-articulation of citizenship, which problematizes the gendered domestic division of labor, and the status accorded to unpaid care work in relation to the rights and responsibilities of citizenship. This re-articulation of the public-private dichotomy provides one of the keys to challenging women’s exclusion at the level of both theory and praxis. According to Lister this involves the disruption of its gendered meaning; recognition of the ways in which the public-private divide is socially and politically constituted and therefore fluid rather than fixed; and acknowledgment of how in practice each side impacts on the other (2003, 197). The ways in which the gateways to citizenship for women and men are differently shaped by the interaction of public and private are thereby illuminated.

It should moreover be noted that whether a problem is deemed to be public or private is a matter of politics and the prevailing ‘mentality’ of government. Thus, a person’s difficulties in coping with elder care needs can be perceived and treated as either a private trouble or a public issue. Elder care can be framed as a public issue, however, the contemporary politics of neo-liberalism rarely portray elder care needs in a substantively public way. As Connidis argues, “instead care is often perceived as a private trouble; a problem of the individual for which he/she is held responsible. Much of the explicit treatment of situations as private troubles surrounds responsibility for solving problems” (2001, 251). This holding of individuals accountable for solving their problems can have the effect of blaming them for their problems, thereby abdicating society of the responsibility for providing solutions. Thus, although we claim that we want to preserve the 'autonomy' of the elderly, and that the best way to do this is to keep elder care 'in the family,' this really amounts to an acceptance and deployment of neo-liberal strategies of governance.

Alternatively, when problems are treated as public issues, society accepts (at least some) responsibility for providing solutions. This means that when elder care policies are developed to
support the care needs of the elderly, there is evidence of treating problems as public issues. The availability of publicly provided elder care services is significant for women’s employment, and is related to the gendered divide between the public and private spheres and to gendered ideologies about caring and its potential compatibility with paid employment (which may differ across groups of women). As such, for example, a central argument in Hernes’ (1987) conception of Scandinavia’s potential for woman-friendliness was that the boundary between the public and the private had undergone a marked change owing to the expansion of public care policies.

Added to the fluctuating positioning and meanings, the public-private dichotomy is historically and culturally specific, and reflects different state forms. Throughout the history of the Albertan and Swedish welfare states, interest and participation in elder care policy provision has varied. Daatland (1992) discussed the public-private mix in welfare states, and described three forms of shared responsibility for the dependent elderly: the state can be a substitute for, or replace the family for those who lack families to provide for them; responsibility can be shared over time, and transferred from the family to the state, for instance when an elderly person is admitted to an institution; and/or the state and family care in partnership, for example, when the elderly receive care from the family while also receiving supportive home help from the municipality. Johansson (1991) discusses this kind of interaction in terms of task-sharing at the individual level. His findings from a Swedish study of elderly people who live in their own homes indicated that task-sharing depends on individual circumstances more than on a planned division of work. Szebehely (1998b) found (also in Sweden) that how elder care is divided up between public home-helpers, spouses, and non-cohabitating kin depends on how often a task must be performed and the amount of physical strength needed to perform it.

The fallacy of this separation of spheres is demonstrated by how elder care policy has a profound effect on private lives (Aronson and Neysmith 2003, 108). Alberta and Sweden are in the midst of a process whereby elder care is displaced either to the market or the home, and the unpaid/informal elder care work of women. According to Brodie this process is sometimes
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referred to as ‘reprivatization,’ and/or ‘refamilization;’ terms that foster the illusion that public goods and services are being returned to somewhere where they ‘naturally’ belong (1997, 235).

Elder care policies based on government retrenchment, decentralization, familism, and privatization disproportionately burden women in their ‘prescribed role’ as elder caregivers. Both Alberta and Sweden have demonstrated cost-cutting in elder care, displacing caring work out of the public domain, and onto the already overburdened shoulders of family - namely female - carers. As Aronson and Neysmith discuss, cuts in public provision, such as early hospital discharges, reduced nursing home beds, and cuts in home care result in a shifting of care work onto families, demonstrating how the neo-liberal state reorganizes the labor process to make use of ‘free’ service labor (2003, 98).

The necessity of providing care to an elderly family member affects the daily rhythm of an informal carer’s life, her career pattern, and future pension entitlements. Regardless of the separate spheres of ideology, many women today find themselves in a difficult position, balancing caregiving in the private sphere, for both children and the elderly, with their obligations at work in the public sphere. By recognizing these connections between individuals’ public and private lives, the public-private dichotomy can be challenged. According to Sevenhuijsen a “rearticulation is needed in today’s society with the growing diversity of experiences relating to care, which have far outgrown the traditional dividing-line between the private and public spheres, the line which has for so long marked the separation between care and politics and which in fact is continually being disputed and redrawn” (1989, 27). Certainly, the role that critical theorizing plays is to expose the way that dominant discourses construct and shape the limits of what is seen to be reasonable or possible. By exposing the way in which care as a private activity has been constructed we can begin to imagine a different way of organizing society where all people could be, for example, seen as working and caring citizens.

The line between the public and private spheres should not be seen as fixed, but rather, it should be seen as a shifting political construction under constant renegotiation, which reflects both historical and cultural contexts, as well as the relative power of different social groups. The division is “a contested cultural construction, saturated with impositional claims and gendered codings” (Brodie 1997, 230). As such, different welfare state forms rest on varied negotiations of the public and private spheres, which flavor elder care policies. This is why critical observers of
these processes call attention to the politically constituted character of the line dividing family and public responsibility for care of the elderly. “The public-domestic divide is not, as classic liberalism would have it, the line marking where politics ends and nature begins” (Brodie 1997, 230). Rather than a natural unfolding of family care and unobtrusive state interventions, the line is revealed as a shifting division determined by political and economic interests.

This section has outlined how feminists have challenged the public-private dichotomy. The following section will address the ethics of care, which is committed to a reconceptualization of the public-private dichotomy by rethinking the nature of the “moral boundaries” of the public and private as they are connected to ethics and politics. As Robinson argues “in particular, it must challenge the assertion by a number of prominent male moral and political philosophers that care matters in the context of intimate, personal relationships but that it is irrelevant, or dangerous, in the ‘real’ context of ethics – the public realm” (2011b, 133). This means accepting a different vision of what is considered as political, and how our ideas are crafted through historically constructed gender norms, roles, and power dynamics.

**Feminist ethics of care**

*The care of human life and happiness, and their destruction, is the first and only legitimate object of good government (Thomas Jefferson 1809).*

The dominant traditions of moral philosophy uphold this dichotomy between the public and the private spheres. Specifically, they maintain that the public sphere of government and civil society should be governed by abstract norms ensuring equality for all citizens, while the private sphere of the family and personal relations should be governed by particularized norms oriented toward meeting individuals’ needs. In this view, the ‘proper’ public morality is what is often called ‘the ethic of justice,’ and the ‘proper’ private morality is ‘the ethic of care’ (Clement 1996, 67).

The study of care ethics has generated an impressive body of theory that has expanded from its beginnings in social psychology to include a variety of other disciplines in the social sciences. This rich literature has generated intricate accounts of care ethics for multiple and
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33 This quote originally appeared in Hankivsky's book *Social Policy and the Ethic of Care* (2004, 1).
overlapping kinds of relationships and for a variety of contexts. In particular, the past decade has witnessed sizeable growth in feminist literature that addresses the implications of the care ethic’s distinct values in the public sphere. This forms part of a broader shift towards an emphasis on values, ethics, emotions, and relationality in efforts to address the inadequacies inherent in assuming the human beings are autonomous, rational actors, and building policies around these assumptions.

In order to understand how we can create caring elder care policies, we need to reflect on what exactly an ‘ethic of care’ is, and why it has political value and policy relevance. As this section reveals, there have been numerous iterations of the ethic of care. In the context of political theory, an ethic of care emphasizes networks of human interdependencies that challenge the public-private dichotomy and the important role that care plays in sustaining lives. It emphasizes that across our lifespan - at all stages and in many situations - we need care to sustain our lives. As Kittay et al. argue “people’s close relationships can create special needs and interdependencies, which a person cannot ignore" (1987, 147). From this foundation emerges a set of distinct values for guiding our lives and understanding the spectrum of human experiences and human needs. These values can be considered essential to living a worthwhile, fulfilling, and balanced life. As such, the ethic of care orientation is grounded on the assumption espoused by Kershaw that “relatedness is more fundamental than separation" (2005, 66). According to this view, relations of interdependence and care are a central feature of all human lives; we rely on the caring provided by others to carry out the reproduction of society, making life possible. The care orientation encourages individuals to recognize that these connections with others imply mutual responsibilities, and an imperative to respond actively to the needs of others. The care orientation also cautions against ‘cookie cutter’ application of vague principles in favor of remaining sensitive to environmental variation when deliberating in a moral fashion (Kershaw, 2005, 66). Accordingly, the moral reasoning associated with an ethic of care is contextual and particular in that it emphasizes the responsibilities that stem from specific relationships in concrete circumstances, and it addresses specific needs through a process of empathy and the ‘activity of care’.

34See, for example, Rianne Mahon and Fiona Robinson (Eds.), Feminist Ethics and Social Policy: Towards a new Political Economy of Care, Fiona Robinson, Globalizing Care: Ethics, Feminist Theory, and International Relations; Selma Sevenhuijsen, Citizenship and the Ethics of Care: Feminist Considerations on Justice, Morality, and Politics; and Eva Feder Kittay and Diana T. Meyers, eds., Women and Moral Theory.
The evolution of care theory

The ethic of care is most often linked to Gilligan’s *In a Different Voice: Psychological Theory and Women’s Development* (1982). In this work, Gilligan challenges Kohlberg’s theory of moral development by pointing out that his singular focus on separation in the ‘ethics of justice’ risks ignoring the reality that “connection with others is often experienced as a source of comfort and pleasure, and a protection against isolation” (Gilligan 1987, 32). The ethic of care is frequently contrasted with the ethic of justice, with the relationship between the two ethics widely debated. As Gilligan et al. argue, “contrary to the individual who subscribes to the ‘ethic of justice,’ the endeavor of the person who subscribes to the ‘ethic of care’ is to fulfill the needs of the people in the ethical situation, and, in this way, to maintain harmonious relations” (1994, xxi).

In her research, Gilligan reveals a different, conventionally unrecognized, voice of moral reasoning that she claims Kohlberg’s psychological measures of moral development fails to acknowledge properly. She argues that the moral trajectories of many women are distinct from those of most men but, nevertheless, that they are of commensurate moral worth, which leads Gilligan to label the different ‘female’ voice as a voice of care, responsibility, and concern for others, with those who exemplify the different voice seeing themselves as defined by a context of relationships with others (Gilligan 1982, 33). This conception of morality as concerned with the activity of care centers moral development around the understanding of responsibility and relationships, just as the conception of morality as fairness ties moral development to the understanding of rights and rules.

In situating her different voice in moral reasoning, Gilligan focuses on a problem of interpretation rather than on representing a generalization about either sex. She asserts that revealing a new voice of moral reasoning has potential to yield a more encompassing view of the

---

35 In this book, Gilligan sets forth empirical data, gathered in three studies, concerning the moral decision-making strategies of women. Many people see Gilligan's work as the starting point, however, others point to Ruddick's essay "Maternal Thinking" (1980) and her book *Maternal Thinking: Towards a Politics of Peace* (1989). Many, including Held, locate the origins of care ethics in this pioneering essay. Importantly, Ruddick was a philosopher, and her essay (and subsequent book) was very much directed to philosophers. Gilligan’s book, however, was the first to use the term ‘ethics of care’.

36 His framework is dominated by an ethic of justice, and measures moral maturity by an individual’s ability to adhere to rules and universal principles of rights and justice. The morality of rights and formal reasoning is the one familiar to us from the liberal tradition of Locke, Kant, and Rawls.
lives of both sexes. Gilligan argues that “to understand how the tension between responsibilities and rights sustains the dialectic of human development is to see the integrity of the two disparate modes of experience that are in the end connected” (1982, 174). Thus, although she interprets the ethic of justice and the ethic of care as representing two different moral orientations, she nevertheless argues in her conclusion that any tension between care and justice can be resolved in a complementary fashion.

The earliest ‘post-Gilligan’ articulations of care were based on women’s conventional activities and practices, with care seen as a form of moral reasoning that emerged from the experiences of mothering, caring, and nurturing. Drawing on this perspective, a number of feminist theorists argued for the refocusing of ethical priorities in the public sphere. Included in this camp is the work of Noddings, *Caring: A Feminine Approach to Ethics and Moral Education* (1984), where she argues that natural caring is the foundation from which all other caring arises. According to Noddings, natural caring inspires us to respond to others in caring ways. Even in her more recent work she builds on this thinking by considering how care, which she sees as rooted specifically in family time, can be transferred to the wider world in order to guide social policies. Like Noddings, Ruddick (1989) has argued that an ethic of care develops from maternal work and offers a critical perspective that illuminates both the destructiveness of war and the requirements of peace. She sees maternal work, which prioritizes the preservation, growth, and acceptability of one’s children, as leading to the development of the virtues of scrutiny, cheerfulness, humility, and commitment to the context of the realities of life. In line with Noddings and Ruddick, Held has explored the possibilities of replacing traditional contractual views of human relations with moral characteristics derived from mother-child relationships (1993).

While most of the earlier care theorists state that their ethic is not exclusively feminine, they nevertheless assume that women are more likely to be in the maternal role than are men. Ruddick, for example, has argued that “many women are, or expect to become, mothers, and more important, throughout most of the world, the majority of mothers are and have been women. It is, therefore, now impossible to separate, intellectually or practically, the female from the maternal condition” (1987, 242). In this statement, Ruddick shows why mothering can be

---

37 Noddings interprets natural caring as including a mother’s caretaking efforts, as well as our memory of being cared for.
both a caring activity and a feminist activity by making a subtle and complex point: to say that it is impossible to separate the female from the maternal condition is not to say that women are naturally more suited for the maternal role than are men. Ruddick is thus explaining that there is an important difference between saying that women are naturally more caring and that women/the feminine are associated with caring/the maternal condition.

In the years following the appearance of her work, Gilligan’s ideas gave rise to debate, with limitations inherent in her conceptions of care well established in the literature. First, although caring labor has been the traditional domain of women, critics have noted that there is nothing distinctively female about caring. Second, feminist attempts to provide the women’s point of view also risk contributing to women’s marginalization and contributing to women’s oppression by reinforcing stereotypes about women in society. Finally, a third criticism is that early care theorists favored an ethic of care over an ethic of justice, with some dismissing justice, while others insisted that an ethic of care should be more basic and central than an ethic of justice, with regard to deliberations within the public sphere. In response, more recent theoretical work on care ethics is flavored with an understanding that, in order to be publicly viable, the care ethic must be distanced from ‘uni-directional’ conceptualizations arising from earlier theoretical work on the ethics of care.

Recent theoretical work on care ethics has accomplished two things. First, it has established the centrality of care to all human life and activities. As Tronto argues “care is now generally accepted as a species of activity that includes everything that we do to maintain, continue and repair our ‘world’ so that we can live in it as well as possible…that world includes our bodies, our environments, all of which we seek to interweave in a complex, life-sustaining web” (1993, 103). Second, these theorists have demonstrated the continuing applicability of care ethics to all aspects of human relations and organization, and involve responses both to theoretical challenges and to fast-changing social circumstances (Koggel and Orme 2010, 110).

For example, Noddings (1984) has expressed her preference for care over justice because the former allows us to transcend the abstract quality of reasoning associated with the latter. She maintains that, when using an ethic of care, a moral situation is made concrete by considering how the introduction of facts, feelings, and personal histories can affect a decision (Noddings 1984).

Some of these include Barabara Houston “Rescuing Womanly Virtues”; Claudia Card “Gender and Moral Luck”; Marilyn Friedman What Are Friends For? Feminist Perspectives on Personal Relationships and Moral Theory; and Sarah Lucia Hoagland “Some Thoughts About ‘Caring’”.

Koggel and Orme have recently edited two special issues on care ethics in the journal of Ethics and Social Welfare (2010; 2011). The articles in the first special issue investigate the implications for theoretical developments.
Human relations and organization’ include domestic and global social policy, and the gendered global political economy.

Tronto's book *Moral Boundaries: A Political Argument for an Ethic of Care* (1993) transformed the ethic of care into a critical theory with practical applicability both politically and ethically. She did this by demonstrating that, when connected to a theory of justice, an ethic of care can significantly affect public philosophy and public sphere institutions since liberal thought is transformed when care is taken seriously. Including the value of care with commitments to other liberal values - such as a commitment to people’s rights - makes citizens more thoughtful, attentive to the needs of others, and, therefore, better democratic citizens (Tronto 1995b). Moreover, in her newest book, *Caring Democracy: Markets, Equality and Justice* (2013) she builds on this argument, focusing on how market forces misallocate caring responsibilities and exclude care from our understanding of democracy.

Many other contemporary theorists have sought to think through the implications of the ethics of care for a wide range of issues in domestic and international politics. The work of Sevenhuijsen (1998), for example, has been important in developing our understanding of the relationships between care and social policy. Like Tronto, Sevenhuijsen places her discussion of care within a framework of politics and citizenship and argues that a feminist ethics of care should have a central place in a neo-republican idea of active citizenship (Sevenhuijsen 1998, 34). The work of Hankivsky (2004; 2006; 2011), Williams (2001; 2010a), and Kershaw (2006; 2006a) has also been crucial in interrogating the nexus of care ethics and social policy. Hankivsky (2004) connects theoretical and public policy analysis as she applies care ethics to the Canadian social policy scene while exploring values that are prioritized in the public domain to illuminate why we develop, and moreover justify certain social policies. Williams explains that a "care culture" in work organizations, and in social and political organizations, would represent a positive move away from male breadwinning norm towards the prioritization of the relational in people’s lives (2001, 488).

Mahon and Robinson's *Feminist Ethics and Social Policy: Towards a New Global Political Economy of Care* (2011) brings these debates to transnational and international
contexts. Robinson has also addressed care ethics in the global context (1999; 2011). Her most recent book, *The Ethics of Care: A Feminist Approach to Human Security* (2011) explores the extent to which care (relations and practices) is important in the struggle for basic human security. While she does not view care ethics as a "prescription" for the attainment of human security, she does argue that a re-description can illuminate the ways in which dominant approaches could be improved by showcasing how insecurity is experienced by many people throughout the world. Her consideration of care in both ethical and practical terms provides a strong starting point for understanding and addressing the material, emotional, and psychological conditions that create insecurity for people.

The lack of value placed on care is reflected in the elder care policies of Alberta and Sweden. For example, the current elder care systems in Alberta and Sweden often require family members, and women, to be conscripted into providing elder care due to a lack of alternatives. Elder caregivers should have greater control over their lives, and have a choice whether or not to relinquish their autonomy in order to care for the elderly in their lives. Research for this thesis nonetheless indicates that the elder care required to sustain our lives in our elder years is increasingly relegated to the private sphere; fostering the view that elder care does not need to be considered an important part of citizenship, but rather the natural responsibility of women. According to Hankivsky, “this segregation, naturalization and denigration demonstrates why caring has not been prioritized as part of normal social participation despite its permeation in our lives, creating the misunderstanding that aging is a deviation from our normal functioning, rather than an inherent part of any human experience" (2004, 110). This demonstrates why there is great value in continuing the exploration of the consequences of these current trends which do not prioritize care and its values in the creation of elder care policies, and speaks to the need for consideration of the practical implications of the care ethics in the creation of more gender equitable elder care policies.

Tronto suggests three obstacles preventing care from being taken seriously: first, the separation of morality and politics does not allow us to see how profoundly our political ideas limit our sense of morality, and vice versa; second, the abstract account of morality as
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41 The idea of one being "conscripted to care" has been used by H. Armstrong in, for example, “Social Cohesion and Privatization in Canadian Health Care,” *Canadian Journal of Law and Society* 16.2 (2001). He cites this term as originating from National Forum on Health when it wrote of citizens being “conscripted” into home care.
appropriate only from ‘the moral point of view,’ an account which makes us suspicious of an ethic that begins with people’s engagement with others, and that recognizes the role of particularity in judgment; and, third, the boundary that separates the public and private spheres of life, a boundary that lessens the legitimacy and moral worth of the daily caring work by stressing the importance of work done in the public sphere of life (1993, 178). These boundaries foster how we focus our values on autonomous, distant, moral actors, using abstract morality as a guide, while also tearing our attention away from the value of care in our daily lives.

Fineman discusses the view that care ethics are incompatible with autonomy, when she writes about the 'autonomy myth' as being politically palatable given that it promotes individual rather than collective responsibility for welfare and well-being (2004). To be a recipient of elder care is associated with dependence, which is often associated with 'lesser worth' (Fraser and Gordon 2002). Autonomy is, however, not necessarily antithetical to a care ethics perspective. Nedelsky (1993; 2012) discusses how and why relationships are pivotal in people's lives, and connects relational dimensions of human experiences to our understanding of politics and law. According to Nedelsky:

The self, autonomy, and law form a constellation of ideas, practices, and institutions. In the prevailing Anglo–American version, human beings are seen as essentially separate from one another. Relationships exist, of course, but they are not treated as constitutive. I want to reconstruct this constellation so that relationships become central to each part of it...Autonomy, for example, comes into being (or is harmed) through relationships with parents, teachers, and employers. And law, including rights, is one of the chief mechanisms (both rhetorical and institutional) for shaping the relationships that foster or undermine values such as autonomy (Nedelsky 2012, 3)

The idea of relational autonomy is not that autonomy must be replaced or subsumed by relations, but rather that true autonomy can only be achieved in and through relations of care.

Policy serves a set of functions in relation to the societal value that is - or should be - placed on care; the status of care in society, and moreover how autonomy might be compatible with this care. The promise of care for elder care policy is based on the assumption that, either explicitly or implicitly, values drive public policy. The influence of values on policies is evident when policy decision makers knowingly articulate the societal and cultural norms that root and shape government action, or conversely when the moral underpinnings of policies seem so
accepted and familiar that officials act without describing the normative ends that motivate their conduct.

Values can therefore be seen as influencing the questions that we ask, in determining the information that we consider important, in selecting the actors that we see as integral to the policy process, and in determining the consequences of choosing to react or not to react to a specific social problem or issue such as the aging population and growing elder care needs. According to Daly the relationship between a care ethic and social policy is complex for a number of reasons:

On the one hand, the line between valuing care and confirming it as a woman’s domain is a fine one. On the other hand, paying money for work which has origins in personal relations may devalue caring. It seems to me that recognition is not enough, if only for the reason that recognition does not necessarily ensure valorisation (or respect). I suggest that quality in this regard centres on the legitimisation of care (2002, 263).

In order to prioritize the importance of elder care, existing values and priorities fostered by current neo-liberal paradigms require interrogation. According to recent neo-liberal trends in Alberta and Sweden, citizens are seen to be independent and self-reliant; a view that fails to understand the dependencies in which we are all implicated.42 This focus on independence and self-reliance constructs citizens in ways that conform to the gendered logic of neo-liberalism, while not aligning with reality. The term 'caregiver' is often prefixed with 'family', 'spousal', 'child', 'parent', 'young' or 'adult' to distinguish between different care situations. This prefixing is worthy of note as it speaks to the fact that people need care during different periods of their lives, and moreover that humans are interdependent. More specifically, aging is the accumulation of changes in a person over time which refers to a multidimensional process of physical, psychological, and social change; changes that often mean that the elderly person requires care which can vary from low-care needs to high-care needs. Both Alberta and Sweden have aging populations with a growing number of elderly who need care. The notion of solidarity gives a political meaning to care and to mutual commitment. Accordingly, Sevenhuijsen (1998) argues that we need ‘caring solidarity’ because everyone - in different ways and to varying degrees -

42 See, for example, the work of Hankivsky 2004; Lister et al. 2007; and Sevenhuijsen 1998.
needs care at some point in time in their lives, which should be seen as a fact in human existence, especially in a persons’ eldest years.

Care ethics also give new meaning and significance to human differences that arise from gender, class, and age. As Kittay et al. argue “how rich a moral life people have depends on their willingness and ability to look beyond common humanity and respond to others’ unique personalities” (1987, 147). The ethic of care’s sensitivity and responsiveness to the elderly and their caregivers' individual differences opens up new ways for understanding the experiences of discrimination, suffering, and oppression that can occur. It is, moreover, through speaking in terms of caring solidarity that we can take into consideration that each elderly person and their caregiver(s) are differently situated, and that this is what makes public dialogue and collective support important. Caring solidarity offers more potential for understanding the diversity of needs and lifestyles than a solidarity which takes for granted the norms of homogeneity and ‘normal’ human existence, which according to Sevenhuijsen “marks the difference between policy as control and policy as an enabling activity” (1998, 148).

Deploying a care ethics perspective would mean that the true nature and value of elder care would be appreciated, and elder care would be seen for the integral role it plays. This would also allow for the gender equality of the often marginalized women who are commonly conscripted into providing elder care to be realized, and would furthermore take the need for women’s equality in the public and private spheres to be issues that merit interrogation. In particular, this understanding would realize the need to share elder care responsibilities between the public and the private spheres, as well as among families, employers, and governments. According to Hankivsky, the “ethic of care allows us to see the importance of rebalancing public and private responsibilities for care as well as the importance of establishing more equitable caregiving between women and men" (2004, 125). This challenging of the public-private dichotomy offers a way of understanding care needs that encourages us to think about how elder care policy decisions can be recreated to reflect care as a social policy priority. The ethic of care therefore provides a theoretical basis from which to challenge current trends towards deinstitutionalization, which off-loads elder caregiving responsibilities onto the private sphere – or, more particularly and commonly - women’s informal/unpaid elder care work in the private sphere of the home and family.
Elder care policy changes could also include an approach that recognizes the value of elder care labor, and accordingly allow individuals to have more time allotted for elder care provision during their lifespan. In efforts to allow people to have more time to provide elder care during their life spans, there have been some investigations as to how the feminist ethics of care might be realized in the redesign of the workplace. Efforts to balance the two conflicting models of citizenship - citizen as wage worker in the public sphere and citizen as caregiver in the private sphere - are central for these purposes. Efforts must be directed towards realigning the lopsided division of labor in which women assume increasing responsibility for economic support through paid employment in the public sphere but maintain sole responsibility for caring and other domestic work within the private sphere. This involves a redefinition of work within both the paid labor force and the private domestic sphere, a redefinition in which Acker argues “the rhythm and timing of work would be adapted to the rhythms of life outside of work” (1990, 155). Moreover, since elder care offers such a significant contribution to society, there should be public support to remodel places of employment to better accommodate and support people to provide informal elder care while maintaining their status as employed workers in the public sphere. This redistribution is important in becoming a society where individuals are able to give and receive the elder care that they need, and where women experience equity in both their employment and elder care responsibilities. Fraser speaks to these ideas in the model she calls the ‘universal caregiver’ welfare state which she argues would provide a better understanding of the relationship between caregiving and work in the public sphere:

Its employment sector would not be divided into two different tasks; all jobs would be designed for workers who are caregivers, too; all would have a shorter workweek than full-time jobs have now; and all would have the support of employment-enabling services…some informal carework would be publicly supported and integrated on par with paid work…some would be performed in households by relatives and friends…other supported carework would be located outside households altogether – in civil society (1997, 41).

This type of societal change and challenge to the public-private dichotomy would entail substantial alterations to elder care policies in Alberta and Sweden.

From a feminist ethics of care perspective, elder care policy issues would be presented in a different way. This is possible because the ethic of care’s principle of responsiveness highlights
the need to challenge recent neo-liberal trends and to include perspectives excluded and often marginalized, to be reflected in elder care health and social policy deliberations and decision making. Even though the use of care ethics in elder care policy-making is becoming more and more difficult given the growing presence of neo-liberalism, it offers an alternative to the values and priorities of neo-liberalism. Deployment of care ethics opens up space for resistance and mobilization around a set of ideas associated with care. This process facilitates learning from the elderly and their elder caregivers in terms of what constitutes quality care, and how elder care policies can be created to support quality elder care arrangements, benefiting both the elderly, their informal and formal caregivers, as well as society more generally. As Hankivsky argues "listening to their collective experiences we see why care is needed, what it means to be dependent and vulnerable, and what is required if effective caregiving is to take place" (2004, 116). Examining the social reality of care, the needs of the elderly and their caregivers, and thinking about what the complex relationship between elder care and policy making should look like, has potential to improve elder care policies by taking into consideration the perspectives of the elderly and their elder caregivers, and enjoining them with those of the typically more powerful decision makers. This speaks to the goal that those with decision making power, who are in charge of elder care health and social policy making may be persuaded to make policy decisions ‘with care’.

As shown in this section, current articulations have established a firm basis from which to argue that a care ethic should legitimately lead us to contemplate what we value in our public lives, including social policy actions and decisions, with great potential for positive change in elder care policies. If the importance of care to the human condition were to be explicitly and systematically acknowledged in Sweden and Alberta, then both contexts would approach decision making around elder care policies in a different way. Such a change would be noticeable in public discourse as it would provide a different approach to human differences, vulnerability, dependency, suffering, and responsibility (Hankivsky 2004). This fundamental change in discourse surrounding elder care policies would offer innovation and enrichment for our policy judgments by opening up new ways of looking at issues revolving around elder care. Therefore, a feminist ethics of care offers us the broader normative criteria that can help to critically develop, evaluate, and transform elder care policies in Alberta and Sweden.
Conclusion

As Mahon and Robinson have argued “an ethics of care that is political and critical must be grounded in the concrete activities of real people and the webs of social relations that connect them” (2011, 178). In combination, feminist political economy and ethics of care can be seen a critical tool that can expose the way elder care as a private activity has been constructed, thereby allowing for imagining of a different way of organizing society where all people could be, for example, seen as working and caring citizens. In particular, this conceptual tool illuminates the ways in which the family interacts with other key institutional bases of elder care policy analysis, which includes the state, the market, and the community.

There has, however, been a marked decrease in what can be interpreted as caring elder care policy orientations since the development of Alberta and Sweden’s welfare regimes – albeit to different degrees - since WWII. As criticism of policy restructuring and its implications increase, new frameworks and rationales for understanding the relationship between the state and citizens in regards to elder care policy are needed. As this chapter has argued, a feminist ethics of care offers broader normative criteria which potential to enable the critical development, evaluation, and transformation of elder care policies in Alberta and Sweden as it provides an understanding of human beings and, in particular, of their interconnections, context, experiences, and need for elder care.

Next, Chapter Three complements the information that has been presented here by providing an overview of Esping-Andersen’s welfare state regime typology and the varieties within welfare regime models using the liberal and social democratic regimes as examples in addition to discussing theories of path-dependence and divergence/convergence with emphasis on whether or not they are useful in the study of elder care in welfare regimes. Later on in this thesis, the critical insights in this chapter are used in Chapter Four and Chapter Five to critique/analyze the specific policies that have developed post-WWII in Alberta and Sweden.
Chapter 3 - Alberta and Sweden: Neo-liberal Divergence with a Common Trajectory

Introduction

Population aging has become an issue in Alberta and Sweden which is why it is important to locate elder care within contemporary welfare regimes and changes thereto. The comparative literature has shown that welfare regimes are not all created equal. As noted in Chapter One, the classic typology is Esping-Andersen’s (1990) which identifies three types of welfare state regimes - liberal, corporatist/conservative, and social democratic - depending on the particular configurations of the state, the market, and (more recently) the household. Although feminists have rightly criticized his work for ignoring gender and the family, his typology is often used as a starting point for cross-national welfare state analysis.

Sweden is treated as the ideal-typical social democratic regime, with a strong state, large public sector, and a limited role for market solutions in welfare provision while the Albertan welfare state would clearly be classified as a liberal welfare regime. Although such differences remain important, a dominant trend over the last decades has been that of liberalization: the steady expansion of market relations in areas that, in many advanced capitalist economies, were seen as part of the welfare state. One of the questions this raises, is how can these changes in the Albertan and Swedish welfare regimes in a liberal direction be explained?

This chapter presents the argument that the welfare regimes of Alberta and Sweden are ultimately diverging with a common trajectory. This means that they are moving in the same neo-liberal direction with market logic (increasingly) superimposed on non-market facets of everyday lives, including elder care, while differences remain both visible and important. The discussion falls into two main sections. First, Esping-Andersen’s typology is outlined, followed by an examination of feminist critiques, and his response thereto. Next, a discussion of intra-regime difference is presented. In other words, just as there are differences among the Scandinavian social democratic regimes (Bergqvist et al, 1999), there are differences among liberal welfare regimes (O’Connor, Orloff and Shaver, 1999). The chapter concludes with a discussion of the debate on path-dependence and divergence/convergence theories, which sets up the Alberta and Sweden comparison.
Welfare regimes

Comparative welfare state research initially consisted primarily of quantitative studies focusing mainly on social spending. From 1980s onwards, the scope of studies broadened to include more qualitative aspects such as basic principles and the level of social rights. The latter was heavily inspired by the classic welfare state typology developed by Richard Titmuss, one of the founding figures of the British social policy discipline. Titmuss's (1974) distinction between residual, handmaiden, and institutional-redistributive models was later developed by the Danish sociologist Gosta Esping-Andersen whose primary focus is on the welfare state and its place in capitalist economies.

As noted in Chapter One, Esping-Andersen’s (1990) typology of three types of welfare state regimes - the liberal, corporatist/conservative, and social democratic - has often been used as a starting point for cross-national welfare state analysis.43 These regime types are based on how countries cluster along three dimensions of variability: state-market relations, stratification, and social rights. Thus, Esping-Andersen’s typology, and the role of welfare regimes and changes thereto, are important in the identification of changes in the organization of elder care and the relationship between elder caregivers and their elder care recipients.

The liberal welfare regime, which is said to include Canada, Australia, and the United States - is one where means-tested assistance and modest social-insurance plans predominate, and market solutions are encouraged for those who are better off. The conservative welfare state, such as that found in Austria, France and Germany, is one where the preservation of status differentials predominates, and the principle of subsidiary means that the state will only intervene when the family’s resources are exhausted. The social democratic welfare regime, of which Sweden has been the ideal-type, is one in which all citizens are incorporated under one universal insurance system aimed at minimizing dependence on markets and families, with the state taking responsibility for care of the elderly, children, and those who cannot look after themselves. Expansion of regime types has occurred, moving beyond Western Europe and North America to include other parts of the world. Of particular interest for this thesis are the liberal (Alberta) and social democratic (Sweden) welfare regimes.

43 With the frequent addition now of the ‘Latin Rim’ or Mediterranean.
In the discussion of welfare regimes, liberalism is most often understood in the specific sense of an ideology of market capitalism which has constrained the role of the state in countries of British political heritage. In liberal welfare states citizens are constituted primarily as individual market actors. As Myles explains: "there is a reluctance to replace market relations with social rights and citizens are encouraged to seek their welfare in the market i.e. through subsidies for private welfare benefits" (1998, 344). It therefore reflects a persistent preference for market solutions to welfare problems.

Basic security schemes are typically means-tested (residual) with social insurance benefits being modest. As Myles explains, "liberal welfare states rely on more intensive use of means-tested forms of welfare on the one hand, and more private, market-based insurance, on the other" (1998, 344). Accordingly, postwar social programs were designed around three basic building blocks: first, a residual social assistance model of means-tested benefits for the poor taken from the postwar era; second, the industrial achievement model of social insurance based on labor market performance; and, third, a citizenship model of universal flat rate social benefits. This greater reliance on means-testing and private insurance means a lesser share of national income is spent through the public purse and aggregate social spending is less as a result.

This is economic liberalism which Polanyi (1957) identifies with laissez-faire and English poor law reform, and whose key ideas Macpherson (1962) identifies as the ideology of possessive individualism. Liberalism in this sense has a far narrower meaning. O’Connor et al. argue that “compared with liberalism in general, individualism and universalism are exaggerated in its conception of person and society, while the meliorist orientation to human institutions is weakened by extreme distrust of public politics and the role of the state" (1999, 45). This is the meaning that Esping-Andersen evokes to distinguish between liberal welfare states and their corporatist and social democratic counterparts (1990, 41-4).

The hallmarks of the liberal welfare state are benefits shaped by the principles of less eligibility and voluntarism. According to the first, a framework of means-tested social assistance drawn from the old poor laws ensures that social protection does not interfere with the workings of the labor market. The fact that liberal regimes ensure a social minimum in order to ensure the smooth operation of the market is very interesting. The normative force behind this kind of social programming is not a desire to ensure the collective well-being of the public, but to keep society and the market running smoothly – that is, without revolt or collapse. The commitment to
voluntarism stresses charity and self-help, the latter institutionalized in contributory social insurance or collectively bargained social benefits for wage earners (O'Connor et al. 1999, 45). Esping-Andersen maintains that liberalism has proved highly flexible, devising ways of accommodating social protection which are not only compatible with the commodity status of labor but may also strengthen it.

Liberal regimes dedicate lower levels of net redistribution of income than do European countries. Private sources of income (work, investment, and private pensions) for the elderly - a measure of state-market relations - play a larger role than in other countries (Esping-Andersen 1990, 86-87). Moreover, as this section has shown, they exhibit the highest degree of liberal stratification principles reflecting a relatively strong role for means-testing and for markets, private sector welfare, and individual efforts. As a result, poverty is especially evident among the fastest growing kinds of vulnerable households, which are most often comprised of elderly women, lone mothers, and young families with children. Esping-Andersen argues that:

Without comprehensive investments in family services, the low-wage trap that, in the first place makes assistance necessary, may not disappear. Therefore, the consequence is that this type of regime minimizes de-commodification-effects, effectively contains the realm of social rights, and erects an order of stratification that is a blend of a relative equality of poverty among state-welfare recipients, market-differentiated welfare among the majorities, and a class-political dualism between the two (1990, 26).

What this ideology implies for elder care policy merits further exploration, and as such these implications are explored throughout this thesis.

In contrast, social democratic welfare regimes are part of the smallest regime-cluster, composed primarily of Nordic welfare states. Einhorn (2010) discusses the principal characteristics of the social democratic model which are useful to understanding the regime type: first, an activist and interventionist state, relying mainly on regulation and transfer payments; second, universal transfer payments to support the elderly, disabled, unemployed, and families with numerous children and low market incomes; third, universal, mostly non-means-tested social services for health, education, children, and the elderly; fourth, use of national policy to achieve high rates of labor force participation and full employment on the national level, via both macro-economic and sectoral policies; fifth, a strong civil society with encompassing and
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44 By which he really means child care services.
democratic organization of interests, but particularly strong organizations of those otherwise weakest in capitalist society - family farmers, and urban workers; sixth, consensual policymaking processes combined with the integration of major interest groups through democratic corporatism (rather than the capture of state structure by a single group of interests, or state capture of the interest organizations); and seventh, underpinned by a set of values around empiricism and social trust, in particular, solidarity and reciprocal responsibility, the values of the labor and agrarian movements remained crucial concepts in the development of public policy. As Einhorn's description suggests, the social democratic model places less distance between the state, civil society, and its citizens.

Accompanying this acceptance of state involvement, social democratic thinking is also distinguished by a negative attitude towards the market. It has been suggested that “if anything is to qualify as the credo of social democratic theorists it must be the belief that capitalism can and must be managed, in some sense, by the state” (Cudworth et al. 2007, 119). The ideal-type of social democratic welfare state regime is one that seeks to erode the market distribution of well-being and existing social stratification by allowing citizens to make basic decisions about their role in the market, without being bound by material need or state compulsion (Boychuk 1998, 12). Thus, according to Lister “while social democracy seeks to accommodate capitalism, and accepts the market has a part to play in a capitalist economy, its opposition to the market is grounded in the belief that it is socially unjust because it is based on principles of profit rather than need; undemocratic in the way in which it concentrates economic and thus political power in the hands of the few; and unethical because it encourages self-interest and greed” (2010, 39).

Moreover, the state actively ‘de-commodifies citizens’ welfare needs seeking to minimize the extent to which individuals’ welfare depends on their fortunes in the market. Thus, for example, as Mahon explains, Sweden is often viewed as offering generous and comprehensive protection from market-generated and other risks (decomodification) on an inclusive and solidaristic basis (2002, 6). The social democratic model therefore crowds out the market, and consequently constructs an essentially universal solidarity in favor of the welfare state in which everyone benefits, with all presumably feeling obliged to pay. This emphasis on solidarity translates into a model of citizenship, which places greater emphasis on the bonds between citizens and - to varying extents - participatory citizenship than do those models which focus on the relationship between individuals and the state. According to Lister:
This [positive relationship between the state and citizens] may partly explain what appears to be a widespread acceptance of taxation as the necessary means to help make a reality of the values of equality, solidarity, and universalism, in contrast to the resentful grumbling about it as a ‘burden’ in liberal welfare states with much lower levels of taxation (2009, 247).

This ‘crowding out’ of the market in the pursuit of welfare is attached to a ‘crowding in’ of policy that maximizes citizens’ employability and productivity (Esping-Andersen 2002, 13). In other words, the state is used to stimulate the economy both by social investment, for instance through education, and by increasing the purchasing power of people on low incomes as part of the state’s wider role in promoting full employment.

This highlights an important characteristic of the social democratic regime, namely, its blend of welfare and work, as it is at once genuinely committed to a full-employment guarantee, and dependent on its attainment (Esping-Andersen 1990, 28). As Esping-Andersen explains, “on the one hand, the right to work has equal status to the right of income protection, while on the other hand, the enormous costs of maintaining a solidaristic, and de-commodifying welfare system means that it must minimize social problems and maximize revenue income” (1990, 28). This is most successful with the majority of people working, and the fewest possible living off of social transfers.

Social democratic welfare states also seek to actively ‘de-familialize’ welfare responsibilities. In Esping-Andersen’s words: “a defamilializing regime is one which seeks to unburden the household and diminish individuals’ welfare dependence on kinship” (1999, 51). This process of ‘de-familialization’ in Sweden occurred with two central aims: first, to strengthen families (by unburdening them of obligations); and, second, to strive for greater individual independence (Esping-Andersen 2002, 13). In other words, social democratic welfare states take direct responsibility for care of the elderly, and others in need of help. With the state taking a greater role in, for instance, the public provision of elder care, citizens - and especially women who would typically provide informal elder care - are able to seek work in the public
sphere if they so choose. Thus, in social democratic welfare regimes, women’s home-based care went public, and their dependency on the income of husbands and partners decreased.\(^45\)

In contrast to other models, the social democratic principle is to preemptively socialize the costs of family-hood, instead of waiting until the family’s capacity to aid is exhausted. Therefore, the ideal is not to maximize dependence on the family, but capacities for independence and women’s autonomy. For these reasons, Gornick and Meyer use the social democratic welfare states as exemplars of policy packages that go some way towards the achievement of ‘a adult-earner, dual-carer society,’ which is a society in which men and women engage symmetrically in employment and caregiving, and where gender equality, paid work, and caregiving are all valued (2006, 3).

This development was conceptualized as ‘a passion for equality’; Norwegian political scientist Helga Hernes concluded that the social democratic welfare states might become ‘woman-friendly’ and ‘state feminist’:

> A woman-friendly state would enable women to have a natural relationship to their children, their work and public life . . . A woman-friendly state would not force harder choices on women than on men, or permit unjust treatment on the basis of sex. In a woman-friendly state women will continue to have children, yet there will also be other roads to self-realization open to them. In such a state women will not have to choose futures that demand greater sacrifices from them than are expected of men (1987, 15).

Hernes paints a picture of social democratic welfare states as adopting welfare policies, such as for example, extensive public care services for the elderly, and having a relatively high political representation of women that allows them to influence decisions. For example, as Lister et al. argue, “the expansion of the welfare state and of gender equality policies in the late 20\(^{th}\) century in Sweden has been a very important factor in the inclusion of women as active contributors to and receivers of welfare” (2007, 63).

The social democratic label is applied to welfare state regimes in which all citizens are incorporated under one universal system based on equality, often referred to as universalism. Welfare state universalism is a multi-dimensional concept originally introduced into comparative welfare state research by Titmuss. Titmuss (1976) characterizes universal welfare states as

\(^45\) It should, however, be noted that even in this model, women have more responsibility for the informal care for older people, and are working part time more often than men to provide informal caregiving (Lister et al. 2007, 63).
dominated by welfare schemes that in principle cover all citizens and treat all citizens in the same way. Esping-Andersen builds on the work of Titmuss as he argues that "the universalistic system promotes equality of status. All citizens are endowed with similar rights, irrespective of class or market position. In this sense, the system is meant to cultivate cross-class solidarity, a solidarity of the nation" (1990, 25). According to the social democratic welfare tradition, universal access to public support is based on needs, and no consideration should be given to help that could be provided informally by family or to the elderly person’s own economic resources. The main characteristics of universalism are benefits and services based in legislation, tax-financed, available for and used by all citizens in need, irrespective of income, and place of residence-services are equal across the nation. As such, these regimes tend to favor the public financing of welfare systems and to accept high taxes. In return for paying taxes, people are provided with a broad range of welfare benefits that are meant to guarantee a minimum standard of living, service, and care, as well as redistributing income over the life course and between individuals.

The social democratic welfare state model has thus been described as hinging on a moral philosophy that legitimates redistributive principles as a basis for policy formation as well as a political economy that enables those policies. There is accordingly a commitment to equality of status but to what some would call ‘equality of condition,’ ‘substantive equality,’ and also ‘egalitarianism’; an equitable distribution of material resources such as to promote well-being and to enable all citizens to flourish and pursue their own life projects and not just equality of opportunity.

The social democratic ideals and assumptions that translate into this commitment to universal welfare services and benefits are on the grounds that they foster integration and altruism. As Lister argues “benefits and services confined to the ‘poor’ were seen as divisive and prone to become poor benefits and services without the support of the middle classes” (2010, 41). The broad and quite generous income safety net that can be found in social democratic welfare regimes is an effective bulwark against poverty. Rather than tolerating a dualism between state and market, between working class and middle class, the welfare state promotes an equality of the highest standards, not an equality of minimal needs, as is often pursued in other
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46 See also Kroger et al. 2003; Greve 2004; Rauch 2008; and Boychuk 1998.
regime clusters. According to Esping-Andersen “this implied, first, that services and benefits be upgraded to levels commensurate with even the most discriminating tastes of the new middle classes; and, second, that equality be furnished by guaranteeing workers full participation in the quality of rights enjoyed by the better-off,…[with] benefits graduated according to accustomed earnings” (1990, 27-28).

**Feminist critiques of Esping-Andersen’s welfare regime models and his response**

Feminist analysis of social policy has stressed the extent to which gender is important both as a variable in the analysis of policies, particularly in respect to their outcomes, and as an explanatory tool in understanding social policies and welfare regimes. Historically, access to income and resources of all kinds, such as for example education, has been gendered as have been the concepts that are crucial to the study of social policy: need, inequality, dependence, and citizenship. Furthermore, since the 1970s feminist analysis has revealed the gendered assumptions regarding the roles and behaviors of men and women in society upon which social policies have been based. One of the most significant postwar social trends has been the vast increases in women’s labor force participation; a trend that signals the importance of gender in the analysis of welfare.

Postwar writing on welfare states made very little mention of women. With the interface between the private (in the sense of the informal provision of welfare), the market, and the state having not been subjected to close analysis. Titmuss’s classic essay on the division of social welfare stressed the importance of occupational and fiscal welfare in addition to that provided by the state, but omitted analysis of provision by the voluntary sector and the family, both vital providers of welfare, and both historically dominated by women providers. Titmuss’s typology of welfare states focused on the relationship between welfare policies and capitalism, with social class as the chosen variable for analysis. Gender did not play an explicit role in the analysis. Titmuss’s preoccupations were very similar to those of Esping-Andersen. Many have seen limitations in Esping-Andersen’s welfare state regime classification which has led to modifications of the original specification of welfare regimes, and to the development of
alternative forms of regime analysis.\textsuperscript{47} For example, Esping-Andersen’s 1990 work emphasized the importance of the relationship between work and welfare. Work is defined as paid work and welfare as policies that permit, encourage or discourage the de-commodification of labor. It therefore misses one of the central issues in the structuring of welfare regimes: the problem of valuing the unpaid work which includes informal elder care that is done primarily by women in providing welfare, mainly within the family, and in securing those providers social entitlements. Indeed, as both Oakley (1986) and Kolberg (1991) have pointed out, the family has historically been the largest provider of welfare and its importance in this regard shows no sign of decline. The crucial relationship is not just between paid work and welfare, but rather, between paid work and unpaid work and welfare.

The latter set of relationships is gendered, because while it is possible to argue that the divisions in paid work have substantially diminished to the extent that greater numbers of women have entered the labor market (although not with regard to pay, status, and hours) evidence suggests that the division of unpaid work remains substantially the same. Thus concepts such as ‘de-commodification’ or ‘dependency’ have a gendered meaning that is rarely acknowledged. As Langan and Ostner (1991) show in the first thorough feminist critique of Esping-Andersen’s work, although de-commodification in \textit{The Three Worlds of Welfare Capitalism} is seen as a necessary prerequisite for workers’ political mobilization, the worker Esping-Andersen has in mind is male and his mobilization may actually depend as much on unpaid female household labor as on social welfare policies. De-commodification for women is likely to result in their carrying out unpaid caring work; in other words ‘welfare dependency’ on the part of adult women is likely to result in the greater independence of another person, young or old. The unequal division of unpaid work thus blurs the dichotomous divisions between dependent and independent, commodified and de-commodified (Lewis 1992, 161). Moreover, it can also be that policies intended to promote de-commodification are gendered, with for example, women taking

\textsuperscript{47}One alternative approach, following Jane Lewis (1992; 1997), has been to analyze welfare states with reference to the strength of the male breadwinner policy logic governing the relationship between paid work and family/care responsibilities. A key development from this perspective has been the displacement in some countries of the male breadwinner by an increasingly individualized universal breadwinner model (Lewis 1992; 1997). All adults capable of paid work are regarded as ‘adult workers’ or at least potential adult workers (even if part-time in the case of many women) (Lewis 1992; 1997).
a disproportionate amount of caregiver leave and men a disproportionate amount of educational leave. These types of patterns exacerbate gender inequalities.

In addition, this initial welfare regime analysis could benefit from paying closer attention to the provision of welfare services, and thus did not provide a satisfactory account of differences in the organization of the care of the elderly, which is critical to any gendered analysis. More particularly, some scholars, like for example, Orloff (1993) suggest that mainstream research on welfare states has neglected to analyze social policy benefits and services that are important for women. Thus, she criticizes comparative research on the welfare state as based on a narrow understanding of social rights and citizenship. She suggests that the concept of ‘decomodification’ be replaced with that of ‘personal autonomy’ because it would allow for a much broader perspective on evaluating the development of the welfare state and the differences between welfare state models (Orloff 1993). This prompted an attempt to develop an alternative analysis around the idea of ‘social care regimes,’ further developed by a number of feminist analysts. Anneli Anttonen and Jorma Sipila (1996, 98) argue that the inclusion of social care services in the research tradition concerned with the modeling of welfare states is an important step to broaden our understanding of the ways in which welfare states operate. In Scandinavian countries in particular, women have sought to strengthen their personal autonomy through state social policy. Scandinavian public services have implied an expansion of social rights that are important most particularly to women (Sipila 1996, 89).

Similarly, commodification may have a different set of meanings for women than for men. It can be argued that paid work has served to weaken the dependence of women on men, has strengthened their bargaining power within the family, and has played a crucial role in allowing them to exit from marriage. However, as Lewis argues, “it is possible to overstate the emancipatory effects of the increase in female labor market participation” (1997, 163). For example, Persson and Jonung (1993) in Sweden, and Hakim (1993) in Britain showed that there had been little change in terms of the number of women working full-time, indeed, in Britain the percentage of full-time women workers was found to be less in the 1990s than it was in the 1950s. Esping-Andersen’s typology does not predict women’s employment rates in the different countries. For example, lone mothers’ participation rates are high in the liberal welfare regime of

48 See, for example, Kolberg 1991.
the United States as well as in social democratic Sweden, albeit that some of the reasons for participation in the two countries are entirely different: in Sweden, state provision for the care of children in terms of child care and parental leave makes paid employment much easier to contemplate; in the United States, lack of adequate support in the form of cash or child care effectively pushes mothers into the workforce. More specifically, as Bruegel (1983) demonstrates, the unequal, gendered division of unpaid work constitutes a set of constraints that plays a major part alongside workplace-based discrimination in determining women’s labor force participation. Notwithstanding the clearly held beliefs of neoclassicist economists, women do not freely choose whether and how much to work.

De-commodification was central to Esping-Andersen’s analysis, but feminists have also taken issue with his other two main dimensions: state/market relations and stratification. The first of these ignores the family, which in addition to being a major provider of welfare also warrants consideration as an independent variable. The effect of family change - which in itself has been disproportionately due to women’s initiatives on the core areas of social policy is too often ignored. However, as Lewis argues, inclusion of ‘the family’ will not in and of itself assure a gender-based analysis (1997, 163). Feminist research on the division of resources within households and on the nature of female poverty has insisted on the importance of the tensions between the individual, the family, and the household in terms of both the assumptions on which policies are based and their policy outcomes.

Early feminist analysis stressed the patriarchal and oppressive nature of the modern welfare state. Scandinavian feminists in particular stressed the way in which women had become the employees of the welfare state on a huge scale, but found themselves for the most part doing the same kinds of jobs that they had traditionally done at home: for example, elder care. These jobs remained low paid and low status in the public sector, hence the charge that state patriarchy had replaced private patriarchy. According to Lewis “in Britain it was also suggested that many of the assumptions of the social security system were traditional. Thus, if a woman drawing benefits cohabitated with a man, it was assumed that he would be supporting her, and her benefit was withdrawn” (1997, 164). This early feminist analysis attacked the family as the main site of

49 See especially Hobson 1994.  
50 See especially Orloff 1993.  
51 For example, in seeking divorce.  
52 See for example Glendinning and Millar 1987; and Brannen and Wilson 1987.  
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female oppression and also attacked the welfare state for the family.\textsuperscript{53} In reaction to these interpretations, others have insisted on the emancipatory effect of modern welfare regimes, particularly with respect to the opportunities they present for paid employment.\textsuperscript{54}

The development of modern welfare states in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries coincided with the period when the boundary between the public world of paid work and political participation and the private domain of the family was strongest in both the prescriptive literature and in reality, at least for middle class women (Lister 1992, 161). In its ideal form, the male-breadwinner model prescribed breadwinning for men and caring/homemaking for women, which was part of a much larger gendered division between public and private that informed the work of political philosophers after Locke, and was taken as one of the measures of a civilized society by late nineteenth century by social scientists such as Hebert Spencer. That being said, as Lewis argues “the male-breadwinner model operated most fully for late-nineteenth century middle class women in a few industrialized countries… [since] working class women have always engaged in paid labor to some degree” (1992, 161).

In reality, as Sokoloff (1980) and Pateman (1989) have insisted, the two spheres have been and are intimately interrelated rather than separated. Not least as a provider of welfare the family has been central to civil society, rather than separate from it. Over time, the boundary between public and private has been redrawn at the level of prescription. According to Lewis “given that in modern societies independence derives primarily from wage earning, the assumption that women were located mainly in the private sphere supported by a male breadwinner also meant that women have only been partially individualized” (1992, 162). In regard to social policies, the liberal dilemma first described by Okin (1979), whereby individuals in fact meant male heads of families, has persisted.

Consideration of the private/domestic is crucial to any understanding of women’s position because historically women have typically gained welfare entitlements by virtue of their dependent status within the family as wives, the justification being a division of labor perceived to follow ‘naturally’ on their capacity for motherhood. Women have thus tended to make contributions and draw benefits via their husbands in accordance with assumptions regarding the existence of a male-breadwinner family model (Land 1990).

\textsuperscript{53} See, for example, Wilson 1997.
\textsuperscript{54} See, for example, Kolberg 1991.
Modern welfare regimes have all subscribed to some degree to this idea of a male-breadwinner model. Indeed, its persistence, to varying extents, cuts across established typologies of welfare regimes. Welfare policies which primarily build upon a model where the husband is the main breadwinner within the family, lead to gender related consequences that differ from those found in models based upon the individual/citizen. Sainsbury has described two ideal-typical models, which she refers to as the male-breadwinner model and the individual model (1996, 40 ff). According to the male-breadwinner model, social and taxation policies are constructed in such a way as to favor a family model based upon a primary breadwinner-husband and his primarily homemaker-spouse. Thus, wives and children are assumed to be economically dependent upon their respective husbands/fathers. The male-breadwinner model has not existed in its pure form, and instead, it has been modified in different ways and to different degrees in each country. In its pure form we would expect to find married women excluded from the labor market, firmly subordinated to their husbands and expected to undertake the elder care work at home without public support. While no country has ever matched the model completely, some have come much closer than others. By contrast, the individual model is based on the idea of the adult citizen as an autonomous individual. The individual model does not presuppose different policy models for the sexes; both women and men can, in turn, be either breadwinners or (elder) caregivers. Social and taxation policies are tied to the individual, not the family unit. The different ways in which care is structured affects both breadwinner models and helps to shape the broader discussion about the establishment of the welfare state and gender equality.

The development of the Nordic countries has, in general, been associated with a transition from the idea of the male breadwinner model to the idea of a dual breadwinner family, that is to say the individual model (Julkunen 1994). Today, women's share of the labor force is almost as large as men's. The differences between men and women are no longer about who is engaged in waged work and who is not, rather they are about the kind of work women and men do, and the extent to which they are employed. In contrast, Alberta's welfare state programs in the post-WWII era were based on the assumption that men were the primary breadwinners and that women were dependents in the home providing informal elder care (Porter 2003, 33). The reality was, however, quite different: many families depended on the income brought in by married women (Porter 2003, 33).
In response to criticisms of *The Three Worlds of Welfare Capitalism* (1990) from feminists, Esping-Andersen’s more recent work *Social Foundations of Postindustrial Economies* (1999) took gender more seriously as he moved from a focus on male workers' de-commodification to incorporating concerns about women's employment - or commodification - and how it can be reconciled with fertility and caregiving. Esping-Andersen’s (1999) work showed recognition that the way in which services are provided is important to women's capacities to balance paid and unpaid work. That being said, while his response may have recognized the need for child care, it continued to ignore the problem of elder care.

In addition, in his 1999 book, he claims to be interested in states, markets, and families, but only looks at the extent to which public services replace women’s unpaid domestic labor, and leaves out any examination of why women are responsible for such work in the first place. Esping-Andersen notes that conservative regimes promote subsidiarity - thereby strengthening women’s dependence on the family, and argues that they do so without providing much in the way of services, and moreover, it is difficult for women to enter paid employment (unless childless or without elderly to care for), thereby strengthening economic dependence on the principal breadwinner. In contrast, Esping-Andersen argues that social democratic regimes promote women's employment by providing services that allow those responsible for care work - mostly married mothers - to enter the paid labor force, and also by employing women in the state service sector. While he sees this as resulting in a desirable mobilization of women's labor while not undercutting their capacities to bear and rear children, it is costly to the state. Meanwhile, he suggests that liberal regimes are indifferent to gender relations, leaving service provision to the market. Women are entering paid employment, and are often able to purchase care services in the market, but the quality of these services is far from assured.

Esping-Andersen therefore links certain gender issues - women's labor force participation, the organization of care work, and child-bearing - to the political economic outcomes in which he is most interested: competitive economic performance by western democratic countries in a global environment where 'the next South Korea' - or in other words, low-wage place - is always on the horizon; the investment in human capital needed to sustain a that performance; and the preservation and strengthening of political coalitions for the welfare state, which will preserve democracy, civility, and human rights. In analytic terms, there is an implicit claim that the class-related dimensions of regimes determine gender outcomes (although
these are rather narrowly defined); an explicitly gendered analysis is not the goal. He focuses on women workers rather than on gender relations, and is interested in relations among states, markets, and families because of the implications of caregiving responsibilities for women's capacities to bear children and to enter paid employment, both significant for state's fiscal concerns, but not because of women's aspirations for equality.

Despite feminist criticisms and the inadequate attention that Esping-Andersen has paid to gender, his work is nonetheless useful for the purposes of this thesis because it helps to highlight important differences between the two cases. In addition, it offers insights into the politically constructed patterns of responses to what can be seen as a common set of challenges - namely the aging population combined with budgetary restraints, and the deployment of 'choice' and 'autonomy' discourse to justify neo-liberal and marketization trends.

Moreover, welfare state regime theory is useful in terms of creating analytical ideal types which are important in comparative analysis. As Kettunen and Peersen argue:

There seems to be a growing awareness that regime or model typologies cannot be more than analytical ideal types or crude generalizations, but at the same time they still tend to dominate welfare state scholarship. Comparative research needs 'models' or ideal types as analytical tools. However, we should also recognize that they are just tools of the research process, not its results (2011, 2).

Moreover, the elder care policies implemented as a response to the aging population of welfare states depends on how active the state is in elder care policies, which is often dependent on the welfare state regime type. In fact, according to Meier and Werding "depending on the type of welfare state ‘regime’ in place, there are considerable cross-country differences regarding the scope and generosity of the welfare state’s activities with respect to the elder care they provide to their aging populations" (2010, 1).

**Varieties within welfare regimes**

Often, generalized conclusions have sprung from single country studies. Togeby refers to this phenomenon as 'the longing for the general,' arguing that "it seems to be a widespread phenomenon that social scientists seek to interpret circumstances in their own countries within the more general context of tendencies described in the international literature. As a result, the countries in question appear more homogeneous than they are in reality" (1989, 164). This can
be problematic because local and regional differences are significant features of elder care policy systems, so much so that it is often rather inappropriate to draw conclusions from national figures. According to Anttonen et al.:

It is unwise to construct typologies of social care systems that are comparable to those developed in the welfare regime literature. It remains possible, and sometimes necessary, to characterize social care systems in broad-brush ways. But what has become clear is that to suggest nations are even preponderantly of one mode of provision or another is to underestimate diversity in each country, and the degree to which systems are changing. There are also limits to which it is useful, or even possible, to document this complexity (2003, 171).

Moreover, acknowledging the varieties within each of these regimes can lead to a more nuanced description of each regime.

Variation and diversity exist not only between national care systems but also within them. One example of this variation and diversity within national care systems is shown when looking at how elder care welfare services are organized in the decentralized system of the Swedish welfare state. The main responsibility for the social services rests with highly autonomous local governments. Accordingly, ‘welfare municipalities’ is a concept which has been used to highlight the significant role of independent municipalities in the distribution of social services in social democratic countries (Trydegård and Thorslund 2000). In fact, the tension between the national welfare state principles, and the varying local implementation of the policy on the other, has been stressed by numerous researchers, and many studies have demonstrated large local variation in different forms of social services.55 This explains that a country may simultaneously provide or support care services that are universal and appear to confer genuine citizenship rights alongside others that are selective and sharply rationed. As such, most countries can be shown to be pursuing both 'progressive' and 'regressive' policies, that is to say both policies that accord care entitlements to individuals and others that support or even enforce family and community obligations. For example, Anttonen et al. argue that “in the United States the public sector offers limited, tax-based recognition of the pre-school care needs of children whose parents go out to work, [however,] provision of retired people with health and social care needs is relatively generously funded in largely non-stigmatizing ways through Medicare” (2003, 170). There is

55 See, for example, Kroger 1997; and Rauch 2008.
also within each country, and even within the provision of a particular form of care, a considerable variety of delivery mechanisms. In some aspects of a nation's care services, direct public provision may be the rule, in others contracting out to the private or voluntary sectors, the use of tax credits, or payments for care may be the dominant method. A search for national patterns can therefore be particularly challenging.

Varieties of liberalism
Gray describes the liberal political tradition as having four unifying tenets:

Liberalism is individualist, giving primacy to the person over the social group; it is egalitarian, regarding all persons as having the same moral status; it is universalistic, valuing the moral unity of the human species above particularities of association and culture; and it is meliorist in regarding the social institutions and political arrangements as capable of human involvement (1995, xii).

There is, however, variation among countries that are classified as liberal regimes in the extent to which their liberalism is modified by socialist principles - low benefit inequality and universalism. Within the boundaries of this liberal paradigm, differences exist in the extent to which the state responds to the needs of its citizens. According to Myles, "countries with otherwise similar welfare state regimes differ dramatically in program design. That is, in the models they use to finance and distribute benefits" (1998, 342). The design of old age pensions in Canada, for example, more closely resembles that of Sweden than of the United States. Where Canada and Sweden differ here is in the degree of their generosity. Meanwhile, American Social Security is more similar to the Bismarckian design of Continental Europe than to that of Canada or the UK (Myles 1998, 342). Thus, we can see that differences in programmatic design matter a great deal in understanding distributional outcomes. “While both Canada and the United States have faced similar distributive challenges since the 1970s, a result of changes in the labor market and in family structure, differences in program design have produced very different distributive outcomes” (Myles 1998, 342).

---

56 Canada, the United States, Australia, and Britain exhibit some deviation characteristics but tend towards a liberal model.
57 That is, benefits based on citizenship right rather than labor market participation.
According to Esping-Andersen Canada, Britain, and Australia have middle-range scores on socialist stratification principles, while the United States scores a zero (1990, 76). Despite their similarities, some analysts also see important variations in social policy outcomes across those countries classified as liberal welfare regimes. For example, Castles and Mitchell (1993) have been prominent in questioning the coherence of the group of low-spending, allegedly 'liberal' regimes, and have therefore proposed a 'fourth world' of radicalism including Australia, New Zealand, and Britain; moreover, Canada has radical tendencies. Radical regimes, they claim, have adopted policy instruments which can promote equalization without high spending - targeted benefits (which exclude the affluent) and/or progressive taxation (Castles and Mitchell 1993). They bolster their case by referring to the historical strength of labourism in Australia, New Zealand, and Britain, but in context of high levels of right-wing party strength and incumbency; right-wing parties block high spending but strong labor movements compel some attention to equalization. Liberal regimes are those that attempt little or no equalization; the United States is the only English-speaking country that Castles and Mitchell place clearly in the liberal world.

Liberalism has had several distinctive historical inflections. This section examines three successive variants of liberalism which have influenced welfare state development in Alberta, as they also have in other regions/countries. These are classical liberalism, new or social liberalism, and neo-liberalism. Of particular interest for this thesis is that the division between the public and private has been understood differently in each of these variants. Moreover, the meaning of this division for women's place in the public world of economic and political life has changed as liberalism itself has changed.

Classical liberalism

Classical liberalism drew directly on the heritage of Enlightenment thought and political philosophy based on the influential ideas of Hobbes, Locke, and Smith. Wolin characterizes liberalism as at once an attack on traditionalism and a defense against radical democracy (1961, 294). Finding the source of social authority in human beings themselves, it was secular and rationalist in temper (O'Connor et al. 1999, 46). In this sense liberalism and conservatism were born together, for, as liberalism broke with tradition, conservatism was defined by its defense
Nisbet refers to radicalism, liberalism, and conservatism as the three great ideologies of the nineteenth century (1966, 9).

Liberalism viewed all men as equal in nature, and perhaps equal in political authority; it did not, however, see them as necessarily or appropriately equal in status and wealth. Squires provides a thorough explanation of the liberal model of citizenship explaining that it is "conceived as a set of rights enjoyed equally by every member of society in question, embodies the ideal of justice as impartiality... Everyone has a common set of political entitlements whatever their social, cultural, and economic status" (1999, 162). According to this perspective, we are seen as independent, equal, moral agents who, through abstract reasoning, develop a set of rules for society that will best allow us to pursue our own interests, which are often linked to economic interests (Lister 2010, 31). The key terms of classical liberalism were therefore freedom and the rights of the individual.

The state existed to protect the natural rights of its citizens, and its power was properly limited to this function. Macpherson sets out assumptions comprising the ideology of possessive individualism (1962, 263-77). These begin with the premise that human freedom requires independence of the wills of others, more specifically freedom to enter into relations with others voluntarily, and with a view to one's own interests. The individual is thus the proprietor of his or her own person and capacities, owing nothing to society, and such freedom entails the right to alienate his or her capacity to labor. Moreover, in the ideology of possessive individualism, human society consists of a series of market or market-like relations. The role of the state is therefore to protect the individual's property in his or her person and goods, and to maintain the orderly relations of exchange between individual societies on which society-as-market depends. This means that it may only interfere in the freedom of the individual to the degree necessary to ensure that all individuals have the same freedom (O'Connor et al. 1999, 47). The goal of this perspective can therefore be framed as citizens determining their own responsibilities and obligations towards others with as little interference with their own freedom, from others or from the state, as is possible.

Liberalism was first all about the emancipation of the individual from the restraints of tradition and the rule of the crown, aristocracy, and church. Its rationalism and the equation of social with market relations came out of its infusion with ideas from classical economics. This infusion replaced the older notion of a common good posited by reason with that of a society
rooted in desire, and the interior self of conscience with the exterior one of interest. The ends of action were a product of the passions, and rational conduct lay less in moral restraint than in the calculation of self-interest and the sacrifice of present pleasures for future ones. Liberal ideas about the state reflected anxieties about property and its preservation in social conditions of scarcity and inequality. Accordingly, Wolin argues that the primary object of social policy was thus security - the security of property rather than of the life circumstances of the poor (1961, 331-333).

Liberal social policy found an uncompromising expression in the English poor laws of 1834 (O'Connor et al. 1999, 47). As Rimlinger argues, "they represented emancipation from the servitude of laws designed to restrict the freedom of the working class for the benefit of their masters, laws which imprisoned them in their parishes and dictated their employment and wages" (1971, 42-43). However, while assistance might be allowed to the aged and incapable, aid to the able-bodied poor was to be subordinated to the market. The principle of less eligibility and the workhouse test ensured that aid to the poor not only did not intrude on the incentives of the labor market but reinforced them.

When it came to women, the affirmations of the natural equality and freedom of individuals at the heart of classical liberalism were problematic. Okin (1981) argues that the idealization of the sentimental domestic (and patriarchal) family gave a new rationale for the subordination of women in a society premised on equality. As O'Connor et al. argue, "women were now to be idealized as the mistresses of the domestic haven, creatures of sentiment rather than rationality, and united with their husbands in upholding the interests of household and family" (1999, 48).

Classical liberalism is thus based on the public-private dichotomy of society, with the public realm being the realm of focus and prestige. In the public realm, society is viewed as a contract between free, rational, autonomous, moral individuals who seek to maximize their own self-interests and who are worthy of respect. As Chapter Two of this thesis discussed, feminist analysis of liberalism emphasizes the sharp split between public and private spheres which characterizes the liberal ideology, and to some degree, the liberal institutional arrangements. Because it divides the public world of the state and society from the private domestic life of home and family, this separation is inherently gendered.
Liberalism portrays the public and private spheres as independent of one another when in reality they are inextricably connected, and so obscures a fundamental source of power and inequality in relations between the sexes (Pateman, 1989). This separation provides a starting point for understanding the distinctive ideological grounding for gender relations in welfare states of the liberal type. Women's lack of political rights was an expression of their exclusion from the society of individuals. Explicating the hidden causes of the contract, Pateman unveils fraternal assumptions in the metaphor of legitimate political authority: the parties to the social contract are patriarchal heads of households, and they consent to political order on behalf of other family members. She argues that the incompleteness of women's individual personhood, including their subordinate status in many of the provisions of the welfare state, is a testament to the power of the fraternal social contract.

As O'Connor et al. argue, "mistresses of the domestic haven were the economic dependents of husbands and fathers" (1999, 48). Most adherents of classical liberalism assumed women's proper dependence within a family headed by a male breadwinner. Yet some early liberals - John Stuart Mill as well as Mary Wollstonecraft and Harriet Taylor - believed women as well as men were entitled to individual civil and political rights and to the means of independence. The meaning of dependency, central to the liberal ideology, has itself undergone transformations (Fraser and Gordon 1994, 314-319). Classical liberalism recognized gender difference in terms of the sentimental family and the pedestal: men and women were different, and women's difference distanced them from the liberal individual of the market and competitive society. As individuals and the heads of families, men were physical participants in labor markets and actors in political life. As wives, at least, women's natural dependency placed them in the private domain of home and family, removed from both politics and the market. According to O'Connor et al., “in actuality, women also labored, in or outside the market, but were not widely forced to work under poor relief until the 1870s. For both men and women, the claim to poor relief disqualified the individual from the respect and entitlements of citizenship" (1990, 49). Since women (and certain groups of men) did not share in the key to such entitlement, the franchise, these effects also had gender contours.

*New liberalism*
The ideological foundations of the new liberal welfare states lie less in classical liberalism than in the new liberalism and kindred movements of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Orloff (1993, 167) notes changes in the character of the state itself, giving it new capacities to intervene in and regulate economic activity. New liberalism was one of a number of overlapping bodies of social thought which arose in the period, including idealism, positivism, and especially socialism, and was particularly significant in social policy (Freeden 1978, 195). The impetus to its emergence is debated, with Rimlinger (1971, 57) attributing it to the growing strength of organized labor and Britain's Labor Party, while Freeden (1978, 21) sees it as a modernization of the liberal tradition generated from within liberalism itself. They agree about the importance of changing attitudes among sections of the middle and upper classes. Meanwhile, Harris (1993, 228-229) attributes the upsurge of new liberalism to the social dislocations of the times, and loss of confidence in the doctrines of classical economics.

New liberalism, sometimes also called social or social democratic liberalism, was a synthesis of individualist and collectivist values. It shared classical liberalism's concern with the freedom of the individual, but took much greater notice of the social circumstances which conditioned individual choices. New liberalism understood freedom as more than the negative freedom of classical liberalism: it also included the positive freedoms of opportunity and personal development. It brought to liberalism a new concern with the ethical character of society; which it viewed as an organic whole. Drawing on scientific discourses of evolution, it saw this whole as motivated by the co-operative spirit that replaced the competitive instincts of natural selection in higher order species. The new liberals saw industrial society as creating new circumstances of social interdependency, in which government was an indispensable support for individual endeavor. They recognized poverty, especially among the aged, as less evidently a failure of the individual and more probably a consequence of social and economic processes. As a political philosophy of reform, new liberalism sanctioned actions benefiting the majority, centrally the working classes, as the expression of common rather than class interest (Freeden 1978).

In consequence, new liberals rejected the deterred poor law in favor of social provision with at least the flavor of right. Unlike the poor law assistance of classical liberalism, social protection was constructed as a feature of citizenship, an enhancement rather than a negation of civil and political status. For example, according to Orloff state-sponsored old-age protection
recognized dependency among aged people in honorable terms analogous to those applied to soldiers (1993, 173-179). New liberal reformers were attracted to contributory social insurance because it could reflect liberal principles such as foresight and thrift in universal provision. Often, however, as Freeden explains, means-tested benefits were a more practical basis for initial developments (1978, 200-206).

New liberalism came in the wake of multiple feminist reform movements, among them abolitionism, temperance, and women's suffrage. New liberalism's reform responded to women's needs in terms that they were in some respects equal to those of men. Orloff notes, for example, that most Canadian, American, and British proposals for old age pensions called for women to receive the same coverage as men as they also did in Australia (1993, 176-177). The organization of women's trade unions occurred in the same period, and in Britain reforms attempted to regulate the wages of female outworkers (Pedersen 1993, 50).

The dominant pattern, however, was for the familial assumptions of classical liberalism to be systematically carried over into new liberal reform measure. According to Pedersen “these upheld the male breadwinner household and the support of children through the male family wage, and their effect was often to benefit male workers disproportionately while marginalizing women's employment” (1993, 49-52). The male wage was set to provide for the 'matrimonial condition' of the worker, and the wage of the female worker, who was partly provided for in the wage of her husband or father, was to be only half the male wage (Macintyre 1985, 54-58). New liberalism was not alone in this; such familial assumptions pervaded most thought of this period.

Alone or in combination with other influences, the ideology of new liberalism shaped the development of post-war welfare states and the social rights of welfare citizenship (Marshall, 1950). Keynes was himself in the male breadwinner camp: “for the satisfaction of the immediate primary needs of a man and his family is usually a stronger motive than the motives towards accumulation, which only acquire effective sway when the margin of comfort has been attained” (Keynes 1936, 97). New liberalism was nonetheless fundamental in shaping the Keynesian commitment to state action in moderating inequality and maintaining full employment. Keynes argued that an extension of the traditional functions of government was essential for both avoiding destructive social conflict and enabling the successful functioning of individual initiative. He argued that this could be achieved without undue loss of the scope for individualism, private initiative, and personal liberty.
Keynesian welfare states typically assumed the desirability of the family composed of the male breadwinner and dependent spouse, and this family form was encoded in many of their frameworks of provision. Developments in feminist critiques of the treatment of gender in new liberal ideology have paralleled those of the welfare state itself. The first generation of feminist critique focused on the failure of the welfare state to accord full liberal personhood to women (Brown 1981). These writings pointed to welfare state support and the reinforcement of a sexual division of labor in which women were defined as primarily wives and mothers, and only secondarily as participants in paid employment. More recent feminist arguments have been concerned to defend women's entitlement to support and assistance in their own right, and have drawn on new liberal ideology to make the case. Arguments have been various with some having stressed women's claims to full and equal personhood as the bearers of social rights, including the right to be full-time mothers. Others have relied on new liberal understanding of social interdependencies to argue women's special needs for support and assistance.

Neo-liberalism

The following, in no particular order, are some of the terms associated with neoliberalism. It is variously seen as a political philosophy, a system of economic thought, a system of accumulation, a project, an agenda, a logic of governance, a rationality, a doctrine, a faith, a program, a practice, a strategy, an ethos, an ethical ideal, and/or a set of completed or established institutions. It is also fundamentally linked to financialization, secularization, globalization, deregulation, and privatization. Obviously some of these terms overlap significantly. Some are in at least implicit conflict with others (Armstrong 2013, 188).

Although as Armstrong suggests, neoliberalism can be understood various ways, this thesis follows Larner (2000) who focuses on three key aspects: a policy framework, an ideology, and a mode of governmentality. Each of these ways of looking at neo-liberalism has different implications for understanding the restructuring of welfare state processes, and for the development of political strategies that might further aspirations for social justice and collective forms of well-being. For Larner:

This delineation of neo-liberalism is not simply an academic exercise; our understandings of the phenomenon shape our readings of the scope and context of possible political interventions. Thus, analyses that characterize neo-liberalism as either a policy response
to the exigencies of the global economy, or the capturing of the policy agenda by the 'New Right,' run the risk of underestimating the significance of contemporary transformations in governance (2000, 6).

Moreover, when analyzing neo-liberalism it is important to note that it is at once a political discourse about the nature of rule and also a set of practices that facilitate the governing of individuals from a distance. Thus, understanding neo-liberalism as governmentality provides useful methods for the investigation of the restructuring of welfare state processes, especially when enhanced by insights from feminist political economist theorizing.

Accordingly, Larner makes a claim for a detailed engagement with contemporary changes in governance, rather than dismissing them as the prerogative of the 'New Right.' This work has the potential to reveal neo-liberalism as a more tenuous phenomenon than is commonly assumed:

The transformation of a polity involves the complex linking of various domains of practice, is ongoingly contested, and the result is not a foregone conclusion. Consequently, contemporary forms of rule are inevitably composite, plural and multi-form. Thus, while fully recognizing the distinctiveness of the contemporary forms of political-economic life, it will become possible to move past the either/or debates that currently structure political life. If neo-liberalism cannot be reduced to a single set of philosophical principles or a unified political ideology, nor is necessarily linked to a particular political apparatus, this will encourage us to think about different versions of neo-liberalism, and allow exploration of the possibilities that might enhance social well-being (Larner 2000, 20-21).

Theorizing neo-liberalism in this way - as a multi-faceted and contradictory phenomenon - allows for unveiling of current contestations and struggles.

After WWII under the leadership of Hayek there were those who expressed concern over the threats posed to individual freedom, moral standards, the rule of law, and private property posed by the expansion of the state. This group - which we now know as neo-liberals - promoted free markets as a way to maximize individual freedom through competition, economic efficiency, and choice. However, like Keynes, Hayek and his supporters were not interested in issues related to the private sphere of the home and family where social reproduction such as i.e.

58 Friedrich August von Hayek was an Austrian economic and philosopher who is best known for his defense of classical liberalism.
informal elder care mainly undertaken by women takes place, but rather, focused on economics and politics.

In the postwar years, however, it was the Keynesian welfare state that flourished in North America and Western Europe, rather than the neo-liberalism’s market-centred approach. Hugh Armstrong describes this period as "a historic compromise between capital, with its right to manage, and labor, with its right to unionize. This, in turn, meant - for most men in the labor force - relatively secure employment at wages that increased in real terms and that at least matched productivity growth" (2013, 189). This period entailed growth of publicly funded welfare programs, diminished income and wealth disparities, and economic growth. The 1970s was, however, a time of economic stagnation, inflation, stagflation, and fiscal crisis which created the space for the resurgence of neo-liberalism in the 1980s.

Contemporary neo-liberalism can be seen as a restatement of classical liberalism, reasserting the liberal principles of freedom, market individualism, and small government. It has aimed to halt the growth of the state, and in particular of its welfare apparatuses. This is linked to one of the key goals being to restore market forces in areas of social life in which they have been displaced or altered by the state. It has therefore helped to advance privatization and the contracting of public services such as i.e. health care and elder care to the private sector. As Armstrong explains:

Neoliberalism encourages states to restrict themselves to steering but not rowing the ship of state, leaving outsourced service delivery to those private inputs and processes. NGOs and even existing government departments are usually welcome to compete for these contracts, on the condition that they follow marketplace logic. With the public sector enjoined to become entrepreneurial, policy-makers and public servants are urged to think and act in bottom-line and value-added terms that privilege efficiency in specific programmatic terms if not broader societal terms. The label most commonly attached to this orientation in New Public Management (2013, 189).

These goals are linked to policies that both promote and adapt to global economic competitive pressures such as free trade agreements.59

59 Changes included massive tax-cuts, especially for the rich; union busting and the promotion of labour market flexibility; cuts to social welfare combined with workfare; the co-option and taming of non-government organizations (NGOs) to deliver social services; monetary policy to privilege the control of inflation but not unemployment; and the creation of new - often privitized - urban spaces (Armstrong 2013, 189).
Like classical liberalism, neo-liberalism gives primacy to freedom, which it understands in the narrow and negative sense of minimal restriction of the individual by the powers of the state (due to its distrust of the state), seeing such freedom as enacted through the actions of individuals in voluntary relations with one another. Hindess points out the weaknesses of these conceptions in a society of highly developed interdependencies including those of transnational capitalism as failing to recognize the inhibitions on freedom that follow from lack of resources and opportunities in an unequal society, and the inequalities of power among individuals when these include not only economic actors and corporations of differing economic positions (1987, 120-167).

Although neo-liberalism favors voluntarism of private charity, neo-liberal thought does allow a limited welfare role for the state, as long as it does not involve coercive powers for government and/or infringe on liberty. To the extent that state welfare extended beyond a minimum level of adequacy, however, it would undermine the rule of law, which requires the establishment of impersonal, known rules of legitimate action. As O'Connor et al. argue, “a limited security which can be achieved for all and which is, therefore 'no privilege' is permissible. This must be distinguished from 'the assurance of a given standard of life'” (1999, 53).

Neo-liberalism has gained strength over the last three decades, and has been strongest in the English-speaking countries like Canada, including the province of Alberta. Alberta’s welfare model, which is increasingly neo-liberal, can been seen as engaging in a double strategy of encouraging private welfare provision as the norm, and limiting public responsibilities to acute market failures. There is, however, a distinction between privatized solutions: first, elder care can be produced privately, i.e. producers compete against other (private) producers with a high degree of autonomy in, for example, fixing prices, deciding what services to provide and so on; and second, private welfare provision can also refer to when the burden of elder care is placed on individuals - often women - in the ‘private’ sphere of the home. The limited role of the state that is typical of liberal welfare regimes translates into elder care primarily being the responsibility of individuals, families/women, and moreover, the informal elder care sector. This can be seen in the elder care sector in terms of decreasing public provision of elder care by, for example, reducing the number of home care hours provided for the elderly. Increasingly, even the most demonstrably needy elderly individuals in the Alberta state are finding it difficult to access the
supports and services they require. At the same time, Alberta’s welfare state does, however, contain some social democratic elements, with the most notable example the Canadian healthcare system.

In principle, neo-liberalism is subject to the same contradictions as classical liberalism with respect to women's problematic status as liberal individuals and the privileged place of the family in society. The high value neo-liberalism places on freedom tends if anything to reinforce the separation of public and private life. In practice, neo-liberal opinion is usually allied with conservative forces, diluting its market individualism with resurgent conservative doctrines about the need to safeguard traditional family life (Gilder 1981). These arguments sometimes have feminist variants affirming the positive status of women's traditional roles (O'Connor et al. 1999, 53). But neo-liberalism itself claims to be blind to ascribed characteristics of individuals such as age, and gender (O'Connor et al. 1999, 53). It has grown up while married women were entering the labor market in steadily increasing proportions, and while liberal feminism has asserted women's full personhood in law and the market. According to Porter:

The movement for greater gender equality and the pressures to restructure the welfare state model had overlapping roots: the social and economic roots that were propelling women into the labor force – economic changes leading to greater financial pressures on families, a family and welfare state model that contained tensions and contradictions – were also manifested through the economic crisis and were creating pressures for welfare state restructuring (2003, 149).

Moreover, neo-liberalism has asked a lot of women - by encouraging their participation in the paid labor force - so they can be 'self-actualizing' individuals, while also expecting them to take on most of the care work - since the informalization and marketization of care are crucial to neo-liberalism.

Even in its neo-liberal guise, some aspects of the ideology of possessive individualism resonate with the central themes of contemporary feminism. Key among these is the affirmation of individual freedom and personal autonomy. Such resonances sound very clearly in feminist demands for equal opportunity in employment, and for freedom of choice in areas of personal life, including sexuality, marriage, and household formation; in independence and authority with respect to the control of one's body, sexuality and reproductive capacities; and in the assurance of physical security on the streets and in personal relationships. Where the mainstream of
contemporary feminism differs from the ideology of possessive individualism is in asserting that such autonomy owes nothing to society. As Friedman explains, feminist demands can be understood as claims to autonomy in its procedural sense, as assuring women choice or decision in circumstances that are free of coercion and manipulation, rather than to autonomy in the sense of aspiring to self-sufficiency or to independence of or indifference to the needs of others (1997, 51-57). Neo-liberal individualism gives no ground for reconciling the claim to autonomy with the constraints of human interdependency and the connectedness to others that is most fully developed in the lives of women.

Under neo-liberal conditions, the price of women's liberal individualism is that their needs and satisfactions are defined by the market paradigm. Neo-liberalism has been clear about its opposition to welfare state support for women on grounds of gender and gender disadvantage. It is frequently argued, for example, that intervention to address gender discrimination is undesirable because it contravenes individual freedom, and is moreover unnecessary because in time such problems will be overcome by the rationality of the market. Neo-liberals see supports for the adult-earner family, such as elder care, as best provided through the market, though they often accept a degree of regulation to ensure minimum quality of care. More unambiguously than its contemporary new liberal counterpart, neo-liberalism pictures women in the same terms as men, equally possessive individuals.

Moreover, while differentiation can be made between the three moments in the development of liberalism that have been outlined in this section - classic, new or social liberalism, and neo-liberalism - other scholars, such as for example, Craig and Porter (2006) add a fourth category of inclusive liberalism in Development Beyond Neo-Liberalism? They suggest that inclusive liberalism is an adaptation of neo-liberalism to the challenges with which it has been presented. Inclusive liberalism includes the 'passive', consumption-oriented approach of the postwar period for 'activation,' while also recognizing an important 'social investment' role for social policy. Accordingly, Mahon explains:

In a period when so much is labeled ‘neo-liberal’, it is important to remember that there are varieties of liberalism. All varieties share an emphasis on the individual, often construed as the male head of the family. All retain a strong commitment to supporting a capitalist market economy and the social relations associated therewith. Yet these common features should not be allowed to obscure significant differences (2008, 343).
Mahon, however, argues that while neo- and inclusive liberalism share some noteworthy elements, they stem from different elements of the liberal tradition, and moreover that these differences are important.

Regardless of liberal regime type, we know that the Alberta welfare state is changing. For example, in the first few decades after WWII there was a commitment to provide a minimum standard of living through redistribution to provide equality of opportunity for all citizens. The events of the 1970s were important in shaping the direction of welfare state and economic policy for the next quarter-century, involving welfare state retrenchment (Porter 2003, 149). The following section will contrast the liberal welfare regime described here with Sweden's social democratic welfare state regime.

Varieties of Nordic/Scandinavian models

A unitary Nordic area, inhabited by politically successful women who work for peace, welfare and gender equality is both a well known and a common image in international discussions (Bergvist et al. 1999, 3).

In comparative studies of the Nordic countries, emphasis has often been laid on homogeneity as they often appear to be a unified region, not only geographically, but also politically, socially, and culturally. In terms of populations, the Nordic countries are small, relatively homogeneous and, as a result, they exhibit a small number of politically relevant lines of cleavage. Work that attempts to explain the unique nature of the Nordic area often emphasizes the core value attached to equality: “the Nordic states, in one way or another demonstrating a high regard for efficiency and equality, perhaps also in Tocqueville’s words, showing a ‘true passion for equality,’ have managed to institutionalize state procedure that guaranteed the basic physical needs of the citizens, young and old” (Graubard 1986, 8). An emphasis on common Nordic features has been a striking aspect of research in the Nordic countries, with the Nordic or Scandinavian model being very popular in international research. As discussed earlier in this chapter, the Nordic welfare policy model is characterized by extensive social policy directed more or less to the entire population. Citizens and people who are legally residents in a Nordic country have basic

---

60 The 5 Nordic countries are: Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden.
rights of access to a vast range of services and entitlements, and social legislation is founded on principles of solidarity and universality.

Even if, however, many features are common to the Nordic countries, such as cultural homogeneity, egalitarian social structures, a parallel development of economic and welfare policy, and these features play an important role in explaining the shared sense of "the Nordic," a risk remains that these similarities may be exaggerated. There has, in fact, been a tendency to exaggerate features common to the Nordic countries, and to make generalizations about the whole region based on only one or two of the Scandinavian countries. This is why, as Karvonen and Sundberg argue, "when it comes to analyzing the differences between the countries, historical and structural explanations are often too deterministic and tend to do away with concrete actors, their aspirations and strategies" (1991, 2f). This thesis rejects the view that Nordic countries as essentially homogeneous, and instead adopts a view of these countries as being rich in diversity, and as such, focuses on describing the Swedish case.

This has led the idea of a single social-democratic regime model to need nuancing to take account of such differences and of shifts in policy, particularly with the advent of right-of-center governments in Sweden. Although the social-democratic welfare states tend broadly to be characterized as among those that have moved furthest towards a dual-breadwinner or adult-worker model, the policy mechanisms deployed to support those with care responsibilities differ both in terms of the specifics of policy and of the gendered citizenship models underlying them. This, moreover, raises the question of whether differences between the Nordic countries are so great as to invalidate all talk of a Nordic gender policy model. Bergqvist et al. (1999) have tried to modify the common assumption that men’s and women’s status is uniform throughout the Nordic countries by analyzing the similarities and differences between the countries. They found "many palpable differences between the countries, and they become more and more distinct the deeper one probes, the more one differentiates between developments and the longer the period of time covered by the study" (Bergqvist et al. 1999, 10). As such, they argue that "rather than a single monolithic Nordic gender profile, we have identified the existence of five different profiles that need to be perceived in relation to the special characteristics of each country"

---

61 Two examples include (a) the generalized statements regarding the expansion of collective child care which are based on observations from Denmark and Sweden, and (b) observations about the very high number of women in the governments which are based on the situation of Sweden, Norway, and Finland (Bergqvist et al. 1999, 279).
The five different profiles they identify are: the Swedish gender profile, the Danish gender profile, the Norwegian gender profile, the Finnish gender profile, and the Icelandic gender profile.

The Swedish gender profile demonstrates great gender equality. In welfare and elder care policy, an impressive expansion has taken place from the 1960s, and Sweden has been at the forefront when it comes to length of parental leave and rights for fathers. The high level of institutionalization by means of legislative developments and government policies has left its mark on concerns related to women and gender, with the level of women's representation in Sweden having been among the highest of the Nordic countries. Bergvist et al. argue that "this is an outcome...of the interaction between women's social and political citizenship, the institutionalization of women's issues through the women's sections in the political parties, and integration of women into the labor market" (1999, 286). These developments have been supported by long periods of social democratic government and the high profiling of women's and gender equality issues in the political parties, not least the non-socialist parties, a phenomenon which was quite unique in the Nordic region.

For example, Ulmanen (2012) explains that when the foundations of Sweden’s gender equality model were laid out in the 1970s, a member of parliament described its aims as ‘getting mommy a job and making daddy pregnant’. This statement demonstrates the Swedish focus on facilitating women’s and men’s sharing of caregiving and breadwinning via individual taxation of spouses’ income, an extensive public child care system, and generous work-related parental insurance. Yet, as Ulmanen points out, children are not the only members of society who have care needs; many elderly also require support and care, and many rely on middle-aged daughters to provide this. Like mothers of small children, the vast majority of these women are employed, but their labor market participation does not enjoy the same policy support. As such, Ulmanen argues that “Swedish eldercare policy has been designed to meet the needs of the elderly and to reduce class inequality among them, not to meet the needs of their family members in the name of gender equality" (2012, 82).

According to Ulmanen (2012), this was clearly visible in the silence on gender and family members’ needs in the 1950s and 1960s, when elder care services and payments for care expanded. In practice, however, the social citizenship status of both the elderly and their daughters was strengthened through this expansion. Their freedom of choice concerning whether, and under what conditions, they would like to give or receive family care, increased. This facilitated daughters’ opportunities to work and increased their economic independence, which was of
The Danish gender profile has also been characterized by a great expansion of the welfare state, in particular publicly funded child care. Bergvist et al. argued that “in comparison with the rest of Scandinavia, until recently, Danish women had relatively low levels of political representation, there have been fewer women in government, and the institutionalism of gender equality has not progressed as far. The Danish gender profile is the most 'bottom-up' of all the Nordic countries” (1999, 287). Women's concerns and gender issues were formulated and articulated by the social movements, and women's organizations have occupied key positions in gender equality bodies. At the same time, when Bergvist et al. were writing their book, concerns related to gender equality had been generally absent from the policies of political parties, and the issue was also granted a low priority, as no active women's movement existed (1999, 287). As such, they argue that "developments in Denmark should be understood against a combination of a relatively high liberal component together with a relatively undogmatic left wing, which has opposed too much steering 'from above'" (1999, 287). Danish political culture is characterized by a strong orientation towards consensus which has tended to prevent a radicalization of gender equality policies.  

The Norwegian gender profile, like that of Sweden, is based on a high level of institutionalization of gender equality. The issue has figured on the political programs of successive governments. The integration of women into politics and the workforce has taken place later in Norway than in Denmark and Sweden, but it has been accomplished much faster. In contrast to Denmark and Sweden, however, Norway has lagged far behind in expanding its child care provisions. There is a trend towards convergence of opinion in this area. According to Bergvist et al., "[in Denmark] political parties have developed the most effective and compulsory strategies to integrate women of all the Nordic countries and gender equality in general constitutes a fundamental element of government and party politics. Another characteristic of the Norwegian gender profile is that the ideology of difference has had a much firmer hold than in Finland, Sweden, and Denmark, a fact which should be probably understood in terms of a carry-over from a period in Norway during which women's place was generally considered to be the particular importance for less well-off groups. Thus although the explicit ambition was to make it possible for the elderly to live independently in their own homes, support for working daughters via de-familialization of elder care appears to have been an unintended consequence of the expansion of homecare services, rather than an explicit ambition.  

This factor is important in explaining why controversial matters such as sexual violence, sexual harassment, etc. have been absent from the political agenda.
home" (1999, 287). The Norwegian example shows that under favorable political conditions, an ideology of difference can also be conducive to the advance of equality between the sexes.

The Finnish gender profile differs from that of the Scandinavian countries in that the number of women in the workforce and their political representation began to rise as early as the 1950s. Nevertheless, developments in the labor market were less prominent than in Denmark and Sweden, taking place without a comprehensive expansion of the welfare state's child care program. Bergvist et al. argue that "although public child care facilities have subsequently increased, policies designed through public child care facilities have subsequently increased, policies designed to support childcare in the home on an individual basis have been more central in developments in Finland than the other countries" (1999, 287). Political parties play a relatively dominant role in Finnish political culture. This has allowed for a more open parliamentary discussion of conflicts which follow gender lines. Finnish women were primarily mobilized through the political parties, and while politicians are central players in gender equality bodies, social movements have played a relatively minor role. Finland was the final country to pass gender equality legislation, primarily because of resistance from employers, and because the workers' and employers' organizations have fewer key positions on gender equality bodies than in the Scandinavian countries.

The Icelandic gender profile diverges from that in the other four countries due to its relatively low level of female political representation, and because women's social citizenship in Iceland has not been as broad as in the rest of the Nordic countries. Icelandic society has been characterized by a strong male-breadwinner model. Child care facilities have been expanded much later, and remained at a lower level than in Denmark and Sweden when Bergvist et al. (1999) described the Icelandic gender profile (288). In addition to this, such expansion as has occurred has been mainly in the form of part-time child care facilities. Iceland was also the final country to introduce parental leave rights for fathers. The Icelandic mobilization of women takes place predominantly through the parties, and the parties have held the banner of women's and gender issues relatively high. According to Bergvist et al. "this is thanks not least to the Women's Alliance, the existence of which has obliged the other parties to address these issues and to make policy recommendations. The Alliance's concern with women in politics has also contributed to other parties nominating more female leaders" (1999, 288).
Given these national gender profiles, there is no identifiable factor which Bergvist et al. (1999, 288) can point out as either facilitating or constraining the development of equal democracies. As such, Bergvist et al. argue that “it is evident that processes of institutionalization, as they were initiated 'from above' combined with the mobilization of women 'from below', have represented important factors in the promotion of gender equality” (1999, 288). The models discussed in this section are the product of the interplay between these factors, and also reflect varying opportunity structures, which is why the models are linked to specific structural, cultural, and political circumstances of individual countries.

This section has detailed the varieties with the liberal and social democratic welfare regimes, highlighting their significance for the Albertan and Swedish cases. The following section will outline competing theses of path-dependence and divergence/convergence and the questions these raise regarding the impact of contemporary challenges on each country’s elder care system.

Path-dependence and divergence/convergence theories

If the 'classic welfare state' is characterized by collective decision-making, collective responsibility, collective financing, collective production, and collective supply of services of such a quality that market-based, competitive, free-choice solutions are crowded out, it must be expected that de-collectivization and de-politicization will be opposed by the social democrats - seeing themselves as 'founding fathers' of the welfare state. If they nevertheless promote changes that are market-accommodating by nature, an explanation is called for (Peterson 2011, 170).

Path-dependency versus divergence/convergence

The concept of path-dependence typically encourages scholars to think of change dichotomously, either as very minor or incremental changes (the more frequent type) following the same core logic, or as major changes (the much rarer type) that establish a new logic. Those who insist on a more precise definition of path-dependence, however, tend toward a very different view of change, one that is closer to a strong version of a punctuated equilibrium model that draws a sharp distinction between the dynamics of institutional innovation on the one hand and of institutional reproduction on the other. For instance, Mahoney criticizes loose definitions of path-dependence and argues that “path-dependence characterizes specifically those historical sequences in which contingent events set in motion institutional patterns or event chains that
have deterministic properties" (2000, 507). By emphasizing the very different logic of contingent institutional choice and deterministic institutional reproduction, this definition implies and encourages a distinction between ‘critical juncture’ moments in which institutions are originally formed, and long periods of stasis characterized by institutional continuity. Regardless of definition, according to Brown “path dependence is the latest and perhaps most sophisticated (anyway, best embellished) entry in a large catalogue of models that view policy in linear, spatial, ‘A to B’ terms” (2010, 644). Esping-Andersen's work on welfare regimes stresses path dependency since - despite numerous observed changes - he sees the persistence of differences between - the liberal, social democratic, and conservative - regime types.

Brown, however, outlines propositions that argue for caution in the adoption of path-dependence in analyzing health policy outcomes. Given that elder care policy typically involves a hybrid of social and health policy, Brown's cautions are of value for this thesis. According to Brown: first, policy is, or is the product of, not one path but of multiple actors (some institutional, some not) following, reconsidering, or challenging paths of their own; second, in policy, continuity is seldom an alternative to change, or even a state of the world that coexists more or less peacefully with change, but rather a sharp and positive stimulus to change; third, the frustrating back and forth that haunts health policy arises in good part from the tendency of increasing returns for one set of actors to constitute costs for others; fourth, as a source for illuminating why and how change advances within patterns of continuity, the concepts of ‘critical junctures’ and ‘conjunctures’ are not especially useful; fifth, policy sometimes entails attempts to reconfigure paths in ways that introduce change without unduly disrupting continuity; sixth, the quest for integration and accountability makes fine sense but also inescapably points health policy down half-blind alleys, synoptically called ‘implementation,’ in which actors often display unanticipated capacities to guard and preserve autonomy; seventh, some who shy away from the linear imagery of path-dependence and junctures opt instead for a so-called garbage can model, which sketches a wealth of policy proposals floating more or less freely in political space, awaiting a satisfying match with policy makers seeking to solve some problem. What gets tossed into and retrieved from the policy garbage can, however, are filtered by ‘laws’ of ideological supply and demand; eighth, path-dependence accounts seem to work

64 This demonstrates how and why an understanding of path-dependency should include the recognition that path-dependency and contingency are intertwined.
best in cases in which multiple, powerful, and cohesive constituencies that prefer the status quo are not checked and/or balanced by opposing groups with comparable political assets; and, ninth, a valuable albeit ironic use of path-dependence models may be to inspire reassessment of linear approaches to policy, of the myriad ways.

New insights, like Brown’s, have grown out of the debate on path-dependence. Among other things, this work has led analysts to theorize the circumstances under which institutions are - and are not - subject to self-reinforcing 'lock in'. Important strands of this literature suggest that path-dependent lock-in is a rare phenomenon, opening up the possibility that institutions evolve in more incremental ways. For example, works such as Pierson’s *Politics in Time* (2004) discuss various slow-moving causal processes that do not evoke the punctuated equilibrium model of change that is frequently embedded in conceptualizations of path-dependence.

Mahoney and Thelen have offered an inventory of commonly observed patterns of gradual institutional change that allows us to classify and compare cases across diverse empirical settings: “once created, institutions often change in subtle and gradual ways over time. Although less dramatic than abrupt and wholesale transformations, these slow and piecemeal changes can be equally consequential for patterning human behavior and for shaping substantive political outcomes” (2010, 1). Following Mahoney and Thelen, this thesis is based on the view that we cannot underestimate the extent of change, or alternatively code all observed changes as minor adaptive adjustments to altered circumstances in the service of continuous reproduction of existing systems. Welfare regimes need further unpacking since, for example, as several of the articles in the *Journal of European Social Policy*’s special issue on family policy suggest, path-shifting changes happen, even in the ‘frozen landscapes’ of the Bismarckian continental regimes (Knijn and Saraceno 2010). Moreover, as Pierson (2004) and others have suggested, far-reaching change in the field of elder care policy, can be accomplished through the accumulation of small, often seemingly insignificant adjustments.

A vivid example of the incremental yet far-reaching changes that have occurred in the field of elder care policy is the transnational spread of neo-liberal ideas; changes which raise the possibility of divergence with a common trajectory of different regimes around a (neo-)liberal

---

65 For example, the work of North 1990; Collier and Collier 1991; Arthur 1994; Clemens and Cook 1999; Mahoney 2000; Pierson 2004; and Thelen 1999; 2004.
66 Such as for example cumulative causes, threshold effects, and causal chains.
norm. Liberalization may be described as an economic adjustment in organized political economies to growing internal and external market pressures, and as a political strategy of governments overwhelmed by demands of business seeking to extricate itself through internationalization from the profit squeeze imposed on it by labor at the height of its postwar power in the early 1970s (Streeck and Thelen 2005, 4). The liberalization of the institutions of organized capitalism have taken different forms and have proceeded at different speeds. Such differences are due in part to the effects of different institutional endowments interacting with what may in shorthand be described as identical exogenous and, in part, endogenous challenges. As pointed out by Karl Polanyi (2001), liberalization always comes with, and is enveloped in, all sorts of countermeasures taken by ‘society’ against the destructive effects of free, ‘self-regulating’ markets. Pressures for liberalization also stem from the increased density and velocity of travelling policy ideas and the role of international organizations and transnational policy networks in disseminating these. Much of the current research on the transnational flow of travelling policy ideas, and ‘best practice’ policies focuses on the European Union (EU), but since this thesis compares Alberta with Sweden, the OECD constitutes a more relevant organization, as it has been an important purveyor of policy ideas for both of these places.

Hay’s work explores: first, the contingency of any process of convergence or divergence observed; second, the often political as opposed to economic nature of any convergent tendencies; third, the counter-tendencies which can be mobilized to such tendencies; and fourth, the invariably far greater importance, in terms of pressures for convergence, of regional rather than genuinely global processes of integration (2004, 243). His perspective:

First, it seeks to specify rather more precisely than is often the case the meaning and referents of the terms convergence and divergence. Second, its approach, in keeping with the historical and ideational institutionalism on which it draws, seeks to interrogate and reflect the complexity and simplicity of the processes of institutional mediation and policy-making in response to external opportunities, constraints and imperatives. Finally, it adopts a rather more skeptical attitude both towards the supposed globalization (with respect to trade, foreign direct investment, and finance) of the EU – European economy and to attendant claims as to the non-negotiable character of the constraints and imperatives invariably associated with globalization (2004, 244).

Hay argues that the concept of convergence is invoked in a plethora of different and often conflicting ways. In an effort to unpack the concept he offers four possible lines of development:
On the basis of these options, Hay goes on to suggest that evidence of the adoption of neo-liberal economic and social policies is frequently presented as evidence of convergence (scenarios 1 and 3). However, these tendencies are typically strongest in cases where existing social models are already the weakest (as in scenario 2). This suggests divergence rather than convergence. In addition Hay identifies at least six different objects of convergence:

First, convergence in the pressures and challenges to which political-economic regimes are exposed (input convergence); second, convergence in the policy paradigms and cognitive filters in and through which such pressures and challenges are identified and understood (paradigm convergence); third, convergence in the policies pursued in response to such pressures and challenges (policy convergence); fourth, convergence in the ideas used to legitimate such policy choices (convergence in legitimatory rhetoric); fifth, convergence in policy outcomes, usually gauged in terms of indicators of policy performance (outcome convergence); and sixth, convergence in the process in and through which challenges are translated into policy outcomes (process convergence) (Hay 2004, 245-246).
Though each refers to a different stage in the process of policy-making they are used interchangeably, making it important to differentiate between them.

Moreover, input convergence does not imply policy convergence, and vice versa since each is for the most part autonomous of the other; and, second, that there are complicated processes in which external pressures are transformed into particular policy outcomes (Hay 2004, 246). Thus, the nature of any process of convergence in policy or policy outcomes is 'open-ended'.

In addition, Hay brings attention to a number of points of mediation: first, common external pressures/challenges affect the various political-economic regimes differently; second, in the place of economies that are similarly affected by common challenges such as, for example, the aging population, the process of cognitive filtering that these challenges have identified, understood, and responded to can differ greatly as a result of different policy paradigms and accompanying traditions; third, in the event that elite political actors share similar cognitive templates and policy paradigms to attain similar assessments of the policy responses desirable to a set of external conditions, the policy-making process may act to mitigate against the realization of these policy goals as a series of domestic political mediations steer outcomes in specific ways; fourth, even when similar policies are determined to be the best option, the implementation process may cause great variety in substantive policy content; and fifth, even very similar policies deployed in similar fashions may lead to divergent outcomes in different institutional and cultural contexts (2004, 246). Hay's points of mediation outlined here show that policy-making - even caused by common external challenges like population aging - is a complicated and diverse process that often involves a string of case-specific mediations, making the type of generic convergence that is widely anticipated in response to generic pressures commonly found in today's literature very unlikely.

Hay’s more nuanced approach to the convergence/divergence debate leads me to ask if it is possible that elder care in Alberta and Sweden is following a common trajectory toward greater marketization while also demonstrating continued divergence in their elder care regimes, reflecting the impact of policy legacies and current political alignments.

**Sweden and Alberta: Preliminary evidence of divergence with a common trajectory**
Whatever the structure of existing systems, these are in many ways a manifestation of historically rooted, welfare ideologies. Thus service provision and policies in all countries are formulated within the context of long-established welfare traditions which pervade attitudes and expectations and which have resulted in particular arrangements regarding the role of the state and the extent and criteria of welfare provision...But policies are not solely ‘predetermined’ by such historical legacies. Within this context, policy measures can vary and welfare regimes can themselves be subject to change or modification. At any given point in time, economic and political factors are powerful in affecting policies (Jamieson 1991, 286-287).

Path-shifting changes have happened in Alberta's liberal and Sweden's social democratic welfare states. Clayton and Pontusson argue that changes “began in the 1970s when many observers concluded that the welfare state had reached its outer limits and began to speak of a crisis of the welfare state" (1998, 67). The 1970s included a move away from the perspectives on social policy developed in the three decades after 1945. Moreover, this crisis idea was inspired by the idea amongst neo-liberals that the redistributive logic of the welfare state was contradicted by the logic of capitalism, and that the welfare activities of the state would have to be rolled back or reconfigured to conform to the needs of capitalism. Jenson argues that in particular, “there were concerted efforts to roll back existing guarantees to social protection in the name of a larger role for the market, families, and communities" (2010, 60). Thus, policy redesign - that was international in dimension - was the norm at this time, affecting both Alberta and Sweden.

By the late 1980s, there was a rightward shift in the dominant discourse of politics and policies towards promoting markets. As Jenson explains:

The neoliberal perspective of the 1980s...popularized the diagnosis of social spending and state intervention were in conflict with economic prosperity, and thus the state was labeled the source of the problems of many countries. Internationally as well as domestically neoliberals downplayed the role of the state and promoted 'structural adjustments' that would make markets distributors of well-being, families responsible for their own opportunities, and the community sector the final safety net (2010, 62).

The state was less understood as a mechanism through which social policy could protect against market risks, and instead, understood as a mechanism through which markets could be expanded. This meant that, by the early 1990s, neo-liberalism and its attendant assumptions of individual responsibility, free market democracy, and a reduced role of the state were firmly established as driving the response to the politically constructed challenges presented by fiscal concerns.
combined with the aging population, and the deployment of ‘choice’ and 'autonomy' discourse to justify neo-liberal and marketization trends. Carroll and Shaw argue that neo-liberalism “endorses measures such as the erosion and dismantling of public services, campaigns of state deficit and debt-reduction, and the introduction of free market principles” (2001, 196). Moreover, internationally, there was considerable agreement that the post-1990s ‘new’ politics of welfare states had to be different than in the past (Myles and Quadagno 2002, 35-37).

Institutional changes observed in the political economies of today’s advanced capitalist societies are therefore associated with a significant renegotiation of the politically regulated social market economy of the postwar period. Gazso and McDaniel argue that “in using social policies for creating market opportunities, or social integration for disadvantaged individuals, neo-liberalism has supplanted the collectivist and redistributionist approach of post-war social risk protection" (2009, 18). Important qualifications notwithstanding, the current transformation of modern capitalism is making it more market-driven and market-accommodating as it releases ever more economic transactions from public-political control and turns them over to private contracts.

Ongoing change and its accumulating results increasingly suggest that the current process of (neo-)liberalization involves a major recasting of the system of democratic capitalism, issuing in a social order dissociated from fundamental assumptions of social integration and political-economic conflict resolution that underlay the construction of postwar settlement after 1945. According to Streeck and Thelen:

One particularly intriguing aspect of this broad and multifaceted development is that it unfolds by and large incrementally, without dramatic disruptions like the wars and revolutions that were characteristic of the first half of the twentieth century. In fact, an essential and defining characteristic of the ongoing worldwide liberalization of advanced political economies is that it evolves in the form of gradual change that takes place within, and is conditioned and constrained by, the very same postwar institutions that it is reforming or even dissolving (2005, 4).

As noted here by Streeck and Thelen, liberalization can often proceed incrementally without political mobilization, by encouraging or tolerating self-interested subversion of collective institutions from below, or by unleashing individual interests and the subversive intelligence of self-interested actors bent on maximizing their utilities. To this extent, liberalization within
capitalism has a tendency to face far fewer collective action problems than the organization of capitalism, and much more than the latter it may be achievable by default: by letting things happen that are happening anyway. Thus, according to Streeck and Thelen “all that may be needed for liberalization to progress in this case would be to give people a market alternative to an existing system based on collective solidarity, and then give free reign to the private insurance companies and their sales forces” (2005, 33).

Hay's convergence theory is useful to explore the extent to which both cases - directly or indirectly - are responding to pressures such as the politically constructed challenges presented by fiscal concerns combined with the aging population in ways that involve reducing their social expenditure costs on elder care through marketization. According to Olson “the motivation for government has been in the name of the bottom line…individualism is buttressed by our residual approach to [elder] care, with public resources for home and community-based care harshly controlled and limited, and often only provided as a last resort” (2003, 19). The connections between marketization of elder care provision can be found in both Alberta’s liberal welfare state regime and they are also emerging in Sweden’s social democratic welfare regime.

That being said, while cross-national common trajectories in terms of marketization are clear, particularly in goals and outcomes, as we shall see the processes by which these are travelled are varied because they are rooted in different histories, cultures, politics, and practices in elder care and markets; the intersections of these policies, cultures, practices, and politics thus produce further diversity signaling divergence. Arguments for the marketization of elder care have, for example, been broadly similar in both places, but differently inflected. Resting on different institutional bases, and influenced by local histories and practices, the arguments for and processes of marketization have developed at different speeds, depending on the political context and the problems that marketization was expected to address. Accordingly, of Hay’s second scenario – divergence with a common trajectory – may best capture the nature of the changes that are ongoing in Alberta and Sweden. Divergence with a common trajectory makes sense if we observe that Sweden is moving towards more neo-liberal tendencies and market provision, while Alberta has further deepened its neo-liberal tendencies and reliance on markets but that differences remain in their elder care regimes. Marketization can then be considered to be shaped by the initial balance of logics in each context. A second example of this common trajectory can be seen when looking at how commodifying trends have accelerated the
intervention of the private market in elder care and made elder care into international business. These private elder care companies now operate on a global scale; policy discourses travel from region to region and are mediated by international organizations such as the World Bank and the OECD; the collective movements representing elder caregivers, the elderly, and elder care worker mobilize both locally and globally. These global processes add weight to the proposal of forms of cross-national common trajectories around the intersections of elder care and markets within and beyond regions or welfare regimes.

‘Consumer choice' is a good example of how the ideas used to legitimate policy may seem to show convergence; however, they translate differently and therefore reflect continuing divergence in the policy contexts of Alberta and Sweden. For example, as Mahon et al. argue “choice, a core discourse in the neo-liberal turn, is mediated by how it is embedded in different policy matrices and the cognitive filters in different societies" (2012, 427). Choice exists in Sweden through the co-existence of a regulated private sector with a larger quality subsidized public elder care. Meanwhile, in Alberta, choice fits into the standard neo-liberal formula of market options, although the support for non-profit alternatives has been encouraged at different points in time. Choice is, however, not necessarily a sign of freedom, but rather choice is mediated and/or constrained by structures and/or norms in Alberta and Sweden.

Alberta and Sweden’s common trajectory is also shown in the increasing employment of migrant elder care labor but in ways that are particular to each regime. As Williams argues “the movement of labor, while creating opportunities for migrant workers, also represents an asymmetrical solution between poorer and richer regions to women’s attempts to reconcile . . . dual responsibilities" (2012, 372). These are the factors that connect micro experiences of migrant elder care worker employment to institutional, cultural, and political factors at the national and supranational levels. They also connect to a macro level transnational economy of elder care. As such, we can see that there are divergent processes heading towards a common trajectory. This common trajectory is moving towards a transnational political economy of elder care in which welfare states reduce their increasing social expenditure costs through strategies that involve, directly or indirectly, migrant elder care labor.

---

67 See especially Mahon et al. (2012).
Given the changes that have occurred in Alberta and Sweden, this thesis unveils divergence with a common trajectory towards neo-liberalism in both contexts to different degrees. This has resulted in elder care being provided in a more privatized, individualized, and commodified way by constraining types of government economic interventions, limiting capacity for social distribution and welfare, forcing citizens to take responsibility to insure themselves against social risks, promoting more private systems of governance, and ‘locking in’ the rights of capital while simultaneously ‘locking out’ democratic control over key aspects of the public economy. In other words, the elderly are expected to translate their care needs into market-oriented behavior, thus conceiving of themselves as elder care consumers, participating in a system of care provisions which works according to the principles of supply and demand.

As Mahon et al. argue “the two cases demonstrate the potential importance of political actors in initiating or back-tracking on a course of change” (2012, 428). For instance, in Sweden, the coalition of the center-right facilitated the introduction of policies that allowed for more choice, such as the home care allowance that was introduced. That being said, the contingent nature of these shifts does not, however, indicate a complete change in policy frames: historical legacies and institutionally embedded policies and discourses are not easily dislodged. As Sweden shows, liberal formulas have not completely undermined the support for social investment in elder care. Nonetheless, this section discussed why changes signal a general divergence with a common trajectory between the Albertan and Swedish welfare states.

**Conclusion**

The social democratic and liberal welfare state regimes are considered to lie at opposite ends of the spectrum. The Albertan welfare state is associated with liberal welfare regimes, and Sweden is the ideal-typical social democratic regime. A comparison of the two cases is interesting because it can reveal the discontinuities, shifting boundaries in the public/private mix of elder care, and the discourses underpinning them. However, as this chapter has suggested, evidence might suggest a common trajectory given that Sweden has been moving towards more neo-liberal tendencies and market provision, while Alberta has further deepened its neo-liberal tendencies and reliance on markets, albeit with continued evidence of divergent practices. The form and pace of marketization are shaped by the initial balance of logics in each domain. As such, although marketization trends are highly visible in both, there remains persistent and
important differences. As we shall see, neo-liberal reforms to the Swedish welfare regime directly challenge the organizing principle of the Swedish welfare services system and notions of a ‘people’s home,’ where uniform, high-quality services are provided by the state to all citizens, regardless of income, social background, or cultural orientation. At the same time, although this new landscape of elder care reveals the incursion of marketization, the contingent nature of these shifts does not indicate a complete change in policy frames. The Swedish case shows that liberal ideas have not completely undermined the support for social investment in elder care. This is due to the fact that certain discourses and policies are anchored in the broader policy framework, rooted in path dependencies in policy logics, and legacies. This is supported by a body of comparative studies in gender, care, and welfare states.

Next, Chapter Four sets out the politics of development and change of the Albertan and Swedish elder care systems by presenting a historical analysis of the political events that have shaped and reshaped elder care policies in Alberta and Sweden, from the post-WWII decades to 2011. Then, Chapter Five provides a more in-depth look at the impact of marketization on the Albertan and Swedish elder care systems
Chapter 4 - Political context and historical background of elder care in Alberta and Sweden

Introduction

This chapter sets out the politics of development and change of the Albertan and Swedish elder care systems, elaborating on the argument sketched at the end of Chapter Three. As argued in Chapter Three, the welfare regimes of Alberta and Sweden are diverging with a common trajectory in and through a larger project of neo-liberalism in which market logic is (increasingly) superimposed on non-market facets of everyday lives, including elder care. This does not, however, mean that they are converging in terms of the forms and scope of privatization.

This chapter provides the historical backdrop for this thesis, analyzing the political events that have shaped and reshaped elder care policies in Alberta and Sweden, from the post-WWII decades to 2011. The chapter is divided into two main parts. The first describes transformations of elder care policy in Alberta’s political economy in the postwar period while the second section provides an overview of the political economic elder care policy changes in Sweden during the same period. Overall this chapter argues that a combination of what can be seen as a common set of challenges - namely the aging population combined with budgetary restraints, and the deployment of ‘choice’ and 'autonomy' discourse have been used to justify neo-liberal and marketization trends, which are more generally leading to cutbacks in publicly provided elder care in Alberta and Sweden.

The politics of Alberta and resulting elder care policies in historical perspective

With political change so rare, one-party politics has become entrenched in Alberta. The forces that drive political change in other jurisdictions - the legislature, public inquiries, interest groups, opposition parties, the media and so on - have adapted to this reality in order to cope, or have been deliberately gutted, or have simply deteriorated to the status of a sideshow (Taft 2007, 15).
Alberta has, since the 1930s been governed by conservative parties,\(^68\) with most Albertan general elections since 1971 resulting in overwhelming majorities for the governing Conservative party. The distinctive Alberta feature is the absence of minority governments; a trend unseen in any other Canadian province. The provincial government has therefore been formed by a series of right-wing parties for decades, beginning in 1935 with Social Credit.\(^69\) The Progressive Conservatives have formed the provincial government without interruption since 1971 under premiers Peter Lougheed (1971-1985), Don Getty (1985-1992), Ralph Klein (1992-2006), Ed Stelmach (2006-2011), Alison Redford (2011-2014), and today's Deputy Premier Dave Hancock (2014-present) on an interim basis. This suggests the depth of support for Conservative parties/politics, which has allowed the emergence of a virtual one-party system. This section will provide an overview of Alberta’s political economics, and the resulting elder care policies post-WWII until the end of 2011.

The Social Credit party under Ernest Manning came\(^70\) to power in 1943. Manning’s Social Credit government moved away from the monetary theory of Douglas.\(^71\) Instead, as Jeffrey argues, “it offered traditional conservative policies that did little to disturb the status quo” (1999, 56). As Canada slid into a major recession - with its highest unemployment rate and biggest national debt since the start of WWII, oil-generated revenues allowed Alberta to eliminate its provincial debt and built up a $347 million surplus which Manning then used to launch a massive five-year anti-recession development program. The five-year plan was designed to stabilize the provincial economy and move ahead at a time when the national trend was in the opposite direction. Elder care was to benefit from Manning’s program.

In 1959, the first year of the five-year plan, Manning’s government built 50 LTC facilities to accommodate a total of 4,100 residents (Brennan 2008, 136). Although LTC facilities continued to expand in the postwar period, as Armstrong and Armstrong explain, “they have become increasingly specialized over the years, with the majority being homes for the


\(^{69}\) The Social Credit Party of Alberta is a provincial political party in Alberta, Canada that was founded on the social credit monetary policy and conservative Christian social values.

\(^{70}\) Ernest Manning’s term of office was from May 31, 1943 to December 12, 1968.

\(^{71}\) “While Saskatchewan turned to socialism, Albertans turned to the monetary theories of a Scottish engineer, Major Douglas, who concluded that the root cause of the worldwide recession was simply a lack of money. Print more money and give it to consumers to spend, and all would be well. In Alberta, this meant voters were promised a $25-a-month ‘social credit dividend’ (Jeffrey 1999, 55)."
elderly and nursing homes” (2003, 88). Moreover, formal home care programs for the elderly have been a contested site for community-based versus hospital-centered approaches. According to Struthers, “emerging alongside of these home care programs in Alberta was the rise of private nursing homes, and the rapid construction of modern public and non-profit homes for the elderly, as one possible solution to the problem of hospital over-crowding caused by a bottleneck in chronic care” (2003, 391). The expansion of LTC, and development of home care reflected political recognition that elder care is at least partially a public responsibility, and not simply the responsibility of family/women, and moreover the private sphere.

Canada’s healthcare system, commonly known as Medicare, also took shape while Manning was in power, and influenced elder care in Alberta. Healthcare as a right of social citizenship has been the central tenet of Canadian Medicare from its inception in the 1960s. Financing of the Canadian healthcare system evolved incrementally within individual provinces like Alberta, with national government involvement through a series of programs to share costs with the provinces. In 1961, Saskatchewan was Canada’s first province to offer its citizens free, universal, government-paid health insurance. Alberta followed two years later with a voluntary and privately operated medical services plan (Brennan 2008, 150). Health-care premiums were to be paid only by Albertans who could afford them, and free medical coverage was provided by the provincial government to those whose incomes fell below a pre-determined level. This meant free care for the poor, and insurance for the ‘middle class’. As Brennan explains, “the philosophy behind the Manning government’s system was that no one would be deprived of medical services for financial reasons since the state’s responsibility was to care for people who were unable to care for themselves” (2008, 151). This philosophy is important with respect to elder care in

72 Despite efforts (i.e. research, contacting Dr. Norah Keating who is a Professor at the University of Alberta and an expert on the topic of elder care in Alberta, and also Corinne Schalm, who is the Director of the GoA Continuing Care Branch, I cannot determine what the basis was of the community based/non profit elder care homes. Neither could tell me if they were funded the same way child care was in the 1960s as a result of the provincial government’s provision of funding to municipalities to arrange for community care (the Social Credit’s Preventive Social Service Act).

73 The lodge program was started in 1959, followed in 1964 by the Nursing Home Program (Engelmann 1995, 287).

74 Medicare is the unofficial name for Canada’s publicly funded universal health insurance system. The formal terminology for the insurance system is provided by the Canada Health Act (CHA) and the health insurance legislation of the individual provinces and territories. The 13 single-payer, universal schemes covering health services in each territory/province defined and guided by the federal CHA was predominantly financed from general federal and provincial taxation (Ettelt et al. 2008, 9). This new system meant that health care in Canada was delivered through a publicly-funded health care system, which is mostly free at the point of use, and has most services provided by private entities (Armstrong and Armstrong 2008, 8).
Alberta since it is often considered to be medical care and/or included as a responsibility of the Ministry of Health.

The Social Credit government, under the leadership of Harry Strom\textsuperscript{75} succeeded the Manning government in December 1968. While Strom's government was in power, the main change to elder care policy was that the elderly enjoyed property tax reductions (Engelmann 1995). In the summer of 1971, the Conservative Party, led by Peter Lougheed,\textsuperscript{76} defeated the long-standing Social Credit government (Harder 2003, 19). At the outset of the Lougheed government, oil was C$2 a barrel, as a result of the 1973 oil crisis,\textsuperscript{77} within a few years the price exploded into the double digits and the 1979 energy crisis only increased provincial revenues.\textsuperscript{78} As the price of oil increased to a peak of C$44 a barrel in 1981, the Alberta economy boomed, and the provincial state expanded at an unprecedented pace (Harder 2003). While other provincial governments struggled with stagflation, the Alberta government enjoyed remarkable affluence.

As a result of the wealth generated by the oil boom, the Lougheed Conservatives were able to usher the province into a new-found secularism and cosmopolitanism. As Harder argues, “in some respects, the philosophy of governance embraced by the Conservative Lougheed government was not markedly different from its Social Credit predecessor. However, the intensification of state interventionism over which the Conservatives presided and the social dynamics that emerged as a result of a booming economy represented a significant shift in the social and moral fabric of the province” (2003, 20). In particular, this period saw significant public spending. Public investment arising from this windfall was directed at facilitating the continued expansion of the industry through joint, public-private investment schemes, infrastructure projects, and most importantly from the standpoint of this thesis, in the public goods of health/elder care and education.

\textsuperscript{75}Harry Strom's term of office was from December 12, 1968 to September 10, 1971.

\textsuperscript{76}Peter Lougheed's term of office was from September 10, 1971 to November 1, 1985. Peter Lougheed served as premier winning four elections until 1985 when he retired from public office. Some of Lougheed's notable accomplishments were the Alberta Bill of Rights, and the Heritage Trust Fund.

\textsuperscript{77}The 1973 oil crisis occurred when the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) slapped an embargo on western supplies of petroleum because of the United States (US) and their allies’ support for Israel in the Yom Kippur War.

\textsuperscript{78}The 1973 oil crisis and the 1979 oil crisis turned oil from a cheap to a very expensive energy source. During the 1973 energy crisis, the price of oil quadrupled. The nominal price continued its slow increase after the crisis ended. Six years later, the price more than doubled during the 1979 energy crisis. OPEC and Saudi Arabia artificially raised the price of oil several times in 1979 and 1980.
While the Lougheed government was in power, the elderly enjoyed many benefits, with more funds spent per capita on those benefits than for any other Canadian elders. In 1972, the elderly were relieved from paying healthcare premiums, they received renters' assistance, and in 1973 they gained access to extended health benefits, some Blue Cross benefits, especially 80% coverage for prescription drugs, and a small income supplement if they were entitled to the federal Guaranteed Income Supplement (GIS) (Engelmann 1995, 287). The GIS provides additional money, on top of the Old Age Security (OAS) pension to low-income seniors living in Canada. The Alberta Assured Income Plan, funded and administered by the provincial government, provided Alberta pensioners who were 65+ and in receipt of the federal GIS with C$10 to C$47/month (Reichwein 2003). These initiatives were/are however only helpful to the elderly from a purely financial perspective since they do not provide elder care services but simply increase the purchasing power of the elderly, i.e. their ability to turn to the care market.

1981 marked the end of Alberta's oil boom. The 1980s oil glut represented a serious surplus of crude oil caused by falling demand. As a result, during the 1980s, Alberta's economy suffered; the fiscal crisis intensified, and Alberta fell into a recession. As Harder notes “the Alberta state in the period following the crash of the world price of oil...[had] decreasing revenues available to meet the needs of citizens and a growing public perception of government mismanagement" (1996, 39). From the vantage point of 1981, it was difficult to know how deep this decline would actually be, and what political liabilities might attach themselves to such a profound shift in the fortunes of the provincial economy.

Discontent with the provincial government grew, but was not sufficient to result in a Conservative electoral defeat. Don Getty’s government succeeded Lougheed’s in 1985, and within six months, oil prices collapsed and Alberta's energy royalties plunged to C$1.9 billion from C$4.9 billion, down 60% (Vivone 2009, 71). The world price of oil, which had peaked in 1980 at over US$35 per barrel fell in 1986 from US$27 to below US$10 (Hershey 1989). The glut began in the early 1980s as a result of slowed economic activity in industrial countries (due to the crises of the 1970s, especially in 1973 and 1979) and the energy conservation spurred by high fuel prices (U.S. News & World Report 1980). The inflation adjusted real 2004 dollar value of oil fell from an average of $78.2 in 1981 to an average of US$26.8 per barrel in 1986 (Oak Ridge National Lab Data).

---

79 To be eligible for the GIS benefit, you must be receiving the OAS pension, and meet the specific income requirements.
80 After 1980, reduced demand and overproduction produced a glut on the world market, causing a six-year-long decline in oil prices culminating with a 46% price drop in 1986.
81 Don Getty's term of office was from November 1, 1985 to December 13, 1992.
82 The glut began in the early 1980s as a result of slowed economic activity in industrial countries (due to the crises of the 1970s, especially in 1973 and 1979) and the energy conservation spurred by high fuel prices (U.S. News & World Report 1980). The inflation adjusted real 2004 dollar value of oil fell from an average of $78.2 in 1981 to an average of US$26.8 per barrel in 1986 (Oak Ridge National Lab Data).
oil price collapse benefited oil-consuming countries such as the United States, Japan, Europe, and Third World nations, but represented a substantial loss in revenue for oil-producing states like Alberta. By 1987, the province’s worsening economic condition was negatively affecting public accounts which trickled down to publicly provided elder care.

After years of budget surpluses, the province began posting deficits and initiated efforts to reduce the level of government spending. Getty’s government faced unpleasant choices: to avoid a deficit, he had to choose between raising taxes or massive spending cuts, both of which would be unpopular (Vivone 2009, 71). As Vivone argues, “to balance the budget through spending cuts alone, health, education, and infrastructure had to be cut massively, which would be pure political suicide in any province, even Conservative-loving Alberta” (2009, 71). The Getty government reasoned that a balanced budget was desirable but only at a reasonable price, which meant that substandard public services were not acceptable. The government therefore decided to increase personal taxes modestly, and the Heritage Savings Trust Fund was capped, but the government did not radically cut spending for essential public services such as health, and moreover, elder care. Vivone explains that “no matter which road he [the Getty government] took, annual deficits would persist until oil and natural gas prices recovered...price recovery took longer than he expected...energy revenues wouldn't return to 1985 levels for 14 years, long after Getty was gone" (2009, 71).

The elderly were affected by these economic difficulties when in 1990 the home heating plan for the elderly was dropped. Then, in 1991, there were some reductions in the extended health benefits program (eyeglasses, dental care, and the entitlement to aids to daily living) (Engelmann 1995, 288). Other changes included establishment of the Ministry for Seniors, and the Senior Citizens Division/Bureau became the Seniors Directorate was established in 1990 and, in 1991, Bill 1 was introduced giving statutory basis to the Seniors Advisory Council for Alberta (Engelmann 1995, 288). The Minister and the Directorate held major meetings with seniors' representatives and consultation meetings in various areas of the province, showing that the Getty government did not want to alienate the elderly despite the cuts which it felt necessary in the face of rising deficits. This demonstrates that the Alberta government’s response to the crisis in the 1980s was to hold the course in general, and in elder care.

The major change in the direction of deepening marketization etc. began with Klein. According to McDaniel, nowhere in Canada has elder care undergone as radical changes as in
the province of Alberta in the period since the beginning of the 1990s: “Alberta, under the leadership of Premier Ralph Klein, was moving faster and further along the road of changing and challenging Canada’s healthcare system than any other province in Canada” (1997, 1). Then, although perhaps few recognized it at the time, the die was cast for the future course of elder care policy in Alberta during a 1992 internecine battle among the Progressive Conservatives for the leadership of the party, which led Getty to resign and be replaced by Ralph Klein. As Harder argues, “the damage that had been inflicted upon the credibility of the Conservative Party meant that Klein’s government would have to distinguish itself from the approach to fiscal management that had become associated with the Getty government” (2003, 119). Widespread belief – which was well founded as it turned out - held that Klein represented a new kind of conservative politics.

Under the administration of the Klein government, the province prioritized deficit-reduction and program cuts. As Harder explains “these debt and deficit reduction policies provide an excellent forum for observing the effects of neo-liberalism; the massive changes occurring in elder care and other public sectors in Alberta were profound structural adjustments in line with a neoliberal ideology” (2003, 120). Moreover, the impetus for the adoption of a neoliberal state form occurred because the fiscal crisis brought on by economic recession, falling oil prices, as well as developments in the international political economy propelled decision-makers to address the provincial state's weakening fiscal health.

According to Harder “in order to re-establish some level of governability, the neoliberal state attempts to remake itself for the purposes of ensuring the efficacious functioning of the free market and to devolve from its role in compensating for the inequalities that exist among citizens” (1996, 59). The Klein government transformed provincial governance so that market emulation became the singular focus of public policy in order to achieve two important strategic objectives for the Conservative government and the provincial state (Harder 2003, 120). At the time of the 1993 provincial election, the expression of neo-liberalism helped to distance the Conservative Party from its previous incarnation, which worked to enhance the party's credibility. At a more substantive level, the government's refusal to accept the political legitimacy of any constituency outside of the business community meant that politically

83Klein walked away with a slim majority and served as the leader of the Progressive Conservative Association of Alberta from December 1992 until his retirement in December 2006.
contentious issues surrounding the means to improve the well-being of Albertans and the content of that well-being were largely absent from the political agenda.

This lack of debate concerning issues of 'the public good' was sustainable as long as the deficit-elimination strategy could be maintained. Immediately on assuming power, the Klein government set in motion plans for eliminating the provincial deficit within three years in a province without a serious deficit problem. Cooper and NE comment that “the rhetoric of deficit and debt served as a convenient political rationale for restructuring Alberta’s social and economic landscape” (1995, 164). Thus, the Conservative government under Klein’s direction had embarked upon a thoroughgoing effort to rethink and reshape the complex relationships among society, the state, and the market (Harder 2003, 119). The government cut back on healthcare funding - with health cutback goals of 25% over three years - streamlined the system’s administration, closed down hospitals, and placed more emphasis on community/home-based care such as home care for the elderly (Virani et al. 2000, 36). This emphasis on community/home-based care stems from the fact that home care is typically seen as the cheapest option since it does not involve costly hospital rooms and doctors. In addition, home care is typically carried out by Healthcare Aids (HCAs).

Elder care was no longer a priority when the Klein government was in power - a significant change from Lougheed’s time. Klein’s government immediately abolished the Ministry for seniors, leaving only the Advisory Council and its staff who were incorporated into the new Department of Community Development (Engelmann 1995, 288). In addition, one Assistant Deputy Minister (ADM)84 was put in charge of seniors, women, human rights, and multi-culturalism, indicating “the elderly became just another 'special interest group’” (Engelmann 1995, 288).

Although the Klein government stated that there would be no changes to seniors' programs without consultation, such consultation was limited to one meeting of seniors and others invited by the government in September 1993. Those present at the meeting recognized that there had to be some reduction in benefits, but strongly suggested that low-income seniors should be fully protected. Soon after, the bureaucracy of the Department of Community

---

84 Joe Forsyth.
Development took the lead in working out a benefit scheme. The resulting bad news came on
February 24, 1994 when the budget was announced:

In the past we have provided extensive programs for all seniors regardless of their ability
to pay...We simply can no longer afford to provide all these services free of charge to all
seniors. We asked Alberta seniors: what should the priorities be for your benefit
programs? They told us that seniors who can afford it are willing to pay their
share...We're taking their advice. Today we are introducing a new coordinated grant
program for seniors. It's based on six key principles. First, low-income seniors must be
protected. Secondly, seniors' benefits and administration must be simplified and moved to
a one-window approach to make it easier for seniors to access the support they need.
Thirdly, those who can afford to pay for shelter and health care premiums should pay for
them. Fourthly, benefit rates should be fair and be based on a seniors' income, not a
means test. Fifthly, any changes and their impact on seniors must be carefully monitored.
Last but not least, consultation with seniors must take place so that the program can be
made more effective and responsive to their needs (Alberta Mansard 1994).

This excerpt from the budget speech demonstrates some of the significant changes that Klein’s
government made to elder care. More specifically, it was announced that the new program, the
Alberta Seniors Benefit (ASB), would bring together five existing programs: the Alberta Assured
Income Plan, property tax deductions, renters' grants, extended health benefits and exemption
from healthcare premiums; with the new program income-tested. All programs for the elderly
(until 1994 there were 15 in number) experienced cuts that had an impact upon many -
sometimes all - elderly, no matter how poor. These changes meant that “many of the elderly were
feeling the cumulative effects of several or many cuts during this time” (Engelmann 1995, 289).

As a result of the budget-day news release 65% of seniors lost their benefits and 45% had
to pay healthcare premiums (Engelmann 1995, 290). Consequently, criticism was voiced by
elderly advocacy groups and concerned elderly Albertans (Engelmann 1995, 290). This criticism
was enough to persuade the Minister of the Department of Community Development to appoint
a review panel of ten seniors, consisting of three members of the Seniors Advisory Council, three
members of the Inter-Agency Council, one senior center representative and three senior citizens-

85 The only elderly not subject to health care premiums were single seniors with annual incomes below C$17,000
and those who, as couples, had annual incomes below C$25,000 (Engelmann 1995, 290).
86 Gary Mar was the Minister at this time.
at-large (Engelmann 1995, 290-291). The ASB Review Panel\(^{87}\) issued 14 recommendations, five of which were of basic importance to the program, and the GoA announced that it had accepted 11 of the 14 recommendations fully or partially (Engelmann 1995, 291). However, without explanation of where the extra money was coming from, the Minister announced that the total spending on seniors remained at C$916 million, a 17% decrease of the amount spent before Klein (Engelmann 1995, 291). It did not take long after that for the Ministry to prepare Bill 35, the Seniors Benefit Act which was introduced May 1994, ten days after the Review Panel's report (Engelmann 1995, 293).

In addition to the ASB, the Klein government cut or abolished every other senior's program (Engelmann 1995, 295). Seniors' co-payment for drugs was increased from 20% to 30%, optical reimbursements were diminished, and a number of dental care items were no longer covered. In LTC, ordinary ward accommodation was raised by C$1,186 a year to C$7,848, leaving an elderly person on minimum income with C$215 monthly for everything except room, board, and drugs. The seniors' Emergency Medic Alert Program, allowing up to C$700, was eliminated. The seniors' Living Independent Program, with grants up to C$4000 for lower-income seniors' home repairs, were eliminated. Rent for self-contained apartments for seniors was raised from 25% of income to 30% and the renters' grant of C$600 annually for these seniors was eliminated. The Lodge Program saw the deregulation of rents. The elderly were to be left with no less than C$265 monthly for expenses other than room, board, and laundry. The rental amount was now left to municipal boards, some of which invoked major increases.

Home care/community LTC also saw changes in the support services, medical care, etc. that are essential for the elderly. Charges for support services used by the elderly not receiving the federal income supplement were raised from C$2.00 to C$5.00 per hour (maximum monthly charge between C$50-C$300, depending on income) (Engelmann 1995, 295). The Aids to Daily Living Program which includes hearing aids and other important aids and supplied was under review at this time. The Family and Community Support Services was under municipal control, with about 20% of the grant funds directed to services used by the elderly such as seniors centers and meals-on-wheels. As Engelmann argues, “these funds were now pooled with other grants to municipalities...the elderly had to compete with potholes” (1995, 296).

\(^{87}\) The group met from April 22 to May 2, just in time to enable the passing of legislation before the already set date for the commencement of the benefit program, July 1, 1994 (Engelmann 1995, 291).
All of the cuts made by the Klein government to elder care were consistent with the neo-liberal approach ushered in by this government. According to Harder “the neoliberal ideology that underscored Klein's cuts to healthcare, education and social assistance assumes that Alberta's families, but particularly Alberta women, will fill the void left by provincial retrenchment" (1996, 37). The Alberta neo-liberal state relies on the unpaid elder care provided by women in the home for its success.

In 1999 the ‘Broda Report’ was released, which is the seminal report on aging and nursing home services in Alberta. The direction coming from this report was the need to expand home care and supportive living. When the elderly receive, for example, home care as opposed to institutionalized elder care such as LTC, they typically receive a fairly limited number of care hours per week from a HCA. This means that families/women typically find themselves providing the bulk of care since the elderly have a plethora of care needs that often far surpass the number of home care hours provided. As Dacks et al. pointed out:

The policies of the Klein government both assume and foster the notion that a woman’s full-time focus should be the family. With this model in mind, the government can discount the burdens it places on working women and single mothers when it reduces social programs and cuts public sector employment in ways that disproportionately harm women (1995, 282).

This speaks to the fact that the neo-liberal approach influences expectations of families, and more particularly women, in the delivery of informal elder care provided in the private sphere.

A major change with respect to social assistance policy in Canada at the federal level occurred alongside these neo-liberal changes in Alberta, with the replacement of the Canada Assistance Plan (CAP) with the Canada Health and Social Transfer (CHST) in 1996, what has been termed by Battle and Torjman a “watershed in the history of social policy" (1995, 408). This change entailed substantive social and health policy changes. The CHST put together all federal contributions to provincial welfare, education and healthcare, and reduced the total sum by an amount equal to what the federal government had previously given for welfare. As Armstrong et al. argue, “provinces and territories also had the ability to spend this money with no stipulations; however, there was much less to work with" (2009, 30). In order for Alberta to compensate for diminished federal funding with which to implement elder care services, in effect, the provinces increasingly transferred elder care costs to the private sphere of the elderly
and their families, signifying what Hankivsky suggests was “the trend to make Canadians less dependent on their governments” (2004, 3), and moving away from the concept of shared risk.

More and more, however, governments at all levels began talking about transforming the state, and then, in the early 2000s, a new policy environment emerged (Hutchison et al. 2011, 256). The discourse underpinning the new vision of governance has included a willingness to consider investing more effort into caring for people, which spawned a variety of commissions and reviews of Canada’s healthcare (Duncan and Reutter 2006, 242). By 2004, a large majority of Canadians felt that the system needed either major repairs or a complete overhaul (Bhatia 2010, 47). As a result, part of a 2004 agreement between the federal and provincial/territorial governments, the federal government committed to transferring an additional C$41 billion over ten years, bringing the direct federal share of provincial/territorial health spending back up to 25%, with virtually no strings attached (Armstrong and Armstrong 2008, 23).

At the same time, Alberta boomed once again during the 2003-2008 oil price spike, and in early 2004 the Klein government announced that the Alberta debt was paid in full. Klein was rewarded with winning the 2004 election, despite running a campaign with no new policies brought forward. His party did however lose a number of seats, and during the campaign he stated this would be his last election. Vivone comments on Klein's decline in popularity: “he was fine when he knew exactly what to do - cut the deficit - but when faced with reforming and rebuilding the province's political institutions to lead into the 21st century, he was lost” (2009, 2). In 2006 at a Progressive Conservative convention delegates forced Klein to pick a retirement date by giving him low numbers in a leadership review.

Ed Stelmach succeeded Klein, following his win of the leadership of the Alberta Progressive Conservative party in 2006. While Stelmach's government was in power, in July 2008 the price of oil peaked and began to decline, and Alberta's economy soon followed suit.

---

81 See Pierre S. Pettigrew (former Minister of Human Resources Development Canada), “A History of Trust, a Future of Confidence: Canada’s Third Way,” notes for an address to the Canadian Centre for Philanthropy, Toronto, Ontario, 26 April 1999.
82 For example, the Canada Senate Report 2002; and the Commission on the Future of Health Care in Canada 2002.
90 The speed with which budget surpluses were achieved complicated the approach taken by the Klein government. In 1994-95, the province posted a budget surplus of C$958 million (Alberta Treasury 1997). Still, the government persisted with its dire economic forecasts, predicting a budget deficit in 1995-6 of C$506 million (Alberta Treasury 1997). In fact, oil and gas revenues boosted the province's surplus that year to C$1.1 billion (Alberta Treasury 1997).
91 Ed Stelmach's term of office was from December 14, 2006 to October 7, 2011.
with unemployment doubling within a year. By 2009, with natural gas prices at a long-term low, Alberta's economy was in poor health compared to before, although still relatively better than many other comparable jurisdictions. By the end of 2011, despite natural gas prices at a ten-year low and a higher Canadian dollar, oil prices had recovered enough to restart economic growth.

The Stelmach government expressed the view that the system needed to change to allow health services including elder care to follow the elderly to their homes - a similar strategy outlined by the Broda Report of 1999. The government emphasized the positive aspects, notably having the elderly ‘age in place,’ keeping accommodation stable, instead of ‘forcing’ people to move along the continuum of care, from their homes to assisted-living facilities, then nursing homes, and finally auxiliary hospitals. Reflecting this new stance, the government released three plans emphasizing ‘aging in place,’ individual responsibility, informal caregiving, and the role of private and non-profit sectors: the Continuing Care Strategy: Aging in the Right Place (in December 2008), the Aging Population Policy Framework (released November 2010), and Becoming the Best: Alberta’s 5-Year Health Action Plan (also released November 2010). By focusing on aging in place, and the provision of home care for the elderly, these strategies/plans represented substantial cost-saving opportunities for government by shifting the costs to the informal sphere of the family, and more specifically women. The lower down an elderly person is on the ‘spectrum of elder care,’ the more informal elder care is typically required from families/women. Following the Stelmach government, Alison Redford was subsequently appointed party leader, which was significant from a feminist perspective since she became the first female Premier of Alberta in 2011.9293 In 2014, Redford announced that she would resign as Premier of Alberta. She has been succeeded by Deputy Premier Dave Hancock on an interim basis.

This section illuminated Alberta’s distinctive political economy, which is greatly influenced by the price of oil, oil royalties, corporate taxes from oil companies, and lease sales,94 as they form a major portion of government revenue, and are important drivers of a distinctive path for elder care in the province. This can be seen since while the Lougheed government was
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92 Alison Redford's term in office was from October 7, 2011 to March 23, 2014.
93 Given that the study period of this thesis only included until the end of 2011 – soon after Redford came to power – the thesis does not discuss whether having a female Premier impacted elder care in the province. This would, however, be an interesting topic for further study.
94 When oil and gas companies lease a piece of land to drill on.
in power, the price of oil exploded during the 1973 oil crisis, and the 1979 energy crisis. During these times, the Conservatives provided more generously for Alberta’s elderly. Alberta’s elderly were, however, negatively affected by the falling oil prices when the Getty government, and even more so when the Klein government were in power. The next section will provide a historical overview of Sweden’s political economy, and how politics has altered elder care policy and provision over the same period.

The politics of Sweden and resulting elder care policies in historical perspective

The dominant public character that the welfare services sector assumed in Sweden since the conclusion of WWII is - at least partly - a result of conscious political choices made by the reformist Social Democratic Party (SAP), which assumed governing power in 1932 and continued to govern the country without interruption until 1976. As Blomqvist argues, “for the SAP government, the welfare system represented a vehicle to transform a still largely agrarian country of vast income differences and widespread poverty to their own vision of a modern, progressive society" (2004, 143). Following WWII there was strong support for a society with full employment, to counter the devastating unemployment of the 1930s. The majority of the Swedish population had made sacrifices during the war, and demands for increased salaries had been placed on hold. This meant that post-WWII was a time of strong demand for socialist welfare politics. Leading reformers saw the public sector as a guarantee of egalitarianism and freedom from the reliance on the market. It was felt that only by producing services could the state guarantee access to high-quality social services for all citizens. Thus, the SAP government spent much of the 1950s and 1960s building the ‘Folkhemmet’ (The People’s Home), at the core of which stood the Swedish welfare state.

The SAP government’s often had to gain the support of at least one of the opposition parties. In the early period it looked to the Agrarian Party, which favored flat rate benefits. After the late 1950s, however, the SAP government often looked to the Liberals as they were more oriented to the urban middle class/white collar workers. Lindberg et al. argue that although “both the liberal and conservative parties accepted the central aims of the welfare policies, they expressed some concern that the changes might be too extensive and that income taxes were too high" (2011, 748).
In 1949 old age homes were the primary source of elder care in Sweden but this soon came under fire from the famous Swedish author Ivar Lo-Johansson who launched a massive critique against Swedish old age homes. Strongly committed to the cause of the elderly, Lo-Johansson was involved in a series of radio reports, articles, and two books (Lo-Johansson 1949; 1952), showing that old age homes were characterized by inactivity and a patronizing mentality. Jonson suggests that “the author used the old age homes to describe the general position of elderly people in Sweden, and demanded a radical shift in treatment, attitude, and politics" (2005, 296). “Home care instead of care in a home” was a slogan coined by Ivar Lo-Johansson for the reform of elder care and he managed to persuade both public opinion and leading politicians to change policy, which paved the way for the development of home care services for the elderly.

As a result, in 1950 a critical juncture was reached, and after that point a home care service system became an important component of Sweden’s elder care system. As Edebalk explains, “home care in Sweden was started by voluntary organizations, and more particularly it was the local Red Cross organization in Uppsala" (2010, 70). For the first time home care was considered to be a publicly supported alternative to residential care, to be managed by municipalities (Government Bill 1957, 38). Thus, as Armstrong et al. point out “Sweden had already formulated an ‘aging in place’ policy in the 1950s and early 1960s" (2009, 26). That being said, it is important to keep in mind that, as discussed earlier in this chapter, although home care can be positive in terms of independence of the elderly, it often also means that families/women must provide greater amounts of informal elder care in the private sphere.

During the 1950s, there was also an effort to reduce the plurality in elder care provision and create an all-public system with little or no room for any forms of private activity. This led to the rapid expansion of the residential elder care sector at the municipal level, facilitated by ear-marked grants from the state. This was part of the SAP’s strategy to create a universal system for elder care that could be used by all citizens including the wealthy, which is one of the central principles of the party, and a well-documented part of the party’s mission to eradicate class differences within the populations. Home care was the first form of elder care to be offered not only to the poor, but to all social groups. As Szebehely and Trydegård argue, “services were affordable even for those with fewer resources while remaining attractive enough to be preferred by the middle class as well, and quickly became very popular amongst all social groups" (2010,
Therefore home care can be seen as an important part of the formation of the universal welfare model in Sweden – a publicly financed (or strongly publicly subsidized) service offered to and used by the rich and poor alike.

Elder care services therefore expanded substantially in the 1960s before Erlander was succeeded by his long-time protégé Olof Palme. Domestically, the Palme government’s socialist views engendered a great deal of hostility from more conservatively inclined Swedes. Under the Palme government, the Swedish welfare state was significantly expanded from a position already one of the most far-reaching in the world. This, however, meant that tax rates rose from being fairly low even by European standards to the highest levels in the Western world.

The Palme government was also in power in the late 1960s and 1970s when the Swedish economy entered a negative spiral, and a period of stagflation. The loss of export markets, particularly within big Swedish industries like mining and shipbuilding, led to declining economic growth levels. As Lindberg et al. argue “miners, dock workers, and forest workers went on major strikes during this period" (2011, 748), which peaked in 1969. Global difficulties linked to the two oil crises caused increased inflation as well. These developments, in conjunction with still-expansive fiscal policies, and more particularly, the tax funded public sector, resulted in rapidly growing budget deficits in the late 1970s. That being said, Sweden did fare better than most in the 1970s.

Until the 1970s the bulk of the expansion in elder care was in the areas of LTC and old people's homes, which meant that more elderly were now cared for in institutions (in addition to those who received home care to enable aging in place). Nevertheless, public resources for social care, and more specifically elder care, were expanded substantially under Palme's government. An ambitious redistributive programme was carried out, with special help provided to the elderly, during which time the services were expanded by 5% annually (Trydegård 2000). At this time, more than 40% of municipal budgets were earmarked for the care of the elderly (Trydegård 2000).
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95 Palme led the Swedish Social Democratic Party from 1969 until his assassination in 1986, and was a two-term Prime Minister of Sweden, heading a Privy Council Government from 1969 to 1976 and a cabinet government from 1982 until his death.

96 This is, however, only one view. Those interested in workers and women’s rights would see it otherwise or at least as both positive and negative.

97 As well as the disabled, immigrants, the low paid, and lone-parent families.
Palme’s government expanded resources in two main areas: first, in line with the past, the number of beds in LTC and the number of places in old people’s homes, and second the number of households receiving public home care, which increased the most as it quadrupled between 1963 and 1975 (Ministry of Health and Social Affairs 2007). That being said, while the number of LTC beds and places in old people’s homes increased, the real expansion occurred in public home care as it seemed to be the more efficient use of resources. As home care services were expanded in the 1970s it became increasingly possible for the elderly to live in their own homes and receive the healthcare needed there.

For the most part, the elderly cared for in nursing homes at this time had complex care needs and/or cognitive impairments (Ministry of Health and Social Affairs 2007). In addition, many of them did not have access to any home other than the nursing home (Ministry of Health and Social Affairs 2007). There were, however, some bottleneck issues developing due to long waiting lists for alternative/appropriate forms of elder care. For example, some elderly people stayed for a long time at the psychiatric care facilities, or were stuck in emergency medical care even though their treatment there had been completed; they were forced to remain in these resource-intensive settings because there was a lack of alternatives (Ministry of Health and Social Affairs 2007).

During this period, the division of responsibility between the municipalities and county councils concerning publicly provided care for the elderly became increasingly blurred. The county councils were responsible for the nursing homes, while in terms of home care, responsibility in health and social care for the elderly was divided so that county councils dealt with healthcare in ordinary housing while the municipal social services were responsible for the social care (Ministry of Health and Social Affairs 2007). Thus, the division of responsibility between the authorities responsible for elder care services meant that municipal home helpers did work of a social character and county council assistant nurses carried out healthcare in the individual's home. The range of services also widened and home care could now be combined with transport services, meals-on-wheels, day-care, etc.

The dramatic Swedish election in 1976 marked the end of 44 years of Social Democratic rule. A bourgeois coalition of the liberal-conservative parties took control under the leadership of
Thorbjörn Fälldin, leader of the then-largest of the bourgeois parties, the Centre Party. The Fälldin and subsequent Liberal-headed governments did not, however, seriously break with the SAP’s basic policies, so their impact can be seen more as an incremental adjustment.

In the late 1970s, the Swedish welfare state was increasingly exposed to criticism for bureaucratism by the right who launched an aggressive campaign by the Swedish Employers' Association (SAF) and the new left with its critique of bureaucracy/lack of democracy. Criticism was, more specifically, voiced against the level of taxation, the growth of the welfare system, the increase in the number of public employees, the strong emphasis placed on equality, and the inefficiency of the public sector. As Petersen argues “public debates focused on the bureaucratic welfare state, its organizational weaknesses, its adverse side-effects, its standardization, its regimentation, and its neglect of individual preferences" (2011, 174). Economic conditions also deteriorated in the wake of the first oil crisis that was described earlier in this chapter. Public sentiments were changing, the Swedish paradigm was contested, and Sweden was engaged in a process of self-examination.

As a result, only two years later, Fälldin’s coalition fell apart which led to his resignation and the formation of a minority Liberal Party government, which in turn paved “the way for recapturing office, a group of their leading politicians diagnosed the 1976 defeat as a result of electoral dissatisfaction with the public sector and the linkage between bureaucracy, regimenting, and Social Democrat rule, and presented a guideline for Social Democrat crisis policy…” (Petersen 2011, 175). For the new government, one of the ways to deal with the charge of bureaucratic rule was to open the public sector up for competition. It was argued that the government had to defend values embodied in the welfare state but that greater emphasis had to be placed on efficiency and rationalization, which led the party to coin the slogan "no more money for reforms, but extended reforms for the money" (Petersen 2011, 175).

Upon the downfall of the center-right government the same year, Olof (Ola) Ullsten, leader of the Liberal party, succeeded to the post of Prime Minister of Sweden in 1978. Ullsten’s rule did not last long since, following the 1979 election, Fälldin regained the post of Prime Minister, even though his party suffered major losses and lost its leading role in the center-right
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98 Fälldin was Prime Minister of Sweden in three non-consecutive cabinets from 1976 to 1982, and leader of the Swedish Centre Party from 1971 to 1985.

99 Over the issue of Swedish dependency on nuclear power (with the Centre Party taking a strong anti-nuclear stand).
In 1980, the Fälldin government appointed a committee to report on prioritizing and coordination of elder care policies, the work of which would free the SAP government that took office in 1982 from having to take any initiatives until the committee had reported (Petersen 2011, 181). Three reports were published (SOU 1985: 3; SOU 1985: 31; SOU 1987: 21).

The 1980s, stimulated by the Reagan and Thatcher successes in the United States and United Kingdom, saw trade organizations and industry, together with employers’ organizations, undertake a massive ideological shift (Lindberg et al. 2011, 748). The domestic roots of this ideological shift entailed the radicalization of Swedish business in response to the workers’ push for industrial and economic democracy (especially wage earner funds) in the 1970s. The public sector was painted as a societal burden, with Conservatives arguing that the high taxation level reduced Sweden’s international competitiveness (Lindberg et al. 2011, 749). Several well-resourced conservative and market-liberal think tanks were also created at this time. The liberal-conservative offensive had considerable influence on social democratic economic policy as well (Lindberg et al. 2011, 749).

The SAP government returned to office in 1982 during a time when Sweden's economy was in difficult shape. The new government launched a comprehensive reform program focused on the welfare state. As Klitgaard argues “the SAP program for public sector reforms targeted the public provision of welfare services such as elder care" (2008, 489). The government established a new department to take charge of the program; a department created "for the citizens against the authorities" (Antman 1993, 35). Public sector reforms were meant to address four main issues: Swedish citizens should enjoy more freedom of choice between alternative service providers, have a stronger degree of influence on the services they use, the general quality of public services should be improved, and the economic efficiency within the public sector should be enhanced.

The reforms involved decentralization, and a more service-oriented welfare state since, as Antman argues, “the SAP reforms were based on the idea that they would prevent more market-type reforms from reaching the political agenda" (1993, 251). The program was nonetheless not received with enthusiasm by a number of SAP backbenchers - those whom Premfors called the “true believers” in the traditional Swedish welfare model. This group argued that expansion of the welfare state may have to be halted in the short run due to temporary economic constraints.
but that this was preferable to the suggested reforms which would come into conflict with the goal of social equality (Premfors 1993, 93).

Palme’s government brought in a new unified Social Services Act in 1982. The Act is a framework law that emphasizes the right of the individual to receive municipal services and help at all stages of life, with the aim of guaranteeing everyone personal security, equality, and an active social life; emphasizing everyone’s right to personal autonomy and integrity. The Act provided the framework for the coordination of social services within the municipalities, and provided the legal basis for provision of elder care services in Sweden, defining a clear public responsibility for elder care based on the principles of independence and aging in place (Johansson et al. 2011, 340). The act included a section which stated that “the individual is entitled to assistance from the Social Welfare Committee towards his livelihood and other aspects of living, if his needs cannot be provided for in any other way” (Social Services Act 1982, section 6). This statutory right included home care services, transport services, living in service houses or old people’s homes, etc.

A new type of modern elder care institution was also introduced during the 1980s, in the form of group homes for people with dementia. According to Armstrong et al. “these institutions were small in scale, with approximately 6-10 small apartments sharing a kitchen and dining room, with high staff ratios, and a ‘home-like’ feeling…[these facilities represented] an effort to combine high quality housing and elder care standards; offering privacy and independence in combination with safety, care, and nursing” (2009, 27). At the same time, home care was increasingly considered to be the best alternative for the elderly, with some municipalities moving elderly from care in nursing homes to care in their own homes (Edebalk 2010, 71). In other words, moving elderly from more extensive publicly provided elder care to home care, which often meant that family/women had to provide supplementary informal elder care in the private sphere.

These elder care trends were happening at a time when organizational models which aimed at a high level of efficiency were imported into the elder care sector. These changes represented substantial alterations to the complexion of elder care as it came to resemble an assembly line which included: a horizontal and vertical division of labor; a standardization and
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100 The Social Services Act of 1982 was updated in 1998, and now a revised Social Services Act has been in force since 2001 (Ministry of Health and Social Affairs 2007).
fragmentation of care into manageable ‘care products’; and widened gap between mental and manual labor. In addition, Edebalk argues that “elder care services became increasingly oriented towards more extensive and heavier forms of care and the total number of recipients decreased” (2010, 71). This meant that the number of elderly who were not granted elder care, and therefore required informal elder care from family/women was increasing; demonstrating that the SAP government felt that informal care was an appropriate supplement to publicly provided formal elder care.

In line with changes seen in the elder care sector at this time, the SAP government talked about restoration of the economy and renewal of the public sector through greater emphasis on market principles such as greater efficiency and 'free choice'. This meant that individuals would be given greater freedom of choice, but within the framework of the public sector who was responsible for ensuring quality, equality, and benefits determined by need. The government therefore focused on the enlargement of free choice and influence, the renewal and improved effectiveness of the public sector, achieving more using existing resources, eliminating bureaucracy, and developing more alternatives. Privatization was, however, not an acceptable instrument; rather citizens were to be given a free choice among alternative kinds of public services and the public sector had to be pervaded by a spirit of service. The embrace of market principles into public services justified by the appeal to ‘choice’ by the SAP government represented a substantial change that demonstrates their acceptance of certain neo-liberal ideas.

Following the assassination of Palme in 1986, Ingvar Carlsson became the new Prime Minister and party leader. According to Edebalk “during Carlsson’s time in power, problems arose between the local municipalities and the county councils over shared responsibility for expenditures for elder care” (2010, 72). Medical treatment was the responsibility of county councils but elderly patients who, in effect, did not require more medical treatment came to occupy expensive hospital beds. These problems within the elder care system were addressed in the late 1980s, with the first step being a governmental decision to allow national subsidies and housing allowances to apply also to residents in nursing homes, with the state taking a neutral stance with regard to nursing homes and home care services (Edebalk 2008, 4). Then, in the late 1980s, a national enquiry into the needs of the aging population was undertaken by the Ministry  
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101 Carlsson served as Prime Minister of Sweden twice, first from 1986 to 1991 and again from 1994 to 1996.
of Health and Social Affairs. This review resulted in a government bill, and also laid the foundations for the Community Care Reform (Ädelreform) (Johansson et al. 2011, 340).

In 1989 the Ministry proposed that responsibility for elder care - political, economic, and administrative - should be borne by one tier of government - the municipality. This entailed the important change that, in contrast to previous regulations, the municipalities were now free to engage private companies to provide care for their elderly. As Blomqvist explains, “this was part of a broader move undertaken by the government (1986-1990) to decentralize: much of the administrative and regulatory controls of the central state agencies within education, healthcare and social services sectors were being dismantled at this time” (2004, 145). This is an important change further demonstrating the SAP governments’ deployment of certain neo-liberal ideas such as marketization, and more generally privatization. In 1987 moreover, the SAP government had accepted another facet of neo-liberal ideas, the informalization of elder care, when they stated that informal care by families (i.e. women), should be considered a supplement to public services. The government accordingly proposed a new support program for care providers (Government proposal 1987/88:176, 92). This signaled the increasing reliance on informal elder care, predominantly provided by women, in Sweden.

In 1991, the SAP government suffered a historic defeat in the election, which paved the way for another bourgeois government under the leadership of Carl Bildt of the conservative (Moderate) party. Unlike the previous coalition government, Bildt’s government was determined to engineer a change of course. The new government however came to office at a time of economic crisis much more severe than that of the previous decade. The crisis unleashed a wave of unemployment, the like of which had not been seen in Sweden since the Great Depression (Dahlström 2009, 223). The decline of gross domestic product (GDP) created a growing budget deficit, going from a surplus in 1990 to a large deficit only a few years later.

As has been shown in this section, even before the new bourgeois Bildt government took office in 1991, a pragmatic, apolitical view on marketization had come to prevail. In fact, a number of authors argue that the market-type reforms implemented by the bourgeois government from 1991-1994 followed a path that had been laid out by the SAP government. The SAP government had already admitted that the Swedish welfare state needed to be reformed in a
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102 See, for example, Antman 1994; and Blomqvist 2004.
market-oriented way, and the economic crisis added fuel to this fire. The new bourgeois government therefore simply implemented a more radical version of neo-liberal reforms. Individual and collective responsibilities were given a new status in the hierarchy of values with the promotion of a ‘choice revolution’ in welfare services. The Bildt government can therefore be seen as having sped up the reforms and encouraging private provision more forcefully than had the SAP government. As Gren-Pedersen argues, the changes that occurred included: “economic reforms were enacted, including voucher schools, liberalizing markets for telecommunications and energy, privatizing publicly owned companies and healthcare/elder care, contributing to liberalizing the Swedish economy” (2002, 284).

Another important reform of Swedish elder care came about in 1992 called the Ädelreform (Ädelreformen/Community Care Reform). This reform transferred the responsibility for elder care from the counties to the municipalities. According to Petersen, since then the municipalities have been free to implement market-type reforms of two kinds: the implementation of purchaser-provider systems and competition between municipal and private suppliers (2011, 182). Since competition between municipal and private suppliers was adopted in Sweden, the Bildt government proposed easing competition by contracting-out (Proposition 1992/93: 43), but maintaining collective financing. This initiative was followed by an Act which on the one hand would ease contracting-out and competition - except for matters between a public authority and the individual - and on the other hand set specified rules to be followed, with rule compliance controlled by Konkurrensverket (a competition authority). The first proposal (Proposition 1993/94: 35) was rejected, but the second (Proposition 1993/94: 222) was adopted.

The Ädelreform meant that the elder care provision system moved from a very generous welfare model to a more mixed model through contracting out and higher fees, in addition to also becoming a more selective system due to restrictions in eligibility and program cutbacks. As Minford argues, “it was from this point that private for-profit care started playing a small but
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103 These changes to the system have led to a reorganisation of the eldercare sector in Sweden so that municipalities now separate needs assessment (the actual exercise of authority) from provision of services. Previously, the same local government official assessed care needs and supervised the home care workers who delivered services to meet those needs (Blomberg 2008). This division within local authority operations was a precondition for the introduction of competition as a means of outsourcing care services to private providers: non-profit as well as for-profit (Blomqvist 2004; Szehely & Trydegård 2012). Sweden was the first of the Nordic countries to introduce such a split between needs assessment and provision; a form of purchaser-provider model.
growing role, and overall service levels - in terms of the coverage ratio - dropped back to the level of the 1960s before elder care services saw two decades of strong expansion" (2001, 176). The changes brought about by the Ädelreform - such as increased competition and privatization - showcase how neo-liberal ideas became increasingly embraced over time.

Another significant change in the central-local relations took place in 1993 when the vast majority of earmarked state subsidies were abolished and transformed into ‘block-grants’ leaving the municipalities to determine their own priorities (Szebehely and Trydegård 2010, 6-7). The block grants were calculated on the basis of a municipality’s income and estimated costs, and took into account structural factors such as the age, living conditions, and socio-economic status of the local population. The official intention of the change was to create equal economic conditions for the municipalities to perform their obligations (Government Bill 1997/98, 113). This new system, however, also did away with state control of how the money was used, thereby giving the municipalities greater freedom, leading to greater diversification between regions.

Sweden’s entry into the EU reinforced these trends as special European public-procurement directives became applicable to Swedish municipalities and county councils. A new Swedish Public Procurement law\textsuperscript{104} that regulated the tendering process was introduced in the fall of 1994 stipulating that all contracting decisions must be preceded by a competitive process of closed bidding open to all. The law also states that the selection of bids must be based on transparent criteria\textsuperscript{105} made known to all potential bidders already in the call for tender. This includes the criteria against which the tenders are compared, how the criteria are ranked, and how the price relates to the quality dimensions. Thus, in effect if a municipality chooses any other bid other that the lowest priced one, it must be able to demonstrate clearly in what way this

\textsuperscript{104} The legislation on public procurement, the Public Procurement Act (LOU) was introduced in 1992 and amended in 2007. In contrast to many other Member States, Sweden has introduced more detailed rules for public procurement than those required by EU Directive 2004/18/EG. This means that Sweden has opted to also include welfare services in the competition requirement, even though the Directive itself does not require these ‘services of general interest' to be included. The Swedish rules are described in the Act on Public Procurement and, in practice, mean that a small business or a non-profit organisation is not allowed to be favoured.

\textsuperscript{105} The Act on Public Procurement does not specify the requirements that the provider must fulfil to be able to provide the service; these are left to the municipality to determine. Requirements may, for example, include decisions about the level of formal training of care workers. Tender documents must also specify how tenders will be evaluated. The supplier who has submitted the best tender will win the procurement procedure and be awarded the contract. In some cases, the price is fixed by the local authority and the prospective providers compete exclusively on quality issues, while in other cases a list of specific quality criteria has to be met and competition is based solely on price; a combination of price and quality is also common (Kammarkollegiet 2011a, Stolt et al. 2011, Almega et al. 2013).
bid was qualitatively superior to the others. In practice, the municipalities’ application of the public procurement law has come to favor large for-profit firms over small non-profit ones (Winblad and Blomqvist 2011).

In October 1994, the SAP government returned to office, and the bourgeois parties feared that the new government intended to roll back the neo-liberal reforms they had enacted. Accordingly the session 1996/97 witnessed a number of motions from the bourgeois parties with competition and free choice at their core (Motions 1996/97: So403; 1996/7: So415; 1996/97 So420; 1996/7: So277; 196/97: So423). When the report of the Social Committee (Betankande 1996/97: SoU13) was debated in the Riksdag (RP 1996/97: 86; 1996/97: SoU13), the bourgeois parties stressed competition and choice as the instruments to achieve self-determination, cost savings, increased quality, reduced bureaucracy, increased flexibility, and greater responsibility among the carers, innovation, dynamics, efficiency, and so on (Petersen 2011, 187).

Stressing collective finance, the SAP government noted that “for the elderly, it is more important to receive the care needed, supplied in a manner desired and by carers with whom they are familiar than to have the option to choose at a market...The municipalities were free to contract-out, but there was no need to compel municipalities to act as a purchaser in a market" (Petersen 2011, 187). The party was placed in a dilemma, which was reflected in the government's proposal of a national plan on policies for the elderly (Proposition 1997/98: 113). The plan referred to the SAP government plan implemented a decade before (Proposition 1987/88: 176), which had underlined the principle of free choice. It now added that expectations of extended free choice and self-determination had been growing since the 1970s and that one had to anticipate further demands. As Petersen notes, "the result was an effort to ride two horses at the same time, thus appealing to public sentiments as well as the party's rank and file" (2011, 187).

The SAP government under Persson put forward a new national plan on policies for the elderly (Proposition 1997/98: 113) based on three principles: governance by political assemblies, collective financing, and equal access based on assessed need irrespective of ability to pay. Referring to Socialstyrelsen (1996), it was emphasized that nothing suggested that purchaser-provider systems improved efficiency. Not surprisingly, the implied dissociation from free choice and competition called forth a number of motions (Motion 1997/98: So43; 197/98: So51),
but their ideas about extended choice and use of vouchers were rejected by the report of the Social Committee (Betankande 197/98: SoU24).

During the parliamentary debate (RF 1997/98: 120) the SAP government distanced itself from free-choice models, referring among other things to geographical inequities, and the risk of eroding the Swedish model. The debate continued with motions from the three bourgeois parties (Motions 1997/98: So406; 1997/98: So431; 1997/98: So433; 1997/98: So639; 1998/99: So230), but they were all rejected by reference to the previous adoption of the national plan, which continued no ideas about free choice and competition. Pressure from the bourgeois parties was sustained by new motions (Motions 2000/01: So244; 2000/01: So363; 2000/01: So465), among other things criticizing the SAP government. On the argument that there were no hindrances to the municipalities in contracting-out, and ensuring freedom of choice and competition, the motions were rejected (Betankande 2000/01: SoU9). Motions in the sessions 2000/01 and 2001/02 suffered the same fate (Betankande 2002/02: SoU12).

Then in 2002, after a decade of increasing fees in elder care, a national max-fee reform was introduced capping the fees for elder care for both home care and residential care. Szebehely and Trydegård argue that “although the max-fee reform in Sweden potentially made elder care services more accessible for all social groups, within the framework of the max-fee legislation, each municipality determines its own fee schedule and can do so in a way designed to reduce demand (2011, 3).” In fact, in most municipalities the fees charged are income-graded and they are often higher for people who need only a few hours help with domestic chores, such as cleaning, shopping, and/or laundry (Szebehely and Våbo 2009, 13). In other words, services are more costly - and less attractive - for the elderly with higher pensions and limited care needs. This means that for those who are more wealthy it may actually be cheaper to purchase services from the private market, paying the cost entirely out of their own pockets. In making these services less attractive for those with more resources, there is potential that they will become ‘poor services for the poor.’ This means that elder care services differ greatly from those that

106 During the parliamentary debate in March 2004 (RP 2003/04: 80) on the report of the Social Committee (Betankande 2003/04: SoU4), the spokesman of the Liberal (People's) Party strongly argued that freedom of choice had to be written into Socialtjänstlagen (the Act on Social Services), whereas the Social Democrat spokesman expressed his concern that free choice, competition, or market accommodation would result in withdrawal of resources from high-quality services and care for the elderly: "[W]e Social Democrats have an ingrained anxiety which we intend to stick to".
were designed post-WWII to be attractive and provide elder care services to all social groups (the rich and poor alike).

Next, in March 2006, the government put forward a national development plan on care for the elderly (Proposition 2005/06: 115) which did not take a stance on how municipalities were to act regarding contracting-out, free choice, and market accommodation. This gave rise to a number of motions (Motions 2005/06: So38; 2005/06: So39; 2005/06: So40; 2005/06: So41). According to Petersen, "the bourgeois parties noted that the concept of freedom of choice by and large did not appear in the development plan, and that the government saw existing options as sufficient, a view with which the opposition strongly agreed" (2011, 188).

Following these changes which are consistent with neo-liberal ideas, using choice rhetoric as justification, John Fredrik Reinfeldt has been the Prime Minister of Sweden, incumbent since October 2006. In the run-up for the Swedish general election of 2006, Reinfeldt, as leader of the Moderate Party, participated in the creation of the Allians for Sverige (Alliance for Sweden), which united the center-right in a coalition consisting of the Moderate Party, the Centre Party, the Liberal People's Party and the Christian Democrats. The parties presented a joint election manifesto for the alliance. Under Reinfeldt's leadership, the Moderate Party has transformed its policies and re-oriented itself towards the center, branding itself the ‘New Moderates’. Thus, Reinfeldt’s government has been successful in part because it has resisted a direct attack on what was left of the old system, arguing instead that it is just reforming it.

Reinfeldt’s government has tended to be less forceful in its criticism of the Swedish welfare state than the previous Bildt government. It has instead proposed reforms to Sweden's welfare state which include cutting taxes for the lowest income earners and reducing unemployment benefits, in order to encourage the jobless to return to work. This government has therefore toned down calls within the party for dismantling large portions of the Swedish welfare state, stating that change must come gradually from the bottom up instead of being dictated from the top down. This government has therefore worked to shift the conservatives toward the middle ground by convincing voters that it would fix rather than dismantle the public welfare system. This government has, moreover, strategically introduced incremental changes that accelerate the

107 Reinfeldt is said to have been instrumental in uniting the four parties, which previously were known for being notoriously divided, in order to present a powerful alternative to the Social Democrats.
move towards marketization, shown in the cutting of taxes reducing of the ability of the state to fund services, and the RUT avdrag, etc.

July 2007 the Reinfeldt government introduced the ‘RUT avdrag’ or ‘Tax-subsidized household services’ which is a tax deduction for household services. As Szebehely and Våbo argue, "this tax deduction is used by those able to purchase elder care services from the market, working to further enhance the trend to marketization" (2009, 11). The household services deduction applies to services such as housekeeping, clothing care, cooking, lawn maintenance, hedge trimming, snow shoveling, and other forms of care and supervision that a person may need and which are carried out in or close to the home. Tasks falling under healthcare are, however, not covered by the deduction. The services, which may be carried out in their own home or in a parent’s home, are not needs assessed, nor are they regulated by the state or local authority. The introduction of the RUT deduction made it possible to spend up to SEK 100,000 per year on domestic help or personal care for oneself - or for one’s elderly parents - and get 50% back in a tax deduction. This tax deduction is much more accessible for those who have resources to purchase domestic help/care in the first place since those using it need to initially come up with the total payment for domestic help/care in the first place, and await the 50% back which later comes as a tax deduction. Thus, those with less resources are unlikely, or at least, less likely to be able to take advantage of the tax deduction, offering different services for the poor than those with greater resources.

Reinfeldt's government has also appointed a committee to investigate extended free choice in care for the elderly. The first aim of this committee was to clarify the relations between legislation on contracting-out and free-choice models, with the second aim being to stimulate a greater number of municipalities to adopt free-choice models, since it was recorded that approximately 90% of elder care was supplied by municipalities. The report of the committee
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108 In 2008, 29,000 elderly (1.7% of 65+ in the population) used the tax-rebate; high-income elderly significantly more often than those with lower incomes (Szebehely and Trydegård 2010, 5).

109 In the report of the Social Committee (Betänkande 2008/09: SoU5) the bourgeois majority supported the proposal, whereas the Social Democrats, the Left Party and the Greens advised against adoption on the existing basis (Petersen 2011, 191). Freedom of choice between certified suppliers was welcomed, but market solutions and competition based on common tax money did not ensure quality or equitable access based on need (Petersen 2011, 191). In addition, the postulated increased in efficiency and justice of resource utilization was called into question (Petersen 2011, 191). Neither social nor geographical equality was ensured (Petersen 2011, 191). The minority was rejecting the idea of supplementary benefits, and if it were adopted the municipality had to be given the option to provide them (Petersen 2011, 191).
proposed the adoption of an Act on Free Choice (Lag om Välrihet). Accordingly, the use of choice rhetoric has escalated in popularity since 2009 when the Act on Free Choice Systems (LOV) was introduced. The aim of the choice legislation was to make it easier for municipalities to introduce a 'customer-choice system,' where the individual user chooses from among authorized providers the one perceived as having the best quality.

Since Sweden’s adoption of the Act on Free Choice, private and public providers receive the same reimbursement, and the users pay the same fee. Thus, the providers are supposed to compete only on quality, not on cost. In this system, the care manager provides the elderly with information about the various providers from which they can choose, at which point they also choose between either public or private elder care providers that are included in each municipality’s customer choice model. The elder care firm that an elderly person selects then employs subcontractors, which could mean that, for example, a cleaning company provides cleaning, or that the elderly receive goods delivered from various shops. In addition, the private - but not the public - providers of tax funded elder care services can offer extra services, such as walks, homemade meals, or anything else that the elderly person is willing to pay for. Thus, again demonstrating that there are differences developing between what those of different economic means have access to in terms of elder care, with much more available to those with greater economic means.

During the 2008/09 parliamentary debate (RP 2008/09: 31) the SAP government spokesman saw the Act on Free Choice as a move away from time-honored care policies towards privatizing the Swedish model under the slogan of free choice, a free choice which Petersen argues "in fact was restricted to a choice between public and private suppliers" (2011, 191). They warned that supplementary benefits marked a break with a tradition of equal access and might lead to an erosion of the basic benefits themselves. The bourgeois parties on the other hand saw the passing of the Act as a break away from the guardian welfare state and a move towards a welfare state of freedom. The SAP governments’ arguments corresponded with the views expressed in their 2001 party program (SAP 2001). The program argued that social benefits could never be reduced to commodities in a market where tax money was distributed to single individuals with an eye to purchasing, and moreover, the principles of market and competition were not to penetrate public activities. The party, however, strongly endorsed free choice in the sense that the public sector had to develop alternatives to meet the varying needs and desires of
individuals. Also, cooperative and 'ideal' firms had a role to play, but the emphasis remained on the options of free choice and not on considerations of profit at the producer or supplier level. Overarching objectives had to be decided democratically, and nationally adopted standards were not be eroded by local decisions. In the political guidelines adopted by the party congress in 2005 (SAP 205), it was stated that welfare had to be predominantly a task of the public sector and, to the extent that 'private elements' appeared, they had to fulfill similar requirements with regard to quality, review, appointments, environment, and access. Whether private for-profit companies can ever achieve this is a highly contested topic, and as the next chapter demonstrates, is rare in the case of elder care because profit motive is often in direct conflict with provision of quality elder care.

Reinfeldt's governments’ first term in office was marked by the late-2000s financial crisis and recession. As a result, the government's popularity waned, but when Sweden's economy emerged as one of the best in Europe it brought a resurgence of support, resulting in his re-election in 2010. After the 2010 general election, Reinfeldt's government was reduced to a minority government but also became the first center-right government since before WWII to be re-elected, making Reinfeldt the first Moderate politician to be re-elected as Prime Minister. Reinfeldt ruled until the end of 2011, and moreover, is still Prime Minister of Sweden today.

This section has provided a historical overview of Sweden’s political economy in the period from WWII to 2011. Swedish politics have moved along the political spectrum from the left starting with the Social Democrats long period in power, to the current center-right coalition of the Moderate Party. As this section has shown, through almost all of the post-WWII period, the Social Democrats and Left parties have, between them, managed to receive at least half of the votes. This changed in 2006, and by 2010 the Left parties were supported by less than 40% of voters (Lindberg et al. 2011, 747). The Social Democrats experienced the greatest drop in support, while the Left Party has managed to maintain the 5% level that has held through most of the postwar period (Lindberg et al. 2011, 747). The political cornerstones of the former strength of the labor movement in the political process were its association with full employment, protection from loss of income, and access to medical and social (elder) care. The reasons behind the electoral defeat can be found in the successive dismantling of these cornerstones during both liberal-conservative and Social Democratic governments. These changes have meant that although the entire increase of welfare services after WWII was in the form of publicly provided
services based on a commitment to universalism, the rhetoric of choice, and market principles including an increase in private for-profit providers are increasingly present in Sweden’s elder care sector; changes representing a major challenge to Sweden’s traditions.

**Conclusion**

*The whole government will be affected by the rising number of seniors. We need to be able to work with fewer resources. There is a realization that the resources must be shared between a number of social policy areas: health, education, environment. That is the reality. It is high on the government's radar screen. It is a very complex issue. It will continue to be something that the public expects and demands. I would not want to be a politician balancing priorities. There are a lot of pressing issues that they need to address* (Interview, Carr 2011).

This chapter has set out the politics of development and change of the Albertan and Swedish elder care systems from the post-WWII until the end of 2011. Alberta politics have moved along the political spectrum from the development of good community services introduced by the Manning government after WWII, to the modern conservatism of the Lougheed and Getty governments in good times, to the radical turn towards ideas of neo-liberalism seen during the Klein government era, and have continued along the course set by Klein with the Alberta Progressive Conservatives in power once again under the rule of Stelmach, recently under Redford, and with today's Hancock. Meanwhile, Swedish politics have also moved along the political spectrum from the left starting with the SAP government in power during the postwar decades, a further leftward shift in the late 1960s and first part of the 1970s, only to be transformed over time with the Social Democrats (partial) embrace of neo-liberal ideas, including the introduction of market principles into public services justified by the appeal to ‘choice’ rhetoric. During the last eight years, Sweden has been governed by a center-right coalition under the leadership of the Moderate Party who have strategically introduced incremental changes accelerating the move towards neo-liberalism.

It is clear that, in both contexts, the period since WWII has been one of transformation affecting elder care provided in both the private and public spheres. To suggest that revolutions have taken place in Alberta and Sweden would be to overstate the case. What can, however, be acknowledged is that in Alberta and Sweden fiscal concerns and the aging population have been politically constructed in a way that fosters marketization, increasing thresholds, and more
generally cutbacks in publicly provided elder care; the effect of which has been a divergence with a common trajectory towards neo-liberalism in both contexts to different degrees.

The next chapter will provide a more in-depth look at the impact of marketization on the Albertan and Swedish elder care systems. Although the processes of marketization have been experienced differently in Alberta and Sweden, the changes have meant that in each case elder care provision has moved along the spectrum from more generous welfare models to more mixed models. The policy changes that have resulted from these processes and their consequences from the point of view of the elderly, their informal elder caregivers, and their formal elder caregivers will be analyzed throughout Chapter Five.
Chapter 5 – The Marketization of Elder Care in Alberta and Sweden

Introduction
The establishment and extension of public services (or publicly subsidized non-profit services) was central to the postwar welfare states of Canada/Alberta and Sweden. Since the 1960s, the demands of women’s movements and other actors for ‘recognition, rights, and redistribution’ of elder care responsibilities were focused on the state. However, as was suggested in the previous chapter, in the last quarter of the 20th century there was increasing enthusiasm for neo-liberal ideas about competition and choice including marketization. These changes have been fuelled by increasing pressures on public finances due to economic difficulties in Alberta, and by the political-ideological ‘crisis' and shift towards the right in Sweden.110 These changes have led the Albertan and Swedish governments to adopt policies that foster markets in elder care and encourage for-profit providers, i.e. marketization.111 As a result, substantial reforms have taken place in both elder care systems, although the changes made vary, remain controversial, and are incomplete.

Using the arguments of neo-classical economics, proponents of marketization argue two main benefits flow from delivering services through markets. First, service users are ‘empowered’ by enhancing their (or their agents’) purchasing power. This process constructs care users as consumers able to exercise consumer sovereignty and care is treated as a commodity to be bought and sold (Brennan et al. 2012, 379). Second, marketization is said to lead to an improvement in the quality of services, and a reduction in costs to purchasers, by forcing providers to compete for business (Brennan et al. 2012, 379). The idea is therefore that markets compel producers to serve the public interest by providing goods and services that are efficiently produced, of reasonable quality, and at prices that are close to costs. This chapter argues, however, that the discourse of ‘choice’ masks the deep-seated material and structural forces of neo-liberalism (intersecting gender, class, and age) that constrain and circumscribe available care for the elderly, impacting informal and formal elder caregivers.

110 This shift to the right is considered moderate from a comparative perspective.
111 Marketization refers to government measures that authorize, support or enforce the introduction of markets, the creation of relationships between buyers and sellers, and the use of market mechanisms.
Both the liberal welfare state of Alberta/Canada and the social democratic welfare state of Sweden have embraced marketization to meet the challenges of elder care needs. As we have seen, although elder care in Alberta has always involved a certain degree of private involvement, marketization of elder care really deepened in the Klein era. Here marketization has not so much involved a move from public ownership to private ownership, but rather a move from private non-profit to private for-profit ownership. In contrast, in Sweden, private provision of publicly funded elder care services is a relatively recent development. As we have seen, during the postwar period welfare services took the form of publicly provided services based on a commitment to universalism. The introduction of market principles and private for-profit provision therefore represents a major challenge to Sweden’s traditions.

Although the precise impact of marketization reflects their different starting points, both have followed a neo-liberal trajectory in elder care provision, moving along the spectrum from more generous welfare models to more limited models; from one of greater public sector responsibility to one of greater private responsibility. This chapter explores the impact of these policy changes on the elderly, their informal elder caregivers, and their formal elder caregivers. The chapter begins with an analysis of the discourse of ‘choice’ that has been used to promote marketization. It then turns to analyse the impact first of the supply side of marketization and then of the demand side.

**Marketization and the discourse of choice**

Each society must produce, distribute, and allocate elder care to their aging populations, and have economies to support this. Economies, however, can be organized in a multitude of ways. In much social scientific literature, the key distinguishing feature of the present form of economic organization in the advanced economies is that the production, distribution and allocation of goods and services are largely marketized. Since the last quarter of the 20th century, there has been a lot of focus on the market and the belief that marketization of the advanced economies is taking place. For example, Rifkin argues that “the marketplace is a

112 Most analyses tend to conceptualize three different variants of economic organization: market, state, and community (Giddens 1998; Gough 2000; Polanyi 1944), although different terms are often used. For instance Polanyi (1994) refers to ‘market exchange,’ ‘redistribution,’ and ‘reciprocity’ while Giddens (1998) uses ‘private,’ ‘public,’ and ‘civil society’.

113 See, for example, Polanyi 1944; Gough 2000; and Gudeman 2001.
pervasive force in our lives” (2000, 3), Cicel and Heath that capitalism is transforming “every
human interaction into a transient market exchange” (2001, 401), Gudeman how “markets are
subsuming greater portions of everyday life” (2001, 144) and Carruthers and Babb who assert
that there has been the “near-complete penetration of market relations into our modern economic
lives” (2000, 4).

Marketization refers to the process by which “goods and services...are [increasingly]
produced by capitalist firms for a profit under conditions of market exchange" (Scott 2001, 21).
Gilpin has analyzed the key characteristics of the market:

Three characteristics of a market economy are responsible for its dynamic nature: (1) the
critical role of relative prices in the exchange of goods and services, (2) the centrality of
competition as a determinant of individual and institutional behavior, and (3) the
importance of efficiency in determining the survivability of economic actors. From these
flow the profound consequences of a market for economic, social, and political life
(1987, 19).

The term marketization, moreover, refers to market ideologies and market-oriented reforms. A
market ideology reflects the belief that markets are of superior efficiency for the allocation of
goods and resources. As Djelic and Sahlin-Andersson argue, “in its most extreme form, this
belief is associated with the commodification of nearly all spheres of human life" (2006, 1).
Market-oriented reforms are those policies fostering the emergence and development of markets
and weakening, in parallel, of alternative institutional arrangements.

The cornerstones of the market are supply and demand. The supply side constitutes the
conditions of production, and moreover, expressions of three dimensions of the market – type of
ownership (private or public), degree of pluralism (how many competitors/producers), and
degree of producer autonomy. At one end of the spectrum services or goods are produced
privately, i.e. a producer competes against other (private) producers with a high degree of
autonomy in, for example, fixing prices, deciding what to produce and so on. At the other end of
the spectrum we find politically controlled production where the state or local authorities own
the single producer (public monopoly) who is circumscribed by regulations on prices as well as
on quality and quantity. Many different and interesting solutions can of course be found between
these two extremes. As Svensson argues, “the combination of publicly owned production with a
high degree of autonomy, i.e. market reforms within welfare states, and a low degree of
pluralism, is for instance a probable solution" (2003, 10). Another common way of arranging the production of social goods, especially if these are collective goods, is to control the privately owned monopoly through detailed regulation, thereby circumscribing the autonomy of the producer. The complete model of marketization, however, also requires a description of the demand side. The question here is whether demand is ‘free’ or somehow manipulated by political decisions. It is fruitful to single out one important dimension here, whether consumer demand is subsidized or not, i.e. if the good is privately or publicly financed. The more private financing through fees and charges, the more market-like the situation is. With a good totally financed through taxes, the market is ‘closed’ and prices no longer reflect real demand.

One of the central issues to look at in terms of supply side and demand side marketization is the relationship between efficiency and equality; the efficiency and equality trade-off is a key topic in political economy.\footnote{See, for example, Liu 1997, 163; and Okun 1975.} Efficiency refers to the ratio of input to output; higher efficiency can be achieved if greater output is produced from a given input. Moreover, supporting these efforts to increase efficiency, the Swedish and Albertan governments have both become preoccupied with the financial benefits of informal elder care. Implicit in this emphasis on the efficiency and cost effectiveness of care within the private sphere is, however, the assumption that informal care is somehow free, an orientation reflecting conventional accounting systems in which unpaid domestic labor is privatized and not counted in estimates of economic production. The feminist political economy reveals that this does not take into account the real costs of elder care.

It seems that more efficiency is likely to be achieved when there is greater tolerance of inequality, and more equality is gained by sacrificing efficiency. Proponents of a market-friendly welfare state suggest that inequality is a natural and even necessary component of a capitalist economy. They argue that we do not need a large welfare state aimed at reducing inequality. Rather, government regulations and supports should be kept to a minimum and be devised in ways that are market friendly. Instead, individual choice, risk, and responsibility should be maximized.

Choice is one of the discursive mechanisms commonly used to ‘sell’ marketization, and has been a buzzword for many elder care policy changes in Alberta and Sweden. Examples of
the impacts the deployment of choice as a discursive mechanism has had are the offering of cash benefits, vouchers, tax rebates, and a mix of service providers under the rubric of public care. Choice is therefore used as a discursive strategy to uphold and support neo-liberal policies, and marketization.

In the literature on the role of choice and consumers in public services, some link ‘user choice’ to provider competition, arguing that for optimal arrangements in delivering public services both choice and competition should be adopted. For example, Le Grand (2007) presents ‘choice’ as largely about *choice of service provider*, a position some contest. In publicly-funded care services, ‘choice’ is mainly constructed as a choice between a public or private provider, which can only be made if a ‘quasi-market,’ with non-profit and for-profit providers allowed or encouraged to operate, exists (Yeandle et al. 2012, 440). However, as Yeandle et al. argue, “in practice, promoting choice in elder care often means advocating the privatization of publicly, or non-governmental organization (NGO)-delivered services” (2012, 440).

In Sweden, the use of choice rhetoric has escalated in popularity since 2009 when the Act on Free Choice Systems was introduced. The aim of the choice legislation was to make it easier for municipalities to introduce a 'customer-choice system,' where the individual user chooses from among authorized providers the one perceived as having the best quality. Private and public providers receive the same reimbursement, and the users pay the same fee. Thus, the providers are supposed to compete only on quality, not on cost. In this system, the care manager provides the elderly with information about the various providers from which they can choose, at which point they also choose between either public or private elder care providers that are included in each municipality’s customer choice model. The elder care firm that an elderly person selects may then employ subcontractors, which could mean that, for example, a cleaning company provides cleaning, or that the elderly receive goods delivered from various shops. In addition, the private – but not the public – providers of tax funded elder care services can offer extra services, such as walks, homemade meals, or anything else that the elderly person is willing to pay for.

In October 2010 - stimulated by state incentives - over half of the Swedish municipalities had introduced customer-choice models, or had at least decided to do so (NBHW 2010b). This is a dramatic increase from under 10% of the municipalities only four years earlier (NBHW 2007b, 7). However, despite the fact that it is voluntary for municipalities to introduce choice models, the Swedish government found the pace too slow (Szebehely and Trydegård 2012, 204). Further
financial incentives have been introduced for 2011-2014, and if all municipalities have not introduced choice models by 2014 ‘compulsory legislation’ will be considered (Government Bill 2010/2011:1, 163). Moreover, the Swedish government continues to express strong hopes for the positive effects of choice by asserting the right of users ‘to choose and choose again’ (Brennan et al. 2012, 382).

In Alberta, the Government of Alberta (GoA) produced the Continuing Care Strategy: Aging in the Right Place December 2008. This publication makes it clear that ‘choice’ is the driver of change behind the continuing care strategy, with many references to Alberta’s elderly population “prefer[ing] choices that permit them to preserve their independence, quality of life and personal dignity” (GoA 2008, 2). One of the ways that the GoA plans can be shown to prioritize choice is the increase in cooperation with the private sector, the non-profit sector, and other community partners to support the creation of a greater range and supply of continuing care options.

Adjusting the framework for setting fees is expected to encourage more investment by the non-profit or private sector and increase the number of beds. As a result, individuals will have more choice to select a facility that meets location wishes, health service needs and personal preferences. This will allow operators to provide residents with the option to purchase increased services (GoA 2008, 14).

There have already been increases in choices available for Alberta’s elderly with some Designated Assisted Living (DAL) supportive living sites now tailored for specific needs and cultural populations. For example, some DAL supportive living sites include secure environments for seniors with dementia (Edmonton Senior Newspaper 2011, 12). According to the Director of Supportive Living and Long-term Care for Alberta Health, an additional trend in DAL has resulted from growing multiculturalism in Alberta: “East Indian, Chinese, and Jewish groups are developing supportive living facilities that are culturally targeted...We already have some of these facilities in Alberta” (Interview, Grabusic 2011). Given the rise in mental

---

115 Alberta’s continuing care system provides Albertans with the health, personal care, and accommodation services. There are 3 settings in which continuing care services provide clients, with different needs, with a range of health and personal care, accommodation and hospitality services: home living; supportive living; and facility living.

116 These DAL sites for Dementia (DAL-D) provide a secure, safe, living environment for people with dementia who also need the care and services provided in the DAL program (Edmonton Senior Newspaper 2011, 12).
health conditions and increasing multiculturalism in the senior’s population of Alberta, we are likely to see growth in these types of options.

Of particular interest is strategy # 4 of the Continuing Care Strategy which outlined new ideas for funding individuals based on needs and/or funding providers:

Currently, continuing care clients are assessed and funding is allocated for them according to their needs. For those requiring facility care, their allocated funding is provided to operators. This creates a system where the person must reside in that facility in order to receive funding for health needs and accommodations. According to the individual’s care plan and the subsequent funding allocated, seniors and persons with disabilities could opt for the new funding model which will allow them to shop for their own health providers and make choices on where they receive services. The client’s care and accommodations allocation would be appropriate to their care needs.

When asked to comment on the status of this strategy, a Continuing Care Service Planner for Alberta Health said that “we are still a few years away from truly realizing this innovation called ‘funding follows the client’” (Interview, Kim 2013). Implementation of this new funding model will mean that Alberta’s system will become increasingly similar to that of Sweden’s, allowing elderly clients to ‘shop’ for their own elder care providers.

We must, however, keep in mind that in order to be empowered while shopping for elder care, elderly consumers must be able to assess the price and quality of services, and make choices on the basis of their assessments (Brennan et al. 2012, 379). In practice, the freedom to make choices in terms of elder care is always exercised within limits as the alternatives are often few. Choice is impossible without multiple options, and for the elderly, initial options often include seeking support: from family members, friends or neighbors (often with a desire not to ‘over-burden’ them); from formal community care services (often, but not always, turning first to publicly-subsidized support); or from private service providers, using personal financial resources (where available) to purchase what is needed, or to supplement other support, without government subsidy (Yeandle et al. 2012, 441). In most cases of significant need among the elderly, two or more of the above are invoked, as it is unusual among elderly service users to rely exclusively on just one of the family, the state, community-based, or private for-profit services.

The emphasis put on choice has led to a situation where the elderly and their families are increasingly acting as care managers: choosing, comparing, administering, and controlling various benefits, services, and sources of care to ensure a continuous and encompassing care for
the elderly person in need. This is problematic since elderly consumers tend to find it difficult to make accurate judgments about the quality of care, and many elderly do not have support in place to make choices when they are unable to do so. There are many reasons why the elderly may not be able to act on the basis of their assessment(s) such as for example: the elderly often find it very challenging to navigate systems of choice, and are often unable to exercise meaningful choices because when they are in need of care they tend to be in no condition – as they may lack the mental capacity - to be making these kinds of decisions; choices and decisions around elder care are made infrequently; and, elder care decisions often need to be made with short notice and under pressure (Brennan et al. 2012, 379). Furthermore, due to their changing needs, decisions about how these needs can be met are continually being made, making the choices exercised necessarily complex and shifting. In other words, the same frailty and dependence that creates the need for care often limits consumer sovereignty.

As such, 'choice' discourse can be seen as a neo-liberal governance strategy. Neoliberalism is often seen as not just an ideology or set of economic policies, but as governing of individual subjects - shaping individuals as 'empowered,' 'autonomous,' 'self-actualizing' subjects. The ethics of care acts as a powerful counter-narrative, recognizing our fundamental interdependence and vulnerability. But instead of seeing this as something 'bad' that has to be 'fixed', is it seen as a normal part of all human lives. Social policy must, then, respond to our vulnerability and dependence, rather than try to erase it.

Making use of market information requires skills that are not equally distributed. An increased focus on choice favors those with more resources and education, who have considerable advantages in navigating the system. Where the market provides for both privately and publicly funded elder care, or care recipients are expected to top-up public funds through their own resources, those with greater resources will be able to purchase higher quality care. Where the market is sufficiently differentiated and there are some purchasers willing and able to pay for higher quality care, the higher quality care tends to be provided by non-profits, while for-profits provide lower quality care for lower prices. Brennan et al. argue that “this is based on the fact that for a commodity such as elder care, whose quality is hard to assess without direct experience, non-profits are likely to be more trusted to use higher fees to produce higher quality” (2012, 380). Moreover, if/when those with more resources gain the best services, those with
fewer resources are left with inferior services; for them the quality of services may actually decrease. Thus, markets almost inevitably lead to increasing inequality in the quality of care.

In order for quality control through the market to work, consumers must be able to easily switch from poor quality providers to higher quality ones. Brennan et al. argue that “this is complicated in the realm of elder care since continuity of care is important both for the elderly – particularly in residential care – often making exit either too difficult or too costly a strategy when quality is found to be inferior” (2012, 379). The transaction costs and/or physical and mental stress of switching elder care providers are also often too high for many users to make market information useful. Perversely, this means that consumers can be locked in to continuing with an elder care provider even when they have concerns about quality, thereby reducing the effectiveness of the market in promoting efficiency.

The logic of the market therefore does not take into account the ways in which elder care differs from other ‘products’. This has led Armstrong and Armstrong to caution that health care is different from other types of business. Their argument is applicable more broadly for my purposes when thinking about elder care as well:

Perhaps most obviously, healthcare is about life and death; about healthy possibilities and dangerous consequences. Delivering poor quality care carries risks and both skilled work and working conditions are more important factors than in other sectors. Healthcare treats people at their most vulnerable in environments that constitute a high risk. It is also less predictable than the rush at lunch for McDonald’s (2008, 130).

Accordingly, many questions have arisen as to whether marketization is even useful in the ‘softer’ areas of public service such as elder care. According to the Executive Director of Seniors Association of Greater Edmonton (SAGE):

Privatization of elder care makes me very nervous...From a business perspective an investment portfolio manager is going to want to see the most growth possible. Especially when you have a businessman from Texas who looks for investment strategies that will get the best return. When you want to cut costs you cut services and staff...So the ones who suffer are the elderly. Privatization philosophies that government has used in some of the infrastructure do not work for elder care (Interview, MacDonald 2011).
Endeavors to expand markets and improve financial gains have nothing to do with elder care, their families, communities’ needs, nor do they have to do with the quality of elder care services provided.

Himmelweit’s (2008) work provides reasons why caring has some specific features that distinguish it from other economic activities: first, care is a personal service, not just the production of a product that is separable from the person delivering it, but the development of a relationship which has implications for attempts to raise the productivity of care and deliver it more flexibly; second, the need for care and the ability to provide it are unequally distributed and tend not to go together; and, third, social and personal norms matter in perceptions of who is seen to need care, how that care should be delivered, and by whom. These characteristics of care mean that in general the marketization of elder care cannot be the relatively smooth market-led process that attended the marketization of other aspects of household labor, where wages earned on the labor market allowed affordable commodity substitutes to be purchased (Himmelweit 2008, 2). Moreover, care resists commodification as it does not respond to an 'economies of scale' logic, which means that quality elder care cannot be achieved just by following market principles.

Therefore, marketized, choice-based elder care has the potential to increasingly lead to an individualization of elder care where organizing, providing, and funding elder care is an individual responsibility, illuminating how choice is used as a discursive strategy to uphold and support neo-liberal policies.

Supply side marketization

There are numerous self-serving providers, each with their own consolidated turf, feeding from the public trough. – Olson 2003, 235

Supply is one of the cornerstones of the market, with the supply side constituting the conditions of production, and moreover, expressions of the type of ownership, the degree of pluralism, and the degree of producer autonomy. When examining the supply side it is important to consider the increasing tendency towards contracting-out as it has been suggested\(^\text{117}\) to be the most common

\(^{117}\) See, for example, Young 2000.
way of introducing market mechanisms and private alternatives into the public sector, and can thus be said to be the major mechanism behind privatization. Contracting-out is a form of marketization whereby public agencies delegate the task of providing public services to private organizations in exchange for financial reward.

Edebalk explains that when contracting-out, there is at first a competitive tendering procedure that involves competition between different agents, with competition occurring at the time of tendering (2008, 5). Competition is believed to increase benchmarking and learning effects, not only between public-public and private-private units, but also between public-private units. Successful (or failing) units serve as examples and influence other units to introduce (or remove) similar strategies in a continuous process of measuring services and practices against the toughest competitors leading the market. These contracting practices create new patterns of interaction between states and markets in the welfare sector, and more specifically, in the elder care services sector.

Although elder care in Alberta has involved a certain degree of private involvement since WWII, marketization of elder care really accelerated in the Klein era, and continued under the leadership of Premier Ed Stelmach. As Robb argues, in 2011 elder care was a “mixed bag of private and non-profit organizations” (2012, 1). There is, however, steady movement away from publicly funded and publicly administered elder care. For example, Duncan and Reutter’s work examines the surge of for-profit organizations providing home care in Alberta. They discuss how Alberta is ‘redesigning home care,’ legitimized by a dominant discourse sympathetic to a business model of healthcare, and how it exhibits profound tensions among stakeholders with regard to their values of choice and universality in the fundamental determinations of the boundaries of entitlement and the limits to the provision of scarce resources (2006, 248). Demonstrating this trend more generally, in November 2010, the GoA produced the Aging Population Policy Framework\(^\text{118}\) that identified the roles and responsibilities of public and private elder care providers:

The private sector will always play an essential role in meeting the needs of Albertans of every age by responding to the ever-changing demands of the marketplace. Private

\(^{118}\) The framework is based on research completed in 2008 by the Demographic Planning Commission which consulted 100 stakeholder groups and conducted an online survey in which 10,000 Albertans participated (Government of Alberta 2010, 6; Kleiss 2010).
sector organizations in Alberta communities offer a wide range of products and services in a variety of areas, including: housing, home support services (such as home maintenance or house cleaning); transportation, insurance, finance, investment and banking; supplemental healthcare, food and hospitality, and travel and recreation. The private sector is also a key source of innovation, addressing evolving market demands with new and different services (GoA 2010, 11).

In line with the roles and responsibilities of the private sector outlined in this framework, Table 2 demonstrates that in Alberta, public provision of continuing care is decreasing, while private provision is increasing.

Table 2. Changes in the elder care provider mix in Alberta

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private For-profit</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>28.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Non-profit</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>25.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>46.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source for Alberta percentages: GoA 2013. “Continuing Care Beds (Alberta Health Services) in Alberta”

In Sweden, private provision of publicly funded elder care services and marketization are relatively recent developments that began with the introduction of a new Local Government Act in 1991. This act relaxed previous legislation to make it possible for municipalities to set up purchaser-provider arrangements and to outsource some services, including tax-funded elder care, to private providers (for-profit and non-profit) (Brennan et al. 2012, 381). In addition, a new Swedish Public Procurement law regulating the tendering process was introduced in 1994.120 Sweden does not, however, have any user statistics on the percentage of elder care beds.

---

119 There is no reliable data available prior to 1995/1996.
120 Public Procurement Law stipulates that all contracting decisions must be preceded by a competitive process of closed bidding open to all. The law also states that the selection of bids must be based on transparent criteria made known to all potential bidders already in the call for tended. This includes the criteria against which the tenders are compared, how the criteria are ranked, and how the price relates to the quality dimensions. Thus, in effect, if a
services provided by the private sector divided by provider type, for-profit and non-profit, so the only way to make this distinction is based on data about formal elder caregivers (Interview, Szebehely 2011). Further complicating the issue is that we cannot accurately separate elder care and care for people with disabilities, nor home care and residential care (Interview, Szebehely 2011). What is, however, currently known is that in 2011, 20% of the home care hours for the elderly, and 20% of the beds in residential care for the elderly were provided by private organizations (for-profit or non-profit) (Socialstyrelsen 2012). Moreover, in 2010, 20% of the staff in elder care or services for people with disabilities were employed by private organizations, 17% of which were for-profit and 3% that were non-profit (Szebehely and Trydegård 2012).

The historical data for Sweden are even more difficult to ascertain. There are, however, some limited statistics available through Socialstyrelsen\textsuperscript{121} from the 1990s. For example, in 1993, around 5% of beds in residential care and 2% of home care users received help from private providers, but it is not possible to differentiate between for-profit and non-profit providers (Socialstyrelsen 1995). In 1997 the corresponding figures were 10% (residential care) and 4% (home care) respectively (Socialstyrelsen 1999).

Behind these national averages are large local variations since, as noted earlier, the high degree of municipal autonomy in Sweden enables municipalities to decide whether to open up elder care to private providers. For example, the two largest cities in Sweden have chosen different solutions in this respect, with over 55% of the home care hours in Stockholm currently privately provided compared to 0% in Gothenburg (Szebehely and Trydegård 2010, 8). Despite such local differences, the Swedish elder care system is undergoing a transformation towards a more mixed provision structure, where private actors increasingly operate alongside with public providers, even if the public sector remains a dominant actor in most municipalities.

\textsuperscript{121} The Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare (Socialstyrelsen) is a Swedish government agency. The agency was the result of a merger between the Swedish Royal Medical Board and the Swedish Royal Board of Social Affairs in 1968. The Board is the central national authority for the social services, public health, infectious diseases prevention and health services. The Board establishes norms by issuing provisions and general advice. It evaluates legislation and activities conducted by municipalities, and county councils. It also issues certificates of registration to 17 professional groups. Another responsibility are the official national statistics in the social services, medical care and health and disease.
Private sector involvement in the Albertan and Swedish cases share certain characteristics. One of the main similarities is that large market providers, including stock-market listed companies, have become dominant in the elder care market by merging and buying up smaller providers. In fact, as Armstrong argues “the majority of the profit-seeking companies involved in delivering elder care are large, powerful organizations that are close to becoming monopolies; with a growing number of them foreign-owned” (2008, 547). In Alberta, elder care is ‘big business’ with an increasing proportion of large private for-profit companies like for example Revera and Intercare providing the bulk of elder care.

The situation is similar in Sweden where the private sector is highly concentrated with a few corporations comprising over half of the private elder care market. In 2003 the five largest actors had 60% of the private market, and by the end of 2011 there were only three large companies owned by international private equity companies in the elder care market: Attendo Care, Carema, and Aleris (Interview, Szebehely 2011). In 2008 the two biggest of these actors, Attendo Care and Carema, were providing at least 50% of the tax-funded, privately provided care market or approximately 70% of the entire elder care sector (Hobson et al. 2009). Moreover, the fact that the three largest private care companies have recently been bought up by different private equity firms shows that the market expects private elder care services to be a growth area in Sweden (Szebehely and Våbo 2009, 12). Such concentration often means that competition clearly cannot function to improve efficiency since providers with too much market power can set their own prices, raising costs to government and to service providers. Moreover, as Armstrong and Armstrong points out, “private delivery inevitably costs more because after the workers, supplies, buildings, and equipment are paid for, the company also has to make a profit" (2008, 127). For-profit firms also have to pay more to borrow money to finance capital projects, whereas governments can borrow money at lower interest rates. This means that these for-profit organizations, unlike non-profit ones, need to have money above and beyond what goes towards elder care, with the majority of for-profit elder care providers motivated by the bottom line, balance sheets, and short-term investments (Folbre 2001, 56). Understanding these profit motives, the Executive Director of Continuing Care Strategies for Alberta Health Services (AHS) explains that:
When AHS is not providing care it has a tendency to cost more simply because they have to make a profit. They either make a profit, or they will not be in business. What we are looking at now from a strategic standpoint is how to ensure that we can translate elder care into a profit for these companies since private providers have just as much value given increasing elder care needs (Interview, Knight 2011).

Various factors help to explain the rapid concentration of ownership within the elder care market. The large corporations’ interest in elder care stems from the fact that elder care involves enormous spending, making it a potential source of profits. For example, according to Statistics Canada, in 2004/2005 the LTC industry in Canada generated C$12.6 billion in revenue and expenses, about C$1 billion more than in the previous year (Statistics Canada 2007). Another reason is that a certain minimum volume of business is necessary for a company to succeed. Price competitions have driven many of the smaller companies out of the market or left them vulnerable to purchase by larger companies. Edebalk comments on this situation in Sweden:

When the contracting-out of elderly care was first introduced there were often no clearly expressed criteria for selecting a contractor as it was more a matter of creating a market situation in which various actors participated. However, it was not long before price became the major criterion. This favored larger companies as they have greater ability to meet the paperwork related to the bidding procedure rather than small companies or not-for-profit organizations, and they can also submit an underbid if necessary to enter the market (2008, 6).

As in Sweden, smaller companies have also found it difficult to compete in Alberta, leading to an oligopoly in the elder care system (Interview, Lai 2011).

Concern about unsatisfactory elder care has grown in line with the increasing presence of these large private companies. Since the wages of caregivers form a high proportion of the costs of care, marketization lowers costs only if staffing ratios are reduced, or less qualified staff are employed, both of which tend to reduce quality (Brennan et al. 2012, 380). The Executive Director of the Institute for Continuing Care Education and Research spoke about her experiences at a privately run facility in Alberta:

I went into one privately run long-term care facility and almost wanted to cry. It was dark and dingy, and there were absolutely no activities in the ‘locked facility’ for persons with Alzheimer’s. The residents were just sitting in the television room not talking, not doing anything at all. And it was outrageous what they were charging for this care (Interview, Woodhead-Lyons 2011).
Recently, concerns have surfaced about the mistreatment of those with mental illness, which is a common health condition of the elderly in both contexts. An example of this which occurred in Sweden was described by the Director of the Swedish Association of Health Professionals who explained that “Dementia patients are locked up because of a lack of employees…They are locked in their rooms, sometimes for the entire night until workers return in the morning so that they do not have to pay for staff to care throughout the night” (Interview, Falk 2011).122 Studies of elder care in Canada and Sweden have shown that staffing ratios are typically lower in for-profit residential care than in non-profit facilities.123

Marketization trends, and the resulting staff shortages have resulted in many formal elder caregivers having very heavy workloads, which in turn means there are not enough formal elder caregivers to meet current elder care demands. Armstrong et al. provide a vivid description of the dehumanizing ramifications for elderly in need of care in these types of situations:

> They sit in soiled diapers for hours because there are no workers available to answer their calls. They are rushed through dinner because there are too many who need to be fed. Or they miss their bath because there is not enough staff to get everyone adequately bathed...And they sit in their rooms without exercise or conversation because the workers have no time to chat, to explain, or provide social support (2009, 138).

Staffing shortages in elder care which translate into these types of situations can cause the elderly to become violent towards care providers because of the lack of ‘appropriate’ and necessary elder care. These working conditions can therefore be shown to have negative consequences for both formal elder caregivers and also for their elderly patients.

Another ramification of marketization is the increasing pressure towards the ‘commodification’ of elder care, and associated with this, the tendency for care to be reduced to a set of standardized procedures and services. As was discussed in Chapter One, elder care is now presented as a potentially ‘catastrophic’ burden on the public purse, in a context marked by ongoing efforts to control public expenditures in the delivery of services (Duncan and Reutter 2006, 250). As a result, Olson argues that “paid elder care providers have become cost-

---

122 I learned from my research that elder abuse – which varies greatly in type - is quite common.
123 See, for example, Comondore et al. 2009; and Stolt et al. 2011.
accountable units and are expected to work as quickly and methodically as possible...The workplace has become an assembly line with a prescribed set of instrumental tasks" (2003, 86-87).

Elder care has been increasingly depersonalized through the acceleration of the pace of work, leading to a focus on concrete tasks, and less on relational aspects of care. As a result, it has come to be conceived as a range of basic tasks to support people’s living in terms of daily maintenance, for example getting them up and putting them to bed, dressing them, feeding them, helping them with toileting, etc. This commodification of care is fundamentally at odds with quality of care, since the emphasis is on outcomes rather than processes, offering little opportunity for communication, social contact, and relationship building. The Executive Director of SAGE provided examples of these occurrences in Alberta’s home care system:

More and more home care workers are going in on a clock. They have a new paradigm assessment tool and operations manual describing how they should do things...It is very structured and once more the dollar sign is controlling the service. They come in, they get their job done and they go. But quite often the greatest need of seniors is companionship, and often the most serious issue among seniors is loneliness. What people really need is a genuine visit and friendship and there is no room left for this when home care workers are working on a set clock (Interview, MacDonald 2011).

In Sweden, formal elder caregivers also increasingly find themselves working on a clock, with a list of specific services to undertake while working, without consideration or time for socialization with their elderly clients. Even though many formal elder caregivers in both contexts would say that communication with their elderly patients is one of their most important tasks, conversation and relationship building are not viewed as official ‘work’ by most administrators. Accordingly, Olson argues that “getting to know patients, listening to their comments, and answering their questions; encouraging stories about their families, friends, and past life; talking with those who are depressed or lonely; helping and soothing them are not part of an aide’s formal responsibilities" (2003, 87).

Elder care is a personal service that requires presence. The ethic of care provides an understanding of human beings and, in particular, of their interconnections, context, experiences, and need for this presence in providing elder care. Care theorists point out that caring for someone is important work that takes time, that elder care has to be provided when it is needed,
and moreover that quality (elder) care requires the development of relationships. These characteristics of care have important implications for the commodification of care. As the Alberta Director of Seniors United Now explains, the current lack of emphasis on relationships has detrimental effects not only for the elderly but also for formal elder caregivers’ working conditions:

When you are dealing with people, if you do not have a relationship with them, it is a cold and empty job. The goal should be to create a good environment for the workers and the seniors they care for. Often the seniors are in facility care etc. not by choice but because their medical conditions have become so bad that they must enter the care system. So, you want to make sure that the caregivers are not cold, calculating, and impersonal, as so many have had to become in today’s work world. This creates an environment where the residents become depressed. But, if on the other hand the staff are compassionate and personable, then this creates a completely different environment and comfort zone for both the staff and clients (Interview, MacDonald 2011).

Formal elder caregivers who do not have adequate time to foster relationships with their clients are often left feeling stressed and inadequate. As Armstrong et al. argue, “they go home physically exhausted because they have cared for too many residents, or they go home emotionally drained because they could not provide the care they knew should have been provided but couldn’t in spite of their best efforts” (2009, 138). In addition, many formal elder caregivers come to work when they are injured or sick because they know that otherwise there will be no one there to provide care, and/or they work unpaid hours to make up for the care deficit. These tendencies can lead to health issues for these formal elder caregivers, which then spill out onto their families, making it difficult to cope with the unpaid domestic work and informal care these - mainly female - providers face once they leave paid work.

Moreover, since the bulk of the costs of elder care are labor costs, private for-profit companies are also trying to cut corners by hiring the ‘cheapest’ elder caregivers. In both places, the formal elder caregiver labor force is composed of similar types of workers, with the range of people providing care including physicians, rehabilitation specialists, registered nurses (RNs), licensed practical nurses (LPNs), healthcare aides (HCAs), occupational therapists (OTs), dieticians, social workers, and a newer group of elder caregivers often called ‘granny nannies’. ‘Granny nannies,’ is a term describing a growing rank of babysitters-turned elder caregivers in Canada due to shifting demographics (Engelheart 2010). This trend is growing with seniors
increasingly shunning - or unable to get into - the option of nursing homes. With more elder care provided outside of facilities there has been growth in this new class of formal caregivers, many of whom are unregulated, and unprotected, and with this comes a new set of problems. A sizeable number of granny nannies come through Canada’s Live-in Caregiver Program (Engelheart 2010). Granny nannies do not exist in Sweden (Interview, Szebehely 2011) but the elderly and/or sometimes their children increasingly buy private services - mainly help with cleaning - but when there is a larger need for care the alternatives are either the publicly funded services - home care or residential care - or family.

When looking at the formal elder caregiver labor force it is important to distinguish between those considered to be ‘professional,’ and those who are not. Typically, elder caregivers are considered ‘professional’ when they work within a regulated professional body with practice standards. For-profit companies, bent on reducing labor costs, tend to favor non-professional elder caregivers, especially non-regulated HCAs often drawn from more vulnerable groups in society: traditionally women and, increasingly in elder care, migrants.

HCAs are playing an increasing role in Sweden’s elder care provision. HCAs provided approximately 63.9% and 64.5% of all elder care hours and services provided respectively in the 2004/05 year (Wilson et al. 2011, 5). In Sweden there are no mandatory qualifications (in the public and private sector) for HCAs, other than what is stated in the Social Services Act: that there has to be staff with ‘suitable training and expertise.’ In Alberta, HCAs, who only have to undergo a 16 week training program, comprise the majority of formal elder caregivers. AHS employs about 20% of all HCA’s, with the remainder employed by other private (for-profit and non-profit) organizations. Alberta has moved to a system where the standards are 1RN/100 HCAs or 11LPNs/35-50 HCAs (Interview, Woodhead-Lyons 2011). In fact, the Director of Continuing Care Integrated Services for AHS said that in Alberta, non-regulated workers make up approximately 75% of the caregivers in LTC facilities, an even higher percentage in supportive living, with the bulk of HCA workers found in home care (Interview, Choo 2011).

124 Of all elder caregivers in Sweden (those employed by the hour excluded), 76% had formal training in 2008; slightly more in residential care and less in home care (Szebehely and Trydegaârd 2010, 13).
This demand has meant that there are approximately 50,000 HCAs in Alberta (Interview, Choo 2011).\footnote{There is, however, no knowledge of how many positions they fill because one HCA is often working in 4-5 different positions (Interview, Schneider 2011).}

Although HCAs in both places often have limited education, training, and medical knowledge, they are increasingly expected to care for severely ill and disabled patients, and perform highly technical tasks, with insufficient staffing, supervision, or help. The Manager of Health and Social Service Programs for the GoA commented on the situation in Alberta:

The increasing reliance on HCAs is driven by economics; with changes made because we were/are trying to save money. Sometimes I wonder if in trying to save money we are just downloading work to the HCAs? We need to keep in mind that these people are not regulated...In our push to save money are we having these people do ‘mini-nursing’ tasks? They administer medication if they are adequately supervised and trained. We need to question what constitutes appropriate supervision for HCAs? Supervision is often one RN across 4 floors. Sometimes I wonder if these people are appropriately trained to be delivering the level of care that is expected by the client (Interview, Schneider 2011).

Moreover, since hospitals in Alberta and Sweden are discharging patients ‘quicker and sicker,’ most HCAs are finding themselves in situations where they are not properly trained because the elderly patients that they are working with are increasingly frail and ill.\footnote{Patients often include those suffering from diabetes, heart ailments, strokes, fractured hips, arthritis, among many other illnesses/issues.} HCA’s are, therefore, dealing with challenging medical, social, and psychological needs of patients, as well as an increase in the ratios of HCAs per resident (Interview, Schneider 2011; Interview, Bostrom 2011).

Compounding these challenges is the trend for a large proportion of the formal elder caregivers to work part-time, and on a casual basis (Statistics Canadian 2004; Statistics Sweden 2008). This casualization is often involuntary, with 22% of the Swedish (Daly and Szebehely 2011, 3) and 45% of the Canadian part-time workers working shorter hours than they would like (Interview, West 2011). Another aspect of involuntary part-time work was reflected in the proportion of the workforce who had to string together more than one job, with 7% of the caregivers in Sweden (Daly and Szebehely 2011, 3) and 17% of the caregivers workers in Canada having to do so (Olson 2003, 92). The Manager of Health and Social Service Programs for the GoA commented on this situation with respect to HCAs in Alberta:
Non-unionized HCAs are usually only hired as casual workers...Even in some unionized private centers workers can only get hired on as casual or part time so they have to piece together five to six casual positions from five to six employers to make up full time hours. So, even if workers are paid at the top of the scale, you are lucky if you make C$30,000 a year, which is almost below the poverty line in Alberta (Interview, Schneider 2011).

Casualization means that formal elder caregivers are less likely to have protection for pay, vacations, benefits, and conditions of work, and from harassment of all forms. Not only is such heavy reliance bad for the formal elder caregivers, but it also has the effect of limiting the continuity of care for the elderly.

In addition, formal elder caregivers are not compensated very well for the elder care they provide. According to Olson it is this “cheap labor [that] absorbs much of the private and social costs of providing for frail older people and, as such, links the family sphere with the public domains of production and the state" (2003, 73). In other words, the devaluation placed on elder care work and skills in the marketplace is a mirror image of that found in the private sphere of the home, with women who provide elder care being, predominantly, devalued, invisible, and disregarded. As Olson argues, “the social and private policies which affect these formal elder caregivers, in addition to the gendered pedestal that supports it, reinforce patriarchal norms, addresses the wants of business interests, and heightens women’s inequality, oppression, and poverty at local, national, and global levels" (2003, 73). This speaks to the continuing structural discrimination in the paid labor force that segregates work into categories of ‘men’s blue jobs’ and ‘women’s pink jobs,’ valuing the former much more than the latter.

This categorization of 'men's and women's jobs,' is explained using the concept of social reproduction which involves a relationship between work carried out in the formal economy (the public sphere), and the reproduction of informal/unpaid labor taking place in the family (the private sphere). The skills involved in formal elder care have historically been associated with women and there is an assumption that any woman can be hired to do the work, thus often making any woman eligible to do the job. As a result, the Director of the Swedish Association of Health Professionals describes the situation in Sweden as having "women make up the majority of formal elder care workers by ‘tradition’ in Sweden because elder care simply is traditionally women’s work" (Interview, Falk 2011). The most recent statistics available support this claim: in
Canada women currently make up 95.2% of formal elder caregivers while men compose 4.8% (Armstrong et al. 2009, 43), and similarly in Sweden women make up 96.6% while men compose 3.4% for the formal elder caregivers (Daly and Szehely 2011, 3). This is not to say that there are no efforts to recruit male care workers. For example, the Director of the Alberta Continuing Care Association explained that “Alberta recently launched a website recruiting elder care workers and we went out of our way to include pictures of men in order to try and see if we can get a bit more of a gender balance, but they tend not to gravitate to this line of work” (Interview, West 2011). The Director of Continuing Care Integrated Services for AHS commented on the difficulty of recruiting formal elder caregivers – male or female - in contemporary Alberta:

There is a huge demand on HCAs in terms of competency, qualifications, etc. It is very difficult to attract people to this type of work since we are competing with the oil industry in Alberta where they will be short 100,000 oil workers over the next 5 years in an industry which pays significantly higher wages. HCAs deal with human beings – palliative care, seniors end of life care, managing seniors 24/7. This can be both mentally and physically taxing. It is definitely not the sexiest job in the world (Interview, Choo 2011).

The hiring of women migrant workers as formal elder caregivers has become one method of addressing the growing elder care deficit.

In Sweden an increasing proportion of the formal caregivers of the elderly and disabled are foreign-born: in 2008, 18% were born outside Sweden (3% in other Nordic countries, 6% in Europe or North America and 9% in Africa, Asia or Latin America) (Szehely and Trydegård 2010, 13). Moreover, in some of the metropolitan areas like Stockholm, more than 40% of the formal caregivers are foreign born (Statistics Sweden 2010). There is, however, no active recruitment of formal elder caregivers from other countries; the vast majority of workers born in other countries have migrated for other reasons, many as refugees. AHS, which employs about 20% of all HCAs, does not have a formal recruitment strategy to hire from outside of Canada. In addition, Alberta does not track country of birth in employee databases. However, the Director of Recruitment Strategies for AHS, said that “attracting recent migrant workers to the occupation has been a strategy that has been used within the province over the past 18 months” (Interview, Jardine 2013).
Often migrant women are seen as commodities to be used without concern over their rights, needs, and/or personal health and wellness. In fact, Olson argues that “employers commonly exploit migrant labor, taking advantage of their cultural values that sometimes make them hold the elderly in high esteem, thereby obligating them to put in additional, unpaid hours to satisfy any unmet needs of the elderly they care for” (2003, 79). This trend of migrant women working in elder care, moreover, reflects the structuring of opportunities and limits on choices and alternatives for these women. Armstrong et al. comment on this situation saying that “too often, when women migrate to Canada, the credentials they have earned abroad are not recognized here…Yet, there is an assumption that, because they are women, they can provide the kind of care required in LTC facilities [and more generally, formal elder care]” (2009, 44).

This section has shown that the feminist political economy approach reveals the way that care work is gendered/racialized in these contexts. It also reveals how the logic of the market is in many practical, political, and ethical ways at odds with the logic of care, resulting in, among other things, the exacerbation of inequalities and concerns about quality. The following section will go on to explore demand side marketization which includes the private financing of elder care by individuals and their families, and speaks to the consequences this process has on the elderly, and their caregivers in each context.

**Demand side marketization**

Demand side marketization processes involve a shift towards the private financing of elder care by individuals and their families. Policies affecting this turn to greater private financing of elder care can include user fees, the need to purchase extra support, and sometimes simply the absence of suitable publicly-funded provision.

One form of support for the private financing of elder care by individuals and their families is ‘cash-for-care’. In Sweden, one of the central ideas behind cash-for-care is ‘free choice,’ whereby elderly people and/or their families may choose among different kinds of care and care providers. Another objective of these cash-for-care trends in Sweden is the recognition of (formerly unpaid) informal care since many cash-for-care schemes allow beneficiaries to compensate and/or employ their relatives. Taking a different viewpoint, Da Roit and LeBihan argue that “these cash-for-care schemes are an attempt to bring care back to the family through its cash payments” (2010, 305). Regardless of whether this is the case, this compensation rarely
corresponds to income of a salary, but has more of a symbolic function of public recognition, an appreciation of the work carried out.

In Alberta, the Director of the Continuing Care Branch at Alberta Health explained that “in the self managed care program for home care clients, there was (and maybe still is) a clause that allowed in extraordinary circumstances for families to be paid - basically in a rural area where people can't always recruit a paid caregiver. But, this is not documented so would be anecdotal” (Interview, Schalm 2011). This leaves many caregivers saying that they should be able to receive financial compensation for the informal elder care that they provide because they have had to leave the workforce in order to provide elder care. Nevertheless although cash-for-care schemes enable informal elder caregivers to cope with caregiver ‘burden’ given a reduction in economic stress, they are essentially ‘band aid’ approaches which fail to alter the structural arrangements that produce that burden in the first place.

Another market-oriented example of the private financing of elder care that was introduced in July 2007 in Sweden is the ‘RUT avdrag’ or ‘Tax-subsidized household services’. This tax deduction for household services\(^{127}\) can be used by those able to purchase elder care services on the market. Under this reform, taxpayers of all ages are entitled to deduct 50% of the price of households services up to SEK 100,000\(^{128}\) per person/per year on domestic help or personal care and get 50% back in a tax deduction if the service company has a business tax certificate. The services may be carried out in the purchaser’s own home or in a parent’s home, are not needs assessed, and are not regulated by the state or local authority, but they interact with the publicly funded home care services. The use of tax-deducted services among the elderly has increased from 1.7% in 2008 to 3.5% in 2009 (Sköld and Heggemann 2011, 3). The availability of the tax-deducted services has resulted in those with higher incomes having a more positive attitude towards the market as provider of care, both within and outside the tax funded services (Szebehely and Våbo 2009, 9). Alberta does not have a comparable program; however, it has a program called Special Needs Assessment for Seniors. This program is available to help the elderly with their costs of, for example, housekeeping/yard maintenance, home repair, funeral

---

\(^{127}\) The household services deduction applies to services such as housekeeping, clothing care, cooking, lawn maintenance, hedge trimming, snow shovelling, and other forms of care and supervision that a person may need and which are carried out in or close to the home, or in connection with walks, visits to banks, health centres and other simple errands (SALAR 2009). Tasks falling under healthcare are not covered by the deduction (SALAR 2009).

\(^{128}\) SEK 100,000 was equivalent to C$15,792 (on February 4, 2013).
expenses, appliances/furniture, medical expenses, and medical trips by providing a lump-sum payment that is only available to eligible low-income elderly people, to a maximum of C$5,000 in a benefit year. Sweden’s Tax Deduction on Household Services is therefore much more comprehensive in the services it includes, as well as the target population since the Special Needs Assessment for Seniors is only available to certain low-income seniors while Sweden’s program can be taken up by all elderly people, however, as mentioned above it tends to favor those with higher incomes.

In addition to the promotion of programs that provide only a minimal service in a sense, thereby forcing people to purchase what they would regard as a critical minimum level of care, user fees are another example of the private financing of elder care. In Sweden, elder care services are generally not free, with user fees covering a fraction of the cost (4-5%) (SALAR 2011, 9). For example, in special housing, all of the different types of housing require the individual elderly client to pay rent, fees for food, and a fee for medical care and social services provided under the Social Services Act. Although the general trend has been towards raised user fees, since 2002 a max-fee reform has been instituted capping the fees for elder care (home care and residential care). The max-fee reform capped fees in home care to SEK 1,696 per month.

User fees are generally related to income and the amount of help provided, with most elderly receiving a housing allowance for pensioners. For example, for a person living alone, the allowance can amount up to 93% of the monthly housing costs that do not exceed SEK 5,000. If the cost of the home exceeds SEK 5,000 per month, the pensioner pays 100% of the amount in excess. A non-profit principle does, however, apply which means that fees may not be higher than the costs incurred by the service concerned. Szebehely and Trydegård argue that “although the max-fee reform in Sweden potentially made elder care services more accessible for all social groups, within the framework of the max fee legislation, each municipality decides on its own fee schedule and can do so in a way designed to reduce demand” (2011, 3). In most municipalities fees are income-graded, and are often higher for people who need only a few hours help with domestic chores, such as cleaning, shopping, and/or laundry. In other words, services are more costly - and less attractive - for older people with higher pensions and limited care needs. This means that for the better off it can be cheaper to purchase services from the

---

129 The vast majority of elder care expenditure comes from municipal taxes (around 85%), and another 10% comes from national taxes (SALAR 2011, 9).
private market, paying the cost entirely out of their own pocket. Many of those who most need care services for themselves or their dependents do not have the resources to buy them.

In Alberta’s continuing care system, although home care services are publicly-funded and provided – albeit with restrictive thresholds, and limited care provided through AHS - user fees are in place for both supportive living and LTC. In supportive living, residents are responsible for paying for their accommodation costs for their room, meals, housekeeping and any optional services that may be offered by the supportive living operator. Additional accommodation services that may be included in the basic package or are available for an extra fee to the resident can include personal choice services. Supportive living operators determine the service packages that are available and costs for those packages or additional services that can be purchased. Individuals do not pay for publicly funded health and personal care services provided in a designated supportive living space, based on their assessed unmet need. Seniors lodges are governed under provincial legislation that protects low-to-moderate income seniors by ensuring that operators can only charge an accommodation rate that leaves senior residents with at least C$265 a month for their personal expenses.

Affordable supportive living spaces that were funded in part with capital grant dollars from the province cannot charge residents more than the equivalent of what the maximum accommodation fees are for a private room in a LTC facility. Nonetheless, many of Alberta’s seniors and their families feel that the costs are too high, with room and board in supportive living costing between C$1650 to C$3,000 per month (Edmonton Senior Newspaper 2011, 12).

Lastly, LTC residents pay an accommodation fee to cover the costs of providing accommodations and services like meals, housekeeping and building maintenance. Health
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130 Examples of these types of services include hairdressing, personal laundry, and nail services.
131 Designated Supportive Living (DSL) is where AHS controls access to a specific number of spaces according to an agreement between AHS and the operator. DSL settings are a community-based living option where 24-hour on-site (scheduled and unscheduled) personal care and support services are provided by Health Care Aides (HCAs). In some DSL settings, personal care and support services are provided by 24-hour on-site Licensed Practical Nurses and HCAs.
132 Seniors lodges are supportive living settings operated under the Alberta Housing Act, which are designed to provide room and board for seniors who are functionally independent with or without the assistance of community-based services.
services in LTC are publicly-funded and provided through AHS. As in Sweden, a maximum monthly charge is in place for LTC as is also the case for supportive living.

The private financing of elder care also includes privately purchased elder care, especially when the elderly lack family support. In both contexts recent forms of marketization, and especially the need to privately purchase elder care, have resulted in a stratifying tendency, with the elderly with lower incomes increasingly reliant on their families (whether by choice or not), whereas higher-income groups increasingly turn to the private market for services formerly provided by governments, or to services that supplement publicly provided elder care services. Yet in both places, when it comes to the elderly with more extensive care needs, privately purchased services are rarely an alternative to publicly funded services even for those with larger financial resources often find it too costly to purchase the care needed.

A feminist political economy approach reveals gender inequalities in this context, since women are particularly unlikely to have the resources to buy care. As Olson argues, “women not only live in a material world that differs significantly from men’s, but they also experience cumulative disadvantages over their life cycle: economic inequality between the genders tends to intensify and broaden at older ages” (2003, 99). These gendered differences are high amongst the elderly population because women’s receipt of benefits and also their pension amounts will continue to be hampered by their low wages, part-time work, and intermittent employment. Elderly women who are not married are also less likely to have any savings or assets aside from a home, and due to the increasing rates of divorce, this situation will often look more grim. In fact, according to Olson “only a small proportion of women have saved enough money to sufficiently cover their financial needs during their elder years" (2003, 101).

Despite the difficulties the elderly - of both genders - experience when trying to afford the private financing of elder care, this trend is growing with governments often claiming that the current generation of elderly will have more disposable income. For example, Alberta’s

---

133 LTC fees were raised on January 1, 2013. The maximum accommodation charge that operators can apply in long-term care facilities increased by 5% or a maximum daily increase of C$2.80.

- Private room – C$58.70 per day from C$55.90, a maximum increase of C$2.80 per day (for a maximum monthly charge of C$1,785);
- Semi-Private room – C$50.80 per day from C$48.40, a maximum increase of C$2.40 per day (for a maximum monthly charge of C$1,545); and
- Standard Room – C$48.15 per day from C$45.85, a maximum increase of C$2.30 per day (for a maximum monthly charge of C$1,465).
Continuing Care Strategy outlines that “future continuing care clients are expected to be less reliant on government sources of income, to have more disposable income, and have increased expectations for choice in their living accommodations” (GoA 2008, 14). The claim that the current generation of elderly will have more disposable income provides the justification for the recent focus in both Alberta and Sweden on the private financing of elder care. This obscures the fact that this policy turn is based primarily on governments’ fiscal priorities.

In Alberta, fiscal austerity has led resources to be applied to a more concentrated group of elderly people with extensive care needs. The GoA continues to raise the bar in terms of the qualifications for publicly funded elder care, and as a result, there have been noticeable changes in the population of residents admitted to LTC facilities. There has been a substantial decrease in LTC bed capacity as a function of the elderly population – from 5.256 per 100 elderly in 1996 to 4.0607 per 100 elderly in 2001, which is reflective of changes in government policy to increase thresholds (Wilson and Truman 2004). According to the Director of Supportive Living and LTC for Alberta Health, “the entire system has changed in terms of where people can get services and how serious the patients’ levels of care are in each care setting" (Interview, Grabusic 2011). Those who are entering are increasingly frail, with many people in LTC facilities being ‘the oldest old’ who have complicated medical and mental problems that require considerable care. The Director of the Alberta Council on Aging paints a vivid picture of these changes:

The Government of Alberta needs better clarity on long-term care...They have changed the definition so many times...For example, fifteen years ago it was not difficult to get into long-term care, and as such, you did not need to have any serious disability or mental illness before you could get yourself into long-term care. There were people that were in there because they did not have family supports, perhaps because of estrangement. Over the years I have noticed that the percentage of people in wheelchairs has gone up gradually, the number of people who need help with eating has gone up, and the number of long-term care facilities that will deal with the most serious of long-term care has not increased while the percentage of elderly has increased...So some of the ones whose conditions are not quite as serious, but still serious and in desperate need of long-term care can no longer get in (Interview, Pool 2011).

134 In the literature, references to the ‘oldest old’ typically refer to those over 80+.
Keating echoes these sentiments when she explains that the current climate of continuing care in Alberta is very different than that of the past with “facilities for people who are extremely frail…This was not the case 20 years ago” (Interview, 2011).

Increasing thresholds have left many of Alberta’s seniors residing outside of hospitals without appropriate support services in place:

The 78-year-old, who lives in a disabled suite in a seniors apartment [in Alberta] where she cooks her own meals, was worried about slipping in the bathtub and breaking a bone…But she was turned down for home care this past spring [2009] because of budget cutbacks and because she had family to help – who live one hour away – plus a 96-year-old neighbor with a heart pacemaker who could continue to help her by making the occasional meal of chicken soup or hovering nearby during bath time…[This elderly Albertan was] upset at [the former] Premier Ed Stelmach, who said he wants to keep seniors comfortable and cared for in their homes by providing enhanced home care and having health services come to them instead of forcing seniors into institution-like long-term-care facilities (Sinnema 2009).

The underlying motivation for increasing thresholds is to reduce the demand for hospital beds, ease congestion in emergency departments, and add capacity to the overall health-care system because sending people home with extremely limited home care displaces responsibility for social reproduction from the public system to the private sphere of the home and family, or more specifically to women, who typically provide informal elder care.

Similarly, in Sweden thresholds for approval for all publicly funded elder care services have increased. Szebehely argues that “along the spectrum, at every level, and in every type of elder care service and/or accommodation type, seniors approved for elder care are increasingly frail" (Interview, Szebehely 2011). With only the frailest elderly admitted to nursing and care homes, the elderly with a level that may have previously been placed in nursing and care homes are now considered appropriate clients for perhaps a service home, or even lower on the spectrum in seniors’ accommodations, accompanied by a trend towards the targeting of home care services to/for the most needy. This can be seen by the fact that in 1980 public home care was used by 16% of older people 65+ and over and by 34% of those 80+ (Nososco 2009). At that time, the coverage was similar in the neighboring Nordic countries, and much higher than in the rest of the world. Then, things changed, and in 2008 there was a decline shown by the fact that only 9% of the population 65+ and 22% of those 80+ were receiving home care in Sweden.
The decline in the number of home care recipients in Sweden was particularly dramatic among younger elderly, and the use of home care has been reduced among the oldest old who are in the 80+ group. These changes show that, much like in Alberta, home care services have become concentrated on those with the greatest needs due to increasing thresholds for entry into the publicly provided elder care system.  

In order to materialize increasing thresholds, many municipalities in Sweden have created restrictive local guidelines for their care services, with more stringent gate-keeping performed by care managers. As Szebehely and Trydegård argue, “their [the care managers’] latitude for discretion has diminished as restrictive local guidelines have proved to dominate over professional judgments” (2010, 11). Recent changes have had an impact on the care managers’ assessments and decisions, especially since increasingly, care managers are urged to consider the municipal budget and stick to the restrictive local guidelines, rather than considering the individual elderly peoples’ situations and needs, as prescribed by legislation. In fact, according to Szebehely and Trydegård “studies have shown that needs assessments often take their starting point in the ‘municipal tool-box’, i.e. people’s needs are transformed into what services the municipality can offer, and a suitable client is thus constructed” (2010, 10).

The Ombudsman for the Elderly in Stockholm, Sweden adds weight to their argument:

The municipality communicates with social workers. Social workers then try to be good gate keepers, and as a result, most social workers will not provide care unless it is asked for, even if they can see that the elderly need it. If the gate keeper has not done the proper social work to decide on the appropriate intervention then the elderly fall through the cracks as we are seeing more and more (Interview, Burenius 2011).

Similar efforts are being made for Alberta by case managers and assessors through the AHS Coordinated Access Program where all clients are assessed for access to the most ‘appropriate’ level of care and identified program. Recently in Alberta there has been a strategic shift in promoting supportive living options as the most appropriate level of care for many elderly. GoA

135 The Nordic countries are no longer homogeneous with respect to home care coverage, and several European countries have higher coverage than in Sweden (Huber et al. 2009).
136 Care managers in both contexts are typically social workers.
137 There is, however, the option for citizens to appeal against elder care decisions they feel have not been fairly assessed; a process which involves having the case assessed in an administrative court (Szebehely and Trydegård 2010, 10).
officials and bureaucrats are marketing supportive living as a more attractive option compared to LTC for reasons such as the fact that they can bring some of their own possessions into the home. In reality, the GoA views the placement of Alberta’s elderly in supportive living as an opportunity to reduce its costs. For example, for those living in LTC, the costs of both drugs and care are covered under Alberta Health Care, however this is not the case for those in supportive living. This indicates the substantial financial incentives behind the GoAs focus on supportive living options for the elderly: costs are transferred from the public sector onto individuals and their families, i.e. the private sphere. The Executive Director for the Institute for Continuing Care Education and Research comments on this:

It is not that I think everyone should live in a long-term care facility, but when you are in a long-term care facility the price is set and includes your medications, health-care, etc...The lower down you go on the continuing care spectrum from long-term care towards home care, the more responsibility is put on the shoulders of the individual...If you are in supportive living, or at home, virtually nothing is covered...You have to pay...If you are lucky, there can be a certain [limited] amount of home care covered by Alberta Health Services, but if you need anything more you have to pay, and your medications are on you, and that is one of the things they have changed is how the government co-funds, ...They don’t co-fund as much as they used to... So, the reason for people being moved to these lower levels like supportive living [along the continuing care continuum] is to get away with the government putting less money into elder care (emphasis added) (Interview, Woodhead-Lyons 2011).

This suggests that the discourse of autonomy and 'independent living' can - and is - being used to legitimate neo-liberal policies and cutbacks in the area of elder care. This cost shifting is justified by some like, for example, Director of Supportive Living and LTC for Alberta Health who states that “when you do find yourself in supportive living, naturally there are personal accommodation costs…these costs to the individual are the same costs we are responsible for throughout our life course i.e. meals, shelter, etc." (Interview, Grabusic 2011).

Given rising thresholds and the resulting decline in the availability and provision of elder care, informal elder caregivers have had to increase the amount of elder care that they provide. Alberta’s Continuing Care Strategy makes clear the reliance on informal family care that takes place in the private sphere: “with the realization that many families take on the responsibility for their loved one’s care…Additional training and education will help them [families] feel more capable of giving care knowing that their loved one’s needs are being safely met in a high-
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quality environment" (AHW 2008, 4 *emphasis added*). Elder care is increasingly off-loaded onto informal family elder caregivers (the majority being women) in the private sphere as governments make efforts to limit the amount of services provided in efforts to minimize the expenditures on elder care health and social services. For example, in the *Aging Population Policy Framework* the roles and responsibilities of *individuals and families* in elder care provision were reinforced (GOA 2010, iii). Thus, the document highlights that:

> *Individuals* have primary responsibility for preparing for their senior years. This includes meeting their own basic needs, and securing the resources they will require for the lifestyle they choose as they age. The decisions and choices made by *individuals* throughout the course of their lives have implications for their senior years. In consultation with their families and support networks, *individual* Albertans also have the responsibility to consider and plan for changes in their needs as they age…*Individuals, their families and support networks also play important roles in supporting each other’s wellness and well-being* (GoA 2010, 11, *emphasis added*).

This quote from the *Aging Population Policy Framework* presents a clear normative statement of individualism/neo-liberalism. An ethics of care approach provides a challenging counter-argument to this, since although it mentions families and support networks, it clearly subordinates them to the individual, or sees them as mere instruments to stamp out dependence (on the state) and ensure individual autonomy/independence.

Commenting on the Swedish context, Szebehely and Trydegård state that “the boundary line between formal and informal care has changed since the late 1980s, with a trend of informalization of care: public home care services have decreased whereas grown up children and other close kin outside the household have enlarged their care contributions. Their next-of-kin have shouldered an increased care responsibility, both as a substitute for lacking public home care and as a supplement to home care services for those with larger care needs" (2008, 14). Moreover, the Swedish and Albertan governments have both become preoccupied with the financial benefits of this informal elder care provided in the private sphere.

Implicit in this emphasis on the cost effectiveness of care within the private sphere is, however, the assumption that informal care is somehow free, an orientation reflecting conventional accounting systems in which unpaid domestic labor is privatized and not counted in estimates of economic production. The feminist political economy reveals that this process does not take into account the true costs of these changes, and dilutes the protective features of
welfare state programs and the increasing inequalities linked to gender. Rather than saving money for Albertans and Swedes, recent shifts are more about shifting in costs to the private sphere of the family than about saving money overall. Just because informal care is not reflected in any public expenditure equation does not mean that it has no value, and/or associated costs. For example, as Harrington argues, “when the elderly are cared for in institutional settings, the costs of providing care include the wages paid to the formal elder caregivers, however, when the same tasks are performed by informal caregivers, the economic costs are overlooked because no wages are paid and there are no costs to any government agency” (2010, 37). What this perspective neglects is therefore the opportunity costs associated with informal elder caregiving.

The true costs of transferring the responsibility of elder care to the private sphere cannot be estimated accurately when there is an exclusive focus on public expenditures. This is demonstrated in a study that was carried out by Fast and Frederick (1999) who found that the estimated replacement value of the work performed by informal caregivers in Canada exceeded five billion annually. In a similar vein, the Eurobarometer (2007) demonstrates that approximately 10% of Swedes expect to give up work or reduce work hours to take care of their elderly parents. Such lost wages and benefits should be considered in making cost evaluations, not only for current expenditures related to the care of the elderly, but also for potential costs related to future care of current caregivers who may have reduced their retirement funds by diminishing earnings.

This reliance on informal elder care provided by friends and family in the private sphere is growing in both Alberta and Sweden. In Sweden, along with the development of public elder care services in the postwar period families became accustomed to playing a supplementary role. Although today the elderly still have a right to request publicly provided services to support themselves in their everyday lives, “if needs cannot be met in any other way” according to the Social Services Act (1982), it seems that Sweden is more focused on meeting needs through informal elder care provided by families. The family still does not have a legal responsibility to provide care, however, family care continues to be an important source of care for the elderly, and has been of increasing importance in recent years. This escalated in 1987 when it was officially stated that informal care by families, and more specifically women, was a supplement to public services when the government proposed a new support program for care providers (Government proposal 1987/88, 176; 92). These changes can be seen reflected in results found in
the work of Sundström et al. (2002) who have estimated that, in Sweden in the year 2000, families provided 70% of all care for elderly 75+; an increase from 60% in 1994. Findings from the National Board of Health and Welfare add to the evidence reporting that more than a million Swedes provide informal care to their elderly loved ones (SALAR 2009). This demonstrates why informal elder care is now considered the most frequent type of elder care in Sweden, with family members, relatives, friends, and neighbors being the most frequent elder care providers.

The case of Alberta is different than that of Sweden in that, as Harrington argues “the provision of elder care has historically been understood to be a family responsibility" (2010, 33). Albertans, and Canadians more generally, provide significant amounts of unpaid care to the elderly, and today, informal care remains the primary source of assistance to the elderly. In fact, approximately 80-90% of elder care in Canada is provided informally in the private sphere with Canadian families providing “the lion’s share of caring for relatives who are in need of daily assistance" (Neysmith 2006, 398). A poll released by Investors Group found that 69% of Canadians aged 43 to 63 years of age have at least one living parent or parent-in-law, and of this group, one-third were providing some form of support to their parents (Chevreau 2009). More specifically, the number of Albertans 45+ years of age who are currently caring for an elderly person is 25% (Interview, Mann 2011). Keating commented on the increasing demands on informal elder caregivers in Alberta, and how the amount of elder care provided varies over time:

The vast majority of care provided to elderly is provided by families and a substantial proportion of that is provided by friends and neighbors. It is substantial and often unrecognized. We do not really know how this compares to previous generations. I would think that even in the past 50 years it has probably fluctuated up and down (Interview, Keating 2011).

This reliance on informal elder care has meant that in Alberta and Sweden, elderly people are often forced to move in with their children or other relatives when they can no longer take care of themselves, due to the increasing thresholds and rationing of care, and the lack of options that accompany this rationing. This is not ideal since the majority of elderly people wish to avoid being dependent on their families, with many elderly expressing a preference for public over private/informal sources of assistance. Keating explains that “older people in Canada are least enamored with the idea that the children provide the care" (Interview, Keating 2011), and according to the latest available Swedish figures from 2000, only around 10% of elderly people
prefer to get help with cleaning or laundry from a daughter or another relative or friend and even fewer prefer family help with more intimate tasks such as help to bathe; 80% would prefer formal care rather than informal family care (Szebehely and Trydegård 2011, 10). These preferences indicate that the elderly in both contexts do not want to intrude on their childrens’/families’ lives and burden them with elder care work. This reliance on informal care therefore seems to be coerced rather than voluntarily chosen in both contexts by the less resourceful groups of elderly people and their families. The Director of the Canadian Association for Retired Persons provides a troubling example of how this coercion materialized in Alberta:

Our good friend who got cancer did not bother having it treated because she did not think she had anyone to take care of her. She died in 3 months...What we are seeing happen now is no different from an Inuit going out on an iceberg to die because they do not have anyone to care for them. I think that we have an iceberg situation because people fear that the caregiving needed will not be there and/or that they do not want to burden their families with having to care for them (Interview, Perry 2011).

The example provided here demonstrates that recent marketization trends often leave the elderly with only having the option to access informal elder care in the private sphere as opposed to publicly funded formal elder care. This lack of options can have serious repercussions for the elderly and their families.

Despite these realities, the Albertan and Swedish governments continue enacting policies that rely on informal elder care, and moreover, that assume that there exists, and will always exist, a pool of private labor available to provide informal elder care that is subject to the pressures of affect, kinship obligation and duty, reciprocity, altruism and habit. That both societies are addressing elder care issues in this way has important implications for the achievement of gender equality. The impacts of this reliance on informal elder care are far greater on women than on men. This is based on the fact that informal elder caregivers are primarily women, with women continuing to dominate in the invisible informal care sector in both Alberta and Sweden. Daughters, daughters-in-law, and not least spouses, who are often frail themselves, carry out most of the informal caregiving within families. Strawbridge and Wallhagen speak to this when they explain that “policies and programs have side effects, some of them quite serious. One negative consequence of promoting family care is that women are
likely to be unfairly burdened since caregiving responsibilities fall primarily on women" (1992, 88).

Not only do women provide more care, but they also provide different kinds of care when compared to their male counterparts, with women taking the overwhelming majority of responsibility for direct personal care. Keating commented on the types of care often provided by Albertan women:

Women provide more hours of care and provide the hands on day to day tasks that require you to be there i.e. meal preparation, bathing, etc. Men are more likely to do intermittent and gendered care such as lawn maintenance and bureaucratic mediation. Fewer men are likely to be spouse caregivers...It is not straightforward. What I find quite interesting is that among spousal caregivers men report providing more care to their wives than the women to their husbands. But, what I can say is that it is certainly gendered when you look at the differences in tasks performed (Interview, Keating 2011).

Another example demonstrating the gendered nature of informal elder care provision can be seen in the Swedish context in the work of Jonsson et al., where they interviewed a daughter while carrying out their research that told them that when her mother announced that she did not like the pre-packed food delivered a whole week at a time: “then somebody had told her that if she had a daughter, then the daughter could cook for her and put the meals in the freezer. But my mother told them that her daughter was working and had a family of her own... "(2011, 637). This example demonstrates the gendered assumptions that can be found in both Alberta and Sweden where women are/will be the primary informal elder caregivers.

Women’s motivations for accepting the often strenuous informal elder caregiving roles are, however, much less researched and understood. It seems as though women care for a number of reasons outlined by Olson: first, there seems to be a type of ‘confluence of socialization’ (i.e. women’s internalized need to care for others, even at the expense of the self, as well as their considerable capacity for empathy, intimacy, and connectedness); second, patriarchal power relations that not only define women’s roles and obligations but also devalue females and their own needs; third, the gendered workplace often relegates women to low-paid work; fourth, pressures from relatives, service providers, and other outside forces; and fifth, the lack of viable alternatives (2003, 56-57). As Abel argues, these factors can be seen as “both a profound personal experience and an oppressive social institution [since] caregiving can contribute to a
person’s sense of connection, yet it can also interfere with the activities that contribute to a sense of competence in adulthood and to economic independence" (1989, 79). Both the feminist political economy and the feminist ethics of care reveal the relations of power - gender, class, age etc. - and the cultural norms which include hegemonic masculinities where caring is not seen as part of the 'normal' masculinity, and cultural sexism that allow this system to persist.

Many women fall into elder care work because there is a lack of available or acceptable publicly funded elder care. In fact, women typically find themselves falling into caring roles throughout their life span. Many women begin taking care of an elderly relative soon after rearing their children, while others, often called the ‘sandwich generation’ provide elder care while also caring for their children. According to the Executive Director of the Alberta Caregivers Association:

Family caregivers often sacrifice their own needs to care for their loved ones, and their life circumstances are most often not taken into consideration. Some of them are also already caring for a disabled son/daughter. When these types of responsibilities are topped off with informal elder care responsibilities, they often turn out to be very bad situations (Interview, Mann 2011).

The sandwich generation - and elder caregiving more generally - can last several years because the elderly are often afflicted with chronic diseases that tend to last for a long time. Some women end up spending more years caring for their elderly parents than for their children, with women most often having limited choices about whether or when to provide elder care.

In Alberta and Sweden, these informal elder care responsibilities are, however, not evenly distributed across the female population. There is evidence of a class-based divide in the elder caregiving experience since elder caregivers encounter different realities based on their socioeconomic experiences. In both contexts, those with lower incomes provide more care. This means that often women with the least resources have the fewest choices. As Sunesson et al. argue “selective welfare systems always carry with them the opportunity for some people to replace lacking public welfare with welfare arrangements obtained from the market. Families that cannot afford to buy personal social services will have to provide them themselves” (1998, 22). The problem compounds since low-income wage earners typically have rigid schedules, limited (if any) sick days, and often risk being fired and/or laid off if they are late or take time away from work. In addition, low-income women are also less able to afford to take time off
even if it is available by their employers. In contrast, higher income earners are more likely to have dependent care assistance, family leaves, more job autonomy, and flexible work options. As Olson argues, “middle- and upper-class women also have greater financial resources for resolving conflicts between their work and elder care obligations, as they can often afford to hire private help to provide some, if not all, of the elder care work” (2003, 62).

The diverse situation of informal elder caregivers also becomes more complex when one considers that some racial and ethnic minorities - due to religious and cultural mandates - have even higher expectations in terms of the elder care they should provide for their elderly family members. As Olson argues, many cultures entail “values [that] emphasize collectivism, interdependence, and mutual assistance, [and] the dependency of frail older people on their family is both expected and accepted as a predictable phase of the life cycle” (2003, 128). Some cultural groups place substantial importance on a high sense of filial loyalty, fostering strong bonds within the extended family, and a high status for elderly family members. In addition, while some racial and ethnic minority elderly do live in their own homes, within some cultures there is the expectation that their elderly kin will move in with their adult children.

With increasing longevity, this means that racial and ethnic minority women may have several generations and large numbers of relatives to provide informal care for, sometimes with four generations residing in the same home. These types of multigenerational households are quite common among migrant families in Alberta (Interview, Mann 2011). Trends are, however, changing. For example, in Alberta, although in the Chinese culture extended family would traditionally look after elderly, many immigrants are 2nd and/or 3rd generation Canadians are now deciding not to look after their elderly kin (Interview, Choo 2011). Meanwhile, in Sweden intergenerational cohabitation hardly exists (Jonsson et al. 2011), so this is not so much of an issue.

Regardless of income-level this shifting of elder care onto informal family care providers has adverse impacts on the economic, physical, emotional, and social health of those doing the care work. There are a variety of economic costs incurred by caregivers such as out of pocket
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138 Privileged middle- and upper-class elder caregivers do, however, still encounter obstacles, as they are still responsible for arranging and coordinating sources of help (Stoller 1993, 163). On top of having to hire and coordinate their paid elder caregivers, they often struggle with high turnover rates of caregivers, many who fail to show up, and are often late and/or sick (Olson 2003, 62).

139 Many racial and ethnic elderly people are forced to move in with their children due to having no other financial options (Olson 2003, 128).
expenses which can include for example: medications that are not covered, mobility aids, etc. that informal elder caregivers often pay for. Costs related to employment are another important category of economic costs incurred by caregivers. For example, an informal elder caregiver going from full-time to part-time employment has to accept lower pay, pension, and potentially truncate their career advancement. These informal elder care providers are being financially penalized due to the price attached to caring for their elderly family members.

Aside from the economic impacts that elder caregiving can have, the care that one is providing can take up every moment of one’s day. As Liu et al. argue, “this tends to leave many elder caregivers with little time to attend to their own needs, curtailing any leisure, limiting outside relationships, and restricting freedom in other respects as well” (2010, 172). As a result, elder caregiving can be emotionally draining, with one of the most emotionally devastating experiences of informal elder caregivers being to watch the family member they are caring for deteriorate, become depressed, and/or engage in inappropriate behaviors. For example, in addition to impairments in cognition, Alzheimer’s disease and other mental illnesses may cause disconcerting vacillations in mood and behavior, loss of impulse control, and extreme agitation. This means that, in the case of older couples, the caregiver is losing the companionship and comfort of her/his lifelong partner, a process that is very difficult for most. In addition to potential emotional health problems, physical health problems may also accrue since many of the tasks involved in caring for the elderly involve lifting, moving, and transferring them as they often require assistance in getting out of bed, going to the washroom, bathing, etc. This demonstrates that providing for the full range of needs of the elderly can be extraordinary work, taking physical and emotional tolls.

Accordingly, deteriorating health, exhaustion, anger, conflict, frustration, feelings of helplessness and hopelessness, strain, guilt, and social isolation are frequent among informal elder caregivers; with research linking caregiving stress to substantially increased rates of depression. For example, of the more than two million informal caregivers in Canada, one in six say that the responsibilities they are faced with lead to difficulty in coping, feelings of anger, depression, and anxiety (Chai 2010). In fact, many informal elder caregivers report medical problems, mental problems, and/or both, as well as greater alcohol and psychotropic drug use (Alzheimer’s Association and National Alliance for Caregiving 1999). If the stress builds, family members providing support can become unable to continue in their role, which can lead to
institutionalization, potentially for the care recipient, and the caregiver, if he/she is also a senior. This is why Ward-Griffin and McKeever argue that “caregivers may themselves use the health system more because of health problems that have developed as a result of the elder caregiving experience they provide” (2000, 101).

Nevertheless, despite the difficulties, and sometimes devastating financial, emotional, and physical ramifications, elder caregivers tend to help their relatives until it is no longer possible. Many people feel filial obligations with elder care often based on love and affection, or more specifically, wanting to care for a parent or spouse that one has developed a bond with; for many, elder care is truly a ‘labor of love’ (Clement 1996, 101). Levitsky comments on the remarkable persistence of the belief in family responsibility for care provision:

The belief in taking care of one’s own, of handling long-term care problems within the family, and the fear and guilt of being viewed as a ‘bad’ son or daughter or deficient spouse for seeking help with care, all reinforce an understanding of caregiving as a private, and individual – rather than public or social - responsibility (2010, 224).

For many people in both contexts, institutionalization can only occur when there are available elder care spaces, when elder care is affordable, and is moreover often seen as a final resort. As such, it usually only occurs after years of elder care having been provided by families/individuals and after the caregiving has become too psychologically taxing and/or physically unmanageable, the family is relocating, and/or the condition of the elderly person has become overly complex. Even in these situations, which are often full of good intentions, a sense of guilt frequently occurs when they observe the often low levels of quality elder care provided to their loved ones.

This section has provided evidence that demand side marketization trends such as the direct purchasing of care by individuals and their families are occurring in both contexts, and furthermore, that they reinforce a shift towards increasingly dualized care systems with more and better services coming available for those who can afford it, and meager basic services or placement of a far greater share of the burden of care on the informal private sphere of the family for the rest. Armstrong and Armstrong comment on this growth in inequalities amongst the elderly and their caregivers and say that “increasingly, for both individuals and their care providers, financial resources determine both what choices they have and whether they get or
give care. As a result, inequality grows and genuine choice is available only to those with the ability to pay for alternatives" (2008, 47).

Conclusion

*The increasing thresholds for LTC make it clear that promises of health and social care for the elderly are being revoked as balancing budgets becomes increasingly entrenched as the paramount public policy goal* (Aronson and Neysmith 1997, 41).

The roles of the state, the market, the non-profit sector, and the family have changed, and continue to change due to the politically constructed challenges presented by fiscal concerns combined with the aging population, and the deployment of ‘choice’ and 'autonomy' discourse used to justify neo-liberal and marketization trends.

This chapter has illuminated the consequences associated with supply side and demand side marketization on elder care policy. In particular, feminist political economy exposes the way these elder care policy shifts shape the limits of what is seen to be reasonable or possible in terms of supports and services for the elderly and their caregivers. The concepts of social reproduction; the public-private dichotomy; and care ethics unveil how the family interacts with other key institutional bases. Moreover, these concepts expose the way in which (elder) care as a private activity has been constructed, which creates space for thinking about alternative ways of organizing society, and highlights the ways in which the family interacts with these other key institutional bases of elder care policy analysis.

Although there was an increase in what could be considered to be an elder *care* policy orientation during the postwar period, since the 1980s there has been a marked decrease, which has created a growing gap between available public resources on the one hand, and the needs on the part of the growing elderly population on the other. The distribution of state resources for elder care on the basis of a market model is inadequate because it is blind to the moral basis on which decisions about elder care are being made. Next, the concluding chapter will offer an overview of the central themes that came out of the research and supplementary interviews carried out in the making of this thesis, provide thoughts on its research limitations, and put forward ideas for further research.
Chapter 6 – Concluding Thoughts

Introduction

Whatever the structure of existing systems, these are in many ways a manifestation of historically rooted, welfare ideologies. Thus service provision and policies in all countries are formulated within the context of long-established welfare traditions which pervade attitudes and expectations and which have resulted in particular arrangements regarding the role of the state and the extent and criteria of welfare provision. But policies are not solely ‘predetermined’ by such historical legacies. Within this context, policy measures can vary and welfare regimes can themselves be subject to change or modification. At any given point in time, economic and political factors are powerful in affecting policies (Jamieson 1991, 286-287).

Elder care policies, which have become a growing priority for welfare states, have significant gendered implications, making the topic and more specifically the central and sub-research questions of this thesis particularly timely. The integration of care ethics and feminist political economy was used as a framework in addressing these research questions. Care ethics has developed into an impressive body of literature, expanding beyond its beginnings in social psychology to engage with a variety of other social science disciplines. This work has informed theory and practice, generating rich accounts of care ethics for multiple and overlapping kinds of relationships, and for a variety of contexts. In particular, the past ten years has witnessed sizeable growth in the amount of feminist work done that is less ‘normative’ and more ‘critical,’ In spite of this move, most work in care ethics remains centrally concerned with care as a moral disposition – albeit one that emerges out of concrete social practices. Feminist political economy, by contrast, is committed to analyzing the material conditions through which gender oppression operates.

The feminist political economy takes a different approach to reveal the gendered understandings of elder care, emphasizing the ways that elder care policies are embedded in the broader socio-economic and political relations of power. It does so by taking into consideration

\[\text{140} \text{ Please refer to Chapter Two for a discussion about this.}\]

\[\text{141} \text{ Critical theory is a school of thought that stresses the reflective assessment and critique of society and culture by applying knowledge from the social sciences and the humanities.}\]
the economic, social, ideological, and political processes that guide elder care. Moreover, in addition to the more abstract feminist political economy concept of social reproduction, work on care regimes has been developed by a number of feminists and is useful in comparative work as it demonstrates how the family is still an important provider of care, but that policies of various countries are supporting and/or supplementing families in diverse ways, resulting in different social and economic outcomes. For example, Bettio and Plantenga (2004) compare and categorize care strategies for the elderly and children in member states of the EU while taking into account the different modalities for providing care, like for example social services. They explain that because ideas/ideals about care are an important component of individual national identities, care regimes also act as independent incentive structures that affect patterns of women's labor market participation and fertility (Bettio and Plantenga 2004).

Although Chapter Two has shown that the ethics of care and the feminist political economy have been the basis of much fruitful - and often critical - research/work on their own, the approach taken in this thesis uses an integrated lens of care ethics and feminist political economy. Integrating the ethic of care and a feminist political economy in this way moves the ethics of care away from the realm of normative feminist theory towards the realm of critical theory by grounding it in the real world. Thus, in the context of this thesis, integrating the ethic of care and feminist political economy ensures that the normative considerations of how we should care for one another are grounded in critical analysis of the material and ideational structures and processes of the political economy.

Accordingly, the feminist political economy and the ethics of care have been used throughout this thesis to compare and analyze elder care policies in Alberta – an exemplar of the liberal welfare regimes - and Sweden - the ideal-typical social democratic regime - from the post-WWII period until the end of 2011. WWII was chosen as the starting point because it constitutes a turning point in the development of the welfare states of Alberta and Sweden when an expanded role of the state in economic and social life came to be increasingly accepted, and this was reflected in postwar elder care policy developments. Demanding better conditions after
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142 Please refer to Chapter Two for a discussion about this.
143 In this I realize that I am not alone, with authors such as Tronto, Robinson, Williams, and Sevenhuijsen also taking this approach.
the sacrifices made during WWII, people in Alberta and Sweden came to benefit from the shared responsibility for elder care through state involvement.

One would expect considerable differences in the elder care policies of Alberta and Sweden given their location in very different welfare regimes. The structure of the latter, which reflects distinct societal values concerning the roles and responsibilities of the public and private spheres, affects both the human and financial resources available for elder care, and this in turn holds significant implications for gender relations. As this thesis has shown, such differences did emerge in the postwar years, in ways that regime theory would predict. Nevertheless, while differences are still apparent, since the 1980s there has been increasing enthusiasm for neo-liberal ideas favoring competition and choice in both places. These changes have been fuelled by different sources - by increasing pressures on public finances in Alberta, and by the political-ideological 'crisis' and shift towards the right in Sweden. In both cases, however, the neo-liberal turn has resulted in a decrease in the supply of publicly provided elder care at a time when the demand is rising. As a result, welfare regimes are experiencing what many have called a ‘crisis of elder care’.

This chapter begins by providing a summary of the common themes that emerged from the documentary sources and the 41 supplementary interviews undertaken in the research for this thesis. This is followed by reflections on the research limitations of the thesis. Finally, ideas for future research are explored. I hope that the thesis may inspire future academic work on this important topic as well as contribute to the formation of future elder care policy development. The overarching goal, however, is to contribute to the well-being of the elderly and elder caregivers.

Central themes
As indicated in Chapter One, the supplementary interviews were used primarily to verify the consistency of information generated by my research of written sources. The interviews, however, went much deeper than simply a shallow collection of anecdotes. Rather, I found that four common patterns emerged in Alberta and Sweden which helped to expose the nature of elder care in both places.

First, growing numbers of elderly people do not have access to (informal or formal) elder care. This lack of care was seen as stemming from either increasing eligibility thresholds for
government provided programs and services (lack of access to formal elder care), and/or the lack of a spouse, children, family, or friends to provide care (lack of access to informal elder care). As the Director of Sweden's National Pensioners Organization indicated, "the thresholds have been raised to receive the help you need. It is more difficult to get help compared to before. To give you an example, if you need a place in special housing, it is very difficult to get this help unless you have a cognitive disease" (Interview, Lööv 2011). As a result, the elderly are at risk of experiencing exploitation, suffering from self-neglect, and living in unsuitable environments. The Director of the Alberta Council on Aging corroborated these concerns: "the ability for the elderly to keep up with their medicine is an issue, especially if they have some memory problems. If they are in their own home, they can either double dose, or might not take it at all, leaving them in dangerous situations" (Interview, Pool 2011).

Second, the role played by the informal elder care sector has changed, and continues to change - in different ways - since the postwar period when Alberta and Sweden began to develop elder care policies. Due to insufficient public funding allocation and services, elder care has predominantly remained in private households, where it is mainly provided by women, but managed by the state through social and health policies. One of the most common ways for governments to do this is through 'aging in place' policies. Although governments are selling the idea that the elderly often require minimal formal supports (such as marginal home care hours) to remain in the community, in reality the elderly often require significantly more care than that being offered by governments given that mental illness, cognitive deficits, and/or functional impairments are common amongst this group, and especially amongst the eldest elderly. Thus, often the elderly have no other option but to rely on informal elder care (if it is available) to make up for the care deficit. As a Swedish expert on elder care explained "families have been caring for the elderly for a long time in Sweden. There was a belief that the public took care of everything but this was not true... Now we know that families provide most of the care of the elderly with 70-75% of elder care performed by families" (Interview, Britt-Sand 2011).

---

144 Families are providing between 80 to 90% of all care for the elderly in Alberta and Sweden. Statement based on my PhD thesis field research that was generated through interviews carried out in 2011 in Alberta and Sweden with informal elder caregiver advocacy groups, formal elder caregiver advocacy groups, executive level government workers, and academics specializing in the field. Further details about these interviews are included in the Appendix A, B, C, and D.
Third, the low pay and precarious working conditions (due to increasing workloads and work-scope creep) of formal elder care workers was a topic of many interviews. This situation is exacerbated by the fact that elder care involves both social and medical skills, and moreover, that these occupations are physically and mentally demanding. High turnover rates were cited as a symptom of these unsatisfactory working conditions and levels of compensation. Moreover, they cited this trend as having significant repercussions in terms of quality and continuity of formal care available for the elderly. As the Senior Workforce Planner with Alberta Health underlined "Tim Hortons and McDonalds provide benefits, education bursaries, and more regular hours than those offered for elder care workers. So, it is not a surprise that people leave continuing care for other jobs when they are having to work very hard at several jobs in order to make a living...unfortunately, it is our vulnerable elderly Albertans who suffer without the amount or quality of care they need" (Interview, Carmichael 2011).

Fourth, the people I interviewed spoke about politically driven changes occurring in the field of elder care based on economic motivations signaling neo-liberal trends. Specifically, in Sweden the ‘RUT avdrag/Tax-subsidized household services,’ and the 2009 Act on Free Choice Systems (LOV) were provided as examples of marketization trends. In Alberta, the increasing emphasis on the community, families, individuals, and voluntary organizations in "partnership" was often discussed, along with the 2008 Continuing Care Strategy: Aging in the Right Place which points to ‘choice’ as the driver of change. Both examples emphasize individualism and autonomy values inherent in neo-liberal ideology.

These four common patterns can be located in the broader changes that have occurred in Alberta and Sweden, and demonstrate that their welfare regimes are diverging with a common trajectory. This thesis has shown that the period between the 1980s and 2011 witnessed normative shifts involving the increasing withdrawal of the state from the provision of public elder care services in favor of a role as supplier of elder care services, and away from viewing individuals as responsible citizens and community members participating in collective decision-making to seeing them as users, consumers and customers acting in market-like institutions. Thus, marketization, privatization, and consumer choice have become dominant metaphors in the rhetoric surrounding the ‘modernization’ or ‘renewal’ of the public sector. These trends reflect the way that Alberta and Sweden have come to make normative judgments about elder care
guided by market logic rather than elder care needs, social relations, social processes, systems of knowledge, cultural images, and value systems.

Although they are moving in a common trajectory, this thesis also reveals that Alberta and Sweden’s elder care policies continue to reflect the differences between ‘liberal’ and ‘social democratic’ regimes\(^{145}\) thus demonstrating divergence and the effect of policy legacies. This was highlighted in the thesis by continuing differences in the degree of privatization in Alberta and Sweden. For example, in Alberta private for-profit provision accounted for approximately 70% of home care, 18% of supportive living, and 33% of LTC, while in Sweden private for-profit provision accounted for approximately 20% of elder care provision in home help/home care and special housing.\(^{146}\) In Alberta marketization has not so much involved a move from public ownership to private ownership, but rather from private non-profit to private for-profit ownership. In contrast, in Sweden the postwar period welfare services took the form of publicly provided services based on a commitment to universalism. The lesser extent of reliance on the private for-profit sector in Sweden reflects the impact of their policy legacies on contemporary elder care policies and services.

It is certainly the case that in both, the market is being granted a greater role than before. This is ushering in important changes in what is considered elder care and the conditions under which it is carried out. This trend in regard to the ‘marketization’ of elder care is complex and multi-faceted, involving changes in the balance of the mixed economy of service provision and an increased faith in the application of market principles to the public sector. In other words, what is happening is more complicated than simple cuts in the levels of service provision. Nor does ‘privatization’ adequately capture what is underway, although in many countries the balance of provision has shifted away from the state and towards the ‘independent’ (both commercial and voluntary) sector.

As the process of social regulation has shifted from state to market, in line with the neoliberal ideology, the capacity of individuals to provide for themselves through their participation in the labor market has become the central requirement of citizenship. Markets assume the existence of ‘independent’, competitive individuals, with the legal capacity to contract. Even the most zealous exponents of market individualism have assumed that there would be a private

\(^{145}\) With the boundary between welfare regimes becoming increasingly blurred.

\(^{146}\) More detail is provided on provider types in Alberta and Sweden in Appendix E and Appendix F.
sphere of the family that would provide elder care to those who could not compete in the market. This has become increasingly problematic since informal elder caregivers - who are typically women - often cannot lay claim to social assistance on the basis of their elder caregiving responsibilities. As Harder argues, “in this universal expectation of labor market participation then, the neo-liberal state erodes the significance of gender” (2003, 8). Feminists have demonstrated how this notion of a separation of spheres was grounded primarily in the gendered division of paid and unpaid work, but also in the accompanying belief in women’s moral superiority. While the gendered division of paid work that characterized the experience of middle class women at the turn of the century has been substantially eroded, the gendered division of unpaid work has not. While care has been taken into the public sphere as paid work performed chiefly by women, the ethic of care has remained largely associated with the private sphere which has continued to be seen as something of ‘a haven in a heartless world’ (Lasch 1976).

Marketization also has implications for elder care recipients. Where ‘marketization’ is taking place, services have become more systematically targeted to those most in need, which has meant in practice a larger role for professional discretion in determining who receives services. Those with lower levels of dependency and risk or those with ‘available’ family elder carers are less likely to qualify for provision. Moreover, elder care services do not respond well to the logic of marketization because care is often about a one-to-one relationship, economies of scale do not work in the case of (elder) care provision. In this case, it is the informal elder carers who must pick up the slack. Moves towards a more mixed economy of care with more plural provision are justified largely in terms of providing greater individual choice for those in need of care, but it may also be prompting more ‘compulsory altruism’ (Land and Rose 1985) on the part of informal family elder caregivers.

Feminist theorists have identified the ways in which the resurgence of the market and the diminution of the role of the state simultaneously erode and intensify the importance of gender. This has occurred through the articulation of a neo-liberal gender order, characterized by the privatization of social reproduction, the decline of the family wage model, the fluidity of public and private spheres, and the increasing polarization of women. With the increasing withdrawal of the state from the provision of public services, clearly witnessed in, for example, the increasing thresholds for entry into LTC, and increased informal involvement in elder care, the need for informal elder care provided by families has increased. As socially reproductive activities, which
formerly took place in public spaces such as LTC facilities housing the elderly, hospitals, etc. have been relocated into the private household, women have disproportionately assumed the labor and costs associated with them, prompting fundamental changes in reproduction strategies. These have often involved either submitting more elements of livelihood to market forces and increasing market dependence through increasing commodification and/or indebtedness, or alternatively, compromising conditions of existence and cutting down on the basic necessities of life.

Recent government expectations in Alberta and Sweden are – to different degrees – guided by the neo-liberal ideology and demographic trends. Moreover, both governments are making efforts to adjust their elder care policies in response to demographic shifts as they struggle to find solutions that are both economically viable and politically acceptable. The result has been that family members, and more specifically women, are expected to assume increasing informal elder caregiving responsibilities.

It is, however, necessary to understand the extent that adult-earner families have replaced the male breadwinner-female caregiver family norm. This demonstrates that elder care policies which have been created and sustained are based on the gendered roles found in traditional families that clash with contemporary social realities, as was outlined in Chapter One. The growing size of the elderly population in both Alberta and Sweden therefore serves to enhance concerns about the ability of informal elder caregivers to provide the care needed to maintain the growing elderly population.

This thesis has therefore shown how and why current public priorities and decisions do not reflect social changes that have taken place, or the integral role and value of care as it is needed throughout our lives. As a result, elder care policies in Alberta and Sweden do not adequately take into consideration human needs, respond to those who articulate their needs, or consider the full consequences of pursuing certain elder care policy trajectories, especially for those who are the most vulnerable and/or marginalized. More broadly, the way in which societies like Sweden and Alberta address elder care has substantive social significance for gender equality, by either broadening the capabilities and choices of women, or by confining them to traditional roles associated with femininity and elder caregiving. Moreover, how elder care is addressed is at the same time inextricably linked with other structures of social class, and age.
Research limitations

Like all research, this thesis is subject to limitations. First, along with other feminists, I reject the view that social science research can be objective, and that the researcher comes from an uncommitted place, with the ability to understand at a higher level than the elder caregivers and elderly what they were/are experiencing. Although we may consider ourselves neutral observers, there are always certain factors which influence qualitative research. More specifically, one’s research, whether qualitative or quantitative, is affected by one’s gender, age, ethnicity, religion and political orientation. As the researcher, I am aware that I am not coming from a place that is value free. It is important to be aware of one’s standpoint.

Second, from the outset I was concerned to design a research project that was feasible given limitations of time and money. While I was successful in answering the questions that I set out to answer, I was not able to explore many other important issues/topics related to elder care in my thesis. Having been involved in research and work in the field of elder care for almost nine years, I have encountered new issues in need of further research. Broadly, my research has shown that elder care is a growing concern in welfare states, and a frequent object of social and health policy reform. Moreover, the aging population poses important contemporary policy challenges as established forms of provision are being undermined by economic and social change.

Future work is needed to establish policy recommendations to address the challenges and opportunities presented by the aging population given increasing elderly populations in changing social and political economic climates. In particular, this thesis asserts the need for the development of elder care policies reflecting an ethic of care so that elder care is a priority, depicted as a typical rather than an exceptional experience. Such policies would help us to see the importance of dismantling the public-private dichotomy. Policies designed from an ethic of care would create the potential for reducing inequalities currently experienced by the elderly and their (informal and formal) elder caregivers. Such policies would spread the risks and responsibilities of aging across society rather than concentrating them within families. More
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147 My Masters Course Based Research Paper "The Graying State: Elder Care Policy in Canada" advanced a social policy model based the national home-care program called The Veterans Independence Program that provides care for some of Canada’s elderly, arguing that it would help to rectify the care imbalances and uncertainties experienced by many of Canada’s elderly.
specifically, my research has revealed two topics that stood out as warranting further research and work which are discussed in the following section.

**Directions for future research**

First, in many western developed nations, migrant elder care workers are making a substantial contribution to the health and social care sectors providing care for increasing numbers of elderly people. Global factors such as population aging, the increased labor market participation of women, and high vacancy and turnover rates in the elder care sector (due to, i.e. poor working conditions and pay) are leading to increasing demands for migrant elder care workers. As such, within the formal system of elder care provision, migrants comprise a significant proportion of the workforce (which varies depending on jurisdiction). Some of these workers have entered countries on work permits to work in the (elder) care system; others – including those who entered as family members, seeking refugee status have turned to such work subsequently. As a result of the increasing demands for migrant care the topic is becoming an important area of study amongst scholars such as Onuki (2011) who argues that "state policy shifts towards the neoliberal governance of social (re)production have facilitated the currently emerging global division of reproductive labor through (1) the commodification of care work and (2) the constitution of migrant care workers as potentially cheap, flexible, and disposable racialized and gendered subjects" (73).

Moreover, the increased demand for elder care services and the costs of providing them have suggested the urgency of opening a policy debate on the future of elder care provision: how elder care should be provided, by whom, how the quality of services can be improved, and how they should be funded. As such, one avenue for future research would be to consider the extent to which migrant workers may be needed to meet an expanding demand for elder care services, and to examine the implications for employers, the elderly, their families, and the migrants themselves.

Second, I currently work as a Project Manager in the Homeless Cross Ministry Initiatives Branch in the Ministry of Human Services. This experience has provided the opportunity to learn about elderly people experiencing homelessness; a group which tends to be extremely vulnerable, complex, and in need of care as well as wrap around supports and services. As noted in the thesis, the elderly homeless population is increasing along with homeless populations of
many jurisdictions more broadly due to increasing costs of living, rising unemployment rates, etc. The physical capacity of elderly homeless people to withstand living on the streets or in shelters can be limited as many experience disabilities and ailments, and/or chronic pain. Due to their age, elderly homeless people often lack options for reintegrating into dominant social and economic structures signaling that they may require supports and services for the duration of their lives. Homelessness has been found to be a factor in dramatically shortening life, otherwise known as the tendency for people who are homeless to age more rapidly as a result of their living conditions, lifestyles, lack of access to medical and social care, etc. In addition, we know that gender impacts experiences of homelessness in important ways, with, for example, security being an issue for this group with homeless women often reported as being exposed to higher proportions of assaults.\(^{148}\)

It is thus clear that the aging homelessness population, and more particularly, elderly women experiencing homelessness are topics that warrant further research. Timely research might focus on exploring the effects of neo-liberal trends on elderly women experiencing homelessness, and making policy recommendations to address this group's complex needs.

**Conclusion**

*Failure to develop and implement responsive new welfare policies, coupled with a growing willingness to retrench and privatize existing programs, fuels inequality in old age* (Harrington 2010, 23).

This thesis reveals how elder care policies are embedded in wider socio-economic and political relations of power, and how this has resulted in gendered understandings of elder care. Alberta and Sweden have developed a specific welfare mix of elder care along with a balance in the division of roles and responsibilities. Analysis of their differences and similarities have demonstrated the capacity for trajectories to change, revealing that while there is continuing divergence, they are following a common trajectory towards neo-liberal elder care; notably an increased emphasis on marketization. This trend results from the Albertan and Swedish governments' efforts to adjust their elder care policies in line with demographic trends while they struggle to find a balance between what is economically viable and politically
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\(^{148}\) This includes both sexual and physical assaults.
palatable. As this thesis shows, these adjustments are cause for concern since the political decisions and policies that have resulted act to effectively decrease the supply of elder care at a time when the demand is rising. As a result, welfare regimes are experiencing what many have called a ‘crisis of elder care’.

In conclusion, if nothing changes, in the future families – and more specifically women – will be increasingly relied upon to provide informal care for the elderly. As demographic changes occur in the aging population, without policies that recognize and counter current normative structures using the care ethics, neo-liberalism and gender inequalities will continue to flourish. The aging population, moreover, calls for a change in the organization of elder care systems of Alberta and Sweden, and the adoption of a ‘caring mindset,’ so that elder care comes to be viewed as a priority for the Albertan and Swedish societies as a whole. By prioritizing (elder) care on their political agendas, the challenges raised by their aging populations remain formidable, but certainly not insurmountable.
APPENDIX A – INTERVIEW METHODOLOGY

The form of research interview that I used is called a ‘semi-structured interview’ in which a number of the questions were left open for verbatim responses. The semi-structured interview is defined as “an interview with the purpose of obtaining descriptions of the life world of the interview in order to interpret the meaning of the described phenomenon” (Kvale and Brinkman 2008, 3). Accordingly, I created a set of questions to ask the interviewees, with additional time left at the end of the interview for them to provide any additional information that they felt would be helpful to my PhD thesis research work.

Each interview began with background questions and continued with more specific questions selected from a prepared master list of questions that were appropriate given each of their specific experiences, employment, and knowledge base. In line with this approach, the interviews maintained an informal open discussion which allowed the interviewees to answer the interview questions in many different ways, and allowed me as the interviewer to ask follow-up questions as needed. Moreover, the semi-structured interview form used allowed for both the interviewees and I to have a say in how the topics were defined, the amount of emphasis placed on each particular topic, and as to whether and how topics were linked to one another.

A pre-existing list of research participants was not available. As such, I developed my participant list using internet searches for organizations and government agencies in the five specific categories outlined above who deal with elder care issues in different ways. Once a master list for each context was developed, I sought feedback from experts in each place to ensure that all relevant organizations/government agencies were targeted. After the interview process began, additional research participants were also recruited through a referral process. A complete list of the interviewees who participated in the interview process of this thesis, from each context, is detailed below.

Using this strategy, a preliminary list of interviewees (see included in Appendix B) was drawn up and each person was sent a ‘Letter of Invitation,’ including a copy of the ‘Informed Consent’ (see included in Appendix C). After which, each letter was followed up with a telephone call to schedule the respective interviews. In order to ensure the effectiveness of my research work trip to Sweden, I had to be very organized, with initial contact with interviewees approximately three months prior to my arrival in Sweden. This strategy proved successful, with all of the people who were contacted in both cases agreeing to participate in my thesis research.

An interview schedule was developed for each context, with the time, date, and location of the interview arranged over the telephone, or over e-mail, in accordance with each participant’s preferences in advance of the interview. All interviews were conducted in person, beginning with my provision of an introduction explaining the project’s purposes and processes, which was then followed by inviting any questions the participant had about the interview. When these procedures were done the interview followed the pre-determined themes and questions (see included in Appendix D), with individually adapted follow-up questions for each interview participant depending on their area of expertise and experience. Each interview lasted approximately one hour.

149 Dr. Marta Szebehely provided feedback on the Swedish master list of stakeholders to interview, while my Supervisors Dr. Rianne Mahon and Dr. Fiona Robinson, as well as one of my Committee Members Dr. Hugh Armstrong, provided input on the Albertan context.
The interviews began in Sweden in May 2011, followed by interviews in Alberta beginning in August 2011, with the majority of interviews completed by November 2011, in addition to a couple of additional interviews held in Alberta which were completed by February 2013. All research participants from both locations were generous with their time and information, and many interviewees continued our conversations for longer than the planned hour-long interview, generating valuable information relevant to my thesis topic and useful contacts.

To ensure that nothing was lost from the interview conversations a digital recorder was used, and the interviews were transcribed verbatim after the interviews. In addition, immediately after each interview, I took ‘field notes’. The field notes functioned as a first step of analysis. They were used to document my interpretations of the context of the interview, the key points revealed in the interview in relation to the research questions, initial ideas for analytical themes, relationships between themes, and the general tone of the interview; and they were also used for verification purposes. Then, the interview recordings were listened to several times, and the verbatim-typed interviews were analyzed. The interviewees’ comments reinforced my research findings and allowed me to provide some specific examples on the broader patterns in terms of elder care health and social policies in each context, while also inspiring me to explore additional issues and topics.
## APPENDIX B – LIST OF KEY STAKEHOLDERS INTERVIEWED

The following people were interviewed in Alberta/Canada

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Association/Organization</th>
<th>Name, Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alberta Caregivers Association</td>
<td>Anna Mann (Executive Director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta Continuing Care Association (ACCA)</td>
<td>Bruce West (Director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta Advanced Education and Technology</td>
<td>Laura Schneider (Manager, Health and Social Service Programs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta Council on Aging</td>
<td>Gary Pool (Director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta Health Services</td>
<td>Queenie Choo (Director of Continuing Care Integrated Services)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta Health Services</td>
<td>Sandra Jardine (Director, Recruitment Strategies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta Health</td>
<td>Crista Carmichael (Senior Workforce Planner)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta Health</td>
<td>Vivien Lai (Director of Senior’s Health)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta Health</td>
<td>Jonathan Kim (Continuing Care Service Planner)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta Health</td>
<td>Roman Sus (Financial Consultant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta Health</td>
<td>Corinne Schalm (Director, Continuing Care Branch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta Ministry of Seniors and Community Supports</td>
<td>Sarah Carr (Director of Seniors Policy and Planning)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta Ministry of Seniors and Community Supports</td>
<td>Carmen Gradusic (Director of Supportive Living and Long-term Care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARP (Canadian Association for Retired Persons)</td>
<td>Richard Perry (Director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edmonton Seniors Coordinating Council (ESCC)</td>
<td>Cori Paul (Director of the Good Samaritan Society)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elder Advocates of Alberta</td>
<td>Ruth Maria Adria (Executive Director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Institute for Continuing Care Education and Research</td>
<td>Sandra Woodhead-Lyons (Executive Director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seniors Association of Greater Edmonton (SAGE)</td>
<td>Roger Laing (Executive Director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seniors United Now (SUN)</td>
<td>John MacDonald (Executive Director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The University of Alberta</td>
<td>Dr. Norah Keating</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### The following people were interviewed in Stockholm Sweden

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Association/Organization</th>
<th>Name, Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anhörigas riksförbund</td>
<td>Åke Fagerberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldercentrum</td>
<td>Ingrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elderly Services Administration</td>
<td>Eva Frunk Lind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kommunal</td>
<td>Marie Jokio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ombudsman for the elderly</td>
<td>Lotta Burénius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKL-Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions (Division of Health and Social Care)</td>
<td>Göran Stiernstedt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socialstyrelsen</td>
<td>Lennarth Johansson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockholm University</td>
<td>Dr. Ann-Britt Sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockholm University</td>
<td>Dr. Marta Szebehely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKTF</td>
<td>Yvonne Ahlström</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almega</td>
<td>Hakan Telenius Naringspolitisk Chef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Famma</td>
<td>Patricia Crone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Svenska Röda Korset</td>
<td>Lena Tynnemark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Pensioners Organization</td>
<td>Guy Lööv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Swedish Association for Senior Citizens</td>
<td>Cathrine Swenzen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKPF – Svenska Kommunal Pensionärernas Förbund</td>
<td>Filip Olman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dementia Association</td>
<td>Stina-Clara Hjulström</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vårdförbundet (The Swedish Association of Health Professionals)</td>
<td>Ulla Falk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Level of review  □ Full       □ Expedite

SECTION 1: General Information

X Individual project       □ Group project

1. Student researcher information:

Name: Gabrielle Mason

Department/School: Department of Political Science at Carleton University

E-mail Address: ^150 gmason2@carleton.connect.ca

Telephone: (cell) 613-447-7531; (home) 780-487-4955

^150 In accordance with the Freedom of Information and Privacy Protection Act (FIPPA) you will only be contacted via e-mail if you are using a connect.carleton or carleton.ca account. Applicants from other universities will be contacted at their university account only.
Status:
☐ Master’s     X Ph.D.

IMPORTANT! The Carleton University Research Ethics Board will only review applications from registered students. Students who plan on a leave of absence or not registering for a term during the course of the research cannot submit an application for ethics approval.

Group Project: List the names of all group members and provide e-mail and telephone contact information.

Supervisor information:
*I have two co-supervisors and have included their information here

1)
Name: Dr. Fiona Robinson

Department/School: Dr. Robinson is Associate Professor and Supervisor of Graduate Studies in the Department of Political Science at Carleton University

E-mail Address: fiona_robinson@carleton.ca

Telephone: (work) 613-520-2600 ext. 3120

2)
Name: Dr. Rianne Mahon

Department/School: Dr. Mahon is Professor Emeritus at the School of Public Policy and Administration at Carleton University and CIGI Professor in Comparative Family and Social Policy at the Balsillie School of International Affairs and Faculty of Social Work at Wilfred Laurier University.
E-mail Address: prmahon@rogers.com

Telephone: 613-233-9033

2. Title of Research Project

Graying States: Elder Care Policy in Alberta, Canada and Sweden

3. Research Dates: (Start date is the date the researcher expects to begin interacting with human participants (including recruitment). Completion date is the date that the researcher expects that interaction with human participants (including feedback or follow-up) will be complete.)

Start date: (01/09/2010)                      Expected date of completion: (01/01/2012)

4. Location(s) where the research will be conducted:

□ Carleton University  □ Region of Ottawa-Carleton

X Canada (please specify): Alberta

X Other (please specify): Stockholm, Sweden

5. Letter of support from agency, NGO or other institution:

X Not applicable                      □ Letter secured (photocopy attached)

6. Visa or other foreign travel documentation:

X Not applicable

□ Visa required                      □ Visa secured (photocopy attached)

7. Additional reviews: Final approval may depend upon by other committees. Indicate all other reviews and approvals required before the research can begin. If Carleton University approval is required first
an in principle approval will be issued. Final approval will only be granted once documentation from other review(s) is provided.

X None

☐ Yes, documentation attached

☐ Yes, documentation to follow

**Name of other boards/committees:** Provide the name, address and contact information/person.

---

I must also defend my PhD Thesis Proposal to my Committee on May 4, 2010. This committee is comprised of Dr. Rianne Mahon, Dr. Fiona Robinson and Dr. Hugh Armstrong.

---

**SECTION 2: Expertise**

8. Will the research involve vulnerable populations or distinct cultural groups?

☐ Yes    X No

9. Is the research above minimal risk to participants?

☐ Yes    X No

If Yes, describe your (or the research team members) experience and/or training in working with the identified population or dealing with above minimal risk projects.

---

**SECTION 3: Conflict of Interest**
10. Will you or any members of the research group; including spouses, partners, immediate family members (immediate family refers to siblings, children, in-laws) and business associates:

   a) Receive any personal benefits (financial remuneration, intellectual property rights, rights of employment, consultancies, board membership, share ownership, stock options etc.) as a result of or connected to this study?
      ☐ Yes      ☒ No

      If Yes, please describe the benefits below. (Do not include direct costs of research)

      ________________________________________________________________

   b) Are you, members of the research group, family members own or operate a business (including consultancy), involved in the governance of a business, or are stakeholders in a business that could benefit from this research project?
      ☐ Yes      ☒ No

      If Yes, please identify the business.

      ________________________________________________________________

   c) What is the likelihood of a commercial outcome from this research?
      ☒ None
      ☐ Some (limited development)
      ☐ Very possible (with more development)
      ☐ Definite commercialization

      Describe the possible outcomes? Identify all commercial benefits to any member of the research team and their families or business associates.
There are no anticipated commercial benefits to me as the researcher, my family, or business associates.

d) Discuss any relationship you have with the research participants. (This includes students, co-workers, family members, friends, clients, etc.)

I do not have any previous relationships with the research participants.

e) Who retains ownership of the data? (Researcher, research team, agency, external company.)

As the researcher, I will retain ownership of the data.

f) Facilities: Will the research, in whole or in part be conducted at Carleton University?

X Yes  □ No

If Yes, please identify what facilities and resources will be used.

I plan to use Carleton’s library resources in conducting my literature research.

If No, indicate where the research will take place.

SECTION 4: Research Project Information

Please complete each section below. Do not omit any questions.

11. Description of the Research Project: Use plain language to briefly describe the research project and its objectives (limit to one page.)
Introduction

As we age, the quality of our lives is affected by a range of health and social elder care policies. The coverage and benefits provided by health and social care systems to older people vary considerably between countries like Sweden and Canada (Vos et al. 2008, 171). These differences reflect not only the human and financial resources made available for older persons, but also societal values and views concerning the role and responsibilities of the public sector in caring for the elderly (Vos et al. 2008, 171). The aging population poses important contemporary policy challenges in both Canada and Sweden. In Canada, the ‘graying’ of Canadian society is occurring at the same time that provincial governments are trying to limit rising health and social care costs, and adult-earner families have replaced the male breadwinner-female caregiver model, producing a ‘crisis of elder care’. This shift places heavy burdens on women in particular since women provide most unpaid care for the elderly in Canada. Meanwhile, Sweden is addressing its aging population in a fundamentally different way, which alleviates pressures which could contribute to a ‘crisis of elder care’ by providing for the majority of elder care health and social services publicly.

The substantive topic of my PhD dissertation research

Decentralization has occurred in both states, in Canada to the province, and Sweden to the municipality. My PhD Thesis will view the way national-local arrangements affect elder care policy. The analysis in my PhD thesis, Graying States: Elder Care Policy in Alberta, Canada and Sweden will focus on comparing Alberta, Canada’s elder care policies with those of Stockholm, Sweden. Local policies will thus be set in relation to the challenges presented by Canadian federalism and Swedish national-municipal arrangements as these affect elder care policy making. Canada’s policies are typical of a ‘liberal’ regime, while Sweden’s is the paradigm exemplar of a ‘social democratic’ regime (Esping-Andersen 1990; O’Connor, Orloff and Shaver 1999). In Canada’s liberal regime, services are provided by markets which means they vary by individual success in labor markets, while, in Sweden’s ‘social-democratic’ regime, social rights and women’s labor force participation are promoted by way of providing services for care work (Clement 2004, 42). Social and health policies like Sweden’s increase the ability of elderly to help themselves while the Canadian state is not committed to ensuring that elderly Canadians are provided with similar programs and services.

Alberta’s continuing care system provides elderly Albertans with health, personal care, and accommodation services, with options available in three streams: home living, supportive living, and facility living. The continuing care system in Alberta is a shared responsibility between Alberta Seniors and Community Supports, and Alberta Health and Wellness. In Sweden the responsibility for providing elder care is decentralized to 290 municipalities, with the role of central government to establish guidelines and set the political agenda for care. Stockholm is the largest city in Sweden, and often the leader in elder care policy innovations. The care services in Stockholm enable elderly people to remain in their home environment and receive the social services and healthcare they require. Stockholm’s elder care policies are extensive in comparison to Alberta’s, as Stockholm strives and often succeeds in ensuring that seniors have a network of safety, care, and services.

Research Objective - Central research question

The central research question of my thesis rests on three related premises: Firstly, the population is aging which means that there is a growing need for elder care health and social policies; secondly, that there are
differing elder care health and social policy responses available to address the aging population; and thirdly, that local, national and global arrangements exist in a complicated relationship affecting elder care health and social policy making.

The focus of my thesis then is on the following questions: What policies do Alberta and Stockholm have in place to meet these challenges? Why have they chosen such different paths? How do the relationships with other levels of government complicate or contribute to these choices? And, finally, what are the implications for elder care associated with these choices?

12. Methodology and Procedures:

   a) Describe, sequentially and in detail, all procedures which will involve the research participant (tasks, interviews, questionnaires, etc.)

   I will be spending the remaining portion (2 years) of my PhD program time in both the province of Alberta and the municipality of Stockholm, carrying out my thesis research/work. I am moving to Edmonton (Alberta, Canada) in April 2010 to begin working on the Alberta ‘case study’ portion of my thesis work, which will be my principle residence for the remainder of my thesis work.

   In order to facilitate my research on the Stockholm ‘case,’ I will be travelling to Stockholm from February 2011 until May 2011. Dr. Marta Szebehely, the leading expert on elder care in Sweden, and currently a professor at Stockholm University, will be a primary contact when I travel to Stockholm to do my research. Her work is closely related to my own and has already been influential in my thesis research/work.

   The chosen methodology for my thesis project is qualitative, and uses a ‘double case study’ design (Buraway 1998; Yin 1989, 14) to explain elder care in the province of Alberta and the municipality of Stockholm. These cases are built with information generated, firstly, through research and analysis of publications and documents, and, secondly, through supplementary interviews. The case study design facilitates a comparative analysis of elder care vis-à-vis the structures within each (provincial and municipal) location (Mason 1996, 36).

   I will be using comparative analysis because my thesis presents a comparison of the different elder care programs/policies in two different countries/regional contexts (province of Alberta & municipality of Stockholm). This approach allows me to make comparisons of Alberta and Stockholm looking for/at differences between their elder care systems.
b) Describe how long each procedure/task will take (minutes, hours and how many occasions and where the interview, procedure, testing, etc. will take place.)

I will use interviewing, which is a qualitative research ‘tool’ as the secondary/supplementary research and analysis technique.

The interviews will last between 30 minutes to an hour in length (in accordance with the interviewee’s wishes).

The interviews will take place in public spaces such as the interviewees place of work, or in a coffee shop, or similar venue, that is convenient for the interviewee.

The form of research interview that I will be using is called a ‘semi-structured’ interview’ in which a number of the questions will be left open for verbatim responses. The ‘semi-structured interview’ is defined as “an interview with the purpose of obtaining descriptions of the life world of the interview in order to interpret the meaning of the described phenomenon” (Kvale and Brinkman 2008, 3).

I will also be asking for suggestions for further contacts from each of my first point(s) of contact. This will create a ‘web’ of possible organizations/people (agencies/actors) to interview. On that note, I will make every effort to meet with a similar number of comparable organizations/people in the province of Alberta and the municipality of Stockholm in efforts to achieve a balance of the two ‘cases’ in my research and work.

An interview schedule will be developed, based on five areas of interest/key themes identified as important for my thesis purpose(s) (please see Annex A). The time, date, and location of the interview will be arranged over the telephone, or over e-mail, in accordance with each participant’s preferences in advance of the interview. Since my visit to Stockholm (Sweden) will be for a fixed period of four months, this planning will be very important to keep on schedule and complete my PhD thesis in a timely manner.

All interviews will be conducted in person, following the pre-determined themes (outlined in Annex A), with individually adapted follow-up questions for each interview participant because the interviews are ‘semi-structured’ in nature. Each interview will last 30 minutes to an hour (which the interviewee will be aware of for their convenience).
All interviews will be taped, with the permission of the participant, and transcribed verbatim by me during the interview procedure and close to the interview occasion. In addition, immediately after each interview, I will take ‘field notes’. The field notes will function as a first step of analysis. They will be used to document my interpretations of the context of the interview, the key points revealed in the interview in relation to the research questions, initial ideas for analytical themes, relationships between themes, and the general tone of the interview. Then, the interview tapes will be listened to several times, and the verbatim-typed interviews will be analyzed.

13. Participants:

a) Number of participants researchers plans on recruiting for this study: Less than 100.

b) Age range of participants: Age range will be between 18+ years of age.

Note: Participants under the age of 16 may require parental or legal guardian consent. In these cases submit a parent/legal guardian consent form.

c) Describe specific issues that need to be considered for the safe and ethical conduct of research with the selected research population. (i.e. matters of cultural and religious sensitivity, gender, language-barriers, and the collection of private and sensitive information.)

There are no specific issues that need to be considered for the safe and ethical conduct of research with the selected research population.

d) Exclusion from project: Describe what steps you will take to inform participants that they do not qualify for the project.

This will not be necessary in my type of research as I will be only be approaching participants who do qualify to participate.

14. Recruitment
IMPORTANT: You must attach a copy of the letter of information, oral script, advertisement, poster, etc. to this application. Please note that in some cases you will require more than one letter or script. For example different groups participating in the same project may have different tasks or risks.

a) Describe how participants will be identified and recruited.

I will be sending out a letter (please see a copy of the letter which is attached to this application) to all of the people that I would like to have participate in my research as interviewees. Interviews will be set up with:

- Leading academics
  - In Alberta: I will be contacting Dr. Norah Keating who is a Professor and Family Gerontologist working in the Department of Human Ecology at the University of Alberta. Dr. Keating is a family gerontologist who is interested in issues faced by families as they grow older. Her research program is focused on family caregiving, seniors in rural Canada, social inclusion and aging well. Dr. Keating conducts policy research on family/friend caregiving, age-friendly communities, and social engagement. She is actively involved in professional national and international gerontology organizations. She is North American Chair of the International Association of Gerontology and Geriatrics, and is past president of the Canadian Association on Gerontology.
  - In Stockholm: Dr. Marta Szebehely will be my primary contact as she is the leading expert on elder care in Sweden and had researched and written extensively on the topic. One of her recent book publications called *They Deserve Better: The Long-Term Care Experience in Canada and Scandinavia* which she co-authored with Dr. Hugh Armstrong (who is the third member on my thesis committee and currently my Professor in the course I am taking called “The Political Economy of Health Policy” among others has been a useful resource in my work.

- Policy makers/analysts
  - In Alberta: I will be contacting policy makers/analysts who are working in the “Continuing Care Branch” of the “Strategic Directions Division” of “Alberta Health and Wellness” (which is the branch/division/department where I used to work as a policy analyst).
  - In Stockholm: I will be contacting policy makers/analysts who are working in the “Community Care Department”.

- ‘Formal caregiver’ advocacy groups/unions
  - In Alberta: These will be specified in a later phase of the dissertation project.
  - In Stockholm: These will be specified in a later phase of the thesis project.

- ‘Informal caregiver’ advocacy groups
  - In Alberta: I will be contacting the Alberta Caregivers Association, which is an organization of “caregivers for caregivers” that helps them maintain their own well-being throughout the caregiving experience.
  - In Stockholm: These will be specified in a later phase of the thesis project.
Advocacy groups for the elderly
- In Alberta: I will be contacting is the Alberta Council on Aging (similar to the Ottawa Council on Aging who I have been volunteering with this year) which is a province wide, non-profit, non-government, charitable umbrella organization representing seniors, comprised of individuals, organizations, and agencies interested in issues and challenges posed by an aging population.
- In Stockholm: These will be specified in a later phase of the thesis project.

b) Describe how contact with research participants will be made.

All contact with the participants will be via mail by way of a formal letter (please see attached copy of this letter).

c) Describe any relationship between yourself and the potential research participants (e.g., co-workers, fellow students, etc.)

There are no prior relationships involved in my research project.

d) Attach a copy of recruitment poster, brochure, advertisement, script, or letter used to recruit participants (including information for third parties) as appendices.

15. Compensation:

Will participants receive compensation for their participation?

☐ Yes  X No

If Yes describe the compensation (money, gift, transportation, child care costs, etc.)

What is the monetary value of the compensation? ________

If participants withdraw what steps will you take to distribute the compensation?
16. Dissemination: (Check all that apply)

- X Thesis
- X Course research paper
- X Academic journals
- X Web site/publication
- X Book(s)
- X Workshops
- X Conferences
- □ Other:
- X Classroom presentations/exercises

SECTION 5: Description of Risks and Benefits

17. Possible Risks

Indicate if participants might experience any of the following risks:

a) Physical risk or discomfort (including any bodily contact, application of equipment, management of any substance)?
   □ Yes        X No

b) Psychological risks (including feeling demeaned, embarrassed worried or upset, discussing personal sensitive information)?
   □ Yes        X No

c) Social risks (including possible loss of status, privacy and/or reputation, disclosure of sensitive information by others)?
   □ Yes        X No

d) Are any possible risks to participants greater than those the participants might encounter in their everyday life?
If you answered Yes to any of these questions please explain the risk.

If you answered Yes to any of these questions please explain the deception.

18. Describe how these risks will be managed: Describe what steps will be taken to minimize the risks to participants. NOTE: If you are offsetting risks by providing independent counseling to participants please attach a letter from an agency or counselor indicating that they will provide free counseling services.

There are no perceived or known risks to participants involved in this project.

19. Possible Benefits: Describe any potential direct benefits to the participants from their involvement in the project. If there is no benefit to the participants clearly state so.

There are no anticipated benefits for the participants involved in this project.

SECTION 6 – Anonymity and Confidentiality
20. **ANONYMITY:** (NOTE: Interviews are by nature not anonymous)

a) Will all participants be anonymous? (i.e. no contact between researcher and participants)
   - ☐ Yes
   - X No

b) Will participants be known to researchers during the collection of information, data gathering or testing?
   - X Yes
   - ☐ No

c) Will participants be identified in any reports, thesis, research articles, presentations, etc.?
   - X Yes
   - ☐ No

d) Will personal, identifiable information be collected from participants? (Example: Age, gender, position, profession, etc.)
   - X Yes
   - ☐ No

If Yes; describe what steps will be taken to destroy the personal information. If the information will be kept for future research purposes explain why and what steps will be taken to ensure the security of the material.

I will be the only one with access to the interview data, and it will remain locked in a filing cabinet at my home or at Carleton University when not in use. No raw data information will be on my computer. Upon completion of my PhD thesis, I will destroy all personal information, however, all notes will be securely stored and used for future research on this or related topics.

e) Participants will be audio recorded.
   - X Yes
   - ☐ No

If Yes; describe what steps will be taken to destroy the recordings. If the recordings are to be archived or kept for future research purposes explain why and what steps will be taken to ensure the security of the material.
I will be the only one with access to the interview audio-tapes, and they will remain locked in a filing cabinet at my home or at Carleton University when not in use. No raw data information will be on my computer. Upon completion of my PhD thesis, I will destroy the audio recordings.

f) Participants will be photographed or video recorded.

☐ Yes  X No

If Yes; describe what steps will be taken to destroy the photographs. If the photographs are to be archived or kept for future research purposes explain why and what steps will be taken to ensure the security of the material.

---

g) Will the project require the services of a translator? (Professional or non-professional. This includes yourself or someone from the research team acting as translator)

☐ Yes  X No

If Yes; describe what steps will be taken to ensure the privacy and confidentiality of the participants. **Attach a copy of the confidentiality agreement for the translator.**

---

h) Will the project require the services of a transcriber? (Professional or non-professional. This includes yourself or someone from the research team acting as transcriber)

☐ Yes  X No

If Yes; describe what steps will be taken to ensure the privacy and confidentiality of the participants. **Attach a copy of the confidentiality agreement for the transcriber.**
21. CONFIDENTIALITY: Confidentiality means the non-attribution of data and responses.

   a) Participants will be anonymous and therefore their information will be non-attributable.
      □ Yes            X No

   b) Participants will not be anonymous and all responses will be attributable.
      □ Yes            X No

   c) Participants will not be anonymous but will have the opportunity to request that certain responses remain non-attributable.
      X Yes            □ No

Research and the law: There are legal limits on information researchers can promise to keep confidential. Example: child abuse and participants who may harm themselves or others. Participants must be informed of these limitations as part of the consent process.

If researchers anticipate any conflict between the research project procedures and data gathering and the law please describe those potential conflicts in detail.

There will be no conflict between the research project procedures and data gathering and the law.

SECTION 7: Informed Consent

22. Informed Consent Process

IMPORTANT: You must attach a copy of the informed consent form (for written and/or oral consent) to this application. Please note that in some cases you will require more than one consent form. For example different groups participating in the same project may have different tasks or risks.
a) Describe the process that will be used to obtain informed consent, including who will be obtaining the consent (principal researcher, co-investigators, researcher assistants, etc. Attach consent form.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I will ask that each interviewee fills out a consent form prior to the interview (please see the attached document).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I, as the sole researcher, I will be obtaining the consent in writing prior to starting the interview.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) Describe any impediments to the consent process and what steps the researcher will take to address these.

| There will not be any impediments to the consent process. |

c) If there will be no written consent form, explain why. (Attach oral consent script.)

| N/A |

d) If obtaining consent for participants who are minors or incompetent to consent please describe how the researchers will address any power situations between the authorized party and the participant (e.g. parent/child)

| N/A |

e) Will the research involve any form of deception?

| □ Yes | X No |

If Yes, please provide details on how the deception will be revealed to participants. Note: Attach a copy of the debriefing letter or script.
23. Participant withdrawal

a) Describe how the participants will be informed of their right to withdraw from the project.

Note: Participants who withdraw have the right to determine what will happen to the data/information they have provided to the research project. Procedures for withdrawal must include the option to have the data destroyed.

The participants will be informed of their right to withdraw from the project in the letter/script of participation request, and again when they sign the letter of consent document.

b) If the participants will not have the right to withdraw from the project, please explain. (Example, random survey)

24. Participant feedback

Describe what feedback/information will be provided to participants after participation in the project. (For example, access to the results of the research).

I will inform the participants that, if they wish, I can let them know when I am finished my PhD thesis research project, and where they can access it online, so that they can take a look at it if interested.

SECTION 8: Research Instrument
Attach copy of all research instruments for the project. This includes questionnaires, interview guides, sample questions and tests.
SECTION 9: Signatures

Gabrielle Mason:

Please indicate that you have read and fully understand all ethics obligations by checking the box beside each statement.

☐ I declare that the project information provided in this application is accurate.

☐ I agree to conduct the research in accordance with the Tri-Council Policy Statement: Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans, the Carleton University Policies and Procedures for the Ethical Conduct of Research and the conditions of approval established by the Carleton University Research Ethics Committee.

☐ I declare that during the course of this research I will be registered as a student at Carleton University.

☐ I will report any serious adverse events to the Research Ethics Committee.

☐ I will report any additions or changes in research procedures after approval has been granted to the Research Ethics Committee.

☐ I agree to request a renewal of approval for any project continuing beyond the expected date of completion or for more than one year.

☐ I will submit a final report to the Research Ethics Committee once the research has been completed.

☐ I take full responsibility for ensuring that all other investigators involved in this research follow the protocol as outlined in this application.

Signature ______________________________________ Date: __________________

Faculty Supervisor # 1 (Dr. Fiona Robinson):

Please indicate that you have read and fully understand the obligations as faculty supervisor listed below by checking the box beside each statement.

☐ I agree to provide the proper supervision of this study to ensure that the rights and welfare of all human participants are protected.

☐ I will ensure a request for renewal of a proposal is submitted if the study continues beyond the expected date of completion or for more than one year.

☐ I will ensure that a final report is submitted to the Carleton University Research Ethics Committee.

☐ I have read and approved the application and proposal.
Faculty Supervisor # 2 (Dr. Rianne Mahon):

Please indicate that you have read and fully understand the obligations as faculty supervisor listed below by checking the box beside each statement.

☐ I agree to provide the proper supervision of this study to ensure that the rights and welfare of all human participants are protected.
☐ I will ensure a request for renewal of a proposal is submitted if the study continues beyond the expected date of completion or for more than one year.
☐ I will ensure that a final report is submitted to the Carleton University Research Ethics Committee.
☐ I have read and approved the application and proposal.

Signature ______________________________________ Date: __________________

Signature ______________________________________ Date: __________________
Dear Name,

My name is Gabrielle Mason and I am a PhD candidate at Carleton University in the Department of Political Science. I am currently working on my PhD thesis. The central research question of my PhD thesis is: What are the consequences of the human need for elder care in social and health policy? In answering this question I consider the values that are currently prioritized in the public sphere to understand why Stockholm and Alberta are making and justifying specific social and health policy choices. I will be conducting interviews with leading academics, policy makers/analysts, formal caregiver advocacy groups/unions, informal caregiver advocacy groups, and advocacy groups for the elderly. This will entail looking at the similarities and differences in the Stockholm and Alberta cases. The thesis is under the supervision of Prof. Rianne Mahon and Prof. Fiona Robinson, Carleton University.

I would like to ask you to participate as an interviewee, which will contribute to the research of my PhD thesis. If you agree to participate as an interviewee then I will meet with you at a time and place convenient for you. The interview should take approximately 30 to 60 minutes, depending upon your availability, and the length of your answers. The interview will be ‘semi-structured’ in nature, which means that I will have a pre-determined set of questions to ask you, with additional time at the end for you to provide any other information you feel would be helpful to my PhD thesis research.

With your permission I would like to audio-tape the interview so that I can refer back to what was said in the interview. I will be identifying all participants by name, position and expertise. Your comments and quotes will be attributed to you in the thesis and subsequent publications, conferences, presentations and workshops. There is no perceived risk to you for agreeing to participate in this study.
However you retain the right to not answer questions and request that certain comments and opinions not be attributed to you.

I will be the only one with access to the interview data, and it will remain locked in a filing cabinet at my home or at Carleton University when not in use. No raw data information will be on my computer. Upon completion of my PhD thesis, I will destroy the audio recordings but all notes will be securely stored and used for future research on this or related topics.

It is important that you are aware that you may withdraw from the study any time before (October 1, 2011) after which point it would be impossible to extract the information you have provided from the data collected.

I hope that you will accept my invitation to participate in my PhD thesis research. I have attached all of my contact information, along with that of Prof. Rianne Mahon and Prof. Fiona Robinson. The project has been reviewed and cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board. You may contact the REB Chair, Prof. Antonio Gualtieri, with any questions or concerns.

Sincerely,

Gabrielle Elise Mason

Ms. Gabrielle Mason

PhD Candidate

Address: B657 Loeb Building, Carleton University, 1125 Colonel By Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, K1S 5B6, Canada

Phone number: 613-447-7531

E-mail: gmason2@carleton.connect.ca
Prof. Rianne Mahon

Professor Emeritus and CIGI Professor in Comparative Family and Social Policy

Address: Room 1001 Dunton Tower, Carleton University, 1125 Colonel By Drive, Ottawa, ON, K1S 5B6

Phone number: 613-233-9033

E-mail: prmahon@rogers.com

Prof. Fiona Robinson

Associate Professor and Graduate Studies Chair

Address: B657 Loeb Building, Carleton University, 1125 Colonel By Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, K1S 5B6, Canada

Phone number: 613-520-2600 ext. 3120

E-mail: fiona_robinson@carleton.ca

Prof. Antonio Gualtieri, Chair

Research Ethics Board

Address: Tory 510B, Carleton University, 1125 Colonel By Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, K1S 5B6, Canada

Phone number: 613-520-2517

E-mail: ethics@carleton.ca
Informed Consent Form

Research study: *Graying States: Elder Care Policy in Alberta, Canada and Sweden*

I, ____________________________ agree to participate in the following study begin conducted by Gabrielle Mason, who is a PhD candidate at Carleton University in the Department of Political Science.

I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am agreeing to an interview on the topic of the consequences of the human need for elder care in social and health policy.
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APPENDIX D – INTERVIEW QUESTION MASTER LIST

Graying States: Elder Care Policy in Alberta, Canada and Sweden

Interview Project Summary

This document sets out the main questions to be explored in interviews that will be undertaken for my PhD thesis research project in Stockholm/Sweden. The issues and questions have been deliberately cast in fairly broad terms so as to stimulate a wide range of ideas and unearth innovations and good practice as well as ‘gaps’ in the system(s) where people are ‘falling through the cracks’.

The interview will be ‘semi-structured’ in nature. Thus, I will have a pre-determined set of questions to ask the interviewees, with additional time at the end for them to provide me with any other information that they feel is important. The interviews will last between 30-60 minutes. It is not my intention to address all the questions from this ‘master list’ with every interviewee. Instead, prior to each interview, questions will be selected from this ‘master list’ of questions that are appropriate for each interviewee (based on their employer, experience, and knowledge base).

Main Areas of Interest/Key Themes in my Research Include:

- Interviewee background/context
- Roles and responsibilities of the relevant agencies/actors
- Politics
- Delivery of services and accountability mechanisms
- Financial issues, incentives and rewards
- Gender issues/implications
- Family involvement
- Cultural norms and values

Introduction: Stockholm/Sweden

I decided to compare Stockholm/Sweden to Alberta/Canada for two main reasons: First, Sweden is among the countries with the largest proportion of citizens over 65 years of age, and the elderly represent an increasing proportion of the Swedish population. Second, Sweden invests more of its gross domestic product in its elderly citizens than any other country in the world. I understand that this is because in Sweden, elderly care is a social right (regulated by the Swedish Social Services Act) aiming to guarantee older people a secure income, housing, social services, and healthcare according to their needs, while maintaining freedom of choice and high standards. I also know that most elderly care is financed by municipal taxes and government grants because Sweden is characterized by a long tradition of extensive local self-government. Thus, I am interested in understanding both national, as well as local factors underpinning the current elderly care system.
That being said, I am aware that recently many changes in the elderly care system have occurred. Examples of these changes are the decreasing number of elderly care recipients due to decreased coverage of tax-funded elderly care; increased privatization of tax-funded elderly care; and, as a result, increases in informal family provision of elderly care and, for those who can afford to pay, privately purchased elderly care.

In the future, care requirements among the elderly in Sweden will increase. Thus, the growing number of elderly represents a major challenge to Swedish society. This interview will allow us to discuss the aging population, and the subsequent changes that are occurring in Stockholm/Sweden’s the elderly care system. More specifically, we can talk about how these issues will continue to affect your organization, and what strategies/plans your organization has for the future in terms of caring for Stockholm/Sweden’s graying society.

**Interview Questions**

**Interviewee background/context**

What elderly care initiatives is your organization currently working on? Please identify some of your organization’s elderly care initiatives that are working/successful? What are your organization’s major challenges and/or weaknesses in terms of elderly care provision?

Is the aging population a top priority/concern for your organization? How is your organization preparing to meet the future challenges coming with the growing elderly population (i.e. approaches, collaboration with other organizations, etc.)?

**Roles and responsibilities of the relevant actors/agencies**

How does your organization interact with the national government? How does your organization interact with the municipal government? What is the balance between direction from the federal and municipal government?

Do global forces, such as for example, the United Nations and the World Health Organization have an impact on elderly care initiatives in your organization? Do you believe that these global forces have an impact on national and/or local elderly care initiatives?

Where are some of the ‘gaps’ in the current elderly care system? How do you think that these gaps might be addressed/filled? Are some elderly people left without care because of these gaps? If so, are the people left without adequate care of a specific gender and/or income level? Have any recent programs and/or organizations been developed in efforts to address these gaps in elderly care?

When policies/programs are designed, do you consult with elderly people, formal caregivers, informal caregivers, and/or families? If so, how does your organization conduct these consultations? Which groups were consulted? How does your organization incorporate information from these consultations?

**Politics**
Do elected officials - at various levels of government - engage with elderly care issues (I.e. the increasing costs of elderly care; the growing role of the private sector in elderly care provision; Care vs. cure; Mismanagement of elderly care funds)? Which elderly care topics/issues receive the most attention from elected officials (I.e. in the media)?

Do changes in government/leadership lead to changes in elderly care policies/programs occurred? Have any changes in elderly care policies/programs occurred since the last election? If so, how has the focus of elderly care programs/policies changed? Have changes had an effect on elder caregivers (informal and formal), and/or the elderly care recipients?

**Delivery of services and accountability mechanisms**

Within tax-funded elderly care there has been an increase in market provision. What is the balance between for-profit and not-for-profit elderly care provision? Do for-profit and not-for-profit providers offer the same quality of elderly care?

Does a unified organizational structure for elderly care exist? How does your organization fit in? Are services formally planned or commissioned? How do current organizational structures promote or impede collaboration?

What are some of the professional organizations that are involved in elderly care? In what ways are agencies and professionals held accountable? Is value for money an explicit objective? How is performance management used to review strategy and care responsibilities?

Is the corporatization of elderly care providers and the role of private equity companies changing elderly care in Stockholm/Sweden? If so, how?

**Financial issues, incentives, and rewards**

Where does your organization receive funding from (I.e. Is there a unified elder care budget)? Has your organization noticed any increases or decreases in funding? If so, when did these changes in funding occur? What were the reasons/motivations for these changes in funding?

Why has there been a decline of tax-funded elderly care services in Stockholm/Sweden? How are the elderly affected by the decline of tax-funded elderly care services? How are their caregivers (formal and informal) affected by the decline of tax-funded elderly care services?

Why has there been a shift from public to market provision of tax-funded services in Stockholm/Sweden? How are the elderly affected by these changes? How are the caregivers (formal and informal) affected by these changes?

Are elderly care services charged for (I.e. user fees, etc.)? If so, which care recipients/care recipient groups are charged for elderly care services? How is the line drawn between charged and non-charged elderly care services? Is public sector-funded coverage expanding or contracting?

What financial incentives and rewards are perceived to exist in elderly care (I.e. financial incentives for the number of clients served as opposed to a focus on quality of care)? What are the consequences of financial incentives on the quality of formal elder care/services provided?
**Gender issues/implications**

What are the gender divisions of formal elderly caregivers?

What are the gender divisions of informal elderly caregivers?

Are workers in decision making/planning roles of a different gender than those delivering ‘front-line’ elderly care? Are some roles in elderly care considered to be ‘women’s work,’ while other roles are not?

What is the difference in pay between workers making decisions/planning and those delivering ‘front-line’ elderly care? Why do these differences in pay for work within elderly care exist (I.e. Is gender a factor in determining pay)?

Why do gender divisions in pay and roles in elderly care work exist, and why do such divisions persist (I.e. are there social/political/structural/organizational reasons)?

Do you believe that gender influences elderly care in your organization and/or in general (I.e. at national and municipal levels)?

**Family involvement**

To what extent is elderly care carried out by families? When elderly care is provided informally by families, was it their ‘choice’ to provide this care, or is it provided due to a lack of publicly provided alternatives/options? Are families caring for the elderly due to the decline in coverage of tax-funded elderly care services?

Which elderly people are most often cared for by their family members (I.e. elderly with less/more education; elderly born outside/inside of Europe)?

Has the proportion of elderly care provided by families increased/decreased in recent years?

Does your organization predict that the changes in government provided elderly care in combination with the aging population will result in a greater dependence on the provision of family/informal elderly care?

What is your organization’s view on the ‘appropriate’ role of the family in elderly care provision?

There has been an increase of privately purchased care among the elderly. Which elderly (I.e. elderly with more/less education; elderly of a specific gender) are purchasing this care? Does your organization encourage an increased role for private sector provision of elderly care as an alternative to elderly care provided informally by families?

**Cultural norms and values**

Is informal/familial elderly care provision valued and viewed as an important part of citizenship?

Is there still a strong popular support for tax-funded, publicly provided elderly care services? Why are trends towards refamilialization, marketization, and privatization of financing occurring at an increasing rate?
Have values about elderly care (I.e. who is responsible for providing elderly care) been changing? If so, why?
# APPENDIX E – ELDER CARE IN ALBERTA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of elder care</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Costs</th>
<th>Delivery system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Home care<sup>151</sup> | Home care services include both professional and support services. The current focus of Alberta’s home care is on professional services, with much less emphasis placed on support services.  
- Professional services include nursing, social work, physiotherapy, occupational therapy, nutritional services, and respiratory therapy.  
- Support services are personal care services such as bathing, dressing, and grooming.  
In Alberta, there are three types of home care: long-term home care, short-term home care, and palliative home care.  
- Long-term home care coverage is expected to continue past one calendar month, and perhaps over the person’s entire remaining lifespan.  
- Short-term home care is home care provided over a period of up to 20 or 30 days in length.  
- Palliative home care is the third classification, with palliative clients expected to be within the last three months of life. In palliative cases, home care is normally provided until death occurs in the home, or until there is a relocation of the dying person | If granted home care, there is no charge for services.  
The GoA pays all costs of home care for the elderly based on individual needs assessments for patients who meet specific criteria. | Home care is delivered by the following sectors:  
- Voluntary not-for-profit (20%);  
- Private for-profit (70%); and  
- Publicly provided (10%).<sup>152</sup>  
Alberta Health Services (AHS) acts as a single entry point for people seeking home care as the different sectors/organizations work in close collaboration, and are contracted out by AHS. |

---

<sup>151</sup> In 2011, there were approximately 112000 home care clients in Alberta (West 2011)  
<sup>152</sup> These percentages are approximations that were provided in an interview that took place with the Alberta Continuing Care Association (Interview, West 2011).
Supportive living combines accommodation services with other supports and care. In addition to providing a place to live, services in supportive living facilities can include meals, housekeeping, and social activities. Supportive living environments therefore offer care/services that are appropriate for a wide range of people with moderate care needs.

In Alberta, supportive living is offered at four different levels, depending on the needs of the elderly patient(s): seniors lodges (offered with three different levels of care), and Designated Assisted Living (DAL).

- Seniors lodges are offered in levels one through three. Level one is for seniors if they need only limited help. It is therefore considered more of a ‘housing hospitality’ service. These seniors may live in a lodge or seniors apartment where they may receive home care for assistance with aids to daily living (ADL) such as, for example with toileting. In contrast, in a level three setting, seniors have health care aids (HCA)s and licensed practical nurses (LPN)s on call 24 hours a day/7 days a week in case any medical situations arise. Meanwhile, level two sits in between, on a spectrum of care services offered.

- DAL, sometimes also known as Enhanced Assisted Living (EAL)

In legislation, the GoA details what the accommodation fees in supportive living can be, what the municipalities provide in terms of funding, and what the GoA provides in the form of grants to operators.

The Alberta Seniors Benefit (ASB) recipients and Assured Income for the Severely Handicapped (AISH) recipients may be eligible for subsidies.

Room and board in supportive living costs between C$1,650 to C$3,000 per month.

Added to the cost of room and board, residents are also responsible to pay for all personal expenses such as clothing, entertainment, transportation, and medications.

The majority of the supportive living facilities in Alberta are privately run, with very few facilities run by AHS. The mixture of providers is:

- Not-for-profit providers making up about 68%;
- Private for-profit providers (18%); and
- Public providers (14%).

153 In 2011 in Alberta there were over 700 licensed supportive living facilities with a mixture of providers (Interview, Grabusic 2011).
154 These percentages are approximations that were provided in an interview that took place with the Alberta Continuing Care Association (Interview, West 2011).
is considered the fourth level of supportive living, and provides accommodation and flexible 24 hours a day/7 days a week on-site personal care, with scheduled access to professional services. This type of accommodation typically serves residents with higher health needs, but who do not need the level of care provided in a LTC facility.

**LTC**

Alberta’s LTC facilities provide accommodation and meals: necessary nursing services, personal services, therapeutic services, special diets as required, drugs specified by the Minister for use on a routine or emergency basis as prescribed by a physician, routine dressings as required, and life enrichment services, all of which are provided through contracts with AHS.

LTC facilities are settings with 24 hours per day/7 days a week services and care by visiting physicians, onsite Registered Nurses (RN)s, LPNs, and HCAs.

LTC facilities are ‘nursing homes’ under the *Nursing Homes Act* and ‘auxiliary hospitals’ under the *Hospitals Act*.

LTC facilities are best suited for the elderly with complex, chronic, end-of-life and/or unpredictable health needs, including behavior that puts the resident and others at risk.

The GoA pays all healthcare costs for the elderly living in LTC based on individual needs assessments for patients who meet specific criteria.

Residents in LTC facilities are not charged for the cost of prescription drugs as prescribed by the patients’ attending physician.

Ambulance services are also provided at no charge if a patient is transferred to or from a hospital for care or treatment.

Residents of LTC facilities are responsible for the following accommodation charges:

- C$45.85/day for standard accommodation;
- C$48.50/day for semi-private accommodation; and
- C$55.90/day for private accommodation.\(^{156}\)

In Alberta, LTC is delivered by a mixture of three providers, and split three ways:

- Private for-profit providers (33%);
- AHS publicly provided (33%); and
- Non-profit organizations (33%).

Despite the mixture of providers, they all have the same funding model concept.

---

\(^{155}\) Statistics Canada provides a formal definition for LTC facilities as “facilities with four beds or more that are funded, licensed or approved by provincial/territorial departments of health and/or social services” (Statistics Canada 2007). This definition includes a variety of institutional forms, of varying sizes, ownership, acuity of residents, and systems of care, with LTC including facilities such as nursing homes and auxiliary hospitals (Armstrong et al. 2009, 19).
## APPENDIX F – ELDER CARE IN SWEDEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of elder care</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Costs</th>
<th>Delivery system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home help</td>
<td>All municipalities offer home help services as required up to 24 hours a day/7 days a week. Help is provided in terms of domestic activities such as shopping, cooking, cleaning, laundry and/or personal care such as feeding, bathing, using the toilet, and dressing. Other services include home nursing, food care, meals on wheels, personal alarms, housing adaptations, assistive technology, and transport services.</td>
<td>Home help is funded by municipal taxes and government grants.</td>
<td>Home help is needs-assessed and distributed by the municipalities. More municipalities are choosing to privatize parts of their elderly care, letting private care providers run their operations. All recipients can choose whether they want their home help or special housing to be provided by public or private operators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special housing</td>
<td>Special housing includes old age homes; nursing homes; ‘service houses’ (apartments with care); and group living</td>
<td>In all of these housing types, the individual pays rent and fees.</td>
<td>This housing is needs-assessed and distributed by the municipalities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

156 LTC facility operators adjusted accommodation fees February 1, 2011 (Seniors and Community Supports 2010). However, in the interests of affordability, the maximum increase was limited to 3% (Seniors and Community Supports 2010). The province is also covering the adjustment for AISH clients, which means that these residents will continue to have a minimum of $315 in monthly disposable income (Seniors and Community Supports 2010). Seniors receiving benefits through the ASB program saw increases in their January 2011 ASB payments, reflective of increases in LTC fees (Seniors and Community Supports 2010). Their benefits are calculated to ensure that they have a minimum of $265 in disposable income every month (Alberta Seniors and Community Supports 2011). About 8,100 of the approximately 14,700 Albertans in LTC facilities receive financial assistance through the ASB and AISH programs, making the minimum monthly disposable income for seniors in long-term care is among the highest in Canada (Storrier 2010).

157 The amount of home help can vary from help once a month to care provided 24-hours a day (Szebehely and Trydegård 2010, 4). In 2008, 35% of the recipients of home care received less than 9 hours of help per month (2 hours per week), 35% received between 10-49 hours per month, 17% received 50-119 hours per month, and 3% received 120 hours per month or more (Szebehely and Trydegård 2010, 4). For 7% of the users there was no information on hours, and 3% of the registered users did not receive any help at all (Szebehely and Trydegård 2010, 4). On average, a home care user receives around 7 hours of help per week (Szebehely and Trydegård 2010, 4).

158 In 2011, private care provided services for 18.6% of all elderly people getting home help.

159 The Adel reform of 1992 (the Community Care Reform) brought together all of the different kinds of institutional elder care under the umbrella concept of ‘special housing with service and care’ (Socialstyrelsen 2010). The aim of housing all institutional elder care alternatives under one umbrella was to create a seamless system of nursing, services, and care that could meet any need, irrespective of where an elderly person has chosen to live (Minford 2001).

160 On October 1, 2007, 6.2% (95,200 people) aged 65+ lived permanently in special housing (Armstrong et al. 2009, 28).
<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>arrangements for elderly people with cognitive impairments.</td>
<td>Costs to individual residents comprises of rent, fees for food, a fee for medical care, and a fee for social services provided.</td>
<td>More municipalities are choosing to privatize parts of their elderly care, letting private care providers run their operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For elderly people in need of constant supervision and care, there are traditional old people’s homes, which are often also called nursing homes and/or care homes. These homes have trained staff who can judge when social and medical care is required, and can ensure that the elderly person receives the care he/she needs, on duty 24 hours a day/7 days a week.</td>
<td>Charges are set either according to income or a combination of care needs and income. Thus, housing costs vary depending on several factors, such as the size of the accommodations, though most receive a housing allowance as pensioners (BTP).</td>
<td>All recipients can choose whether they want their home help or special housing to be provided by public or private operators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group accommodation is another type of living which is intended for a specific target group who have similar needs based on a common type of illness or functional disability such as, for example, elderly with dementia.</td>
<td>The resident’s contribution to special housing costs amounts to 4%; the remaining 96% are paid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service homes are available for the elderly who require higher levels of security and service.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If a person is in need of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

161 At the local level, older concepts like nursing home or old-age home are still used, together with newer concepts like care dwellings, housing for older people, or, in particular, group homes for elderly with dementia -- the most frequently used concept for residential care today in Sweden (Armstrong et al. 2009, 28).

162 Seniors living in these homes have their own apartment or room in a building, there are communal rooms for socializing and activities, and the tenants eat together in a communal dining room. It is also possible for the elderly to share a room with, for example, their husband or wife, if they prefer not to live alone (City of Stockholm 2007).

163 Accommodations may also be offered to different target groups of people with specific interests, for example a specific ethnic, linguistic, or religious group, etc. (City of Stockholm 2007).

164 The design of service houses varies, and some of them have restaurants, salons, and opportunities to join in activities, however, to live in service accommodation always means that seniors live in a ‘normal’ apartment (Trydegård 2011). There is a safety alarm in each apartment and the resident will be given the help they need in the form of home care services based on their circumstances (Trydegård 2011). Such help can include services and nursing care, and personnel are available in the building at all hours (Trydegård 2011). That being said, if a person lives in a service flat, they cannot choose who will provide home care services; instead, they will receive those services from the provider in that building (City of Stockholm 2011b).

165 For example, a person living alone, the BTP can amount to 93% of the monthly housing costs that do not exceed SEK 5,000 (SALAR 2009, 50). If the cost of the home exceeds SEK 5,000 per month, the pensioner pays 100% of the amount in excess of that amount (SALAR 2009, 50). The individual’s income and any personal wealth are taken into account when the regional social insurance office decides on BTP (SALAR 2009, 50). The cost of meals also varies and can amount to SEK 2,500 a month (SALAR 2009, 50).
| Short-term accommodations<br>*Short-term accommodations comprise part of the special types of accommodation, and the local authorities are responsible for medical interventions in such facilities. | Short-term accommodations offer a limited-time stay; an intermediate stage between special housing, support, assistance in regular housing, and in-patient hospital care. This type of accommodation is a multi-faceted operation used for rehabilitation, convalescence, and recovery after a hospital stay, waiting for a space in special housing, examination/diagnostics, home-hospital care/respite for family members, a ‘breather’ allowing time to consider whether the patient should continue to live at home or move to special housing, and also for terminal care. Short-term accommodation can be housed in or near special housing, and in recent years it has increasingly expanded into independent operations. | Short-term accommodations are funded by municipal taxes and government grants. These accommodations are needs-assessed and distributed by the municipalities. More municipalities are choosing to privatize parts of their elderly care, letting private care providers run their operations. All recipients can choose whether they want their home help or special housing to be provided by public or private operators. |
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